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INTRODUCTION

This report' reviews, in the context of their budget and staff

resources, "selected activi!- ) Federal agendies with

& . .

significant responsibilit r.. Ircingcivl rights laws. *it is

)
i

A
\ . ./

part of a continuing effqrt of S. Commission on Civil Rights ,

to increase understandingtf the ire Of Federal civil rights

enforcement and the necessity of proViding more adequate resources

for it 1/

Federal agencies enforce civ 1 rig is ,guarantees in the 9

, . % . .

N b. c

-' Conetitutio,n, laws enacted by Congress; .and E ;ecutive orders. The

1

.
genesis of these-guarantegs is the Promise of equality for all .

7

,persondlgrowing out of,the Civil War. 2/ 'current civil rights.

tions were sd9pted ibecause,people were denied basis,:rights on
.ffl,

,

longstanding. See, or example, U-..S., COmMission on Civil
1/ The.Conimission's concern about enforcement'resources 11

Federal Civil Might Enforcement Effort (1971), p. 34Z .(hereafter

cited as 1971 En cement Report); The. Federal Civil, Rights,
Enforcement Effor57-1974, vol. II, To Provide for Vairolousing .

.
(1914), T. 355 (hereaftei.cited as 1974 FairHoueing Report).; vol.
III,, To Ensure Equal'Educational OpPortunity,(1075), p. 386;

. Vol. IV, To Provide Fiscal Assistance (1975),.pp.-20-22.(hereafter
cited as To.ProvideFiscal Assistance); vol.-V,To Eliminate ;

. paplOyment Diacrimination (1975), pp. 631, 639, 643.and vol. VI,, To
'Extend Federal. Financial Assistance (1975), pp. -21, 291, 488, 538,
;668, 759, 775, 785 (hereafter cited as To Extend Federal Financial

ksistance). For more recent and.detailedanalyses see
C°13311137i;iTn on Civil. Rights:' Civil Rights:' A National, Not a=
Special rhterest.(1981); pp, 36,i.47 thdiedf_ter cited as FY 82 Budget

Statement) and he.Federal Civil Rights'EnforceMent_Budget: liscal .

Yeai 1983(1982) (hereaftecited as FY 83 Budget Report).

. .

.

:21 'Poi a history of developments. leading up Wthe adoption Of the
13th, 14th and 15th amendments to the Constitution after the Civil
War and subsequent legislation to ieinforce and.extend'their: O

"protections; sae FY 82 Budget Statement.:
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a

O. ; '

.
account of their 'race, color, national origin, sex, religion,

handicap,' or age. These laws.cOnshit the Federal GOVernment to' .

.

..
combating discr7 ination n employment, education; housing, healuh

.
:r" . , 4

care,
o

are, use of publicbui4dings and transportation, access to credit

wand services, participationih"the democratic process, and other"I.
7

-areas of everyday life. 3/ A major responsibility:of mOsrt agencies

discussed.2in this `report it DO ensure that none of their funds'

support unlawful-discrimination: -

tc The Commission believes Federal divil`rightkenfo'rcement is .
40 y

.- S . .I '

distinct-trim SOcial prograais.whose benefits may be increased or ,

decreased at the disc;etion tlf any administration oesession of.
.1

. .

Congress. Providing Special benefits, is:not the responsibility of
i

civil rights agencies. Their duty is.eo enforce.laws"intended to

demolish the)lingering barriers to full participation faced by

minorities women, and older and handicapixed persons. These

barriers'are the/legacy ok.legally mandated or\tolerated Segregation

.

and discrimination, and, experience had shown", can be dismantled
,

,s
a

A

only with the leadership and assistance of the-Federal Government.
..

',.) 'In short,' civil rights laws create a unique and basic -

1

-
obligation in the Federal Goveinment to protect0 and'enhance legal

rights. In the Commission's view, this special!' responsibility

includes an obligation to provide adequate .budget and. staff

4 I

3/; Key civil lights laws
the succeeding chapters:

?

and related requikements axe discussed, in
;
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1 1 '

3.

- .

resources to enforce these, laws. 12/

z
e

' '
.

The adequacy of resources for civil'rights enforcement must

-
-

be'assessect.in light of the acCivities they would support, not
/

4 0. o

merely their,dollar Talqe. Enforcing nondiscrimination

effectively is a large task involving a variety of activities.'.

' Agencies must investigate and decide upon disdrimination.

complaints. They also nhist collec't and4analyze statistical and

other information about compliance with civil rights laws and

.0 ;'

regulations- and conduct- investigations where that information_ .

, -

suggests widespread patternsof discrimination may be denying
e

4 e

many persons' rights,. These compliance reviews and other such

investigations of patterns of discrimination area crucial
0-

enforqement tool. ;They id e4ify And correct more civil rights.

.

violations thah investigations of individual complaints,proviOe ;\

relieffbr victims. Of;discrimination Ilio may be unaware of their ' \
4'

-1

..b. . .

rights orordluctant to seek them, and demonstrate a commitment to

*
... ....,

oir

.t

.

5/ See FY 82 Budget Statement, p. 117 and Clarence M. Perldleton,
Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on CivilRights; letter to Michael 1.

Horowitz, Counsel to the airedtor, Office of Kanagement and'Budget
(heVeafter OMB) Aug. 10, 1982, enclosed Staffmemorandum, p. 2.
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4

enforcement action that encourages 1oluntary compliance: 6/

Mostcomplaint invesetgAtions and compliance reviews result ini'
ettlements with agreements tocorrect violations. Fooyup

. .4. 4

monitoring reviews by_the Federal agencies to ensure such agreements

actually are carried .out,. eherefore,'al,so are important. 7/ en

d

agkeements cannot be.reached or later are disregarded, agencies must

initiate enforcement proceedings. 8/

Effective civil rights enforcement also involves technical

assistance so ,that those who must comply_ understand their

obligations and those who are protected kri'dw their tights'. 9/

6/ D.S.,'Commission on Civil Rights: Making Civil,RigheaSensb Out
of Revenue Sharing Dollars-(1975), pp. 59-61;.;pforcing.Title IX
(1980); p. 24; To Provide Fiscal Assistance, p...661YIO.Extend
Federal. Financial Assistance, p. 188;-FY 82 Budget r't-71;-E;-107e7WE": pp....

.34, 40 -41; and FY. 83 Budget Report, pp..3-4. Agendyietudies
indicate that compliance reviews ate' especiallyj.mportIntin
protecting the rights of very lio6r and pow..English/Speaking
individuals, U.S.,. Department of Education, Qffice for Civil
Rights,eSalaries.atd'Expenses," undated .('prepared for February.1981
appropriations hearings), p. 326;Clarence Thomas, Assistant
.Secretary for. Civil Rights, Departmentof Education,-interNiew,

.-Eeb. 22, 1982.. The compliance reviews considered to:be-a-More
.

effectiveenforceient to§l-includedOnsite inv'eatigations:. Those
. -involVing only analyses of reported datasometimes-called "desk`
.audits," arelesW effective.. 1971 EnforceMent'Report219.

.

7/ To Provide Fiscal Assistancd, p. 41; To
.

Extend Federat Financial
Assistance, p. 3671 .,:.

. ' 1, e'
,0 ;

8/. Enforcement may involve litigation to obtaip courtrorde d. -

remedies or'administrative proceedings to terminate Federsa unds.-
. a

. . .. . i(

/% . .

9/' For the importance of such outreach'andrelated tephnicaL:
assistance efforts* see To Provide Fiscal Assistince,'Pp./6749;

'Enforcing Title IX, pp. 32, .410; Louib:tkinez,'Staff Director, U:S.
CommisAion on Civil Rights*. letters to Cynthia G.'Brown/, Assistant .

Secretary gor,Civil Righta,/.J.S. pepar6ent ot Eduation, idc. 10',.
1980 and FeederIck T. Cioffi, Acting gssistah Secreblary for Civil,:
Rights;.U.S.'Department:of,Education, Feb. 26', .1981., , '
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TecnnicaL.aSsistance can provide expert advice

,f

A

.

on identifying and

resolving civil rights,problems volUntarily. It,also can enhance

enforcement activity by-State-and-loFal-civil.rights agehcies,

helping theM to share mbre fully in theFederal enforcement effort.
I

Technical assistante of this kind is partitularly important where

IMA-law requires State and local agencylinvolyement. 10/

Finally, Federal enforcement

ensure that agencies witbsimiiar

&ft properly and without wasteful

actlities mast be coOrdirated to

responsibilities all 'carry them

or unduly burdensome' duplication.

Under Executive and Congressicdal mandates, some agencies have this
4

additional important respons ility. 11/

By their nature, these enforcement tasks%require substantial

ataff.resources. It ;takes individualized-exper/ t/attention to.

I'

investigate specific problems,'devdlop remediea:for them, and

monitor compliance with Settiement.agreemints.1 Consequently;

personnel, costs are the largest expense in enforcemei-.dgencies'

budgets, and.cha es in staffinglevels have majbr impact one

agencies' abilities to carry out their responsibilities.

1"

These

10/ For discussion, of sucli requirements, see chaptets 1, 4, and 0.

. ,

11/ These include the. Departments of Health-and Human SerVices, _

Housing and tYrban Development, and Justice and theEqual Employment

!0Pportunity Commission.' 'Their specific responsibilities are

IdiscuUsea in subsequent chapters deaiinewith these agencies. On

the need for strong coordinatOn, see U.S.,,,Commission on Civil

Rights: The Federal Civil Rights EnfOrcment Effort--1974!"eVol. V; "

To EliminstRoalaintRiluimia41514Li, pp. 576-77, 618 and The

Federal. Civil .Rights Enforoment Efort--197.7, To Eliminate

pagisaFent Discrimination: A Seuel,.pp. 331-35; Louis Nunez, Staff

Director, U.S. Cothmissidn on Civil Rights, letterto William M.

Nichol/A:, Genedl Counsel, OMB, Sept. 12,-1980; FY 83 Budget Report,

362 61-
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.
'agenCies also need l 'as information.

,,JI.
systems that permit them to monitot their owneperformance as, well
' - 4

.

, .

as analyze'compliante informatidn; staff travel, to invsteigefe .

Ncomplaints acid 'COnduct compliance reviews, and administrative

overhead expenses such as ent, heat,.and telephone.serviceZ

The Commission.- analyses of resources for Fedeial civil

rights enforcement consider whether the particular agencies,

discussed have-been provided adequate resources to Carry out
.

- effective enforcement programs; In 1981 and 1.0.82, the tommission
,

.

evaluated proposed,budgets for civil rights components in the

.

Departments ol:Education,.Health and Rumen Services; and Justice,

. the..Rquai"Emplo ept Opportunity Commission, and the Office of
i

a
1

..
.

. \

FederaIACentract Compliance Prograis in the Department.of Labor. .

\

ti

While all Federa agencies have some equal opportur0.4%

resPonsibilities, these 5 agencies were selected for review,

because they have major responsibility for establishing Federal

civil rights policy, coordinating enforcement activity throughbut
).

. I.,

the Federal Government, and /'or operating large programs that
1 , . 4

affect the well-being of` hose protected by.'Federal civil rights

requirements.
J

These,edrl.ier reports attempted to identify trends across
A \.

the agenciesand within individual agencies over time. They also
. ...6 , r V

.---

tried to put in clearer focus the impact of .resource, decisions.on

the capacity of the agencies to carry out £heir enforcement

responsibilities.

Recognizing the need for economiess these reviews have

addressed the possibility that pro osed funding and staff
-(0'<;

4

0
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61.

. .

cutbac k% could be offset, by. strong leadership, bitter managemeni,

. s
-

creased empnasis on,the mosecost-effective investigations,,and

better Coordination. 12/ The CoMMission concluded in'1981 that
. 7.

i

ix , 0i t^'
0--"...
such improvements, .,e)2 if vigorously' pursued, could not

4 ..
-

compensate for, ;he pioposed reductions and'Uarned.that progress.

. -

in the Feder,' civil rightsenforcement effort was

jeopar4ized. 13/

Last year the Comihission noted that budget cuts apd41

. .

Inflation WW seriously eroded total enforcement resouices.*14/

That analysi also considered, what!the agencies.reviewed had
4

.
0i

_accomplished with their reduced resources as well s what they
. ' °.,

,

a
a . , .

0 . .

,expected to ac omplish*' With proposed resOurcea for FY .83.
.,..

, -

7 , /

The'effec s of continuing budget constraints included
.

1

/ 'reduced activities to combat widespread Patterns of
:

1

. .

,

/
discrimination,

.. ,

nadequate sUpport for State an local civilJ

4
-V

-
..'

e' /: rights enf rcemen activities, diminished technical assiitsnce,
fl

I.

/

I .-
.pansand unMet c ordin tion needs. 157 The agencies' FY 83

..,

t 4

1:

.

..

I.
indicated hese piObleis would persist andi in some cases,

worsen; 16J On
,

thi basis, the Commission concluded they would.

. 1

need additiOnal ftlhd to' carry but their enforcement ,..414.N.
, . ,

l
- o

'

r

\
.

12/ FY. 82 Budget State ent, 0). 46.

(13/ Ibid.,'13. 47.

14/. FY 83 Budget Report,

15/ pp. 17-20, 27-T
16/: Iblid. , PP. 64-66.';

ter-,

.

pp. 5-6.

MOW

36,.38 -39, 46, 5 8.-59, 62.-



zesponsibiiities adequately. -It ai'eo_noted that adequate

redources wvuld.not ensure effective enforcement unless those

resources here used to carry out effective pofidies. 17/ :

Mrs report-updates the two earlier reports and expnds on

them by adding a 'chapter on enforcement activitie of the

,
/ ,-Department of Housing.and . Urb-n Development; 18/ It evaluates

.

major ,components of each agency's program accordihg to the

agency's own objectves'and other available measures of ,
p.-

:I %

(
enforcement Aeds.

. .

The report identifies issues that should )b14.
. I 4. 0

..

-ttaclmd in the continuing budgetprvoebs;'discusses changinv
-I,'r ..

polic,10., demand's, dEd procedures that may affect the way,L
--

o

. _

resources are'uded; and considers agency efforts to economize and-1.
/

f

.
improve management civil riihts enfoccement.' Focused

,
prncipallyoon reAburces, it does not address all factorsi factors

1 . ,

affecting perfor4nce. 19/ Nor does' it general include '

. ,

qualitative considerations requirinecase-by-case analyses.
1

1
: \ 0

,,
i

;

l17/ The Commission e*pressed,particular concerwabout proposals 7
that would hake reduced the ef\fectivenesgrof the.cOntract'compliance

7,

programs. "Ibid.', pp. 40-41. \ \ v

:
1g/. Fair%housing enf0 ement is ties, including resource

,

deficiencies, have been longsta 4iAg Commission concern. -See, far
example,. U.S.'Commissiorieoncivil ights: .?Report of the United:;'
States Cot alission on 'Civil Rights ;1959), pp. 534,.537; Commission
on Civif)RignIs Report: MousinK (1961), Op.1.44-46;' 1974'Fair
HoUsing Report; and The Fedeial Fair Housing Effort
(1999). °

0

19/ 'A more comprehensiye evaluation could include, for example,
agency organization and maragemene, including field investigations'.
'Of regiOn4 and local offices, and a pyitematic analysis (1E-
enforceme9e.stannards and their appiicati



The report, howevet, does discuss major policies pursued by.

the SIstice Department s Civil Rights Di''i,sion.' These are '11-

vital concern becaude they indicate the direction of the

administration's civil rights enforcement commitmentsiand

influence other agencies' enforcement efforts. The discussion

here can only summarize an extensive dialogue between the

Commission and the, Division on cases involving complex legal and

factual distinctions. Num6fous documents 'spelling out these

distinctions and the major policy differefices underlying them are

cited in the notes.

Like the Commission' FY 83 budget report, this analysis

distusses the agencies'...actual spending power in apt of

inflation:;- There is nd,standard measure for the effects of

inflatidon'Federal civil rights enforcement budgets, and many

technical problems would be involved in developing One.

CongressiOnai'Budget Office Gross National Product deflators,

developed for.analyees of the national !economy, provide a

generalynrdsticklor,considering the impact of inflation. These

formillas offer a rough approximation when applied to Federal .

) civil rights-enfOrcement
budgetshoKever, because some major

4
..;

i,-items in these budgets,_noEably staff salaries, recently have

, .

risen more slowly thanPrivate sector expenses, while others may

have risen more rapidly.' The 'formulas nevertheless have been

used in this report because,meaningful budget'trends cannot be

_ -- -

determined without- consideration Of---tne declining value of the

dollars allocated.

13



This review only touches on overall spending for civil

rights enfbrcement. Such spending is/a tiny fractioa of the

overall' Federal_ budget. According to.tthe latest published

esitimates,.the administration expects $6.32.2isillion to be spent
//

for Federal civil rights enforcement in FY 84 if its budget

proposals e adopted. 20/ Deficiencies in budget data make it

diffi t to compare this figure, to'previous,expenditures or

ermine whether it would compensate for the steady toll taken

by inflation. 21/ 'The unreliability of the data needed to make
4

these assessments suggesar continuing deficiencies in information

the administration uses to analyze civil rights enforcement

\

\

20/ U.S., Executive' Office of the President, OMB, Major. Themes and
Additional Budget Details, Fiscal. Year 1984, undated, p.127. This
total 'figure would include governmentwide expenditures for the
types ofenforcement.activity conducted by the 6. agencies discussed
in this report and also governmentwide expenditures-for,equal
opportunity in Federal employment, this CommissiOn's budget, and
civil rights activities by the Postal SeFvice and legislative
branch. ,

o 1o
21/ The Commission made such comparisons last year, using published
0MB figures. It notedsuch figures had not always'been reliable,
but were the only total civil rights budget figures available. FY .
83 Budget Report; p. 3 n. 10. OMB objected to the conclusions,
saying its published figures were inaccurate. Michael J..lorowiti,
--Counsel to the Director; OMB, letter to Clarence Pendleton,
Chairman, U.S. CommissiOn on Civil Rights, June 25, 1982.
Commission staff, therifore, asked 0MB for. clarification of its data
in order to determine.

i
which, if any, figures'could be used in this

report'. John Hope II,, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, letter to Michael J. Horowitz, Counsel to the

t Director', OMB, July'28, 1982 and, enclosed staff analysis. OMB's
response did not'resolve the problems. Michael J. HOrowitz, Counsel
to the/Director, OMB,"letter to Clarence Pendleton,'dhairman, U.S.
Commissioi on Civil Rights, July 29, 1983. This exchange of
correspondence is reproduced in an appendix to this report.

0
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0 .

spending. 22/ The Commission believes, however, thatthe

detailed information on these 6 agency budgets provides a solid

basis for considering the adequaCy.oi-.1.upport for effet.Live civil

1
ti

rights enforcement. t.

14hile.there are many ways toevalnatethe Federal civil

rights erifOrcmeni effort,.analyzing bUdget'pioposals and

appropriations.is esSfential. Budgets inVolve.far-more than mere

allocations of funds. Presidents usA,Cheir budgets to. establish

program and policy priorities. Individual'agency budgets in turn

establish their Triorities and also report progress and previous

enforcement activity, indicate problem areas,,and_project needs

for future activity. The: serieso

budget analyses have focused_on-ekecutive budget proposals

because-they identify the administration's civil rights

enforcement goals and indicate the extent to which the

administration is willing to commit resources tooeet them.

Thus, a review of the President's proposed budget is also a

review of the administratioh's performance and plans.

.

22/ For earlier concerns about OMB Civil rights' spending data and

analyses, see Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman, U.S. Commission:on Civil

Rights,-letter to James T. McIntyre, Director, 0Mi,' Mar. 25,.1980

andencldsed staff analysis; Deborah P'.1_SnOw, Acting. AssistAnt'Staff

Director for Federal Civil Rights Ivaluation,TU.S.. Commission on

Civil Rights,Ilettetto Nathaniel
Scurry,Assistant,to the Director.

for Civil Rights, OMB, Dec.,17,' 1980 and enclosedstaff analysis;

Louis Nnner,.Staff,Director, U.S:- Commission onCiVil Rights; letter

to Nsthaniel Scurryi:ASsistant to the. Director for Civil.Rights,

0MB, Mar.,17, 15
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While the Congressional budget process begins with the

Pr'esident's proposals, the budget ultimately adopted by Congress
0

reflects its own Priorities. Congressional review of the

proposed budget provides an opportunity to monitor and evaluate-

individual agency 1d overall adminiatration performance in .r

enforcing civil rights laws. The oversight proCess, as well.as

specific appropriations decisions, may significantly effect

agency enforcement adtivity. ,

Developing Federal agency budgets has become a cohtinuoue

process. As, this ettport i's" published, agencies in'the Executive

branch are negotiating with the Office of Managethent and Budget

on their FY 85 requests (to be sent to Congress in January 1984).

Meanwhile, work is continuing on appropriations for the agendies'

I

-5.



activities for TY 84:(which begarrOctober 1; 1983). 23/

Since this report reviews the agencies' accOmplishments'in-

,
meeting:certain objectives in FY 82 and FY 83 and considers the.

adequacy of their budget and performance;yrojections for FY.84, ;

0
it is relevant to both the decisions 'to be mace about he FY 85

- ,

budget and-oveisight.of agency performance throughout FY 84. ;,.:4

.
Like any estimate of future needs, it is based .on a numberof,.

somewhat unpreaictable factors. Its conclusions,..therefore, must
.

a V.

. .

a

23/ As of 'Nt. 30, 1983, action was still pending on _FY 84

appropriacionslor all the agencies discussed in. this report excppt

the Department of Housing ,and Urban Development. On Oct. 1, 1983,

the President signed a continuing resolution' (Pub. L. 98-107) to '

provide fundinvfor these agencies through Nov,. 10, 1983. [19

Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 1407 (Oct. 10, 1983).) As a result, the ,

Health and Human s1s4ivices Department's Office for CiVi1 Rights

'(HHS/OCR) was funded at $418,000 and the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission (EEOC) at $1.9 million below their FY 84.,

"request levels. (Cited in the respective chapters on these

agencies). (Nancy Anderson, Staff, Subcommittee on Labor, Health

and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies of he Senate

Committee on Appropriations, telephone interview, Oct.4. 24, 190.)

The Education Department's Office for Civil Right., s (ED/OCR), the'

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs.( CCP), and the .

Civil Rights Division were funded at their 'FY 84 request levels.

(Ibid.; James Sullivan, Legislative Counsel, Civil Rights Division,

Department of Justice, telephone' interview, Oct. 28, .1981.)

On Oct. 20, 1983, the House and Senate agreed to a conference

report for an appropriations bill (H.R. 3913, 98th Cong., 1st Sesi.)' )

funding ED/OCR, HHS/OCR, and OFCCP,for the remainder of FY 84 [H.R.

Rept. No. 422, 98th Cong., 1st Sess.; 129 Cong. Rec. H8368-.760aily

in
f

ed. Oct'. 19, 1983); 8433-67 and S14306-10 (daily,ed. act. 20,

w/983)]. :At this iting, it was awaiting the President's

signature. OFCCP and HHS/OCR would be funded-at the continuing

resolution's appropriations levels,. while ED/OCR would receive a /

$4.5 million increase. [For r( 84 appropreationisee 129 Cong. Re'c.

118438 (OFCCP), H8454 (HHS/04),, and H8459 (ED/OCR) (daily ed. Oct:.

.20, 1983).] Congress had not completed action on FY 84

appropriations for the Civil Rights Division and EEOC by Oct. 30;
/

1983.

17
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be 4omewhat.tentative. They are not empty speculatiOnOlhowever,

but, projections bas0.ow,trends the Commission has monitored.

closelY.forsometimi.NA
7 ,

The infqrmation con0ained in this report was'Arawn'fiom OMB
4

and agency budget' documents for. FY 84 and:earlier,years;.. agency '
,

program pLans, management reports, evaluations, policy statements

and proposaAs, andIongressional testimony; legal brjefs and

decisions; and written and oral responses to Commisqion staff'

inquiries. In accordance with Cgmmiaaion policy, Each of the 6

enforcethent aglicie's discussed here was offered an opportunity to

commenPon the factual accuracy of an earlier draft of the
I

relevant chaptei'o this. report: 41- did so. 24/ This published

version incorporates the most recent data they provided and many

other commentaand _explanations they, suggested should be*

considered. Some issues of1continu5-,,, disagreement and gaps and

inconsistences in data that precluded adopting some of the

agencies' suggested revisions ase noted in particular chapters.

The Cdtmitsion appreciatei.the cooperat.ion of the 6 agencies

in preparation of Pie-report. Interpretations of facts and

conclqsions reflect the views of the Commission,,nOt the agencies.

.4 -

o

24/ Each agency's comments are cited in the relevant chapter and
reproduced in an appendix(to this rePort.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDWATION:' OFF*ETOR CIVIL RIGHTS.

Rnforceinent Responsibilities

The Department of Education's Office for"Civil Rights-

.

IP responiibke for enforcing he prohibitions against

OCR)

di crimination based'on.raCe sex, handicap, and age in Title

VI f the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 1/ Title IXof the

Educ tion.AMendments of 1972, 2/ Section 504of the
- .

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 3/ and the Age Discrimination Act

A

W1975. 4/ tt must ensure,nondisciimination in. a11 State

education agencieP and vocational' rehabilitation sy ems, '

16,000 school systems., 3,200 colleges add universities,\ 10,000

proprietary institutions (for-profit sch6ols for career

i,

pieparatioh),and other types of institutions, such as

libr ries and. museums, that'receive deparemental°funde. 5/

1/ 42 U.S.C. §§2060d-20002-6 (1976 & Supp. Vb1981). Title VI

prohibits discrimination because of race,. color, or national

origin in ahy program receiving Federal financial assistance.

2/ 20 U.S.C. §§1681"1686 (1976). Title IX prohibits...sex,

discrimination in federally-assisted education programs.

2/ 29 U.S.C. §794 (Supp.
discrimination on the basi
federally-assisted and fed

4/ 42 U.S.C. §S6101-6107 ( 76 & Supp. V 1981). The Age-

i5iicrimination Act 'bars dis rimination because /of age in

programs and activities receiving Federal " fihanCial assistance.*

1981). Section 504'prohibits
of handicap in all
rally- conducted programs.

,

. 5/ U.S. Department of Education, Office for :Civil. Rights 8

ThereafterOCR), l'Final-Annual Operaring.Planifor Fiscal Yearg

.1983," 48 Feci. Reg. 1789, 1791 (1983)., (hereafter citedas FY 83
r

'Operating Plan).
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' The laws OCR enforces seek to guarantee equal opportunity for

approximately 12 million minority grojp Students, ?6 million

women students, and 4 million handicapped students. 6/ They

also piohibit employment discrimination

Other schOoLet.iployees. 7/..°,
*

against teachers and

Failure to,enforce these laws effect jely has subjected OCR

to court orders for many gears.13/. The Federal district court ,r
:recently, found OCR was not*complying with its requirements and

a

6/ OCR 'does not collect data on indivuals protected under
the,Age Discrimination Act. Frederick Tate, Special- Assistant
to the Assistaht Secretary, OCR, telephone interview, Aug. 23,
1983.

4.See 34 C.F.A..§9.00.3(c), 104.14 106.51 (1982) (the.
Department's Title VI, Title IX, andSection 504 regulations
prohibiting discriminatory employment practices).rSee,also"
North. Raven.Board of Education v. Bell,. 456 U.S. 512 (1982).

8/ .See Adams.v, Richardson, 356 F. Supp. 92, 94 (D.D.C. 1973),
modified-and aff'd., 480 F.2d.1159 b.igt Cir..1975Y,
laullemental order sublmg. Adaas v.14einberger, 391 F. StApp.

.269 (ri.D.C. 1975), second supplemental order sub. nom. Adams v.
Califano, 430:F.'Supp. 118 (D.D.C: 1977 (hereafter'cited as
Dec. 1977 Adams/WEAL Order). The 'eably orders addressed.delaYi
in OFR's eabrcement of-Title VI. The 1977 order,also covered
'Title'IX and section 504 enforcement. In addition to
addressing cases already delayed, it required OCR to proce,.
'all new complaints and conclude compliance reviews.within
certain time frames. It also required cert4in surveys to,
identify-probable compliance problems and reports on OCOs'
operations and plans.'
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substantially' reaffirmed theme / OCR receritly has intensified

/
,efforts to comply with, the ordei and made. Significant progress

/ ...

/

Th. si

infareasyhere.it ban exercise 'some discretion, notably
/

compli4nce reviews. Stadf'shortages, however, apparealsw

vp-
e

';OCR

e-

contriputed to CRIe Adams problems and limited its

1..? il
T

'

discretionary activities. 10,t OCR's resources nevertheless'
_ .,,

j.1

. .

// .9/ Adams v. Bell, No. 30' 5-70, and-Women's Equity Action

///r
League v.. Bell, No. 74-1720 (D.D.C. Mir. 11,-1983) (hereafter

/
cited,as1983 Adams/WEAL Order). The court' found that its 1977

Order had7been violated in many important respects" and thab

its requirements remained,important because "ifthe government

is 'left to its 04-deVices, the manpower that normally would
be-dekroted*to this,type of thing, ... might-be shunted pff, into

other directions, .will fade away.ind-the r,

compliance will eventually gb out the' window.!", S/1 'op. at 2;

In addition to reaffirming, with some moditications, the

'1977 time fames; the new- order specifies Education Department

plans for several major'surveysincluding, in .FY 84, an

elementarY'and secondary school survey OCR regularlhast
conducted and a vocational education survey it condUCted only

once in 1979. The order states in part, "ED also intends to

:Conduct a survey of vqcationsl schWed based on the Updated'

universe.of recipients included in'the Fall 1979 Vocational

Educatioli Civil' Rights'Survey at least once every four years

beginning in fall'1983." Id.at 16. Contrary..to Commission

views, OCR dhes not belie ye this constitutes. a requirement for

the survey in FY 84. Ararry M. Singleton, -Assistant SecretarY

for Civil -Rights; Department of Education, letter to. Linda:

Chavez, Staff Directbr,13.S..COmmissionbn,givil Rights? Sepbe.

A3, 1983.(hereafter cited as Singleton September Letter.),

endlosed"SpeCificComments on-th6 Civil Rights CommissiOes

Chapteir. on OCR,",,p..1 <hereafter cited as..00R Cominents):. The

new :,order also adds reporting requirements. 1983 AdumS/WEAL

Order at. 17-20. .

r

The'Education Department hasappeqed this order, asking

that all'the requirements. governing 0CR'k operations be.

eliminated: Brief'for ApPeIlants at 27-30',:78', Adams v. Bell,

1101 834590, and Womes Equity Action League v. Bell,'

.83-1516 D.C. Cir., brief filed Sept. 19,. 1983) (hereafter:

cited as 1983 Adams/WEAL APpellants"Brief).'

10/ Commission on Civil Rights, Ttl..Federal Civil Rights

EnfOrcement'audget,Fiechl Year:1963 (1982),:.pp'. 15-Al

(hereafter cited as:FY,43.!Bildgei Report):*
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would- be .reduced under the proposed FY 84 budget 11/ OCR's

ability to carry out statutory and jueicialIY imposed
r 1

.

requirements thus would be jeopardized.'
. .,

/ . 4 4 '
4 Budget Totals °

I...

-1
. 0

',.1/4 .
9 yAs table 1 ,shows,' funding for OCR hastaropped.sharply since

- the beginning of FY 80. 12/ there is no exact measuri.of OCR's
. ,

. '. .
.additionalloasel6in spending power` due to inflation: A

.- ;
1,

.,

.

!...

gederal yardstiokjor considering the'impact'of inflation

6

11/' In addition to i4edequate 'tuff, OCR may lack funds for
surveys required by the hew Adam' order. ,The,proposed FY 84
budget was developed before the order was issued and makes no
specific ,reference to surveys. While6OCR-might,well have
planned to survey elementary and'secondary schools, it is
dcebtful the agency expected it would have to surmey.vocationa
education programs in Fr.84. -OCR: estimates that this.surveyi
if conaucted in FY 84, would cost'about $800;G00.'' OOR
Comments, p. 1. New Adams reporting requirements also may,

entsilexpenditures not envisioaea in'the proposed FY 84
budget. -

.7k 1 ,
12/ OCR Suggests the appropriate figure'toause as a basenn
for its declining funds would be what the.Office Of ManageMei
and Budget allocated to it when it was reorganized in the new
Education Department Percent of the FY.Wresourcea
authorized for civil rights enforCeMent in thDepartment
Health, Education, and Welfare). Singleton September Letter.
_The, Commission has used;80*percent Of the FY 80 authorization
because this is cdhsistent with.OWS estimate of the /

percentage of Health, Education,'.and Welfare,enforcement/
'resources psed for education activities.: Fred T. ,
"Report to the Court and Plaintiffs onOCR'S Efforts'td/Idomply
with the.Consent Order dated DeCeiber:29, 1977, in Adame ya
Centeno, Civ. No. 70-3095 (D.D.C1)," Declaration iTTNiPOrt of
.Defendehts' Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for Order / /to Shoi
Cause, Exhibit.I (May 27, 1901) e 4.4 (Pereafter,citedies
Ciotti Affidavit). °The,origibel,!FY 80 appropriationitself.,
represented a cut of $3 million below the preceding yeer.. 6CR,
"Salaries and Expenses, 11 Year History of, OCR Appropriations, "
undated, Tab .A (hereafterOited as History of OCR '(/

Appropriations).
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OCR Budget.Totals: FY 1980-84

(in thousands of. dollars)

Fiscal Year

1980-.(HEW) .

A980 (Education

1981,

.1982

1983
%,

1984 (Requesa
r

A ro riation a/'
annualized

$53,443 b/

45,847''

46,.9

45,038

44,868

42;05g

a/. Figures represent what. OCR could have. spent during a whole

fiscal year'under evh*speading ceilini. .

. -

b/ OCR's estimate of its 1980 apprOpriation in_the Department

of Health, Educatiot3, and Welfare that was allocated for

education enforcement activities.

SOURCES:. U.S., Departments of Education, Office for Civil

Rights: ."Salaries Imp Expenses, 11 Year History of OCR

-
'Appropriations," undated (for above FY 80 HEW and Education

appropriations); "Salaries and Expenses," undat'ed (prePared for

March 1982-appropriations hearings) (for FY 81. appropriation);

Hairy M.. ,Singleton,&-fAistant-Secretary for Civil Righti, //

Deplitmnt of Education? letter to gotii-Hope-1-1-1-,-A.cting Staff

Director, U.S. Commission. on Civil Rights, Mar. .18, 1,83,
tEnclOsure A (for 17 82 and FY.83 appropriations); U.S.,

Department of Education, "Education Activities, Salaries and

'
Expenses," undated (submitted to Subcommittees on Labor, Health

and Human Services, and Education of the House and Senate

Committees on Appropriations, March,1983), p. 269 (for FY-84

rerfuest),- .

.
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provided by Congressional Budget Offide Gross 4atonal Product,.

/.

deflators. Although these are not geared specifically-to

rising, costs in the Federal sector: they may offer a rough-
.

lapproximationyof trends in enforcement resourGes, including

OCR's.. 13/ Adjusting for inflation with the Congressional

Budget,Office formula, OCR would, appear to have lost 'nearly 33 -
-

percent of its 4ctual spending power during ,the last 3

-. years,. 14/
.t- -

1 .
.

.

. .

ctlt; A $2.8 million in'OCR's budget is\propoded for FY
1

.

84. 15) Applying the appropriateideflator,\thiswould leave --
t

01

the agdnCy about 57'percent of the sp. endidg, power- it had to

Comply with the Adams order and increase discretionary

-13/ For a'fu/ler discussion of the use and 'limits of.these
measures, see chapter 1.

. .

14/ 'This estimate le deriveld_by dividing OCR's appropriation
by a factor that accounts for,Fannual inflation rates since FY

.

- 80. Deflators for each fisCal year through-FY 84 'were provided

.2

Congressional Budget Off/
by Steven Zeller, economi:4 :

20,telephone interview,
Fiscal Analysis Division,

June
1983. OCk notes that, if the base used wolfe the annualized FY
80 appropriation for it's activities in iheEducation'
Depa;timent, the loss w uldbe approximatelp20 percent 49

i
million). -OCR Gammen s, p.l. The Commission used OCR's
annualized estimate o FY 80' ses for education enforcement'
in the Department of Health, Edu ation, and tWelfare because 1
this more accurately represents the agency's resources for
two-thirds of the f scal year. For this estimate, see History
of, OCR'Appropriati ns.

U.S., Depar, ent of Education, "Edhcation Activities,...
ties and, Expenses, undated (submitted to Subcommittees on

Jobor,-Bealth and Human Services, 'and Education of the House
and-Senae Committees on Appropriations, Rarch.1983), p. 269
(hereafter cited as OCR FY 84 Budget).

/ 24 %.
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activities in 1979. 16/ , OCR Could wind up With even, less. than'

4 . "7.
. . '

l
thii because, as the ,budget now is structured; funds

appropriated for OCR could be transferred to other

activities 17/

,-

.

16/ OCR's budget request's to comply with the 1977 order yere

not fully reflectedin its approPriation until 1979...Cynthia

G: Brown, Statement to the Courtof November 2, 1979.,Adams v.,
Barris, Civ.,Action No.365-70 (D.W.C. Nov. 2, 1979)., Exhibit

,

I at 3 hereafter cited as Brown'Affidavit).1 In'addition to
Adams e pliale, OCR'S 1979 budget alfio prOvide4 nearly p

., .

million for its then new*technical as(sistance.prOgram.7 U.S.,

Department of Education,'OCR% "OCR Technical' Assiatance Funding
Higtory,"" undated (hereafter cited as lechnical Asaistance - ir
FundineHistory), Tab B. The comparison between. FY 79 and .

,erojectedFY.80 spending vower is based on Pc4's estimate that

U (Ifpercent its resources in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfaye were used for education enforcement
activities. The estimated loss, however, may be too Jew. In
FY 79, OCR 13,11ineed to spend 85 percent of its:resoutces On 1'

education ibsues. Shirley M. Hufstedler, Secretarx of
Education, letter to James T. McIntyre, Jr., Director, Office

of Management and Budget, Dec. 18, 1979/(hereafter cited as .

Hufstedler Letter), enclosed "Detailed Discussion Of OCR

Activities:" .

,
i

17/' A change inn the structure of the Education Department
budget would consolidate OCR's FY 84.apprOpriation with

IN
appropriatio s for program administration and4the Office of the

Inspector Ge eral. This has been described as a technical

change that would maintain Ogles "budietary,independence."
Charles'L. Heatherly, Deputy'Onder Secretary for Managment,
Department of Education, statement, Departments of Labor,

Health and Human Services, Education_and-Related-A encies'
Ap.p.--for-1984, before' the Subcommittee on the
Departments.lof Labor,. Health and .Human Services, Education, And

Related Agenciesof the House Committee on Appropriations, 98th
',.

Cong., lst'seas.% p. 1186-(1910) (hereafter
..

cited.as FY 84

Appropriations Hearings). Funds pkoposed.for OCR, however,
could bemused fOr'the two other, programs in the same account.
The Department has notruled out this possibility,. -but- has said

it, would seplc Congressional consent eo any transfer. of funds

,from one acconnt to another. 'Commission staff notes,on

'-testimony of Charles L. Heatherly before the%Subcommittee on

Labor, Health And Human Seryices, and Educationof the Senate
Committee..onNpropriations (mitintakhed in Commission files)..:

4 25



historidally, OC.R enforcement: has been unduly slow, partly
.

. . .

because of.staff shortages.
.

1A/ The 1977 'Adams order,---,-
. . '1 . .

completes
' ' -I

therefore, required OCR not, only to lcertain activities

'within, specific time frames Aut also to`r9duest the7dditional

positions compliance would require. 19/ OCR 'did' not, receize

ali the pogitions it requested to meet the court-ordered

deadlines and increase revieWi remedy' institution-wide

patterns and practices of discrimination. 20/ It, moreover,

soon began losing,staff its had obtained; 21/ a trend that, has

"
continued, as 'table 2'shows.

#,

. 4v,
.

181 U.S. Commisdion on Civil- Rights: The Federal Civi,1 Rights
EnfOrcement Effort--1974, vol. MI'S() Ensure .E it-Educationnal
Opportunity (1975), pp. 12-15 (hereafter cited s To Ensure
Equal Educational Opportunity) and Enforcing 'fitle IX (1980),
Op. 25-26, 39. For a...discussildn of specific links between

,

delays in OCR enforcement activities and staff shortages, see
FY 83 Budget Report, p. 17, n. 42. .

.

..,

19/ .Dec. 1977 Adams/WEAL Order.

20/ -Brown Affidavit at 3-4. The order requited.Op to conduct
"a n appropriate number"of compliance-reViews to ensure
adequate civil rights enforcement. .Dec. 1977 Adams/WEAL Order.
at 15r CCR apparently interpreted this to mean a_ substantially
enhanced compliance review prOgrftt.As eFidenCeoof its
compliance with the order, it '272/72 reviews initiated in
1978-and 560 reviews initiated in 197. *AxOw,Affidavit at
25-26. See pp. 30-31 of this report for numbers of -reviews
initiated in more recent years.' ;

?

21/ Id. at 4;,'CiciffiAf=fidavit.at-13-44.
= .

26
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Table 2

OCR Full Time, Permanent Staff Positions: FY 1980-84

Fiscal Year Authorized a/ Actual b/

1980 '(HEW) 1,514 c/ 1,314

1980 (Education) 1,181 ,1,048 d/

1981 1,098 1,055

1982 1,026' '1,025

"1983 945 913 e/

1984 (Request) 945

a/ Number of full time, permanent staff permitted under
Congressional budget measures.

b/ Number of.full time, permanent staff actually employed by

OCR. Except as noted, figures are for the first day of the

fiscal year.

c/ Based on OCR's estimate of resources used for education

enforcement activities in the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare.

P

d/ As of May 1980, when the Education_Department officially

began operations.

e/ As of July 30,1983,

SOURCES: Kassie Billingsley; Chief, Planning and Budgeting
Branch, OCR,. interview, Mar. 4, 1982 and telephone interview,

Aug. 18.,-.1983 (for FY 80-FY 81 authorized and actual figures

and FY BS actual figure) ;: Barry M. Singleton, Assistant

-Secretary for Civil Rights, Departmen't qf Education, letter tf

John. Hope III, 'Acting Staff Director,,U:S. Commission on Civi. -- -

Rights, Mar. 18, 1983; Enclosure A (for Y 82 authorized and

actual figures, FY 83. authorized fi ur Ad FY 84 request).

4



In 1981,the Adams plaintiffs again sought relief for

excessive delays.= 22/-4 Bythe time of the Court hearing, OCR

had about two-thirds of the positions it once thought necessary

to carry out its opligatiOns 23/ and lacked funds to keep them

all filled. 24/ As.noted, the court found substantial

,violations of its 1977 order and reaffirmed its essential

requirements, suggesting they were necessary to preserve

enforcement "manpower. ", 25/ OCR, however, has lost an

additional 81 positions in FY 83 and would receive no increase

under the proposed FY 84 budget.

22/, Adams v. Bell, No. 3095-70, Plaintiffs' Motion for Order
.

to Show Cause (D.D.C..Apt. 22,...1981); lfcaenis.Equity Action
League v. Bell, No. 74-1720, Plaintiffs' Women's EqUity Action
League Motion for.Ordeito Show Cause (D.D.C. June 24, 1981).

23/ This percentage is based on OCR's driginal tequest for
-additional positions, its estimate of the percentage of
resotines.used for enforcement in education before the division
of the Department of Health, Education and,Welfareand its
'estimate. of the-minimum percentage of those resources needed to
carry out its education enforcement obligations. See Brown
Affidavit at 4; Cioffi Affidavit at 13; Hufstedler.Letter.

24/ .Kassiepdlingsley, Chief, Planning and Budgeting.Brandh,
OCR, interview, Mar. 4, 1982 (hereafter cited as Billingsley'
Interview).,, It is unclear whether OCR's original estimate was
accurate or whether it still would lave needed.the same number
of positions for Adams compliance. By FY 82, for example, OCR
was receiving substantially fewer complaints than when the
order. was'issued. U.S., Department.of Education, OCR, "Second
Annual. Report," Match 1983, p. 17 (hereafter cited as OCR
AnnualReport).

25/ 1983 Adams/WEAL'Order at 2.

0
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Staff shortages alone do not account for OCR's failures to

meet the deadlines set in the Adams'oraer.126/ Agency policies

and management also are important factors. 27/ There have

26/ OCR has,maintained that,detlining staff levels have not
been a faCtor in its Adams compliance problems or otherwise

Weakened its' enforcement program. Commission staff notes on
testimony of Clarence Thomas, Assistant Secretary for Civil
Rights, in bearing.an order to show cause in Adams v. Bell, No.
3095-70, and Women's. Equity Action League v. Bell, No. 74."1720,

Mar. 12, 1982 (maintained' in CothMiseion files) (hereafter cited

as Thomas Testimony); JOan M. Standlee, Deputy Assistant

.Secretary for -Civil Rights,r.Department of Education, intervie*Q,

Dec. 21, 1982 (hereafter cited as Standlee 1982 Interview).

Some of the problems OCR has identifi4d, however,tbuld be

minimized with more staff resources. FILE.273uctiost,.
p. 17, n. 42. For resource-related compliance problems, ,such

as deadlines'missed due to "heavy. workload," see also analyses

developed by OCR contractor in OCR, "Adams Time Frames Study,

Phase II: Case-by-Case Analysis,v May.26,-1982.

27/ OCR, forexample, has chosen to Prolong negotiations .past

the Adams deadline when it believed a settlement eventually

could be reached. Thomas Testimony. It, moreover, suspended

processing of all cases in a number of categories because they

involved issues which' Were under review by headquarters.'
Enforcing TitleIX, pp, 19, 22°24; Michael A. Middleton, Deputy

Assistant Secretary for Civil' Rights, memoranda to Clarence
-Thomas, Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights, and Regional:,

Directors, Dec. 3, 1981 (hereafter 'cited as Middleton

Memoranda): It also suspended processing of all employment

cases when Severalappellate courts ruled it lacked
jurisdiction.' Enforcing Title IX; pp. 20-22; OCR Comments,

15.' 2. For recommendations against this procedure, see
'Enforcing Title IX, p. .39; William Bradford Reynolds III,

Assistant Attorney General,.CiVil Rights Division, Department

of Justice, letter to Clarence Thomas,(Assistant Secretary for

N,)Civil Rights, Apr. 9; 1982.

.
e

23
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been some changes in theseareaa. 28/ Even further

improvements, however, probably would not produce a vigorous,

well-balanced, timely program of.enforcement aceivitieso long

as current staff constraints persist. 29/

Complaint Processing

Complaint investigations are a less. effective enforcement

tool than compliance reviews. 30/ solving complaints,

28/ For example, OCR has instructed regional offices to
procesercases in most "hold".categories established for issues
under internal review. Middleton Memoranda. It also developed
a manual and' provided staff guidance to expdaite processingof
Title IX employment cases that had been put on hold-pending a
_Supreme Court ruling oin its jurisdiction. Harry M. Singleton,
AssistantSecretary forCivil Rights, statement before the.
Subcpmmittei on POstsecondary Education of the House Committee.

' .pn Education and Labor and Subcommittee on Civil and
ConstitutiOndl Rights.of the House Committee on the Judiciary,
May 18,-1983, p. 3 (hereafter cited as Singleton Enforcement
Testimony).

29/ OCR estimates that nearly 98 ipercent of its current staff
.

resources are used for activities required by the4dams order.
'

Singleton Enforcement Testimony, p. 6.. Under the proposed FY
84 budget, this would mean approximately 20 staff would be
available for supplementary 'dairies of compliance informatid ,-
such as needs assessments, technical assistance, and. other 1

important activities not specifically required by the order,
including monitoring of voluntary remedial plans and State
agency activities. 1

e

-

30/ 1.1.S., Commission on Civil Rights: The. Federal Civil
Ri hts Enforc went Effott--1974,-vol. IV, To Provide Fisca /
Assistance. 19-q5 , p. 66 (hereafter, cited as. To Provide. Fiscal
Assistance); Making Civil Rights Sense Out of Revenue Sharing
Dollars (1975), pp. 59-61; Enforcing Title IX; p. 24; Civil
Rights: A Natiodal, Not a Special Interest .(1981), pp. 40-4
(hereafter cited as FY 82 Budget.Statement); "Staff Comment on
Annual pperating4 Plan for Fiscal.Year 1982.Proposed by the
Office for Civil Rights, Department of;Educlition," Nov.."16,
1981, pp. 1-2 (hereafter cited as FY 82 Operating Plan
Comments); and ELBILkylikilleport, pp.. 3-4, 65. For OCR'
concur nce with this assessment see, for example, Sirslet n

,Se ember Letter. /.
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hdwever, has been OCR's top priority, due at least in part to

_("' Adams requirements. 31/ In the phst, OCR repeatedly

underestimated the amount .of.time complaints would:require'and,

as a result, did so 'have enough'staff to meet its compliance

review goals.732/, Th"is situation changed in FY 82; principally

because OCR received substantially fewer complaints than

,
v,

,

expectdz 33/-- IncreAsed use of an expedited complaint
--- T

resolution process also m4rItave freed some staff time for
)u

A

31/ The 1977 Adams order required c,o resolve all

Txtmplaints within specific time.fraMes.i It. also established

time frames for compliance reviews, but did not specify how

mantOCRhad-to-conduct. Dec.- 1977 Adams/WEAL.Order at 1/3 -16.

OCR, therefore, has tended to emphasize complaints processing.

1983 Adams/WEAL.Appellants',. Brief at. 70-71. .

I/_-

32/ Brown Affidavit at'4,16-28; Enforcing Title IX, P. 25;

Louis Nunez; Staff DirectOrWV.S.. Commission on Civil Rights,

letter and enclosed staff.C6i4enth on Office for Civil Rights

Proposed-Fiscal:Year 1981 Plniaial Operating-Plan, to Cynthia G.

Brown, Assistant Secretary-for Civil Rights, Department of
Education, Sept. 29, 1980 (herehfter.cited,:as tY 81 Operating

Plan Comments); FY 82 Operating Plan Comments, p. 2.

33/ Maureen Browne, Chief, Reports and Analysis Branch, OCR,

'interview; May 10 .1983 (hereafter cited as Browne Interview).

Assuming it would receive 2.786 complaints in FY..82, OCR

planned to initiate approximately 80 compliance reviews. OCR,

"Implementation Planfor ExecUtive Order 12250,".nndifed-
(submitted to the Department of Justice pursuant to a tequest

for plans' by February 1982),'pp. 475'(hereafter cited as OCR

ImplemenVation Plan). OCR actually ?received 1,840 complaints

and began 208 reviews. OCR Annual Rtport; TO. 17, 2/3. .
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compliance reviews. 34/

OCR expects complaints to'remain at about the FY 82 level

in FY 83 and FY 84. 35/ This projection is quite uncertain

because -.00R does not know, why complaints have fallen off. 36/

Even if it is accurate, relative staff allocations to

complaints and other activities, such as compliance reviews,
.

k...,,

may shift. Recent initiatives limiting management information

4

34/ Under the early complaint resolution process, OCR attempts
to mediate settlements between parties to a complaint. If a
settlement is reached, OCR does not conduct a full-scale
investigation and, thus; saves staff resources. An
unsuccessful mediation effort, on the 'other hind, adds to the
staff time complaint resolution requires. Project on-Equal
Education Rights,_NOW Legal. Defense and Education Fund, and SRI
International, "The Settlement Solution: Assessing Mediation
as a Tool in the Enforcement of Civil Rights," prepared for
OCR, October 1980, p. 60. Early complaint resolution wad.
instituted in all regional offices in early FY 82. Michelle
Craig, staff, Reports and Analysis Branch,. OCR, telephone

.

interview., July 6, 1983. OCR does not have data on staff time
devoted to mediation. Ibid. FY 83 data on the number of cases
where early complaint resolution wasattempted and the number'
. where it produced settlements suggest the process has-saved4
relatively-little staff. time. It. nevertheless may be g useful

,option in, certain types of cases. OCR repdrts plans to analyze,
,existing FY 82 and. FY 83,data to determine the effectiveness Of
the process. OCR Comments, p. 2.

35/ Browne Interview.

36/ Ibid.

7

32
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4
1

make reliable projections in this area very difficult: 37/

a.

4
Compliance and Other Reviews

OCR has found.that its compliance reviews produce twice as

many remedies and benefit six times as many victims of

discriminatiop as its complaint investigations. 38/
-

Reviews

are:especially vital to enforcing the rights of low-income and
A

of non-English speaking individuals, who tend not to file

complaints. 39/ Lack of resources in this area, therefore, has

37/ OCR, for example, ceased collecting information it
formerly used to. estimate .howmuch investigator time its
expected-coMplaipts casaJoad.would require.' Ibid; Such --
information might suggest that more or less staff time would be
absofj:sed by complaint's in FY 83 and FY 84 if reteipts-remain
the FY82-level. OCR:plans to implement a new system-which it
believes again will.permit such estimates inthefutute. OCR--;
Comments, p.;2. OCR also no longer estimates the staff
resources It will use for each type of enforcement activity.
FY 83.0perating Plan. For the, need for such estimates to
assess OCR plans'and resources forcarfying them out; see John
Hope.III, Acting Staff. Director, U.S. Commission on:ivil
Rights, letter to'Hgrry:M. Singletdn, ASsistant Secretary for

Nov.Civil Rights, 17,:1982i.pp 2 -3. (hereafter'cited as OCR

Issues Letter).

38/ Roma J. Stewart, Director,, OCR, Department of health;
Education, and Welfare, response to Commissidr(stafftequest
for information, Feb. 1980, cited in Enforcing Title IX,

p..24: See also OCR Annual Report, p. 22.

39/ For. OCR views to.this.effect,,:see OCR"talaries and
Expenses,'. undated.(prepared for February 1981 appropristions
hearings), p: 326; Cynthia G. Brown, former Assistant tecretary
for Civil Rights, interview, Nan.' 10, 1981; ClarencepThomas,.
Assistant Sacietary for'Civil,Rights,interview,' Feb. 22,..

-1982. The Adams order requires. reviews' to protect groups..---
runderrepresented bycomplaints..' See Dec.,,19,77Adalai/WEAL Order
at16.983.Adams/WEAL, Order at 10 -:11.
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been a major Commission.concern. 40/

From FY 80 through FY 82, declining resources led OCR to
44,71 ' .

plan fewer\compliance reviews qiach year. 41/ Whereas OCR

planned to begin 256 reviews in FY 80, 42/ it planned to
\\.

allocate enough staff for approximately 83 new reviews in FY

81.. 43/ For FY 82,'it ultimately projected 78 new

reviews. 44/ These plans would have provided for new reviews

of fewer than 3 percent of the school systems and postsecondary

Anstitutions OCR had.good reason to believe'should be

investigated for serious violations of major ciyil rights

'40/ To Ensure Equal Educational OPportunity, pp. 61-62;
Enforcing-Title-IX,' pp. 25-26, 40; FY. 82 Operating Plan
Comments, pp. 7-8; FY 82 Budget Statement, p. 46; fy_filILL
.Report, pp. 16-14.0CR Issues Letter, pp. 2 -3..

41/ FY-83-Budget Report, PP.: 16-18. ,

42/ U.S., Depariment of Health, Education,, and Welfare., "FY

1980 Annual Operating Plan--Education--Compliance Review

Issues," unpublished, undated revision (sent to Commission
staff on Feb,. 28, 1980). For delays in carrying out thebe

plans and Commission-views that additional staff blight be

required, see Enforcing Title IX, pp.25-26, 39-40.

43/ In FY 81, OCR stopped publishinkestimates of the numbers

of reviews it would begin. In response to Commission 'staff
°comments, however, it published averages of the amount of time

reviews addressing each type' of compliance problem would take.
'OCR, "Annual Operatini Plan for Fiscal Year 1981;" 46 Fed. Reg.
5034,.5038 (1981).(hereafter cited as FY 81 Operating Plan).

Fr.. ,these, stafLestimated the number of reviews OCR' could be

e ted to initiate.

44/ OC ..'lementation Plan, p. 4. OCR planiI)ublished in

M rch 1982 indicated it could be expected to begin somewhat

fewer,new reyiews, OCR, "Annual Operating Plan_fOr Fiscal. Year

1982," 47 Feat Reg.A9004 9903 (1982)';FY 81 Operatiilg

p''.5037; IL]
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requirements. 45/ As noted, the agency substantially exceeded

its FY 82 projection, actually initiating 208 reviews and

completing 240. 46f Even with this enhanced review effort,
I

however, it still was able to cover only about 8 percent of

recipients apparently in severe noncompliance. 47/

Complaint ,receipts have continued to decline. 48/ It is

unclear whether OCR's compliance, reviews can be expected to

increase accdrdingly. 49/ In. FY 83 OCR probably maintained, if.

not exceeded, the FY 82'level. 50/ Despite declining

45/ OCR, "Data Elements for FY 1983 Compliance. Reviews and
Remedial. Plan Monitoring," June 30, 1981 (hereafter cited as,.
Compliance Review Data. Elements). This analysis, developed for)
FY_ 83 budget proposals, Nraz-based.on OCR.survey data. It
classified 2,526 recipients as "in severe noncompliance" and,
on thisbasis,'estimated the percentage of need OCR's
compliance reviews would meet at)ftojected. budget levels.

. .

46/ OCR Annual Report, p. 23. OCR alst,..exceedeOts-FY 81
projection, actu'ally..beginning 138 new compliance reviews that-
year. OCR'Comments, P. 2; OCR Annual:Report,:p. 22.

47/ This percentage is based on OCR estimates.-of statistically
probable violations in Compliance Review Data Erements.. OCR '

staff could not provide.an update of this Crucial needs .
assessment.

.

48/ Second Quarter FY 83 Management Report, p. 4.

49/ As of March 1983, OCR expected t;7.igin,s1.ightly fewer new
.

reviews (200) than it began in FY 82, but indicated'mluinould
e.'atartedif its complaint workload declined., FY 8.44140.)'
ropriations.Rearings, 1) 1221,(information.sUbmitted for the

. In September-1983, OCR reported it planned more
ews for FY 83 and FY:84 thin were planned for Fir .80.(256).

It, lloWever., did not indicate the number of reviewa:plapned.
OCR Comments, p.

4

50/ As of, the end of the third quarter of FY 8r, OCR had begun
onsite investigations in. 204 reviews. Singleton September 1983
Letter. This is almost as many as OCR began during the whole
of FY 82. OCR Annual Report, p. 23.

MM.

I.
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complaint receipts, however, OCiexpectsil"no great change" in

the level of its compliance review effort in FY 84, 51//

*

presumably because staff resourcac also have been declining

steadily while other demands pn them are scheduled to

. increase. Specifically OCR'proposes/to use staff for technical

//

. assis.tance activities formerly Carried out,by contract

persChnel.52/ If these activitiediremaia at-all comparable in
//' .4

-scdpe and kind; it
ii

difficult to7see how they'will not limit

staff resources now available foromp1iaince rqviewp.
_

53/

If.
Other factors also may hinder progress in OCR's compliance

c, d
,

,r review effort. For example, funds originally expected, to
7/

/

support staff_ricAlvey'have to be used for unbudgeted

.A
-

surveys and change's in information systems required by the new

/

Adams order. In addition, OCR may be required to increase

other activities it minimized to save resources during thelast

51/ FY 84 Appropriations Hearings,p. 1221 (information
submitted for the record).

52/ OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 276.
"

53/ OCR has said/compliance reviews will not be affected.
84 Appropriations Hearings, p. 1219 (testimony of Harry M.
Singleton).

FY
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several 'years. 54/ .

Resources for followup reviews to ensure that compliance

plans actually are carried out apparently will remain

inadequiate. 55/ ,Court4prders require OCR to monitor

implementation of higher education desegregation plans and-

plensc.to ensure equal educational opportunity for language
.

minority children. 56/ In FY 82, OCR expected these

commitments would leave the equivalent of only 5 full time

investigators to monitor all other remedial

I,

action plans

54/ OCR formerly was required to review the Title VI
compliance status ()all prospective recipients.of Emergency
School Aid Act (ESAA) grants. 20 U.S.C. §3200 (Supp. V 1981)
(repealed effective Oct:' 1, 1982). These pregrant reviews
of,ten obtained prompt corrective action and focused OCR
attention on problems it otherwise might have' neglected. to
Ensure

it
Equal Educational OpportunitY, pp. 96-97, 360; Cynthia

G. Browh, former. Assistant Secretary for Civil.Rigfies,'
Department of Education, statement before the Subcompittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House,Committee on the
Jsailciary, Sept. 9, 1982, ppi-.6-7. Rdquired pregrEhlt reviews
&der ESAA were eliminated by the inclusion of the'program in
the education block grant. Education Consolidation and
Improvement Act of 1981, 95 Stat.463, 480 (1981). OCR since
has conducted considerably fewer pregrant reviews bedause it
lacked resources to conduct such reviews where not specifically
required. OCR Annual Report; p. 30; Kristine M. Marcy,
Direccpr, Planning and.Compliance Operationa Service, OCR,
interview, Mar. 5, 1982 (hereafter cited as Marcy interview).
A bill to reauthorize ESAA as a separate prograat, which could
require OCR to resume substantial -pregrant activity, is under
consideration in Congresi. H.R. 2207, 98th Cong., lsi SeWs.
(1983); S. 1256, 98th Cong., lstSedap (1983). For the,
importance of this measure,, see-JohnHope III;-Acting Staff
Director, U.S. 'Commission on Civil Rights, letter to Daniel.
Patrick Moynihanp.U.S. Senate, June 22, 1983.

55/' For the need fora increased OCR followup, see To Ensure
EualEcscationalOortutmisit, pp. 83-84; FY 81 Operating Plan
Comments,'p. 1; FY 82-Operating Plan Comments, pp. 5-6; FY 83
Budget. Report; p: 21.

56/ /OCR FY 84 Budget, p..275.
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resulting from .previous OCR investigations, and a0 State agency

plans for east:ring civil rights compliance in vocational

education. 57/ With so little staff time available, OCR did

not systematically follow upon remedial plans in FY 82 or

project such activity for FY 83. 58/ :The proposed FY'84 budget

alludes to remedial:plan monitoring; but suggests resources not

required to comply with court orders will be used for
1

57/. FY 82 Operating Plan, p. 9902. Guidelines /soiled pursuant
to the 1977 Adams order require a number of specific State
agency activities to ensure Title VL, Title IX, and'Section 504
compliance in vocational education programs receiving Federal
funds: 34 C.F.R. Part 100 Appendix Br §11(B) (1982). OCR
reports it is\reviewing State agency activities regarding
compliance with all three statutes but enforcing the guidelines
only as regards Title 'VI because it believes. Title IX and
SectiOn504 regulations must be amended to authorize the State
agency requirements in these areas. OCR Comments, p. 3:' OCR
has held this-view since the guidelines were published in
1979. 44 Fed. Reg."17/63 (1979). It reports proposals to make
the requisite'regulatory Changes:but no expected publication'
date: OCR Comments, p. 3.

For the importance of holding State-agencies Accountable
for ensuring civil rights compliance by the programs to which
they distribute'Fedeial funds, see U.S., Commission on Civil
lights: The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--1974,
vol. VI, To Extend Federal Financial-Aasistance, p. 309; To
EnsureEqual Educational Opportunity, pp. 111, 384; and.
"Comments on Department of Health, . Education, and Welfare
Proposed-Guidelines on Nondiscrimination in Vocational
Education Programs,".Feb. 7, 1979. For concerns about the
email FY 82 resource allocation to monitoring.State agency,
compliance and the possibility that resources might not be
available for remedial plan monitoring,,See FY 82 Operating
Plan CoMments, p. 6.

58/ Marcy Interview; FY 83 Operating Plan, p. 1792.. The FY 83
Operating Plan refers to monitoring of court-ordered remedial
plans, but not to plans OCR negotiated as a result of its own
investigations.
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technical assistance instead. 59/

Technical Assistance.

Technical assistance to encourage voluntary civil rights
p

compliance is a key component of OCR's enforcement.

program. 6b/ ThrOugh regional technical assistance units and

special projects,cavied out under contract, it hat provided

expert Adyice on resolving compliance problems and meeting

requirements without undue costs. 61/ Despite the importance

of this effort and Its'conistency with the,

I.

. ..

59/ OCR FY 84 Budget, pp. 275-76. The basic description' of
OCR operations in the budget jhstificatipn cites court-ordered
monitoring and staies,."In addition, the Office for Civil
Rights monitors the plans of thbse whose efforts towarda
.compliance with laws and-,court orders will be implemented Omer
an-extended. period of time.!' Ibid., p. 275.-. The
justification, however, alsd'states that, under the proposed' FY_
84 budget, "OCR will hage the resources to meet the'basic .
requirements of the various court orders relating to the
'Office's operations and to undertake.ak,sizable techniial .

assistance pnigram." Ibid., p.. 276. There is no reference tb
monitoring not required by court orders: OCR'e proposed:FY 84
Operating Plan refers to such monitoring, but offers no
indication it will not be more systematic than in the.foist.
OCR,. "Annual Operating.Plan Pqr Fiscal Year 1984,".48 Fed. Reg.
34095796 (1983).

"60/ 00Rjmplementation Plan) p.. 7; FY 83 Operating Plan,
p07921 OCR technical assistance efforts', focused mainly' n
S4

'

tionj504 have included printed materials, workshops, onsite
consultations ann'training sessionii, and other. communications
'designed to equip education institutions to comply with their-.
civil.rights Obligatitibsand:inform protected groupd Of;their
rights. OCR IMplemebtation Plen,p. 7. For the general
importance of outreach to drganiiations that must comply with`,
and groups that are protected by-,,civil:rightalaws, seeiTo
Provide Fiscal Assistance, pp. 67-69; .Enfoccias-fitle'II,

p.: 41..

'61/ For achievements in these areas,.see, for'example,:OCR,
Regional Technical AalistanceStaff,,L"FY 82 Annual. Report,"
(hereafter cited as Regional Technical ,Assistance Report).
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dministiation' s general enfoxcemen
T

ilosophy,,62/ budget

.

constrants 'consistently haw narrowed OCR'
.

t
,
echnicql

assistance plans.s. 63/ . .
.A 4

.3
' 1
V

In FX, 81 OCR- had approximately -21. professional, staff: in its
. , . . .

,

regional technical assistance units. 64/ Contract funds ',"
--r- , .

supported a much larger effort, but oily about twQ- thirds of
I 4 -

what OCR 'originally planned.-65/ While regional technical

62/ In 641 ?ights and, other areas, the administration has
stressed increased- reliance. on State and local enforcement; a =.
more tbnciliatory Federal approach, and "good faith"' voluntary
efforts comply with the laws. U.S., Executive. Office of the
President, Office of Management and Budget, Special -Analylis2L
.Oivil ,tights. Activities, February 1982, pp.. 5, 12-13.
Technical sssistance designed to enhance State,.and local
rights capabilities and encourage, institutions to rebolve
problems before they trigger gninvestigation is consistent
;with this oriengation.'

63/ For previous cents about dwindling OCR technical
assistance funds, see 83 Budget Report, pp. 18-211,

64/ Harry M. -Singleton, Assistant Secretary 'for Civil Rights,
letter to Kathryn Baer,, civil nights analyst,' U.S. CommiSsion
on Civil Rights, May 16, 1981, Enclosure B (hereafter-cited as
Singleton May 1983 Letter).= The regional 'units were : 1.

established to provide Section 504 technical -assistance.- In FY
82 they; began extending their activities to Title VI and Title
11( compliance-issues. Ibid. The amount of training Staff have
received in such issues-is unclear.10CR Comments,-pp. 3-4.

65/ OCR originally budgeted $8.1 million for technical
assistance in.FY 81. Maurice Clifford', Director, Program
Review and Assistance Service,,,OCR, interview, Mar. 5, 1982
(hereafter cited as Clifford. Interview). `4This.eould have been
the lowest expenditure since OCR began its technical' assistance-
program. Technical Assistance Funding History. OCR figurefroon
funds actually comkitted range between $4.8 millfen and. just
under $5.2 million. 'Clifford Interview; Harry M. .Singletoul

-Assistant .Secretary for Civil Rights, letter to kathryA Baer,
civil rights analyst, U.S: CoMmission on Civii Rights, Mar. 31,
1983 (hereafter cited as. Singleton March 1983 Letter).



assistance staff increased somewhat inFY 82, 66/ funds for new

technical assistance contracts shrank drastically. OCR

ultimately had only 6.5 percetr of the funds it originally

expected, nearly 90 percent than it actually committed the

preceding year. 67/ Two-thirds of the technidal assistance

projects planned for FY 82 were cancelled. 68/ Others,

including an initiative to'improveState agendy participation

in resolving civil rights compliance problems, were scaled back

substantially. 69/

For FY 83 OCR requested just under $1.4 million for

technical assiatance and again announced plans to focus on

-reas.,ng State and local agency involvement. 70/ As of

august, 1983, however, OCR had not taken official steps

66/ As of the end of FY 82, OCR had 31 professional staff
assigned to its regional technical assistance units.
Singleton, May 1983 Letter. During most of FY 82, however, 7

of the 10 regional units functioned with only 1 or 2

professionals. Regional Technical Assistance Report,

67/ Original OCR plans were based on about. $8 million for FY

82 technical assistance contracts. Clifford Interview. OCR

actually comMitted $568,047. Singleton March 1983 Letter.

68/ Clifford-Interview.

69/ Ibid. For further information on FY 82 cutbacks in OCR's

technical assistance program, see FY 83 Budget Report,'pp.

19-20.

70/ OCR, "Salaries and Expenses," undated (prepared for March

1982 appropriations hearings), p. 309; FY 83 Operating Plan,

pp. 1791, 1793.
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toward awarding new technical assistance contracts.' 71/ Nor

had regional technical assistance staff been increased to

offset the loss of contract personnel. The units, in fact, had.
,

lost staff since the beginning of the year. 72/

OCR's proposed FY 84 budget reflects plans\to relysmainly _

on staff for technical assistance and promises 1a "sizable"

program. 73/ Since OCR, at best, will be able to maintain'i s

present. staffing level,-'how it could carry out these -plans

without curtailing other activities is unclear.74/

71/ Before awarding contracts, OCR, like other Federal
`agencies, must request proposals from prospective contractors.
No such request has been issued. The only technical assistance
contract funds ,spent have been $15,000 shifted from. OCes
account -to a departmental contract for materials distribution.
Thomas Esterly, Director, Program Review and Assistance
ServAce, OCR, telephone interview, July 14, 1983 and telephone
interview, Aug. 19, 1983 (hereafter cited.as Esterly August
interview). OCR reports 1 technical assistance initiative;
using staff resources, in FY 83. This involved agreements to'
carry out cooperative activities concluded with 4 State
agencies and'under discussion with several others. OCR
Comments, p. 4. Such agreements provide for exchanges of
information. Singleton-March 1983 Letter. OCR officials did
not fully explain why the agreements Wre regarded as
essentially technical assistance efforts.- Standlee 1983
Interview.

72/ As of July 23, 1983-, the regional units had 4 fewer
professional staff than they had at the beginning of FY 83.
OCR Comments, p. 4.

73/, OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 276. .(

74/ OCR has said it will use staff freed up by its decreasing
complaint work load. ,FY 84 Appropriations Hearings, p.'1219.
(testimony of Harry M. Singleton). Since approximately the
same number of complaints are expected in FY 84 as in FY 83,"it
is unclear how OCR could have staff for a,"sizable" technical
assistance program and, at the same time, maintain progress in .

'its compliance review effort.
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Staff availability is not the only question these proposals

raise. OCR, foy example, has relatively few materials to

supplement staff training or structure a formal technical

assistance program. 75/- Lacking staff expertise to develop

them, OCRhas said it will use contractors. 76/ The proposed

FY 84 budget however, specifies no funds for technical -

assistance contracts. 77/ In technical asiistance, therefore,

as well as in other,areas, OCR's ability to sustain, let alone

increase, progress in its enforcement program without more than

proposed FY 84 'resources is doubtful.

T'75/
Standlee 1983 Interview. OCR has wanted to develop

'regional technical assistance resource collections but lacked
the necessary funds. Thomas Esterly, telephone interview,

s' Apr. 24, 1983..

76/ Standlee 1983 Interviewl Singleton March 1983 Letter. OCR
alsoplanS to develop five technical assistance training
packages in-house. Esterly August interview. ,According to the
current schedule, however, none of these would be ready for use
before the last quarter of FY 84. OCR Comments, p. 4.

77/ OCR said it expects to have approximately 4600,000 for
such contracts under the proposed FY 84 budget. FY 84
Appropriations Hearings, p. 1219 (testimony of Harry M.

Singleton). This, however, would be inconsistent with the
budget justification because it would be a substantial increase
over actual spending in. FY 83, whereas OCR's $2.8 million
decrease in overall funding has been justified largely by,
savings to be .realixed in the technical assistance area. FY 84

Appropriations Hearings, pp. 1184,1188 (testimony of Charles
L. Heatherly).
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHD HomA SERVICES

OFFICE FOR CIVIL R HTS

Enforcement R onsibilities

iThe Depar ment of Health and uman Services' Of ice for

Civil Rights (OCR) is responsi2ble for enforcing the

prohibition against race, $ex, handicap, and age

I

discrim44tionin Title yr of the Civil'Rights Not lof 1964, 1/
/ .

Title X of ionthe Educe AmeAdments of 1972, 2/ s ction-504 of

the(Aehabilitation Act, of.1973, 3/ and the Age Disprimination

' / I

Aceof 1975. 4/ it must ensure lkompliance with these laws by

/
I

approximately/230,000 recipients of departmental unds, p

/ r
including hospitals, extended care facilities, 2.va ,.ous types of

communit thealth centers and clinic's, health- related training

programs, public assistance,agencies, adoption ageincies, fos4t
6

/
/

/ 4 't

. .

1/ 42 U.S.C. SS2000d-2000d-6 (1976.& Supp. V 1981). Title VI
prohibits discrimination on-the basis of race, collor, or,
national origin in any program receiving. Federal financial

1assistance.

\

2/ 20 U.S.C. SS1681-1686 (1976).. Title.IX prohibits sex
Tiiscrimination in federally-assisted education pr grams.

a

3/ 29 U.S.C. 5794 (Supp.,V 1981). Section 504 prohibits
Iiiscrimination on the basis of handicap in all \

federally-assisted and federally-cvducbed programa

4/. 42 U.S.C. iS6101-6107 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). The Age
Blicrimination Act prohibits disciimination beeatise of age in

, programs receiving Federal financial aid...

1
44'



care homes, day care andrsenior citizens centers, and. nutrition

4 programs. 5/ OCR also is resporisible for enforcing civil

rights requirements contained in a number of statutes

authorizing specific assistance.programs 6/ and in most of the

health and human services block grants. 7/ It assitts Health

and Hum-an Services offices that administer funds to incorporate

civil right concerns in their program reviews. 8P

,/----.-

;,(-7.,.
5/ U.S., Department of Healt dad-Human Services;
"Justification of Appropriati Batites for Committee on
Appropriations, Fiscal Year 1984, Departmental Management,
Office for Civil Rights,," undated, p. 109 (her after citpd. as

\ OCR.FY 84 Budget).
.

.

6/ These specific provisions are found in the Public
Telecommunications Finanding Act of 1918,47 U.S.C. §398 (Supp.

. V.1981), which prohibits'emplOyment discrimination in public
broadcasting; the Public HealthService Act of 1970fS 42 U.S.C.

§29.2 -d (1976), which prohibits sex discriminatio n admissions
to. health training programs funded under the act; and Title VI
of. the PublicMealth Service' Act, 421U.S.C..091C(e) (1976),
which prohibits discrimination in health care services by
facilities assisted under the Hill-Burton Act.

7/ In addition to the major civil rights laws cited above,
there are specific provisions prohibiting discripination
because of race, color, national origin, sex, hVndicap, age, or
religion,in the block grants for preventive health services,
alcohol and drug Abuse and mental health, primary care, and
maternal and child health services. 42 U.S.C. §§300w-7;
300x-7, 300y-9 and 42 U.S.C. 708 (Supp. V 1981).
Discrimination on all these based except religion also is
prohibited in block grants for community services:and low-
income home energy assistance. 42 U.S.C. §8625 and 42 U.S.C.
§9906 (Supp. V 1981).

8/ U.S., Department of Health and Human Services, Office of
the Secretary, "Office for Civil-Rights: Statement of
OrgAnization, Functions, and Delegation of Authority," 47 Fed.

Reg. 20032-20034 (1982).
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In addition, it is responsible for coordinating enforcement of

the-Age Discrimination Act by all Federal Assistance

agencies. 9/

The Commission previously has found that OCR lacked

sufficient staff to meet these vast responsibilities. 10/

Since FY 80, OCR's staff resources have declined steadily,
e

-

seriously undermining efforts to address long-neglectedl

discriminatory patterns and prnr.Pir.ag. 11/ nearing phA last

9/ U.S., Department of Health and Human Services, Office for
:Civil Rights (hereafter OCR), "Annual Implementation Plan"
undated (submitted to the Department of Justice' pursuant to a
request for plans by February 1982), p. 2 (hereafter cited as
OCR Implmentation Plan). This responsibility otiginally was
assigned by statute to the Secretary of Health, Education, and
Welfare. .42 U.S.C. S6103-(a) (1976 & Supp. V 1981).

10/ U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: The Federal Civil Rights
,Enforeement Ekfort7-1974, vol. VI, To Extend Federal. Financial
Assistance. (1975), pp. 129-30 (hereafter cited as To Extend
Federal Financial Assistance) and The Federal Civil Rights.
Enforcement Budget: Fiscal Year 1983 (191, 1, p. 23 (hereafter
cited as mallatig21EmE1):

114,-On reviewing an earlier,draft of this chapter, OCR
disagreed that:lack of staff has undermined its enforcement
capability, maintaining that it has new, more.efficient methods
for eliminating discrimination. Betty LOU'Dotson, Director,
OCR, letter to Linda Chavez, Staff DireCtor, U.S. Oommisiion on
Civil Rights, Oct. 7, 1983, p. 1 (hereafter:cited-16Dotson
October Letter).. It cited various examples, including
.expedited complaint resolution procedures and more.narrowly
focused reviews. Ibid.;- Marcella Haynes, Chief, Special .

Projects Branch, OCR, telephoneinteryiew, Oct. 21,.1983
(hereafter cited as Haynes October Interview).. As discussed.
later in this chapter, there are unresolved questions about the
effectiveness of these,initiatives, For examples, of-other OCR
initiatives warranting further evaluation, see Betty Lou_'
Dotson, Director, OCR, statement and information submitted for
the record, Departments of Labor, Health.and:Human Services,
Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations fOr. 1984, before
the tibcoMmitteeron Labor,Health and Human Services;
Education; and Related Agencies. of the HOuse:Committee.on:'
Appropriations, 98th Cong.; 1st Seas. (1983), pp..1218,

1227728. 1230,. 1236.(heteaftercited as Dotson Testimony).



year, these efforts have been further limited by agency

enforcement polities. Resource constraints and.Oolicy problems

also have combined to hinder OCR responses to demands and

opportunitieslregarding State agency civil rights actiArities

and coordination. These deficiencies gene'rally would persist

under the proposed FY 84 budget and OCR's operating plans,

leaving the burden of combating many serious fedle al civil

rights violations to private individugls.

Budget Totals

For FY 81 over $21.9 Million was requesEed for OCR to

launch a strong enforcement'effort in health and human services

programs, 12/ a 10.4 percent increase over FY.80 funding for

this purpose. As table 3 shows, OCR received only $19.7

million' (10 percent less than it 'had in FY 80). Despite

increases during the last 2 years, OCR still has not reached

12/ Roma Stewart, Director, OCR, statements in Civil Rights

Issues in Health Care Delivery, a consultation sponsored by the``

U.S./Commission on Civil Rights, Washington, ,D.C., Apr. 15-16,

1980; pi 39 '(hereafter cited as Stewart Statements). This

request was scaled back to $20.1 million after the current

administration tookoffice. Dotson October Letter, p. 2.
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Table 3

OCR Budget Totals:. FY.1980-84

(in thousands of dollars)

Fiscal Year

1980 b/

. 1981

1982

1983

1984(request

Appropriation a/
,(annualized)

$22,004

19,770.

19,716

21,513

,A 21,713

a/ Figures represent what-OCR could have spent during a whole
"Tiscal year.under each spending ceiling. Except for FY 82,
they include $2,350,000 transferred from the Social Security
trust fund. In FY 82, $,256,000 was transferred Irom this
fund.

b/ After the division of .the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.

SOURCE: Bptty Lou Dotson, Director, Office for Civil Rights,
Department of Health and Human Services, letter to Linda
Chavez, Staff Dil&ctor, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Oct.
7, .1983, p. 3.
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the level it origins ly thought it needed to initiate an

effective *program. 13/

No formula has been developed9to.determine wAther these

increases have compensated for the-long-range effects of

inflation. Congressional Budget OfficeGross National Product

deflators, which are used in budget analyses, do not measure

rising costs in the -Federalapector precisely. 14/ They,

nevertheless, may provide an approximiftion of trends in

enforcement resources, With adjustments using the appropriate

Congressional Budget Office formula, OCR would appear to pave

had about 20 percentless actual spending power in FY 83 than

in FY 80. 15/

13/ The FY 81 request might not be a reliable measure of OCR's'
current needs. The agency is-receiving fewer complaints than
in FY 81 and has adopted expedited prqcedures for resolving
some of them. OCR 'FY 84 Budget, p. 113; Dotson Testimony; p..

1221. OCR thus probably needs fewer staff for complaints
processing. On .the,other hand, inflation since FY 81 might
mean that more funds would be required for adequate staffing.
OCR, moreover, was not certain the FY 81 request would support
all the positions it needed, to carry out its responsibilities.
Stewart Statements, p. 49. OCR currently maintains that '

appropriations requests since FY 81 have accounted for
\ inflation, salary increases, and changes in workload. Dotson

\October Letter, p..2.

14/ For discuision of the use and limits of these formulas,.
see chapter 1.

15/ This estimate is derived by dividing OCR's appropriation
by a factor that accounts for annual inflation rates since FY
80. Deflators for each fiscal year through FY 84 were provided
by Steven Zeller, economist, Fiscal Analysis Division,
Congressional Budget Office, telephone-interview, June 30, 1983
(hereafter cited as Zeller Interview)._
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The proposed FY\84 budget would provide $200,000 more for

OCR than it had in FY 3. 16/ This slight.increase still would

not meet the FY 81 estimated d need and might not even keep OCR's

spending power at the curre t level. 17/ Adjusting for

cumulative inflation rates wi h 'the appropriate .Congrassional

Budget Office formulA, OCR woul' have about 23 percent less

.spending power than in FY 80.

Staffing

As table 4 shows, OCR had 590 aut orized staff positions in

FY '80 when it faced the challenge of correcting lohgstanding.

deficiencies in health and human services civil rights

eniorcement. 18/ Although it needed at least 100 additional

16/. OCR FY 84

4\./.

17/ .The proposed i784 budget would represent a.l.percent
increase over. OCR's FY'83 appropriation. The Congressional

I Budget Office has projected a 4,7 percent,, inflation rate for FY
84. ,Zeller Interview. Although Federal sector costs may rise
at different rate's from costs in the economy overall, this
discrepancy at least raises the possibility of .a further loss
in OCR spending power. ,OCR believes the limited increase in
funding will suppokt more civil rights activities than-it
carried out in FY 83 because it can achieve further
efficiencies. Dotson October Letter, p. 3.

18/ Before the division of the Department of Health,
Education, an.Welfaxe in 1980, OCR focused most-of its
attention on education. Efforts to iaentifyand correct
discriminatory'practices in health care and social service
`systems consequently' were. limited. Roma Stewart, Director,
OCR, "Health Care and Civil. Rights" (hereafter cited as. Stewart
Paper) ieCivil.Rights Issues in Health Care Delivery, p. 318;
Stewart Statements, pp. 39-45. For examples vf.reaultiiig
deficiencies and OCR plans to improve enforcement, see.Sylvia.
Drew Ivie, Executive Director, National Health Law Program,
"Ending Discrimin4tiod WHealth Care:' A Dream Deferred".in
Civil Rights IssudS in Health CarilDelivery, pp. 312-16;
Stewart Paper,- pp. 318-26.

1
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Table 4.

OCR Full-Time, Permanent Staff Positions:

Fiscal Year Authorized a/.

FY 1980-84

Actuat.b/
o

1980 ,590 527

I.
1981 590, 4.96

1982 -524 6 477.

1983 524- 449 *c/

..1984 (Request T 509

,

al, Number of full-time, permanent staff
dongresaional budget measures.

b/ Number of-fUll time, permanent
OCR. Except as noted, figures are
year.

4

o/. AaTtA Sept. :30, 1983.'
°

permitted under

staff actually employed.bli .
as of the. end of the fistal

7
iSOURCES: Betty Lou Dotson, Directcli Office for :C Rights,

Department on Health and Human Services, letter to Lit*:
Chavez, Staff Director,:U.S. Cbmmission on Civil Rights, Oct.
7, 1983, p. 4 .(for FY/80 - FY 84 authorized pcisitions and
FY 80 - FY 82 actual positions); Marcella Haynes, Chief,'

:,Special.Projects Branch, Office. foi Civil Rights, Department of
`Health and Human Services, telephone interview, Oct. 21, 1983
(for FY 83 actual positiogs).
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positions, 19/ it received none and, in fact, since has lost 66'

.positions. Moreover, OCR consistently Is 'operated well below

its authorized. staifing-strength. 20/ In FY 83 for example, it

was more than 14 percent below its authorized level; 35 percent

below the level it.believed effective enforcement would

require. 21/ Under the proposed FY 84'bUdget OCR would lose

another 15 positions. 22/ Whether it. ould be able to operate

at its authorized level is unclear. 23/

The proposed tarn, the staff reduction raises

particular concerns. The legal services fdnction, which

conducts administrative proceedings t terTinate funds and

assists in prOaring cases for litigation, would bear the

19/ Stewart Statements, pp. 44-45; Stewart Paper, p. 319;
Arthur S. .gemming, Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
letter to .Birbh Bayh, member, Subcommittee on Labor, Health and
Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies of the Senate
Committee .on.Appropriations, Sept. 16, 1980.

20/ Dotson October Letter, p. 3.

21/ OCR no longer maintains, as in FY 80, that 690 positions
would be required for effective enforaement. According to the.
'Director, the, agency has undertaken a more effective compliance
approach since .1981 and could sustain it with 509 positions.
Dotson Testimony, pp. 1217-18. This apprOach is characterized
in part by "more emphasis on compliance reviews." Ibid., p..
1217. With 690 positions, however, OCR planned more than twige
the number of fullscale reviews it initiated in FY 83.
Stewart Papqr, p.322.

22/ Dotson October Letter, p. 4.

23/ OCR could'amt'specify the number of full-time`.Permanent
. positions. its proposed FY 84 'budget, would support. 'It. reported
'it expected to use 469 "CoMPensable workyears" and, inso
deing.;Might have more than 469 full-time, permanent staff on
board at any particular point in 5ime. Dotson October Letter,.
p. 4; Haynes Oct: 21 Interview. 52
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entire burden. 24/ This__puthiick in legal staff suggssts' OCR

plans to develop fewer'cases that would meet -standards

necessary for enforcement action, although it formerly' believed

it should take more such action to relieve the burden on

private litigants. 25/

Complaints Processing

Before 1980 OCR had to concentrate on complaint

investigations, thus limiting more, effective compliance

t.

24/ OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 118. The legal services, function
ItTso plays a role in developing regulations and supplementary
interpretations-of civil rights 'requirements and provides OCR
with legal guidance. Ibid. The proposed budget would reduce
this function fram 55 to 40 positions. Ibid., p. 110.

25/ Stewart' Statement's p. 49. .For the need. for more fund
termination proceedings, as well as litigation,'see remarks of
Philip R. Lee, Director, Health Policy Program, University of
California, San Francisco and Arthur S, Flemming, Chairman,
U.S. Commission on.Civil Rights in Civil Rights Issues in
Health Care Delivery, pp..12, 49-50. .00R has, stated it now has
less need for legal services because complaints have stabilized
and because it is placing more emphasis on resolving them
through mediation attd.on voluntary compliance efforts. OCR FY

84 Budget, p. 118. It also notes it has acquired'abre
expertise in resolving compliance issues in health care:amid
social services. Ibid. OCR maintains it will take enforcftent
action whenever such action, is necessary. 'Dotson,Testimo#y
11. 1234 Dotson October Letter, p. 4. It, however, plans to
conduct fewer investigations according to legal standards that'
musthe followed in preparation for such action. Dotson

Testimony, p. 1232..
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reviews. 26/, Hopes of reversing this trend were frustrated pit

,apparently,by declining staff resources and rising complaint-

receiptd. In FY 80 lnd 4gain OCR,limited compliance

reviews and, nevertheless, had increasing.dif4culty keeping up

with incoming complaints. 28/ In FY 82 a sharp drop in

, f
.

26/ Stewart Paper, pp. 321-22. Befof& the creation of a
separate Health. and` Human, ,Services Department, 0aOCR's empha.

o'individual cOMplainna resulted a court -order issued in
Adams v. Califano. Ibid., p. 322. The order, issued in 1977:

.

required ,OCR to elifinatezits education complaints; Backlog and
process all new education complaints within specitic'time
frames. Though it also'established time.frames for-compliance
reviews of educational institutions,,it did 'not require-OCR to
°conduct a set number or establish arty requirements for.
:enforcement in health and human services programs. Adams v.
'Califano, No. 3095-70, and Womees Equity Acton league v.
Califano, No. 74-1720 (W.D.C. Dec..Q49, 1977) (final order.
approying and incorporating settlement ag:eadto by the
parties) At 4-5, 13-14, 15-18. - -

27/ For OCR's views that its reorganization in Health and
Human Set-Incas would:permit a shift in emphasis4fram complaints
to compliance reviews see Stewart Paper, pp. 321-22. For
continuiftg limitations in OCR's compliance review effort, see
discussion below.

28/ OCR reported 1,776 complaints received and 1,581 complaint
cases closed in FY 80. U.S.,.Department °of Health, and Human
Services; "Justifications of ApprOpriaoion Estimates for
Committee,on Appropriafions,vFiscal Year 1982, Departmental
Management, Office-for Civil Rights," amended March 1981,
p. 86; Dotson October. Letter,.p. 5.. In.FY 81, OCR received
1,704 and closed 1,538 complaints. OCR FY 84 Budget; U.S.,
Department of Health and Human Services, OCR, "Analysis of /
Closed Compliance` AReview and Complaint InvestigatiOn'Cases
undated, p. 2 (hereafter cited as Analysis of Closed Cases).
The General Accounting Office cited this trend toward resolving
_fewer complaints than were, received as an indication OCR's
complaints workload limited compliance reviews. .Franklin A.

%

Curtis, ETociate Director, General Accounting Office, letter
to Betty Lou Dotson, Director,_ OCR, Nov. 27, 1981, pp. 6-7.

o
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complaint receipts alleviated these problems. 29/, OCR was able

to reduce its inventory of open complaints and focus on older
; .

cases more difficult to resolve. 30/ As complaint receipts

declined further in FY 83, OCR maintained its improved closure

rate. 31/ Adoption of an expedited complaint resolution

procedure also may have contributed to progress in this

a. 32/

OCR expects to receive slightly more complaints in FY 84

than in FY 83 and believes it can process them and conEinue",

reducing its inventory without assigning additional

29/. In FY 82 OCR expected to receive approximately 300 more
complaints but in fact received 470 fewer complaints than in FY
81. OCR Implementation Plan, p. 11; OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 113.

30/ U.S., Department of Health and Human Services, "FY 1983
Implementation Plan Upda es" Attachment D, undated (hereafter
cited as Implementation Plan Update); Analysis of Closed Cases,
p. 2.

31/ OCR reports that as of September 9, 1983 it had received
1,023 and closed 1,057 complaints. Dots(31 October Letter,
p. 5.

32/ OCR has adopted "early cok,./aint resolution"-procedures.
Dotson Testimony, p. 1221. These procedures involve attempts
to mediate settlements between parties to a complaint as-an
alternative to conducting a fullscale investigation.
According to a study conducted for. OCR, successful mediation
saves staff resources, while unsuccessfe, mediation efforts add
to the staff time complaint resolution requires Project on
Equal Education Rights, NOW Legal Defense and Eduction Fund,
and SRI International, "The Settlement Solution: Adiessing
Mediation as a Too'. in the Enforcement of Civil Rights,"
prepared under contract for OCR, October 1980, pi 60. As of
early September, . OCR had closed 110 complaints-through
mediation procedures in FY 83. Nathan Dick, Deputy. Director,
Office of Program Operations, OCR, telephone interview, Sept.
6, 1983. OCR does not have data needed to assess staff time
saved though these - procedures. Ibid.
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Is

staff'. 33/ As discussed below, it nevertheless expects to.
-

begin fewer compliance reviews involving thorough; legally

actionable investigations of widespread discriminatory patterns

and practices than in fonder years when it had to commit more

staff to complaints.

Compliance and Other Reviews

_When OCR became responsible for civil rights enforcement

sorely in health and human services, it was aware of many

serious, even life threatening compliance problems, including

numerous policies denying minority and handicapped persons

hospital in-patient treatment, emergency care, and access to

nursing homes. 34/ Redbgnizing that compliance reviews are

needed to address such problems effectively, OCR planned to

33/ OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 113. OCR based its FY ful. complaint
projection' on the expectation it would receive 1,250 new
complaints in FY 83. It later revised its FY 83 projection
down to 1,105 complaint receipts. -Ibid.; Willem H. van den
Toorn, Director, Planning, Evaluation, and Budget Division,,
OCR, memorandum to Pamela Proctor, civil rights analyst, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 30, 1983. This may mean the
FY 84 projection in the budget justification is too high

34/ Stewart Paper, pp. 322-25. OCR believed that segregation
.

in health care facilitietjnd. employment discrimination also
were widespread. Ibid.

56
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begin 257 such reviews in FY 80. 35/ It however, fell far

short of this goal and, without additional staff, abandoned it

in FY 81. 36/ Declining complaint receipts and, perhaps,

increased efficiency enabled OCR to make more progress in'this

area in FY 82. It began nearly 18 percent more compliance

reviews than in FY 81, well over 5 times the number it

rrojected. 37/ Even this expanded effort, hoWever, covered

fewe :han 0.08 percent of health and human services:facilities

obliged to comply with Federal civil rights laws. 38/

35/ Ibid., p. 322. For Commission conclusions that compliance
reviews are among the most effective enforcement tools see, for
example, U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: Federal Civil Rights
Enforcement Effort (1971),. p. 215 (hereafter cited as 1971
Enforcement Report); The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Effort--1974, vol. IV, To Provide Fiscal Assistance p. 66 and
vol. VI, To Extend Federal Financial Assistance, p. 188; Making
Civil Eights Sense Out of Revenue Sharing Dollars (1975), pp.
59-61; Enforcing Title IX (1980), pp. 24, 39; Civil Rights: A
National, Not a Special Interest (1981), p. 34 (hereafter cited
as FY 82 Budget Statement); and FY 83 Budget Report, pp. 3-4,
65.

36/ OCR initated 129 compliance reviews*in FY 80. .Willem H.
van der Toorn, Director, Planning, Evaluation, and Budget
Division, OCR, memorandum to Pamela Proctor, civil rights '-

analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Sept. 20, 1983. OCR
aimed for only 60 new compliance reviews in FY 81 but exceeded
this goal, actually. beginning 149 reviews. Implementation Plan
Update. AMP

37/ OCR initiated 181 compliance reviews in FYI82.
Implementation Plan Update. Based on a projected rise in
complaint receipts and, loss of staff positions, OCR expected to
begin 33 new reviews. U.S., Department_ of Health and Human
Services, "Justificiations of Appiopriation Estimates for
Committee on Appropriations, Fiscal Year 1983, Departmental

----:-Management, Office for Civil Rights." undated, p. 123.

38/ This percentage is based on OCR's current estimate of
recipients AUbject to' the laws it enforces. OCR FY 84 Budget,

p.' 109.
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Although complaints declined again in FY 83 and expedited

resolyution procedures were adopted, OCR began fewer compliance

reviews than in any year since FY 81. 39/ One factorPin this

decline may have been a decision to concentrate on closing

reviews initiated in/previous years. 40/ Another apparent

factor, however, was OCR's decision to conserve scarce

resources by initiating a new type of review, called the

"project review." 41/

In project reviews, like compliance reviews, OCR initiates

investigations .of recipients with apparent compliance problems.
4.

39/ In FY 8,3, OCR initiated 130 compliance reviews, 13 percent
, fewer than it began in FY 81 and 28 percent fewer than it began
in FY 82. Haynes October IntervieW.; Implementation Plan
Update.

40/ In tommenting on.an earlier draft of this chapter, OCR
said it was starting fewer new.reviews because of efforts to
close old reviews first and'that closure-rates had improved.
It cited data indicating 65 percent more closures in FY 83 than
in FY 82.. Dotson October Letter, pp. 5-6. Figures for other
years suggest-FY 82 closures were unusually low,- however.
Haynes. October Interview. OCR.also suggestedicloSures were a
better performance measurethan-new reviews initiated: -Dotson
October Letter, are..p. 5. The Commission agrees closure rates are
importantbecause, to the extent they reflect corrective action
Agreements, they represent possible resolutionsOf civil rights
problems. New reviews also are an important measure, however,
since they ultimately affect the number of corrective actions /'

OCR can obtain.

41/' OCR , p. 117; Nathan Dick, Deputy Director,
Fftice of rogram Op rations, OCR, memorandum to Regional
Director =, Jan. 10, 1983, attachment, pp. 1, 6 (hereafter cited
as Project Review Directive) OCR considers project reviews a

type of compliance review. .1Dotson Testimony, pp. 1232-33;

Dotson October Letter, p. 6. It is more useful to collect and

analyze data on these two effort's, separately, however,
becaude, as discussed below, their potential for identifying
and correcting serious. civil rights violations differs

significantly. 58
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and, where it identifies violations, offers technical

assistance and attempts to negotiate voluntary corrective

'action. 42/ Project reviews, however, are more limited than

compliance reviews in several important respeCts. First, as

developed to date, they are targeted on the basis of a survey

covering only aifew areas where substantive civil rights

problems apparently exist. 43/ Even with more sources used for

. targeting, project reviews awe designed to have a narrower

scope and focus on less complex problems than compliance

reviews. 44/ They, moreover, generally do not involve onsite

42/ Project Review Directive.

43/ Reviews wi2ll be targeted initially on the basis of a
,hospital survey conducted in 1981. Project Review Directive,
p. 2. Most of its questions concerned compliance with section
504 procedural requirements. Based on Commission staff review,
the only substantive section 504 violations likely.to be
revealed are those regarding provisions for communicating with
patients who have sensory impairments. The only Title VI
violations that apparept/y could.be'targeted relate to
discriminatory denials of emergency and in-:patierit services and-.
failures to provide for adequate communications with language

_minority patients. See "1981 Short-Term, General, and Other
Special Hosnital Civil Rights Survey, OS/OCR Form 503;" Project
Review Directive, pp. 2, 7-8. For pervasive problems that
could not be targeted see Stewart Paper,-pp. 322-26._
Compliance reviews,would be less lithited by the"survey than
project reviews because many sources are used to target them.
OCR Implc.r.-Latation Plan, p. 4. In FY 84 OCR plans to use
reports on coTmonity service filed under Hill-Burton
requirements as another source for, targeting project reviews,
and notes that these involve substantive access issues..
'Project Review Directive; Dotson October Letter, p. 6:

44/ Dotsou Testimony, p..1233. 59
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investigations that would uncover more extensive patterns of

discrimination. 45/ They also do not result injordillfindings

of noncompliance 46/ and, thus, provide no basis for

enforcement. 47/ In short, with project reviews OCR can

O

L

45/ Ibid," p. 1234; Project Review Directive, p. 6. Of the
430 project reviews OCR initiated in FY.83., only 30 percent
involved onsite investigations. Haynes October Interview. For
the greater effectiveness of reviews involying onsite
investigations gp well as "desk audits" of reported data see
1971 Enforcement Report, p. 219. See also U.S., Executive
Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget,
Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1984,
Special Analyses, undated, pp.,J-13, J-14.

46/ Dotson Testimony, p. 1233. OCR objected to this
conclusion because, if a project review fails to obtain

'voluntary compliance, the recipient then will be subjebt to a
conventional compliance review involving formal fact-finding ,

procedures. Dotson October Letter, pp. 6-7., In such a case,.
however, the compliance review, not the project review
triggering it,' would be the source of enforceable findings. -

47/ Dotson October Letter, p. 7.
60



cover more recipients but correct fewer serious civil rights

violations than with compliance reviews. 48/

With plans to increase project reviews, OCA expects to

_ begin only 97 compliance reviews in FY 84. 49/ This would

represent a cutback of nearly 50 percent in its compliance

48/ OCR has justified project reviews as a means to broaden
coverage, expedite resolutions, and promote voluntary
'compliance. OCR FY 84 Budget, p. 117; Dotson Testimony, 'pp.
1233-34: Information available to date, however, raises .

. questions about'effectiveness warranEing further research. For
example, While OCR will reach more recipients with such'
reviews, it will deal with a relatively narrow range of
substantive compliance problems.). Ibid. The voluntary
corrective actions it achieves, therefore, may not
substantially increase equal opportunity. Project reviews,/
moreover, are being conducted, at the expense of compliance
reviews, and compliance reviews have a deterrent effect that
promotes voluntary compliance. FY 82 Budget' Statement,. pp. 34,

41; FY 83 Budget Report, pp. 4, 65. It is "questionable,

therefore, whether project reviews will increase voinntary
compliance with major civil rights requirements. OCR believes

.the high percentage of FY 83 project reviews resulting in'
corrective action indicates the' effectiveness of this.

#

'initiative. 'Dotson dctober Letter, pp. 7-8. In characterizing
the results of these reviews, however, it cited only one type

,,of action correcting a substantive civil rights violation.
Haynes October Interview. The sheer number of project reviews
producing change, therefore, does not seem an adtquate a'asnre
of'effectiveness. ,OCR also believes anttype oE'review may
have a deterrent tffect and reports thatSprojecE reviews have
stimulated requests for -assistance in achiving voluntary
compliance fram institutions other than those-rargeted,____Xbid:,
p. 7,
49/ (OCR FY 84 Budget, p, 116. To achieve this shift:in
emphasis, OCR proposed in FY 84 to transfer 44 of the 169
pOsitions assigned to compliance reviews and monitoring to
volUntary compliance-,and outrea9h, the function responsible for
efforts to'obtain corrective action in project reviews. Ibid.,

pp. 115, 117. ACcording to this proposal; staffing for the
compliance review function thus would be cut 26 percent. 'It is
unclear why the proposal was made for FY 84 since the.transfbr
'was completed in FY 83. Haynes October Interview.

61.
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review effort. 50/ OCR's ability to address serious

distrimination problems thus would be further limited by what

appearssa doubtful trade off between increased and effective

activity. 51/

State Ailency Compliance and Enforcement

The health and human services block grants established in

1981 enlarged and complicated OCR's enforcement

responsibilities. As discuSsed at the beginning of this

chapter, most of the block grants contain specific

nondiscrimination.provisions that restate. major Federal civil

rights protections, broaden some-protections, 52/ and

50/ This penentage is based on OCR's 1 of achievement in
FY 82, before it began diverting staff to project reviews.

51/ OCR commented that an earlier draft of this chapter ftiiled
to consider the breadth of coverage afforded by project reviews
and their usefulness in identifying problems that can be
addressed only by full scale compliance reviews. Dotson

OctOber Letter,,p. 7. The Commission believes project reviews
could be a useful supplement. to an adequate compliance review
effort since they would expand OCR'spresence and provide A
mechanism 'for resolving problems that may not require.irtensive
investigation or complex remedies, as well as for identifying
problems that do. The decision 'to shift substantial resources
from compliance reviews to project reviews rather than seek
additional resources for both is, in the Commission's view, a
questionable policy decision.

52/ The specific nondiscrimination requirements broaden civil
,rights protections in that there are no general statutes
prohibiting discrimination based on sex'or religion in
federally-assisted programs.
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establish a specific State role in the enfoicement

process. 53/ ock thus must establish procedures for enforcing

the new provisions and involving the States. 54/ Under all the

block grants, moreover, as in other health and human services

,funding programs, OCR must enforce Stateslresponsibilities for

ensuring civil rights compliance in the programs to which they

distribute funds and, where necessary,'enforce such compliance

directly. 55/ his- task is vitally important.because large,

relatively unrestricted Federal assistance programs

historically have.been particularly subject to civil rights

abuseS. 56/..

53/ The nondiscrimination provisions require the Health and
HTan Services Department to notify State governors when it

- finds violations in the block grants they administer and give
them 60 days to seoure voluntary compliance. 42: U:S.C.

§§300w-7(b), 300x-7(b), 300y-9(h),42 U.S.C. §708(b), 42 U.S.C.
§8625(b) and 42 U.S.. §9906(b) (Supp. V 1981).

**--N,

54/ For specific procedures required to implement thll ,e

provisions effectively see John Hope III, Acting Staf
Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, letter to Richard S.
Schweiker, Secretary of Heafth and Human 'Services, Dec. 4, 1981
(hereafter cited as Block Grant Regulations Letter)..

55/ The major civil-rights laws OCR enforces cover all block
grants, whether or not they contain specific nondiscrimination,
provisions. Theodore B. Olson, Assistant Attorney General,
Office of Legal 'Cqunsel, memorandum to Michael Horowitz,
Counsel to. the Director, Office of Management and Budget,
undated. Under these laws State agencies that receive Federal
funds should ensure compliance by the ultimate recipients of
these funds. Title VI regulations establish a specific
requirement to this effect. See 28 C.F.R. 942.410 (1982)
(Justice Department government -wide Title VI regulations).

56/ For civil.rights problems in earlier assistance, programs
affording State and local agencies wide discretion and
Commission concerns about the.recurrence of such problems in
the. 1981 block grants see FY 82 Budget Statement, pp. 106-16;
Block Grant. Regulationaetter.

' .6),/ ; 6_3
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Although the health and human services block gr nts went

into effect 2 years ago, OCR has not yet issued regulations

implementing their requirement's. 57/ Lacking

_ ,--

s regulations, OCR has r- iot-....carried out its plans for compliance
I

reviews focused .on State agencies that administer block :rant

;:

funds. 58/ ,While it again.p14ns such reviews for.

FY 84, 59/ its ability to carry them out and .to resolve pending

complaints may continue to'be hinderedyy delays in issuing the
i

. .
.

.
.

requisite. regulations. 60/

57/ Marcella Haynes, Chief,'Division of Policy and Speci-al

Projects Branch, OCR, telephone interview, Sept. 2, 1983

.(hereafter cited as Haynes Sept. 2 Interview). OCR reports

that procedures have been developed for block grant
investigations,and'for involving governors° offices in

resolving complianCe probleMS. Dotsom Testimony,,p. 1236;

Dotson October Letter, p. 8. The force of these procedures is

unclear since they are not bped on approved regulatory

standards.

58/ OCR Implementation Plan; Dotson Testimony, pp. 1232,

1236, OCR reported it had modified its policy of deferring

such reviews in instructions to regional offices on.annual

operating plans. Dotson October Letter, p. 9. The
instructions, however, .pertained to plans for FY 84 not FY. 83.

. Haynes October Interview.

59/ OCR,FY 84 Budget, p. 116,

60/ OCR sent draft regUlations in February 1983. to the Justice

Department and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC),.whiCh must approve them before they can be published.

As of early September, there were unresolved differences, of

interpretation between OCR and EFIOC,'and the Justice Department

had not communicated its views. Haynes Sept. 2 IntervieW.

Since block grant regulations have not been.apPrOved, OCR has

proceeded with compliance activities by using standards

'establishect.in its regulations implementing major civil rights

laws. Betty Lou Dotson, Director, OCR, memorandum to Regional.

Directors, Feb. 16, 1982; Dotson October,Letter, p..8.

Enforcement based on such standards, however, must..se limit&

because the major civil rights. laws OCR administers do not

cover all discriminatory policies and Practices prohibited in

block grant programs.

64



Civil, rights compliance activities in block grants also

have been hindered by inadequate resources. Since early'FY 81,

OCR has planned to test methods of involving States in

complaint investigations and compliance reviews. 61/ It has

had difficulty interesting States, howeVer, because-it has had,

no funds to compensate them for the extra effortsthe_pTioject

would entail. 62/ OCR has said it expects the i)roject to be

under way in FY 84, 63/ but under the cioposed budget there

still would be no funding for it.

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance to encourage voluntary civil rights

compliance has been.a key component of OCR's enforcement

program since 1978 when regional.units were established and .

substantial contract funds committed to assisting recipients,

protected individuals, and other concerned groups in

,61/ Betty Lou Dotson, Director, OCR, memorandum to the
/Secretary, Dec. 18, 1981.

62/ Haynes Sept. 2 Interview. OCR rep its that failure to
complete this project has not diminished its capacity to ensure
civil rights compliance in block grant programs. .Dotson

October Letter, p: 9. State activities that could supplement
,OCR's and, therefore, increase the total enforcement effort may

. .

have\been lunited, however. .

63/ Marcella Haynes, Chief, Special projects Branch, OCR,
Telephone\interview, Sept. 15, 1983.

65
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understanding section 504. 64t Despite OCR's increased

emphasis on voluntary compliance with All the laws it

enforces 65/ and the-iagency's,belief that many victi:za of

.discrimination do not know their rights or how to sec..

them, 66/ resources for technical assistance have beer: severely

limited. 67/

Since the end of FY 81, OCR has had no funds for .new

technical assistance contracts. 68/ .A substantial portion of

funds left over from earlier years, moreover, were committed

64/ Cynthia G. Brown, former Principal Deputy Director, OCR,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, telephone
interview, Sept. 22; 19,43. Contract funds supported the
development and dissemination of public information materials,
compliance handbooks and models, workihops, hotlines and onsite
visits to provide more individualized guidance, and Other
special-projects. Regional technical assistance staff, on an
ongoihg basis, also met with groups of recipients'and protected
individuals and responded to requests for specific advice.
Ibid.

65/ Dotson Testimony,,p. 1217.

66/ OCR associates its declining complaint receipts with "a
.

constituency which currently is generally uninformed about
health and social services civil rights issues and
protections." IL'plementation Plan Update.

67/ For previous Commission concerns about this problem. see FY-
83 Budget Report, p. 28. 'Reviewing an earlier draft of this
chapter, OCR suggested the resource problem recently had been
resolved by the.transfer of 44 positions -to the function
principally responsible for technical assistance. Dotson
October Letter, p. 10. As discussed below, it is unclear
whether additional resources now are available for technical:
assistance activities except. those related-to project reviews.

68/ Steven Melov, budget analyst, Planning, Evaluation,, and
Aludget Division, OCR, telephone interyiew, Sept. 22, 1983
(hereafter cited as Melov interview); Dotson October Letter,
p. 10.
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to section 504 technical assistance. 69/ OCR, therefore, has
. -

been unable to initiatecomparable programs in other areas,

such as Title VI, where increased awareness is needed. 70/

Under the proposed FY 84 budget, OCR again would have no funds

for new technical assistance contracts, 71/ despite

69/ Technical assistance plans developed in FY 81, for
example, indicate that in that year 88 percent of the funds to
provide recipients and beneficiaries with immediate technical
assistance involved'section 504 issues: ..SY14ia Drew Ivie,
Director, OCR, memorandum to the Under Secretary, Jan. 14,
1981,, attached "Iditiative.Statement Number 5" (hereafter cited
as Ivie Memorandum). OCR now maintains that no more than' 22
percent of. FY ,81 technical assistance contract funds related to
section 504. Dotson October Letter, p. 10. Information -,.--

requested to resolve this discrepancy was not received in time"'
for inclusion in'this report.

70/ 7;or deficiencies in Title VI "technical assistance relating
to Department of Health, Education, .and Welfare programs now, in
the Health and Human Services Department see U.S.,.:General
Accounting Office, Agencies When Providing Federal Financial
Assistance Should Ensure Compliance with Title VI (1980), pp.
27', 29. In 1980, OCR believed-Age Discrimination Act technical
assistance alsowas needed, including-efforts to inform
proteCted individuals:of their rights. Stewart Paper, p. 327.
OCR awarded only 4 relatively small Age Discrliaination Act
contracts, however... Ivie Memorandum. In FY 82, models.for
providing public information on civil rights requirements,
including the Age Discrimination Act, were developed under
contract. These, however,are intended for:State agency, not
OCR,. use. U.S., .Department of'kleal.rh and Human Services,
Re ort to the'Co ress on the Im lementation of the A e
Discrimination Act of 1'975 During Fiscal Year 1982, As Required
b Section 308(b) of the-A e-Discrimination Act.of 1975 As
Amended .(March 1983),-p. 4 (hereafter cited as Am
Discrimination Act Annual Report).

71/ Me.lov Inrerview. OCR objected to an.earlier draft of this
discussion for,Over-emphasizing lost contract funds and cited
considerable technical assistance activity by staff. Dotson
October Letter,%pp. 9-10. Further research would be required
to determine whether staff activities adeqdately substitute for
those formerly supported by contracts.

6'7
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outstanding and possibly increasing needs. 72/

Regional technical assistance staff have increased, though

possibly not enough to offset the loas of contractpersonnel. ".

In FY 80, OCR lost most of these"staff to the new Education

Department and, as a result, had operating technical assistance

units in only 3 of,its1.0 regions in FY 81 andFY 82. 73/ In

FY 83, all 10 regions again had units providing technical
k

assistance, 74/ and the overall staffing level was considerably

72/ Technical assistance in the past has been keyed to the.
publication of new regulations. OCR, for example, initiated
section 504 technical assistance when it published its
.regulations because it believed compliance requirements. .

otherwise.might not be fully understood. 'James Bennett, branch
chief, Voluntary Compliance and Outreach Division, OCR,
interview, Apr. 7. 1983 (hereafter cited as Bennett
Interview). OCR recently published Age Discrimination Act.
regulations and expects to issue blockgrant regulations "in
the near future." Dotson Testimony, pp. 1232, 1236. It plans

to provide training in compliance with the block grant
regulations. Ibid. It-Also reports technical assistance
regarding its Age Discrimination Act. regulations.but no

projects,rojects,in this area. Dotson OctOber Letter, p. IO.

73/ Ivie Memorandum; U.S., Department of Health and Human
Services, report submitted under OMB Circular No. A711-53(data,
on civil rights activities) for the FY 84 budget cycle, undated
(hereafter cited as OCR A-11-53 RepoYz.);

74/ Bennett Interview. As reconstituted, these units have
broader responsibilities for voluntary compliance and outreach
efforts. Willem H. van den Toorn, Director, Planning
Evaluation, and Budget Dj.vision, OCR; memorandum P ela

Proctor, civil rights ana yst, U.S. Commission, on Civil Rights,'
July 20, 1983 (h ited as Van deh Toorn July \-

Memorandum).
c
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higher. 75/

OCR's justification for this increase, however, indicates

new'staff will be used for negotiating corrective actions

resulting from project reviews not technical assistance that

would encourage recipients'to resolve civil rights problems

before an Lnvestigation becaMe necessary or 'to increase

protected individuals' awareness of their rights. 76/ The

proposal thus would not address some major deficiencies in

OCR's technical assistance program. 77/

Coordination

Sind: 1978, OCR has been responsible for coordinating

enforcement of the Age Discrimination Act. 78/ It

7)/ In July 1983, OCR reported a 37-position increase for
voluntary compliance and outreach in FY 83 and an additional
projected increase of 44 positions in FY 84. Van den morn.
July Memorandum, attachment. OCR now reports that the
44-position transfer proposed for FY 84 was completed in FY
83. Dotson October Letter, p. 10; Haynes October interview.

7b/ Dotson Testimony, p. 1235; Dotion October Letter, p. 11.

Although project reviews involve the units responsible for
voluntary compliance and outreach, they are a type of
investigation. Ibid., p..1233. Commenting on an earlier draft
of th \s chapter, OCR noted that project reviews have a
particular technipl assistance component but did not explain
how it differs substantially from technical assistance provided
in the course of other types of investigations. Dotson October

Letter, p. 11.

77/ 'Project reviews. will enable OCR to reach more recipients.
Dotson Testimony, p. 1235; Dotson October Letter, p. 7. As
discussed above, however, they will focus'on,a narrow range of
substantive compliance problems. FY 84 plans, moreover,

. provide for as few as 40 project reviews targeted' to Title VI.
problems and no such reviews for possible violations of the Age
Discrimination Act. Dotson Oc.,ber Letter, p.
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specifically is required to ensure consistency among agencies

required to publish regulations and report annually to dongress

on implementation of the act. 79/ To some extent, OCR'

ability to fulfill these responsibilities effectively and carry

out plans for more vigorous leadership has been hindered by

policy problems beyond its control. Scarce resources, however,

would appear a more persistent limiting factor. 80/

OCR proposed Age Discrimination Act regulations for

programs assisted by,the Health and Human Services Department

in September 1979. 81/ Apparently expecting to publish final

regulations shortly thereafter, it planned to develop

supplementary policies and procedures and, in FY 81, to begin

78/ OCR Implementation Plan, 2. Coordination .

responsibilities carried outilly :OCR were assigned by statute to
the Secretary of. Health, Education, and Welfare. 42 U.S.C.
§b103(a)(1976 &. Supp. V 1981).

79/ 42 U.S.C. §§6103(a)(4), 6106a (Supp. V. 1981).. For ..
E;Mmission recommendations that Congress establish these
responsibilities to ensure that State'and local public and
private agencies are not subj..tct.to inconsistent requirements
see U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The.Age Discrimination.
Study (1977), pp. 45-46, 49...

80/ In FY 82 and FY 83, OCR had the equivalent of only 1
professional staff member for coordination. OCR A-11-53
creport;.Dotson October Letter, p. 11. Commenting on an earlier
draft of this chapter, OCR objected to the suggestion,it lacked
adequate coordination resources and cited staff involvement in

a numb of Age Discriminati "n Act activities. Dotson October
Letter pp. 11-12. Many of these, however, relate to OCR's
respo sibilities for enforcing the act in health and human

ser ces programs rather than to responiibilities for
coordinating enforcement Liy all Federal assistance agencies.

81/ 44 Fed. Reg. 55106 (1979).
70
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age discrimination compliance reviews. 82/ With such 4sa

enforcement experience, it expected to identify needs for

further Policy 1,erpretations and possibly revisions in Age

Discrimination Act regulations. 83/ The Office bf Management

and Bud et, however, objected to OCR's proposed regulations.

Conflicting ,Iews between the agencies uleimately delaydd final

publication until December 1982. 84/ In the interim, OCR

delayed final approval of other agencies' regulations 85/ and

deferred dr scaled back planned activities such as

82/ Stewart Paper, pp. 326-27.

83/ Ibid., p. 326. OCR referred specifically to experience
gained thre,Th processing Age Discrimination Act complaints,
but presumably expected to benefit from xxperience with
compliance-rev Iews-as-well.

84/ 47 Fed. Reg. 57850 (1982). Consistent with the
government -wide regulations, OCR's proposed regulations
included a requirement'that recipients evaluate their
compliance with the act and correct any violations they
identify. Compare 44 Fed. Reg. 5508, 55116, proposed §91.33
(1979) with 45 C.F.R. §90.43(b) (1982). This requirement has
been found useful in promoting voluntary'compliance. Paul T.
Hill and Richard.ReLcig, Mechanisms for the Implementation of
Civil Rights Guarantees by Education Institutions (Palo Alto,
Calif.: Rand Center'for Research on Education Finance and
Governance, 1980). .rie Office of Management and BUdget 'refused.
to.approve the requirement on the grounds it would impose an
unwarranted paperwork burden. Age Discrimination Act Annual .

Report, p. 3. OCR ultimately substituted .a self-evaluaticu
requiremert that could be-imposeri in the context of an
investigation. 47 Fed. Reg. 57850,.57860, p-oposed 01.33
(1982). This would not serve the same voluntary compliance

4 function as the preVious requirement.

85/ A &e Discrimination Act Annual Report, p. 3. The
self-evaluation issue would have been raised by these
regulations, as well as OCR's, to the extent agencie.3 had
followed the government-wide regulations, as revire7d..1
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compliance reN.iews. 86/

I. Pending'resolution of this policy difference, OCR could
6

have carriedout other coordination activities. For example,

. -
OCR could have followed up with the many agencies that have not

. attempted to identify patterns and practices of age

discrimination. It apparently.inatead accdpted their rationale

that compliance reviews are unnece,pary because they receive no

'complaints. 87/

Effective coordinationAseems unlikely.under the proposed

FY 84.budget. As in the past, OCR expects to have the

equivalent of only 1 professional staff in this area. 88/ With--
this minimal, commitment, the agency may be able to keep up with

o '.86/, OCR conducted 1 age discrimination compliance. review. in,
- FY 82. .Ibid., p..5.

.87/ Ibid., 1:.:. 6. For the4Commission's view th-: the absence
of'Complaints does not indiCate nondiscrimination see'U.S.,
Commission on Civil Rights, To Know Or Not to Know'(1973),'
p. 61. .,OCR states its first priority has been to work with
agencies to ensure publication of final regulations. Dotp6n
October Letter, p. 12. With additional staff, however, it
Could carry out other activities simultaneously.. OCR also
cites activities carried out during -the time approvelvof
regulations was suspended, specifically an evaluation of the ..

.mediation prpcess and a ,project to develop model outreach plans
for State units on aging. 'Ibid." OCR, how ver, did not play a
significant role in the former activity. thleen O'Brien,
equal opportunity specialist, Dilyision of Policy and Special
Projects, OCR, telephbne interview, Oct. .24, 1983. Since. the

models weren9t.designed for (use by other Federal agencies, the
relationof the latter activity to coordination. is unclear.

i.

88/ OCR. A-11-53 Report. In commentring on. .an earlier draft of
this chapter, OCR indicated that Yodi,tional, ttaff time Would. be
used for Age' Discrimination Act activities but did.not clearly
distinguish between departmental enforcement and .

government-wide coordination functions. Dotson October Letter,.

72
p. 13.
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requests for reviews of regulations and technical

assistance,.89/ but,probably not carry out additional ,

leadership tasks.

Resource plans in other areas also would limit OCR's

leadership in Age Discrimination Act enforcement. With fewer

resources for compliance reviews, for example, OCR seems

unlikely to set a good example for other agencies that should

be investigating patterns and practices Of age discrimination

or to develop the experience necessary to assess current

enforcement policies effectively. 90/ Increased technical

assistance to familiarize recipients and protected individuals

a

89/ Agencies were required to publish proposed regulations
within 90 days of the issuance of government-wide regulations
and to submit final regulations for OCR review within the next
120 days. '45 C.F.R.190.31 (b)., (c)-(1982).. The'..
government-wide regulations were published in Tani 1979. 44'

Fed..Reg...33768 (1979). Only 4 agencies have published final
regdlationso however. Age Discrimination Act Annual -Report,
p. 2. OCR comments on an earlier draft of this chapter
indicated a further delay in approying other agenciei'
regulations pending the resolution of a'suit.tontesting the
validity'of departurea.from.the.goverhment-wide regulati9ns.
DotsonOctober.Letterl p. 13. It thus is unclear-at what point
OCR will have a substantial number, of regulations to approVe
and inc eased technical assistapcesrequests from other agencies'
implementing the Age Discrithination Act. The case is Action
Alliance of SeniOr Citizens v. Schweiker,'Ao. 837-0285 (D.D.C.
filed Feb. 2, 1983):

s'

90/ OCR's ability to identify'Oatteras and practies of age
discrimination and needs for further work on policies and.
procedures also maybe limited by inadequate:informatiOn
coll4ctiOn. OCR reports no survey of age discrimination and
plans db such survey in FY 84.* Dot,!;oa Testimony, p. 123!:; OCR

Ft 84 Budget, p. 111. The agency.usu3 other sources to target
compliance problems. Dotson Testimony,p. 1235; Dotson October

Letter, p.' 13. The ComMission', however, does not begeve these

are. rban'effective substitute for surveys presenting clear

overall picture of possible civil rights lotations.
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with its relatively new regulations also seems doubtful.
\.

Without more resources and renewed commitments, longstasdi g
.--.

i
. .

needs seem likely to istdeficiencies affecting vital, human

OCR's.enforcement.program.,

+a

e
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DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
. .

OFFICE OF FAIR HOUSING.AND'EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

Enforcement Responsibilities

The. Oixe of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) of

the Depiirtment of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) has the

lead responsibility for Federal enforcement of Title VIII of

the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Fair Houstng ACt. 1/ IitL

VIII prohibits discrimination in the sale or rental of most

housing in tha United.Btates. 2/ HUD's responsibility for

Procesaing and investigating coMiffaints under the Federal fair

housing law-is specified underfTitie VIiI. 3/

FHEO also, enforces in HUD programs the civil rights

proviiions contained in Title VI/of the Civil Rights Act of

1/ 42 U.S.C. SS3601-3619'(1976-& Supp. V 1:1). VIII

prohibits, with certain exceptions, discrimnation u. the baiis

of' race, color, religion, sex; or national :7:igin,j.o

financing, brokerage, sale or rental of res C.en.zik.., property.*

Id. SS3604-3666. FHEO. also administers Exy.,ti-:. Order .

11,063, m amended, which in part directs Fe' 1 agepcies to

take action to prohibit discrimination on the oasis cif race,

color, religion, sex or national c7igin in the erde 07 rental
of housing assisted by .Federal funas, guarantees, or .t

insurance: Exec. Order NO. 11A63:,' C.F.R. 652 (1959 -1963

COmpj, repri,Led in 42 U.S.C. 51982 app. at 1417°17 (1976)k as
amended by Exec: Order No. 12,259, 3 C.F.R. 307 (1981),
reptinted in 42'U.S.C. §3608 app. 816-818 (Supp. V 1981). ,

/2/ '42 U.S.C. §3604-3606 (1976).

3/ 42 U..C. S3610.(1976)
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19645 4/ section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act c!: 0973, 5/ and

the Abe Discrimination Act of 1975. 6/ FHEO. also -.dministers

several other nondiscrimination provisions 'contained in program

'legislation: for example, section' 109 of th( Hmsing and

Community Development Act of 1974, respires 1.:Aldiseximination

in HUD funded local block grant programa. 7: Further, under

\

)
.Executive Order 12,259, FHEO is responsible for leading and

coordinating the administration of all Feder%1' activities

relating to housing and urban development t.:1 promote the cal

of fair housing. 8/

FHEO has been marked over many years by sortaknes--.et.-- in its

enforcement efforts due to the lack of u.-nur,.!s nded for a

4/ 42 U.S.C.,§2000d-2000d-6 (1976 & Supp. v 1981). Titreyl.
prohibits discrimination based-on:race, color, or national
origin in'programs or activities receivinf 1:ed!tral assistance.
Id. §2000d.

5/ 29 U.S.C. §§794 (1976.& Supp. V. 1981). Section 504
prohibits discrimination dn'the bas:s.of handicap.in'all
federally assisted and federally con-ucted prograts.

,6/ 42 U.S.C. I§6101-6107 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). The Age
Discrimination Act bars'discrimaotion becEnise.of age in.
programs and activities receiving Yederal financial

7/ 42 11.S.C.. §5309 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). Section 109 bars .

discrimination based on race, color, pational origin, sex, age,
and hand ...cap funded under community J4velopment block grant '

programs.

8/ Exec. Order No. 12,259, 3 (..F.R. 307 (1981), reprinted in
42 U.S.C. §3608 app. at 816-818 (Supp. V 1981).
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strong and reliable compliance program. 9/ During FY 83 FHEO

civil rights activities continued to be hampered by inadequate

,'staff levels, a problem likely to.persist under the FY 84

budget. As a result, FHEO will continue tohave difficulty.

.
protecting.individual housing rights and preventing

discrimination injUiD programs. Without effective enforcement

efforts, HUD lacks the credibility to promote and gain

voluntary civil rights compliance in the Nation's housing

markets, a stated objective of Reagan Administration civil

rights policy. 10/

N. 9/ U.S.,. Commission. on Civil Rights: The Federal Civil Rights
\Enforcement Effort- -1974, vol. II: .To Provide...For Fair -

'.Housing (1974), pp, .14, 38 (hereafter cited as 1974 Fair
Housing Report);' Twenty YearsAfter Brown (1977) p. 126; and

TheFederal Fair Housing Enforaement Effort (1979),. pp.16-19,

232, 235.(hereafter cited as 1979 Fair Housing Report); and

------Ch-es-rer-C-;--McCuire-,---Assistant Secretary for.Fair Housing and
EqualOpPortunity, Department of Housing,.andUrban Development,

letter to Henry Eschwege, Director; Community. and Economic'

DeVelopMent Division, U.S. General. Accounting Office, Oct. 31,

.1977,' attachment: :pp. 2, 3, 5; Patricia Roberts Harris,
Sect:gtary of,Housing and Urban Development, letter to ArthUr S.
-Flemming, Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mara 2,
1979..,; The. Commission has found Federal fair housing..

enforcement to be undermined bothy weak provitionain.Title
VIIIand by inadequate budgetabr 'resources for investigation
and'compliance activities.' 1979 Fair Housing_Ramt,

Pp. 230 -32. .

10/ The administration has forwarded to the 98th Congress

proposed legialatiOn to strengthen Title VIII enforcement. .

Fair'HouSing Legislation: Message to the Congress ,Transmitting
Proposed Legislation; 19 WEEKLY comp. OF RRES:DOC 991 (July .

12, 1983). The legislation supportedby_the adMinistration,

S. 1612 and H.R. 3747, joined two other bills, S. 1220 and H.R.

3482, that'-had been introduced earlieiiiin the .98th Congkess to

strengthen Title VIII. TheCOMmission commented on the above.

bills in October 1983. See Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr.,
Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil. Rights, letter to Senator

Charles McC. Mathias, Oct. 6, 1983 (transmitting staff analysis

of legislation to strengthen Title VIII). m.1
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Budget Totals
ci*

As table 5; shows, funding for the Office of Fair Housing

and Equal Opportunity has increased each year between. FY 80 and

FY 83.4 Inflation, however, has limited the impact of this

increase on FHEO compliance activities. One means of measuring

the impact of inflation on FHEO spending, power is through the

use of Gross National Product deflators supplied by the

Congressional Budget Office (CBO). Although these deflators

are not' specifically geared to measure rising costs in Federal

civil rights enforcement activities, 11/ they may provide an

approximate measure of enforcement resourCes, including FHEO's.

The FY'84'budget appropriation for FHEO is $28,675,000, an

amount $287,000 less than the FY 83 budget level. 12/ 'After

adjusting for inflation with the CBO formula, it appears that

the real pending -power- of- FHEO-'in FY 84 would be only

marginally greater (about 1 percent) tha-n.in FY 80. 13/

11/ For discussion of the use and,limits Of theqe measures,
see chapter 1.

12/ FHEO's FY 84 budget was approved at the same level
requested. Craig White, budget analyst, Office of
Administration, Department of Housing and.Urban Development
(hereafter HUD), telephone interview, Nov. 1, 1983.

13/ In FY 83 FHEO's spending power was about 6 percent more
than in FY 80 after adjustment for inflation. These estimates
are derived by dividing the FHEO appropriation-by e factor that
accounts for annual: inflation rates since 1980. Deflators. for

'each fiscal year through'FY 84 were provided by Steven Zeller,
economist, Fiscal Analysis Division, Congressional Budget .

Office, telephpnt interview, June 20, 1983.
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Table 5

FHEO Budget Totals: FY 1980-84

(in thousands of dollars)

. " .

Fiscal Year Appropriation a/
(annualized)

1980
,

$22,060

-

1981 26,726

1982 27,304

1983 28:,962

1984 : 28,675

a/ Figures represent what FREO could have spent during the
entire fiscal year under each spending ceiling.

SOURCES: U.S., Department_of_Housing and Urban Development:
Congressional Justification for 1982 Estimates (March 1981),
pp. R-1, S-1 (.for FY 80 appropriation); Congressional
Justification for 1983 Estimates "(March 1982), pp. P-1, Q-1
(for FY 81 appropriation); Congressional Justification for 1984
Estimates -(March 1983), attachment III, p. 1; attachment IV,
p. 1 (for FY 82 and FY 83 appropriations); 'and Craig White,
budget analyst, Office of Administration, Department of'Housing
ana'Urban Development, telephone interview, Nov. 1, 1983 (for
FY 84 appropriation).

t-
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Staffing

The Commission has foUnd in the past that staffing and

appropriations firFHEO have been insufficient to carry out the

multiplicity of civil rights responsibilities for fair housing

'leadership that are assighed to HUD. 14/ In the late 1970s,

FHEO had fewer than 500 staff assigned to duties at HUD

headquarters, 10 regional offices, and 41 area offices. 15/

After two sharply critical studies of.FHEO performance were

released in 1978-79', 16/ HUD began to seek substantially

'higher staffing for its civil rights activities. In FY 80, the

FHEO staff was increased by more than 13.8 percent to fill 552

positions. 17/ In FY 81, HUD initially soughtto'increase the

FHEO staffing authorization by 23.6 percent to 682 positions as

part of a comprehensive strategy to improve the unit's

14/ 1979 Fair Housing Report, pp. 16,.17.

15/ Ibid., p. 15. See also HUD: The HUD Budget: Fiscal Year
1979 (Summary) (January 1978)', p. FHEO-1; The HUD Budget:
Fiscal Year 1980 (Summary) (January 1979), pNFHE0-1; and
Budget: Fiscal Year 1981 (Summary) (January 1980), p. FHEO -1
(hereafter cited as FY 81 HUD Budget).

16/ 1979 Fair Housing Report, pp. 5-56, 230-35; and U.S.,
General Accounting Office, Stronger Federal Enforcement Needed
to Uphold Fair Housing"Laws (Feb. 2, 1978), pp. 4-29 (hereafter
cited as GAO Report).

17/ .See figures in FY 81 HUD Budget, p. FEED -1; and HUD,. FY
1982 Budget (Summa?-y) (January 1981), FHEO-1 (hereafter cited
as FY 82 HUD'Budgec.
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performance. 18/ This figure subsequently was revised downward

by the new administration, 19/ and FHEO staff filled only 610

positions in FY 81. 20/ As table 6 fndicates, FHEO staffirig

has been declining since.

The staff of FHEO totaled 576 positions iii FY 82, 438 in

the field and 138 at headquarters. 21/- FRED:headquarters staff

manages critical-enforcement functions such as planning,

evaluation, and-the direction of FHEO field staff. The loss of

even a limited number of headquarters staff Positions can

result in less effective HUD civil rights performance.

A reduction in force carried out by HUD during early FY 83

eliminated 16 (about 11.6 percent of the total) FHEO

headquarters positions. 22/ The FHEO office.responsible for

overseeing Title VIII enforcement lost 4 of its 23

positions. 23/ The professional staff assigned to systemic

Title VIII investigations affecting multiple complainants was-
)

18/ FY 81 HliD Budget, pp. FHEO -1, 2.

19/ Justification for 1982 Estimates, p. S-1.

20/ HUD, Longressional Justification for 1983 Estimates (March
1982) p. Q-6 (hereafter-cited as Justification for 1963
Estimates).

21/ U.S., HUD, Congressional Justification for 1984 Estimates,
(March 1983), Attachment IV, p. 6 (hereafter cited as
Justification for 1984 Estimates).

22/ Ibid. and Nokama Smith, budget Officer, Office of
Management and Field Coordination, FHEO, HUD, interview, May
17, 1983 (hereafter cited as Smith May Interview).

23/ Justification for 1984 Estimates; p. 7, 8-9 and
Justification !for 1983 Estimates, p. Q-7, Q-9.%
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Table 6

FRED Full-Time, Permanent Staff Positionsn FY 80-84

Fiscal Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Authorized a/

560'

590

569

558

558

Actual b/

.552.

610

576

a/ Number of fulltime, permanent staff permitted rider

ZOngressional budget measures.

b/ Number. of full-time, permanent staff. actually mployed by
FO. Except as noted, figures are for the last d y of each
fiscal year.

c/ As of June 30, 19233.

SOURCES: U.S. , Department of Housing and Urban YJevelopmerit:
Con'iessional Justification for 1982 Estimates (March 1981),
p. S-1 (for.FY 80 actual staff); Congressional Justification
for 1983 Estimates (March 1982),, p.Q-1 (fpr FY 81 actual
staff); Congressional Justification for 1984 Estimates (March:
1983), attachment IV, p. 1 (for FY 071cirtaql:a1)TTind Nokam4.
Smith,'budget offiCer, Office of Management and Field /

Coordination, FREO, HUD, telephone interview, Aug. 3,.1983, (for
FY 83 actual staff) and interview,May 17, 1983 (for FY 80 - FY
84 authoriied staff).
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cut troth 4 to 2. 24/ The olticlt responsible for compliance

activities under Title Vl and other authorities, lost more than

.O percent of its statt. 25/ Total FHEO headquarters staffing

dropped to 119 doring FY 83. 2b/

Complaint Processins

Since FY 81,delaya and backlogs in the handling of civil

rights complaints have become a problem in FHEO operations.

The Commission previously has noted that delays in HUD

investigations can lead to a decline in willingness of the

public to tile complaints, permit discriminatory conduct to

persist, 41,71d result in less succesatul FHEO investivtive

ettoits. 21/

24/ Katrina Roos, Director, Fair Housing Enforcement Division,
FHEO, HUD, interview, May 26, 1983 (hereafter cited as Ross
May Interview). One of the lost systemic positions was
restored by reassignment of other FHEO staff. This action,
howyvvt, required time-consuming reorientation of the
reassigned staff member. ibid.

25/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 7, and--------
Smith May Interview.

.?b/ Nokias. Smith, budget officer, Office of Management and
Field Coordination, FHEO, HUD, telephone interview, Aug. 3,
1983 (hereafter cited as Smith August, Interview). The figure
cited is for FHEO staffing. as of June 30, 1983. HUD points out
that despite these figures, fair housing staffing and funding
have been treated %ore favorably" than stiffing and fundiag at
the. Department overall. Antonio Monroig, Assistant Secretary
fir Fair Mousing and EquaLlOpportunity, HUD, letter to Linda
Chaves, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Sept. 19, 1983, p. 2 (hereafter cited as Monroig Letter and
Enclosures).

271 1919 ltil_nalik.11,211. PP. 29, 37.
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Thlability Lo avoid dc-lays and backlogs in

complaint handling renains a matter of concern because Title

VIII complaints to HUD are projected to continue at the current

level of abouT 5,Q00 annually. 28/ Complaints of

discrimination in HUD asdisted programs are expected by HUD to

increase substantially in FY 40 and FY 84 29/

Backlogs of Title VIII cases open mo &e than 90 days 30/

increased in both FY 81 and 82, and at the end of the first 6,

months of FY 83 the backlog stood at 865 complaints. 31/ In FY

80, the backlog of the Title VIII cases had totaled only

35. 32/ These backlogs developed even as the number of

28/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.

29/' Ibid., p. 15.

30/ Title VIII complaints that are open more than 90 days are
considered to be backlogged. Ibid., p. 14. HUD believes the
number of Title VIII complaints "over 90 days old" should be
assessed in light of the fact that Title VIII requires
termination of efforts by the HUD Secretary to obtain voluntary
compliance "only when a Federal Court trial in e civil suit is
brought by an individual." Monroig Letter and Enclosures,
p. 5. HUD did not indicate the extent to which such efforts
may have contributed to the recent growth of backlogged Title
VIII cases.

31/ Ross May Interview. (Data received during interview are
cited hereatter as FHEO Title VIII Data). The Title VIII
backlog in FY 81 stood at 209; in FY 82 the backlog was 987
cases. Figures.from Justificatiot for 1983 Estimates, p. Q-16;
and Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.

32/ Justification for 1982 Estimates, p. S-21.
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successful conciliations of Title VIII cases were

increasing. 33/

At the end of the first half of FY 83, 54 percent of all

open fair housing complaints were more than 90 days old. 34/

Moreover, one-quarter of all open Title VIII complaints were

more than 180 days old. 35/ Such delays in resolving

complaints are of- particular con ern 'because the time limits

for the investigative phase of Title VIII complaints calls for

\

prompt action. 36/ Further, private suits under Title VIII

must "be commenced within one hundred eighty days after the

alleged discriminatory housing practice occurred," 37/

33/ FHEO Title VIII Data. HUD cited the increase in
successful conciliatiods as an indicator of more effective
Title VIII enforcement. Monroig Lettel. and Enclosures, p. 1.

HUD also cited monetary compensation awards that are "higher
than ever" as a result of successful conciliations. Ibid.

/Review by' Commission staff, however, of FHEO Title VIII data
could not confirm this second point, nor did HUD provide
supportive data on its comments on this chapter when in draft
form.

34/ Calculated from FHEO/HUD Complaint and Compliance Review
System Report E02BBCA, "Title VIII and EO 11063 Cbmplaint Aging
Report" (through Mar. 31, 1983), p. 1.

NN' 35/ Ibid.

36/ HUD is required by Title VIII to complete Title VIII
. investigations within 30 days of the filing of complaints with

HUD. 42 U.S.C. §3610(a) (1976). This 30-day limitation
applies only to FHEO investigations or reactivation of
complaints after p'evious referral to a State or local agency
with fair housing responsibilities. Id. §3610(c), 24C.F.R.

§105.21(a),(1983). HUD currently requires State and local
agenciea to investigate "the average complaint" and'uset [the
complaint] for conciliation, within 30-'45 days." 24 C.F.R.

§115.2(c) (1984)..

37/ 42 U.S.C. §3612(a) (1976).-
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have not received admini

complaint. 38/

82

s likely to be met OS, complainants who

trative determination regarding their

FHEO closures of Title NI and section 109 complaints during

FY 82 didlnot keep pace..with the increase in the number of
1

3/ \

1

,these complaints. 3y, As a result, the number of open
i.

it 4.,

complaints on hand at the end of the fiscal year rose by 17
\

. .

percent. N!.1/ During the first 6 months of FY/83, the number

open TitlenVI and section 109 complaints on hand increase

-

significantly. 41/ For the4same period, more than one-fourth
.0.

of all open Title VI and section, 109'complaints had been in

that status for more than 180 days, 42 /'indicating, as in

earlier years, that delays continued to hamper FHEO

38/ HUD states that to protect individual rights it notifies
complainants of their right to file a private suit within the
required,time limits. of Title VIII -regardlets of whether HUD
has Completed its investigation. Monroig Letter and
.Enclosures, p. 5.

39/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 15.
1,

40/ Ibid. and Justification for 1983'Estimatei, p. Q-17.

41/ HUD/FHEO Complaint and Compliance Review System Reports
E02CAC-A and.E02ANC-A, "Status Summary of Complaints" (Oct. 1,
1982 to Mar. 31, 1983), p. 4.

42/ Calculated from HUD/FHEO Complaint and Compliance Review
System. Report E02BACE, "Section 109 Complaint Aging Report"
(through Mar. 31, 1983), p. 1; and E02BBCC, "Title VI Complaint
Aging Report" (through Mar. 31, 1983), p. 1.

"i
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enforcement action on complaints of discrimination in

HUD-assisted programs. 43/

HUD reduced the staff time in FY 03 and FY 84'allocated to

complaint processing and investigation. 44/ *Thin .action
a

negatively affects both investigation of fair houL-ng

Sickcomplaints and of possible disCrimination in HUD programs.

,THUD estimated its'Personnel would-cloae about 2,300 Title

'VIII comPlaint.Sa year in both FY 83 and FY 84. 45/ This would

approximate the number of Title'VIII closures in FY.j2. 46/

Yet', the reduction in the FHEO staff time allocated to Title

\--VIII complaint handling in both years. by. HUD 47/ would fike*,

result in about 150 ta.225 fewer complaint closures

4
annually 48/ and would limit. the' capacity of FHEO*1-0 reduce

43/ 1979 Fair Housing Report, pr. 37-38. FHEO states that it
seeks to close complaints of possible discrimination in

.

HUD-funded program activitis in less than 180 days but is not
required to do so. HUD regulations for Title VI specify only
that investigations shall be "prompt." 24 C.F.R. S1.7(c)(1983)
and Wiite Madienn, slipervisory equal opportunity specialist,
Program CAnpliance Division, FHEO,HUD, telephone interview,
July 28, 1983 Otereafter cited as Madison Interview).

44/ Justificction for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV,
pp. 14-15.

45/ Ibid., p. 14.

46/ Ibid.

47/ Ibid. The reductions would amount to about 7 fewer staff
;Fars for Title VIII complaint processing in both FY 83 and FY
84. Ibid.

48/ Ibid.

%.
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its existing larg acklog of T tle,VIII complaints. 49/ HUD

estimated that a backlog of 500 Title VIII complaints

will continue during FY 83 and FY 84. 50/,

For investigation and processing of complaints of

discrimination in its programs in FY 83 and 84, HUD allocate.

19 percent fewer staff years than in FY 82. 51/ Inspite of

these 'reduCtions, HUD estimated that in both FY 83 and FY 84

o 49/. FHEO staff stated that the planned issual..1 .': a new field
operations handbook in FY 83 and planntd field

staff in Title VIII complaint handling procedure: c-...14

increase Title VIII activity by,:egional staff,
the quality and quantity of Title VIII investigeti-- results
without increasing staff levels., ROss May Intereic-,;.i. Harry
Carey, Acting Director, Office of Fair Housing Fuf-..itcewert,
FREO/HUD,'interview. June 1, 1983; and Katrina.kosa, Director,
Fair Housing Enforcement Division, FHEO, HUD, interview, June

\41, 1983 (hereafter Cited'as.Ross June Interview), FHEO,
however:, also indicitltd that it Auld not act to issue Title
VIII regulations providing a comprehensive interpretation. and
definition )Of prohibited conduct under. Title VIII for the use
of ItUD staff, the, public, and the courts: HUD stated that it
would defer issuance of Title VII] regulations until efforts to
amend the Fair .Housing Act in Congrer t were completed. Peter.

Kaplan, Diiector, Office of Program Stai.ards and Eve/ustion,
FHEO, HUD, interview June 3, 1983'(herer cited as Kaplan
June Interview).

50/ Justification for 19 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.
The lancklog of Title VII".. .zomplaints is composed of 'unresolved
.cases referred by HUD to S''-::Les and :.cal agencies for handling
and of cases retained by W.JD'for its own action.

51/ Justification for 1982 Estimates, attachment p. 15.
This discussion includes FHEO program non-discriminatioa
responsibilities under Title VI, section 109, the Age
Discrimination Act, section 504, and equal employment
opportunity contract clauses involvedjn MUD-assisted
activities. Ibid.

3'
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would close substantially increased numbers of program

discrimination coral:II:pints. 52/ The level of staff hours

allocated by HUD to meet its complaint closure objectives,

however, appeared to be 52 percent. too low for FY 83 53/ and 88

percent too low for FY 84, whelp me Aired against the past

performance of FHEO. 54/

FHEO staff believe that improved staff efficiency and use

of a detailed program complaintinvagtigation.manual rrOW under

preparation should increase effective use of its regional staff

1

*52/ Ibid., pi\15. HUD projeats.that the number of program
discrimination4cbmplaints will increase Ly about 23 per:::Int in

FY 83 and by the eeme percentage again. in FY 84. Ibid. One
reason for ari%increesed number of complaints is the ched,led

issuance in FY 84 ol HUD regulations under section !/04; these
are expected to resuk in a major increase in section .44
complaints. aobert Ardinger, program analyC-. Program
Compliance Division, FH HUD, interview, June 15, -.0/.4.

' 53/ Calculated from FY 82 erformance and staff years.
Justi-Acatidn for 84 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 15. In FY

83, 21.5staff'years would be neededfor HUD's est5mate of 389
closureslof compleintsof prig am disciimination. HUD he's

allocated only 14.1 staff years or FY 83.

54/ Ibid. In FY 84, about 26.5 st,eff years would be required

' for'HUD's estimate of 480 Closures d.complaints. HUD has
allocated, 14.1 staff years for FY 84.
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. 55/ Nonetheless, it appears unlikely that the

FHEO investigations can be improved to achieve

complaint closures that HUD has estimated for FY

If receipts of program discrimination complaints

increased to the levels FHEO projected for FY 83 and FY 84,

delays in investigations and backlogs of these complaints are
of

likely to be continuing problems. 56/

55/ Laurence D. Pearl, Director, Office of HUD Program
Compliance, FHEO, HUD, interview, May 27, 1983 (hereafter cited
asTearl. May 27 Interview) and Madison,Interview. FHEO stated
thatdstaff would also receive training in statistical analysis
techniques and investigative procedures dUring FY 83 that would
improve staff effectiveness. HUD stated that its .4
investigations of Title VI and section 109 complaints of
discrimination already has "become considerably more effective
in identifying and correcting discriminatory_ practices." HUD
:stated that its findings of apparent noncompliance rose from 10
percent of the complaints investigated in FY 81, to 14 percent
in FY 82, and to 24 percent in FY 83. Monroig Leter and
Enclosures, p. 7. HUD did not discuss how-these percentages
were determined,. Nonetheless, the improvement in the
percentage of investigatibns leading to findings of'
noncompliance appears also*to have been accimpatied by a
decline in the number of complaints being closed; when compared
with FY 82 performance. HUD/FHEO Complaint and Compliance
Review SYitem, "Title VI: Status Summaiy of Complaints"
(hrough,Mar. 31;'1983) (E02ANCA), p. 2; and Justification for
1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 15.

56/ According to HUD,' the number of Title VI and section. 109
complaints remaining on hand at the -end of FY 84 will ,equal
almost 52 percent of the total number of receipts of these
complaints during that year. Justification for 1984 Estimates,
'attachment IV, p. 15. Complaints carried over from the prior
fiscal year combine with new receiptsduring the current year
to form the total annual workload for staff. When complaints
are carried over in substantial numbers from 1 fiscal year to
another 4ithout staff increases to compensate for this- added
workload, a backlog, is likely to. develop.

o
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Fair Housing Assistance to State and Local'Agencies

HUD is required under the Civil Rights Act of 1968 to Jer

Title VIII complaints Co State and local agencie-, administering

fair housing laws that provide "rights and remedies.

substantially equivalent" to those under Title VIA., 57/ Since

1980, FHEO has provided financial assistance to State andlocal

civil rights agencies to support the investigation of Title

o'
VIII complaints referred to them by HUD. 58/ Funds provided by

HEO' Fair Housing Assistance Prograth (FHAP) have ,encouraged

State and local jurisdictions to adopt "equivalent" fair

housing laws and' to accept complaint referrals. 59/ During

FY 82, more than half of all Title VIII complaints received by

HUD were referred to State and local agencies for

investigation. 60/

57/ 42 U.S.C. §3601(c) (1976), 24 C.F.R. §115.6 (1983)-

58/ 'Steven Sacks, Director, Federal, State and Lm al Ptivams
Division, FHEO, HUD, interview, May 18, 1983 (herea2ter cited
as Sacks Interview).

59/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment III, p. 3,
6-7.

60/ Ibid.,. attachment III, p. 7. In 1980, only 13.5 percent
of HUD's Title VIII complaints were referred. Ibid.
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Since,1980, HUD has sought a $3.7 million annual

appropriation for FHAP aid,to State and local agencies. 61/ In

FY 84, the number of State and local agencies assisted by the

program will have in,;:reased to an estimated 90 agencies. 62/

Referral of growing numbers of individual fair housing

complaints to State and local agencies potentially allows FHEO

to increase its staff time devoted to broader Title VIII

investigations that have a greater enforcement effect and that

can lead to Department of Justice prosecutions. 63/

It is not clear that HUD can rely increasingly on the

results of State and local investigation and conciliation

bl/ Sacks Interview. FHEO staff characterized the current
'allocation for FHAP as "programmatically adequate" to fund
annually the total number of agencies that have sought FHAP
support. In fact, actual outlays for FHAP aid to State and

if
local agencies between FY 80 and FY 82 were substantially below
the annual appropriations during these years, due to delays in
program implementation. As a result a substantial carryover

\..'developed of funds appropriated for AP. Thus,'in FY 83, FHEO
estimated that obligations of FHAP to State and local
agencies would total $6,747,000, an amount almost double the FY
83 appropriation for the program., Justification for 1984

. Estimates, attachment III, p. 1. When the funds carried over
from earlier appropriations are exhausted, considerably reduced
fUnds will be'available for FHAP assiStance,to State and local
agencies.,

62/ Sacks Interview.

63/ FHEO investigation of systemic Title VIII complaints is
discussed in greater detail beginning at p. 24.
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activities. 64/ Almost two7thirds of all backlogged HUD Title. V

VIII cases in early 1983 were of complaints that HUD had

. referred to State and'local agencies. 65/ Further, a detailed

program audit this year of FHEO performance in 1 HUD regional

office found monitoring.of State and local'agencies to be

64/ The referral of Title VIII complaints to State and local
agencies for investigation and enforcement action does not end
HUD's responsibility for prompt handling of su complaints.
The HUD Secretary retains the right to reca referred
complaints upon certification that "the protection of the
rights of the parties or the interests of justice require such
action." '42 U.S.C. §3610(c) (1976). HUD regulations state
that "such certification [and complaint recall] shall be made
routinely when the State and local agency has not commenced
proceedings within 30 days following the referral of the
complaint to it, or...has not carried forth such proceedings
with reasonable promptness within the judgment of the Assistant
Secretary." 24 C.F.R. §105.20 (1983).'

65/ FHEO Title VIII Data. The percentage of complaints
.backlogged at State and local agencies (66 percent) exceeded
the percentage of Title VIII complaints referred to these
agencies (61 percent) suggesting their, complaint resolution
activities are less timely than HUD's.

9.3
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"inadequate." 66/ Also, Title VIII conciliation agreements

gained by State and local agencies are obtaini,k1g monetary

awards for complainants that average 90 percent less than those

HUD obtains, in its conciliations. 67/

The headquarters FHEO staff administering the FHAP State

and local program has been limited to 5 or fewer positions

66/ Lee M. Stevens, Region/V Inspector General for Audit, HUD
Audit Report to Alfred C. Moran., Acting Regional Administrator,
Region V, Audit 'Case No. 83-CH-174-0004, "Housing
Discrimination Complaint Investigation," Region V, Jan. 14,
1983, p. 2 (hereafter cited as Housing Discrimination Complaint
Investigation). The audit determined that one reason for this
"inadequate" monitoring waa-th6-unreliability of FHEO data
processing systems. bid., pp. 19, 20, 24,.27, 30. The audit
found that the computer program needed ior'monitoring State and
local agencies was never designed at' headquarters because FHEO
;funds "ran out before the program could be developed." Ibid.,
p. 30. It is not clear when an adequate system will .be in
place. In commenting on this chapter, in draft, HUD reported,
"In FY 1983 considerable activity occurred in the redesign of
,FHEO's ADP monitoring capability for State and local complaint
processing. HUD's Office of AdministratioVies committed
resources in FY 1984 to implement these ADP improvements. ".
Monroig Letter andEnclosures: Technical Corrections, p. 1.

HUD did not indicate the level of resources to be committed in
FY 84 to ADP improvements or the nature of these improvements.

67/ FHEO Title VIII Data. Monetary awards under successful
conciliations by HUD averaged $1,144, while State and local
agencies gained only an average Of $118 in successful'
conciliations. HUD staff also were more likely to achieve
Title VIII conciliations that included followup agreements.
(Not all "successful" conciliations include followup
agreements.) HUD observed, however, that efforts 'by State and
lo4..al agencies to achieve early'resolution of complaints (e.g.,
to obtain a, unit of housing for complainants) may account for
their lower average monetary awards in conciliations. HUD also
believes that public hearings at the State and local level may
result in gaind in monetary relief that are no reported .as

having been achieved pursuant to conciliation efforts. Monroig
Letter and Enclosures, p. 6.
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since its inception. 68/ This staff must carry out

time-consuming responsibilities for certifying Title VIII

equivalency, conducting training and technical assistance,

reviewing funding proposals, administering contracts and

memoranda of understanding, and assisting regional staff in

monitoring State and local handling of complaints. 69/ While

.emphasizing rapid implmentation of FHiPIP funding for. State and

local .agencies, FHEO has not made continuous evaluation of the

performance of these agencies a priority. _Staff chargqd with

oversight of the program thus have not been able to determine

why problems may be occurring in .the complaint performance of

the referral agencies. 70/ Nonetheless, FHEO Assistant

Secretary Monroig believes that the program to strengthen State

and local fair housing enforcement has been a success and "has

increased dramatically the resources which are available to

fight housing discrimination." 71/

68/ Sacks Interview.

69/ Ibid.

70/ Ibid. FHEO recently Emphasized to its regional staff that
careful monitoring of the 'cimeline--of.State and local agency
processing" of complaints should be aehieved-thrlugh
continuation of the currently required 30/60/90 day series of
progress checks on handling of individual complaints.. Monroig
Et,cter and Enclosures: Memorandum on Title VIII Recall Policy,
44. 3, 1983.

71/ Monroig Letter and Enclosures, p. 1. The Assistant
Secretary observed, "Many states and localities have laws
stronger than Title VIII, thus increasing [by means of "ID

refarrals1 the remedies available to victims of
discrimination." Ibid. 9:-
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. . r
The State and local agencies handling Title VIII complaints

are outside:HUD's inmediate control and day-tcY--day oversight

Therefore, effective management of the FHAP program. requires-

that staff be assigned to a continuing program of evaluation

and early problem resolution. The FY 84 HUD budget, howe1r,

will not increase headquarters staffing for the FHAP State and

local program,'72/ and no clear committment has been made

rggardini plans` for training of regional staff on FHAP matters'

during Fl i84. 73/ Without in Teased staffing and training

//.
during Vk 84, FHEO will lank the means to correct problems in

.0

. ,the performance of State and local agencir:s on Title VIII

complaints. 74/

72/ Ibid. . //

//,

73/ It was not until April 1982 that HUCcprovided
comprehensive training sessions for each regional office on the
State and local referral program and FHAP, 2 years after the
program's:inception.: Additional training appears to/be all the
more important because. for both FY 83 and FY 84 indicated
that a'considerably increased amount of regional office FHEO
staff time,would be devoted to "FHAP Activity.". Justification
for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.: HUD stated that
Regional?litle VIII staff would receive training in 14,e FY 83
on monitoring the complaint processing procedures of State and
local referral agencies. HUD also noted that "sufficient funds
will be available for a FHAP training session in FY 84."
Monroig Letterand Enclosures: Technical Corrections, p. 1.

74/' FHEO staff belieVe a "systematic complaints monitoring"
afort planned for FY 84,'a a new FHEO field operations handbook,.
and training of field staff should help to improve HUD regional
office performance on monitoring of complaint handling by State
and local agencies. Ross May and June Interviews;
Justification-for 1984 Estimates, atiachment'IV; p. 9;. and
Monrdig Letter and EnClosures: Technical Corrections, p.. 1.
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Systemic Activities

In addition to its action on individual complaints, FHEO

'investigates broader pattern and practice discrimination in

housing and in HUD programs. 75/ This is usually referred to

s systemic activity. A single pattern and practice case under

-. .

Title VIII Npfeen can includesmultiple complaints againtt a

single respondent. 76/

The Atsistant Secretary for Fair'Housing has emphasized the

importance of systemic complaint investigation and stated that''

increased FHEO activity on these cases would be Likely to

increase HUD referrals of Title VIII complaints to the

Department of Justice (DOJ) for possible litigation. 77/ The

Attorney General is limited to litigation of "pattern and

practice",Title VIII cases or to cases which raise "an,issue of

general public importance invo ving a group of- parsons.".78/
4

The prosecution-of subttantial numbers of Title VIII cases is

I

' 75/ HUD, FY. 1984 Budget' (January .1983) (Summary), p. FREO-2
(hereafter cited at FY°84 HUD Budget).

. .
!

76/' Harry Carey,/ Acting Director, Office'of/Fair Housing ,

Enforcement, FHEO, HUD,, telephone interview, June-29,-1983.

77/ Antonio MOnroig,,Astistant Secretary. .for 'Fair Housing and
Equal Opportunity, HUD, Testimony before the Subcommittee on
HUD-Independent Agencies of the House Colimittee on
Appropriations,' Apr. 13-14, 1983 (hereafter 'cited as Monroig
Testimony); Ross May Interview. HUD can resolve Title VIII
complaints only, through conciliation& and persuasion. 42 U.S.C.
§3601(a) (1976).

.

78/ 42 U.S.C; §3613 (1976).



critical toFederal Government efforts to curb housing

violatediscrimination. 79/' .Persons who would violate Title VIII have

little incentive to comply voluntarily with the Faji Housing -

Act when(the possibility of Feder.al.Title VIII litigation is, p,
unlikely.,80/

HUD! s procesqing of thousands of Title VIII complaints each('

year potentially provides an, opportunity.for the-agency to

uncdver,and forward to DOJ substantial numbers of: pattern and

practices cases for pdssible litigation; In the past, however,

the Commission found that HUD has referred only a very small
4-

of its total annual Title VIII cases to DOJ for possible

prosecution. 81/ Coordination and information sharing between

the two agencies also were marked by problems. 82/ Such

weaknesses have persisted.

a

79/ 1979 Fair Housing Report, pp. 62, 71-72.

' 80/ Ibid., p. 230.-
---

81/ Ibid., p. 31-32.

82/ Ibid., pp. 64, 69.
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.HUD reported that if referred three pattern and practice

Title VIII cases to DOJ during FY 82.83/. "Delays of a

,
year or more by FHEO between investigations of Title.VIII

complaints and their referral to DOJ also have.lessened the

poshility ofswift litigation by the Department.'84/

Coordination of activities between HUD and DOJ still appeared

to be a problem in 1983. 85/

The low number of Title VIII pattern and practice case

referrals appe rs to result from the inadequate staff time and.

83/ Monroig Letter and Enclosures: Technical Corrections,p.
1. The Department of Justice, however, reported only two such
referrals by HUD during FY 82. .Thomas M. Keeling, Acting
Chief, General Litigation Section, for William Bradford
Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General -, Civil'Rights.,
Division, Department of Justice, letter to JamesS.'Arismlin, .

civil rights analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, June 22,
1983 (hereafter cited as Keeling Letter). In FY 81, HUD

' referred 4 pattern and practice matters for possible
prosecution. In 1980, no pattern or practices cases were
referred. Additionally, FHEO has also referred to DOJ an .

. annual average of 20 other TitleAIII cases that are not
pattern or ptactice matters and that Ipparently'Are.provided
only for DOJ's appraisal aild general information. Ibid.

84/ ,(William Bradford Reynolds III, Asaistant Attorney General,.
' Civil Rights. Division, Department of Justice, lettv to Antonio
Monroig, Assistant, Secretary for Fair Housing, HUD, Jan. 18.
1983 (hereafter cited as Reynolds Letter). The Assistant

, .

Attorney General's letter stressed' that delays ifi HUD's
referral of Title VIII complaints to DOJ had resulted in the
need for reinvestigation .of cases and made it difficult to
locate witnesses. Ibid. The letter was written following
reported expressions of concern by the Assistant l'Atretary
regarding .apparent inaction.b&DOU on Title VIII lise

efeirals. "HUD's Approach to Housing Bias:Stresses
Cooperatiou Over Litigation,'Y Washington Post, Jan. 4, .1983,
p. A-13.

I

85t Reynolds Letter.
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resources allikated by FHEO to its systemic TitleVIII

effoirts. An effective program of pattern and practice

'('investigations requires exacting headquarters coordination and.

..
Monitoring of specially trained 'staffs a investigators,

4 _. - , .

. ,
)

technicians, and analysts, 86/ In both FY 81 and F1.81,. FHEO

allocated
-

about 32 stadyears,for the investigation of
-

systemic Title VIII cases. 87/ In FY 81, FHEO 6losed 360

Th
..

'Aystqmic Titre ViIi complaints and referred 4 of them to
.

f ....

,,

.
Justice for possible pattern and practice litigation. 88/ .Ln

FY 82, FHEO closed 246 systemic complaints. 89/

i.'
kn FY 83 and FY 84, HUDalyqcated 33.3 staff years'for"

. .:%,
,

---

systemic Title VIII investigations but predicted it would

achieve majortinreases in the number of cases it would

, .

86/ Budget: Fiscal Year 1981 (January 1980); p. FHE6-2; and

1980 Annual.Report (September 1981), pp. 16-17 (hereafter cited

as 11.JIL1124SLATTALIIRSEI)-".

87/ Justification for 19833Estimates, p. Q-16; and
Justification,for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.

.

88/ Justification for 1983 Estimates, p. Q-16; and Keeling

Letter.

89/ Justification for. .1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14, As

noted, DOJ states that HUD referred 2 pattern and practice '

cases during FY 82., Keeling:Letter, HUD statesthat 3 such,

referrals were made during FY 82. Monroig Letter'and

Enclosures: Technical Correchions, p.. 1.

-- 0
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close. 90/ FHEO estimated it woul.

FY 83 and 995 cases in FY 84. 91/

7

tn.

765 systemic cases in

g the first half of FY

83% FHEO closed only 134 such eases. ndicating,that the

major increaser in systemic activity pr 7ed by HUD hagnot
°

occurred. 93/ 19

Based on FHEO performaice during,FY 8:, a'total of 101,

r

.staff years ould he required to achieve HUD's goal,for pattern

practice, Title VIII closures in Ft 43. 94/ In FY 84, 131,
(

staff years would be needed.,45/, FHEO's alloca tion'of 33'staff

ye'ars for systergic i'nvestigatioAs in FY 83 and FY 84 96/

. . ;

90/ Ju.stioficata.on,for 1984Estimates, attabhmelp.IV, p. 14.

FHEO emftasizes thst,-ZifleVIII systemic complaint
investigations are a "pribrirty" and "that refeiral o IfiatterA 44,

. 4
and practice cases to the.Just.ce Department for c'vilNaction
is a "pridary objective" for FHEO. FHEO 'added that it would_
"advi.se Regional offices."to provide-for prompt proceising of
cases which have systemic issues" and wOuld,expedite referral
ofeases to DOJ for initiation of. civil actions., Monroig.
Letter and Enclosures, p. 6.

91/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 14.

Acc- ording to HUD, he number. of systemic Title VIII complaint
closures, would .triple 'in FY '83,and Auadruple.0,FY 84 when'
Illeatured against FY. 82 perforinance. Ibid. ,

!
.

92/ Ross May Interview.

93/ On reviewing a draft Of, this chapter, HUD disagreed with 1

...this conclusion, assertinb..T,hat"the number of cases involvins
systemic issues'is increasing." HUD stated that it had-346,
systemic cases "on hand" at theAend of the' first 6 months 00FY
83 and planned to1r4solve 66 of-these.,..Monrbig Letter and
'Enclbsurds, p. 6.

94/ Ross May.Interview. `Calculated from HUD-figures.

.,95/ Ibid. Calculated from HUD figures.,

96/ Justification/01; 1984-Estimates, attachment p. 14.

-

1.0.E
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°

does riot provide the staff needed.kb achieve its own

,
eniproement objectives.: Thelimited staffing for systemic

Title VIII.complaint activity also'is likely to impede
o A

referrals ,of substant-ially.increased'ntimbers of pattern and

)

practice cases to the Department of Justice for 'possible.

litigation.

.4roiram0Compliance Reviews

Compliance reviews by FHEO of local HUD-assisted program

. .

-activities under Title VI, section 109"and dthdr authorities
. &

dfferka systematic meAns of upcovering'unlawful discrimiria.tion

(c

and acting.promptli.to correct civil rightp,violations. FHEO

currently concentrates its compliance'reviews on community. .

development )lock grant recipients and on local public housing

authorities. ,97/

-Program 'compliance reviews also offer HUD the opportunity

to aot administrtrnvely agiinst-housing didctimination and

,

segregation affecting large number6 of units of federally.

0 . .

97/ U.S., Department of-Housing and UrbanDevelopment, Office

Of the Asrigtant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal .

Opportunity, 1982. Implementation Plan for'Civil Rights

'Programs Covered by Executive Order 12250" (March 1982), p. 26,

(hereafter cited as HUD Implementation Plan for Civil Rights

Programs); Pearl May 27 Interview. The FY 1983 HUD

Implementation Plan had.not been submitted formally tothe
'Department of Justide:t the time this analysis was prepared

.and; therefore, was not availabltto Commission:staff for

°review. '

f

102 I
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assisted housing at the local level..., 98/.. HUD's potential for

U . .

. ,

p

°results in this area is-considerable:. the agency's 2 largest
uf

housing assistance programs involve 2.7 million units of

low-income hotisine. 99/

., .
.

FEO Compliance reviews of HUD assisted program activities
I

. ) ' .r
.

t-have been marked by serious performanceprobleu!s in the past,

and their potential iMpadt,has been diminished. The Commission
.....

.

.

found in the late 1970s that FHEO was performing annually only

. .

a small number' of Title-VI reviews relative to its total number
d.

: .

of program recipients, 100/ and the,General'Accounting Office

found that many HUD progiam'recipientshad,"virtually no chance

. .

of being reviewed.lr 101/ Inadequate staffing for compliance
.

$ . .

reviews.also was oited by'HUD and.tht_Department of Justide
.s.. .

A u ,

I. .

'98/ -HUD is empowered to seek compliance in Title VIII
complaints only thrOugh voluntary conciliation. 42 U.S.v.

§3610(a) ('1976). In contrast, HUD has greater power in cases
involving discrimination,and segregation in fedeyally-assisted
housing in, violatidn of Title'VI of the.Civil Rights Act of
1964. In these cases, administrative tools such as deferrals'
of funding, termination or reduction offunding, or.impoSition.
of required corrective 'actions for cbntinued'assistance,cante

,' brought to bear. Historically, however, HUD has been reluctant
' to 4xercisi.administrative procedures that yould result in the

interruption of funding pf local programs.. Set 1979 Fair
Odusing Report, pp. 38-39.

99/ HUD, Programs of HUD (Ociober 1982), pp. 26-27:

100/1979 Fair HoUsing Report, pp. 16-17, 38. Th6 Commiasion
found that HUD compliapce reviews had not reached 2 percent of
the recipients of HUD program recipienCs in any single fiscal
year as of late 1977. Ibid., p. 38.

( 101/ GAO Report, pp. 14-5.
, 103,

V



as the-basis. for the small number of reviews performed. 102/

HUD began to examine in 1979 ihe level of staffing

.3 .
.

.

increases that would be required to mount "a more extensive and

. . .

. .
. . ,

effective compliance review program." 103/ Between FY 8U and
.

, ,..-
FY 81-the authorized FHEO headquarters staffing for ppograd

; ''
.

1 . %

compliance activities increased from.23 to 29 positions. 104/'
,

. , .....
, , c. ,

. .

At the same time, regional staff yearS for Title VI and section

' ,
-

109 program' compliance reviews were intreased.bY 20

percent. 105/ HUD 'also dstablished a Headquarters .

Investigative Unit to handle Program dispriminatilfil complaints

*Iv
!

'102/ Chester C. McGuire,'AssistantSetretary for Fair Housin4.
and.Equal Opportunity, HUD, attachment to letter to.Hen ry
Efthwege, Director, Community andEcollomic Development
Dild;3i-on, General Accounting Office, ,Oct. 31, 1977,:pp. 2-3,

citing.U.S.,.Department of Justice,:"CivilRights
"Interagency Survey Report'! (September 1977).

/
-103/ U.S.., Departmentof Housing and Urban Development and
117§7., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Memorandum
of Understanding: Regarding the Enforcement.ofTitle VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 (June 18, 1979 and July 6, 1979)
(hereafter cited as HUD and DOJ Memorandum of Understanding).

.
.

104/.. Calculated frpm figures in. Justification for 1982.
Estimatesp. S-8; and Justification for 1983 Estimates,
p.

105/ Justification for 1982 Esrimate6,.p. S-23; and
Justification for 1983' Estimates, p. Q-17.. The staff years
rose from 40.8 tq 49.1 years.

-97
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and complianceirreviews under Title VI and section 10i that

'required highly developed statigtical'and analytical

skill -s. 106/

These staffing gains were not sustained.' The special

.
compliance team was disbancled in 1981 because its travel costs

were considered too high in light of the limited FHEO travel

'budget 107/1 and because the, team "would have required a far
. A

greater expenditure of staff than had ..peen contemplated, at a

time of increasingly scarce fesources."168/, Moreover,, in

FY 82 HUD reduced most of the increased regional staff years
c.a

for compliance reviNs that had been added in FY 81.V1.09/

106/ Justification for'1982 Estimates, p. S-14;6HUD 1980'
Annual Report, p. 17; and FY 81 HUD Bud2et, p. FHEO3.

107/ Laurence D. Peal, DirectOr, Office of HUD Program

Compliance, telephone interview, May 25,' 1983. The Commission

repeatedly h recommended that HUD'carry.out a program of

reviews similar to those that were to be uterpaken by,this

team. The Commisiion has called for'at-lea t 0,such reviews a

. year to determine, the civil rights status of loCal agencies and

activities receiving.. HUD assistance.. See 1974 Fait Housing

Report; p. 346; Twenty Years After Brown, p. 176; 1979 Fair

Housing Report, pp. 34-35.
.nt

108/ Monroig Letter, and Enclosures,, p. 8.
k

.109/ Justification for 1984 'Estimates, Attachment IV, 4p. 16

and Justification, for 1983 Estimates, p. Q-17.
o

105
9.
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In FY 82 the number of reported FHEO- programcotpliance,.

. .

reviews declined. 110/_ Modi. important,.the actual number of
.

compliance previews conducted during FY 82 fell 33 percent short

*
of the number of reviews that VHEO had set as its objective for

a

the year." 111/ The number of compliance 'reviews Oerformed in
O

. ,
FY 82 was only 2 percent of 4WD program recipients. 112P In

110/ Ibid. Reported compliance,reiiiews decreased from 549 in
FY 81 to 279 in FY 82. FHEO indid'ates, however, that in FY 82
it changed_ the manner 'in whiacit counted these reviews. It
said ita'previous'procedures had "resulted, in some cases,
in..odouble counting." Subsequent elimination of this doUble.
counting resulted in an "apparent reduction" in the number of

'compliance reviews conducted during FY 82. Monroig Letter and
Enclosures, pi, 7. Commissign staff weve unable to determine

,the degree'to which,this practice may have distorted prior data
on com liance reviews conducted annually by FHEO,. HUD also
said t at the reduced number of compliance revieuts reflects new
FHEp " ork measurement,standarde that require field staff Eo
carry ut more compliance reviews of larger recipients of HUD
funding. It contended that any decline inthe total 'number of
annual reviews was balanced by incteased HUD attention to.
recipients whose activities affect.more>z;ns. Pearl May 27 '

.

Interview -. , .

st , *.:.

111/: Justification for 1983 Estimates, IT-17 and
Justificatibn for 1984 Estimates, attachment IV, p. 15. .

112/ Calculated from Justification for 1984Estimates,
attachment IV, p. 16and HUD, Office of FairHouskng and Equal.
Opportunity, "A-11-53 Submission, Federal Civillights Program
Classification Schedule, All Agency CiNil Riirts Programs for
FY 1984, to the Office of Management and Budget",(Oct.
1982). Calculated based on 279 compliance reviews And 13,500

/ total recipients. I,n.FY 80 and FY 81, the numbvr.of compliance,
reviews repOrted by FHEO would have represented almost'4
percent of thetotal number of_recipients Of HUD pr gram
assistance. Calculated froul da;a in Justification or 1983
Estimates, p. Q -17 aneJustificatian pi-.982 Estimates; p.
S-23, based' on 14,00P total recipients.. As noted above;
howeve, previous dduble counting of compliance reviews by FHEO
Ilmits the reliability-of the figdres for FY 80 and FY 81.

.

$1
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t tide- first 6 months of FY 1983, FHEO completed Only 89

compliance-reviews. 113/

.,FHEO set a goal of 3E12 program compliance reviews each year

for both F% 83 and FY 84. 1141/ Achievement of thil goal would

require a 30 percent. improvement over the, actual number of

),
compliance reviews completed in FY-82. 115/ The'42.4 staff

years allocated for FY 84 FHEO program compliance review'
4

. .

activity is fax lower than appears necessary to.achieve the'It
'increase in reviews prOjected. 116/. Without-substantially

: .

higher staffing for compliance activities, it appears unilikely

i . ,

t
. ,. .

r

I

113t HUD/FHEO Complaint and Compliance Review System Report
rolmic-A; "Summary of Compliince Reviews Conducted by Program"
(0't.'.1, \19827Mar. 31, 1983),' pp. 1-2.

d
\

1144 Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachMent IT, p. 16. .

. - .

. -
,

115/ Calculated from'crata in Justification for 1984 'r:ititaates, -,

attachment IV, p. 16.
., \ .c

, . , ...,

, ) \

116/ ' AbotAt 55 staff years 4ould be needed, based on FY 82
performance. \Ibid. FHEO's annual level of perfOrmance on .
compliance reviews is affected'by the fact that such reviews
'are lengthy and take substantial time to resolve. At the end
of the first 6 months/of FY 83, more than 54 percent of all

.Title VI reviews and 4,6 percent of.all section 109, reviews had
been open for more than 180 days. HUD/FHEO Complaint and
Compliance Review System Report EO2BBCD, "Title VI Compliance
Review Aging Rgp rt" (through Mar. 3/0983) p: 1; and E02BBCF
"Section 109 Compliance Review Aging Report" (through Mar.31.

61983).

O
10/
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t

t at THECccan achieve the goals it established for FY 83-and'

, FY 84.. 117/ r
- ,"--....-

..e $..

c..!

. ---- --,

FHEO believes that examining only the number of Program \

1

6.
.f compliance reviews FHEO conducts in a fiscal year does

,

not '

.
' 1 ....

fully reflect the effectiveness of its (review efforts; 118/ On

.
.

,
receiving'a di-aft copy of this chapter, Assittant'Secretary'

!

Monrpig wrote:
.

,
. .1

The Department's strategy in the last. few , ,.

years proceeds' on the-assumption that we .:`,/

,.;.e will 'never have the, resources to conduct pi

compliance reyiewsfor More than a' small ,-
-percentageof the .13,500 recipients of HUD

c

-..
. funds in any.fisAl year. Thus, the ° ' I

. _

\.-
,

important element becomes the selection of
%.-those recipients for review which are mos6.

likely to have compliance nroblems4.119/ I

/
f :

FHEO algo stated that i its careful selection of thOse recipients
..

.
. , ' ' ' - .-

,

to be reviewed has worked effqctively and that the peritage
. . . .

of compliance revieWs,withfindings.of ndincOmpliance rose' from

-5 percent in FY 80 to 29 Perc nt in the first half o

r

/'

117/ -FHEO believes that de cguides (operations manuals)
-.. -

.now being prepared will improve FRE() piogram compliancereviews
)

.'.of public housing authrities and of HUD block grant . .
- .activities.' '(Both desiguides wefe to' have been produced in FY
'82 but were delayed.)" Pearl Mar 27 Interview; Monroig Letter

f ,and Enclosures, p. 7.

,

118/ 'Monroig Letter and Enclosures, p: 6.

%,119/ Ibid, p 7. ,
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?Y 83. 120/ The increased findings by FHEO of noncompliance

also may be the result, in part, of an actual increase in

discriminatory conduct. 121/

It FHEO were 'able toiachieve. successfully its FY 84

objective of conducting 362 program compliance reviews, this

level of activity, nonetheless,, would examine only 2.7.percent

of HUD's program recipients in FY 84. 122/ As a result, FHEO

compliance reviews will continue to have limited effedit,in

deterring and detecting unlawful discrimination in HUD-assisted

activities because they reach so few ricipients. FHEO

continues to believe that improved'targeting.of reviews and

staff training and guidance will permit it to achieve its

numerical goals and improve program quality. 123/

120/ Ibid. Commission staff were not able to examirie

independently, the improvement cited. By way of comparison, the
Commission found in the mid-1970s that 21 percent of FHEO Title

V_ 1 compliance reviews,resulted.in findings of noncompliance.

1979 Fair Unusing Report, p. 39..

121/ Pearl May 27 Interview.

122/ Examining 2.7 percent of its program recipient a year
TM reviews), HUD would require more than 37 years to conduct
1 compliance review of each of its 13,500 program recipients.

HUD's stated goal in the tate 1970s was tow conduct annual

reviews of 4 percent of its program recipients. 1979 Fair

Housing Report, p. 38. Even an.annual 4 percent level of

compliance review d vity would mean that detailed auditing of

the civil rights s atus of its program recipients would be

infrequent.

123/ Monroig Letter and Enclosure, 6. 7.
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Reviews of Low-Income Public Housing

Low-income'public housing is a program arEa'in which

inadequate HUD compliance review activities have had'clearly

negative consequences by leaving untouched deeply entrenched

segregation in local pdblic housing. r24/ FHEO itself has

.
stated that HUD's public housing program "remains racially/

//Segregated" and in yiolation of both Title VI and Title

VIII: 125/ HUD agreed in a 1979 Memorandum' of Understanding

with the Department of Justice to revise its policies to

"promote desegregation" of its public housing projects 126/.but

took no specific steps to, carry out this agreement. 127/ HUD

subsequently has taken no concerted action to correct

segregation within publirg housing projects'abross the

country. 128/

124/ "Management Control Assessment of the HUD Tenant Section
and Assignment Policy," p. 14 (hereafter cited as Management
Control Assessment), Attachment to HUD. Implementation Plan for
Civil Rights Programs. The Management Control Assessment notes
that segregation in public housing assisted by HUD has been a
longstanding problem. Ibid.,4p. 14.

125/ Ibid.

126/ Ibid., /p. 8; HUD and DOJ Melorandum, of Understanding, pp.'

7 -9.

127/ Management Control Assessment, p. 8. HUD had taken no '-

further action as of May 26, 1983. Laurence D. Pearl, Director,
Office of HUD Program Compliance, FHEO, HUD, telephone
interview, May 26, 1983

,128/ Pearl May 27 Interview.

1 1 i7
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FHEO itself has reported that it conducts fltw compliance

reviews of public housing authorities and has,acknowledged that

its efforts to desegregate pAblic hdusing'have not been very

successful. 129/ Compliance reviews.by^FHEO are so infrequent-

that they are an unlikely prospect, in most years for most

public housing authorities. 130/ As a,result, there is little

scrutiny by'HUD and few resultingsanctions to induce local
,

129/ Managementtontrol Assessment', p. 13-14. HUD notes, for
.example, that based on its performance in FY 81, "the average,
public housing authority would receive a compliance review
proximately once every 21 years." ,Ibid., p. 13.

,

130/ Ibid. FHEO stated that it has "markedly-i-hcressed"- _-
compliance review of pubic -- housing in the Atlanta, Chicago,
and Fort Worth Regionssin FY 82 and FY 83, areas which "contain
the-largesEnumbers of [public housipg authorities] with
segregated or racially identifiable housing patterns.
Increased numbers of findings of apparent noncompliance and

compliance agreements have been the result." Monroig Letter amd

Enclosures, p. 7. An internal_HUD ana:ysis concluded, however,
that continuing public housing segrega Nn and inaction by HUD
to correct it- ave left HUD liable to a court order, similar to

that in Adams v. 'Bell "where the Court took control of HEW's,

compliance review activities." The analysis concluded, "HUD
could conceivably 6e ordered by a court to conduct 'compliance
reviews beyond its capacity." .Management Control Assessment,
p. 9, citing Adams v. Richardsbn, 351 F. Supp. 636 (D.D.C..

1972)., 356 F. Supp. 92, 94-100 (D.D.C. 1973), modified and
aff'd., 480 F.2d 1159 (D.C. Cir. 1973), supplemental order sub.
nom. Adams v. Weinberger,4691 F. Supp.. 269 (D.D.C. 1975),

second supplemental order sub. nom. .Adams v. Califano, 430 F.

Supp. 118 (D.D.C. d977), Adams v. CaIifano, No. 3095-70.(D.D.C.

Dec. 29, 1977), Adams v. Bell, No. 3095-70, and Women's,Equity
Action League v. Bell, on. 74-1720, order (D.D.C. Max. -11,

1983).

111
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authorities to halt discriminatory-practices and to remedy the

effeCts of such unlawful conduct. 131/

Supporefor Voluntary Compliance

HUD fficials have emphasized their increasing reliance on

voluntary means of gaining compliance with Title VIII, 132/

One longstanding HUD approach to achieving voluntary fair'

housing compliance has been through the'establishment of local

Community Housing Resource Boards (CHRBs), composed of persons

concerned with fair housing issues. 133/ Thee bOards(are

131/ HUD has planned for FY 84 a "demonstration" projecton
public housing desegregation methods. As the total research
budget for fair hbusing has been cut by more than 50 percent,
from its FY 82, level, lack of funds will 41.imit Eho number or
amount of individual grants that can ke made under the
project. HUD, FY 1984 Budget (Summary) (January 1983), pp.
PDR-1, 2 (hereafter cited as FY 84 HUD Budget).

-132/ Samuel R. Pierce, Jr., Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development (remarks before the Ninth Annual 'Convention of the
National Conference on Black Mayors, New Orleans, Louisiana,.
Apr. 2(4,1983); and "HUD's Approach to Housing Bias Streases .

Cooperation Over Litigation," Washington Post, Jan..4,,1983,
R. A-13. FHEO noted other aspects of its voluntary compliance
effort. For.exampie,a.New,Horizon Fair HOusing Assistance
Prplpct encourages States and locIlities to utilize strategie9
"toIffirmatively promote fair housing." ;FHEO also noted that
its office of Voluntary Compliance organiZed and directed .6.
regional sympos4 during FY 83, with a total of 2,000

/ participants, on the subject of public and private sector'
cooperation on housing problems. The'saMeoffice conducted a
confE'rence inFY 82 for 400 Participantd/on HUD's Community
housing Resource Boards. Monroig Lettivi and Enclosures, pp.
8-11.

133/ HUD, Community Housing Resource oards" (Handbook 8021.2)
June 1280), pp. 2-1 ..(hereafter cited s CHRB Handbook)'.'

t
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to wal9nic with local groups bf real estate professionals -that

have signed VOluntary Affirmative Marketing Agreements with

HUD, 134/ overseeing implementation ofihese agreements,

recruitment of minority real estate personnel, and monitoring

of local marketing procedures. 135/.1 The boards also carry out
/

their, own local education programs on fair housing

matters.-136/ HUD believes that successes 'have been achieved!'

in each of these .areas. 137/ .

A

.When the CHR.B pfogram began in the mid- 1970s, HUD provided

,ftfor .

no direct financial assistance to it. 138/ Inadequate local: ;

. .
....,

funding, however, led HUD in FY 81 to seek a $2 million annual

authorization for the program. 139/ BeEween FY 81 and,the

134/ Ibi4. HUD notes that 1,200 such agreements have been

signed. Monroig. Letter and Enclosures, p. 8.

135/ Justification for )184 Wtimates, attachment III, pp. 5,

6.

136/ FY 84 HUD Budget, p. FHEO -4.

-137/ Monroig Letter and Enclosures, p. 9. .FHEO states that

its national agreements with real estate organizations have led-

to "continuous dialogue" on fair-housing'issues, to increased

use of the HUD fair housing symbol, td;-fair housing training,

and to distribution o prineed material regarding the fair

housing obligations of the real estate industry. Ibid.

138/ Nathaniel K..Smi;b, Director, Housing apd(Cifmmunity
. .

Development Division, Office of Voluntary Compliance, FHEO,
HUD, telephone interviews June 7, 1983.

139/ HUD, Budget: Fiscal Year 1981 (Summary) (January 1980),

p. FHEO -5 -6. //

113
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beginning of FY 83, the number of boards grew.afrom-1_75 .tc;\613,

according to HUD, although. in each year only a limited number

of these was unded. 140/ In FY 83, HUD said it would assist

a*stimated 1;0 boards, or about 28 percent of the total

number. 141/ In FY 84, HUD w41.redurce its funding far the

0-percent to $1 million. 142/ The number oflocal

ted will drop to,only 50 (about 8 percent :6f the

of;616s in FY 8.3). 143/

prOgram by +5

boards EMris

total, number

HUD has

ceaskoperat

acknowledged that its local volunteer boards may

ions without funding assistance. 144/ This

1.5

140/ See Justification for 1982' Estimates, p. R-6 and
Justification. for 1983 Estimates,- P-6.

(
141/ Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment III, pp. 1,
5.

142/ Ibid., attachment III, p. 5. HUD stated that the'
reduction in the FY 84 appropriation for CHR8s was due to.
earlier "delays" ,kin obligating funds. HUD'added, "These delays
have now been rectified, and the obligations'are matching the
appropriations. We expect that the prbgram will return to its
full fuliding level in the future." M6nroig Letter and
Enclosures, p. 9.

143/ 'Justification for 1984 Estimates, attachment III, p. 5.
'40

9

144/ Ibid.
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vobtem was already apparent in late 1982 when HUD reported

that only 67.percent ofthem were functioning. 145/ ..

Coprdination of Federal Fair Housing Activities

( .c
The Commission previously has Concluded that HUD ladked

L2\
suffidient resources to carry out effectively is

responsibilities for coordination and leadership of Federal

fail- housing activities. 146/-: Inr 1979 the Commission
1

recommended that the President demonstrate his support of HUD's
A

leadership role by 'emphasizing-to all Federal agencies that,.

under Title VIII 147/ HUD is vested with overall authority and

responsibility for the; administration of Federal fair housing

eff9rts. 148/.

a

41.

1

J

145/ James C. Cummings, Jr., DirectOr, Office of Voluntary
cOmpliance, FHEO; HUD, memorandum to John.Waller, management
analyst, Management Systemsand Services Division; FHEO, HUD
Dec. 6, 1982. HUD described the remaining 33'percent of CHRBs

as being "in need of reorganization." HUD counted a total of

585 CHRBs as "in xistence" as of December 1982 but said only
400 of these were "functioning." Ibid.' As of September 19,

1983, however, FHE indicated thdt 600 CHRBs were

"functioning." Mo roig Letter and Enclosures, p. 9. HUD did

not offer an explanation for the difference in the'2 numbers it

reported. ,

146/ 1979 Fair Housing Report, p. 231.

147/ 42 U.S.C. §3608(a) (Supp. V 1981).

148/ 1979 Fair Housing Report,.p. 233.
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In 1989 the issuanbe of. Executive Order 12,259,1^49/

underscored. HUD's,responsibilities for gaining the cooperation.

of all Federal agencies 'tic coordinating their activities to
0

adva nce national fair housingobjeceives. HUD was given the

additiOnal respdnsibility.under the ExeclitiVeorder for.issuing

'regulations defining the fair housing responsibilities of .

1 Federal agencies. 150/ Dnying FY 83 FHEO took no action to

carry out its Executive Order 12,259 responsibilitie's for

leadership add coordination of Federal fair housing

efforts.-151/ .

Similarly, FHEO did not act, to develop implementing, -

regulations for Executi'Ve Order 12,259. 152/ The FY-8 budget'

doei not allOCate staff hours or otherwise indicate that HUD

will initiate aceivity,in either area of its responsibilities

under the Executive order during the coming fiscal year. 153/

t.

149/ Exec. Order.No. 12,259, 3 C.F.R. 307 (1981) reprinted in
42 U.S.C. §3608 app. at 816-1118.(Su6. V 1981).

`1,,

;

150/ Lad.

151/ Peter Kaplan, Director, Office'of ProgramStandards and
Evaluation, FHEO, HUD, telephone interview, July 21, 1983.

I52/, Kaplan June.interview.

153/ Accordihg to the Assistant Secretary or Fair Housing and
Equal Opportunity, "[T]he Demrtment believes that'the better
time to develop such implementingregulations is.after the
amendments to Title VIII [now before the 98th Congress] have
been adopted. To develop regulations to implement a law which
twill change in, coverage, definitiOns, and sanctions would bea
terrible waste of already scarce resources. TheoDepartments
will move tp carry out j#ts leadership authority when the
amendment's have becfme law." Monroig Letter and Enclosures,'
p. 11 116
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DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OFFICE OF FEDERAL. CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS

Enforcement. Responsibilities

The Deiartment(of Labor's Office of Federal Contract

Compliance Piograms.(OFCCP)is responsible for enforcing

Executive Order 11246, 1/ which.irohibits discrimination in

employment by Federal contractors becauie of. race, sex,

religion, color, or national origin and require's them to take

affirmative action in°.hiringp promotion,,:pay, and training to

assure nondiscriminatiun Bor minori ies and women. also.

responsiblg for ehsuring equal employment opportunity for

,handicapped workers 2 /':and Vietnam7era veteran's. .3/ These

authorities protect mare than a quarter of the Nationg.sworkers

and cover over.115,000 Contractor facilities. 4/1 In addition, a

new law, the Job Training Partnership Act dt 1982, requires

OFCCP to issue regulationar3f6r determining ate degree to which

trainingprogram satisfies a contractor'-s affirmative action

1/ Exec. ,Order No. 11,246 §202(6), 3 C.F.R. 339 (1964-65
Comp.) reprinted in 42 ,U.S.C. §2000e app. at 1232 (2976), 41
C.F.R. §60 -1.2 (1982).

2/ Section 50 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C.
§793(a) (1976& Supp. V 1981), requires Federal'contractOrs to
take affirmative, action td hire and promote qualified

handicapped workers.

3/. The Vietnam-Era Veteran's ReadjustmAit Assistance Act of
.1974, 38 U.S.C.' §2012(a) (1976 & Supp. V 1981), prohibits
'discrimination,against Vietnam-eratrterans and disabled '

veterans of all wars.

4/ Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary fOr Employment
Standards., Department of Labor, letter tb Linda Chavez, Staff
Director, U.S. Commission.on Civil Rights, Sept. 28, 1983, p. 1

-(hereafter cited as Collyer Letter and Endlosure).
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obligations. 5/' As with many other Federal civil rights
cs . tr. i

agencies, its enforcement'activities include compliance

reviews, cpmplaint,investigations, monitoring, and technical

assistance. .t
s; L

. OFCCP is another key Federal civil rights enforcement

.ar
agency which,haa been under court'orders -governing its

.

operatfon& 6/ Detpite these court orders, which reflect '

5/, Pub. L. No. 97-300, 481, 96 Stat. 1190 (codified at 29 '

S1781(012) (West Suppi 19761482)).

6/ OFCCPremains under five court orderS, all of which predate.
the preset administration. J. Stinle9,Kelly, Acting Director,

.Division of ProgramAnalyais, OFCCP, telephone interview Oct."l

17, 1983. :For example; in 197' a Federal .district court issued- ..^
a consent order settling con icated litigation.against/the '
Departments of Labor and lth, Education; and-Welfare'
-including A suit by.the omen's-Equity ActionoleaguelWEAL);..
for failing to enforce nondiscrimination on the basis-of sek in
institutions of higher. education, Adams v. Califano, o.

3095-70 (D.D.C. Dec. 29, 1977) (consent decre0, and WEAL v.
Califano, Po 74-1720 (D.D.C.; Deco.29, 1977) (consent-Order).
That order committed OFCCP, among other things, to conduct each

4
year a.certain number of compliance reviews, including preaward,
reviews, and to mdintain certain employment data. cFinding that
the 1977 order."hai been violated in many important!
respects..., "the coUrt'in 1983 isaueda new order,,which.the
Labor Department -has appealed. Adams'v. Bell, No. '/3095-70
(D.D.C. Mar. 11, 1983), appeal docketed, No..83,1590,4D.C. Cir.
June 3, 1980), and WEAf...v. Bell, NO. 74-1720 (D:D.,t. Mar. al,
1983) appeal docketed, No: 83 -1516 (D.C. Cir..May/lL, 1981):
(the cases Wire consolidated on appeal Aug.26, 1983) . .

(hereafter cited as WEAL:1983'Order). The new order requires
OFCCP, among other.thinga; tocOmPlete an "appropriate".number
of compliance reviews of higher education institutions and to

,,.*complete complaint investigations within specific time frames.
WEAL 1983 Order at25.' It also requires OFCCP/to maintain'
'employment data on'these'instithtions and to report to

. 'plaintiffs, semizannually,.,its Compliance activities. Id. at
32-33. Under another consent order*, OFCCP's/NeW York City area
Office must conduct at least 10 compliance reviews. of
construction contractors each year,' also within specific time
frames. The New York 'area office conducted' only seven reviews
of construction contractors in the past 3 years. Fight Back v.
DonoVan,97 D.L.R. (BNA) A-3 (S.D. N.Y. Apr. 29, 1983).

-0 f/
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longstanding inadequate monitoring- of Fedeial contractors, 7/

and' despite,its steadily increasing responsibilities, the

agency's resources have been reduced significantly since fY

4

80. Those cuts have been accompanied by proposed policy

changes, whioh, notwithstanding staffing inadequacies'and court
4%.

rs; involve relaxation of certain compliance requirelents
, 1

and expansion of efforts to indu oluntary compliance

1-

7/ See U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: The Federal Civil
°Righn Enforcement Effort--1974, vol. V, To Eliminate ,

Emismtat]Dj.!tcsii (1975), pp. 631-37 (hereafter cited
as yoElimiIvitelApit,Discritinatioin); .The Federal Civil
Ri hts Enforcement Effort--1977, To Eliminate Employment
Discrimination: A Sequel (1977), pp. 61-1143 (hereafter cited
as Sequel); Civil Rights: A National, Not a Special Interest
(1981), p. 44 `(hereafter- cited as FY 82 Budget Statement).
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with Executive order requirements: 8/

.
lei

8/ 4n 1981 and 1982 OFCCP'proposed substantial changes in:its
affirmative action requirements for Federal contractors. The
proposals would, among other things, free a substantial number

4 0r.contractors from the requirement to develop written ,

'affirmative action plans, requiie"fewer contractors to file
'.,

with OFCCP basieemployment reportsi(EE0-1 and EEO -6 forms),
and offer a selection of affirmative action. plans that,'once
approved, wouldrequire minimalOFCCP scrutiny. See-0 Fed.

'Reg. 42968 (11981) ; 47 Fed. Reg. 17770 (1982). The.Labor
Department noted that prqposajs to reduCe reporting

. requirements
.

would make them ctnsistlent with Title VII- .,

-.
requirements imposed by the-Equal Employmeht Opportunity

't .r..
Commission., Collyer Letter a'nd Enclosure, p. 4. The
Commission has pointed out before, .howe;Idr, that strict
conformity between the coverage of OFCCP and'EEOC reporting
requirements is not necessary: "For OFCCP to require a
contractor to complete a forM when EEOC requires no form does

not create the same type of conflict as.would be created if, the
two agencies were requiring different foims from the same

. contractor...the pore central,question should be whether, the

completed reports' will.beuseful to OFCGP....P U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, "Comments on Proposed Revisions and
Redesignations- of Regulations.Issued by'the Department of

- .
Labor, Officesof Federal Contract Compliance Programs, on ,

September 17, 1 76," Dec. 27, 1976, p. 9, n. 19 (hereafter
cited as Dec. 1976'Comments): For an evaluation of the
Department's proposals and the Commission'srecommendation that
they be withdrawn, see U.S. Commission on Civil Rights: "Stalf

'Comments on Propoded Rule (Affi ive Action Requirements for
Government Contractors) Issued rb:the Department of:Labor,

:; Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs," Oct. 26,.1981
(hereafter Cited as Oct. 1981 Comments); "Staff Comments on

jt
Affirmative ction Requ-cements for GovernMentContraciors
Proposed by the Department of Labor'; Office of Federal Contract

Compliance rogramS," May 24, 1982 (hereafter cited as May 1982
Comments); The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Budget: Fiscal
Year 198 (1982), pp. 40-50 ( hereafter cited as FY 83 Budget
Report};/and John Hope III,r1Acting Staff Directdr, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, letter to Clarence'Thomas,
Chairman, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Mar. 15,

. 1 -1983.' I'

.
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,.Budget Totals. .

As table'tahows: OFCCP's budget declined by $9..2 mil/ion

between FY,80 and FY 83. The agency requested $47.4 million

f r'FY 84, the' first increase .n 4 years, but that figure :could
O' , 4.

not restore OFCCP funding to the FY 80 level orscompensate or

inflation. While there is no.exact measure of OFCCP's losses
_5 .. ..,,

in spending power due to,iuilation since FY-84 a general
. .

. .
. .

. .

formula for considering the impact of inflation is provided by

the agressional Budget-Office (C80). its Gross gational

Rroduct deflators are not geared specifically to risinOsts

in' the Federal sector but may offer a,rough Approximation of

trends In-enforcement resources, including OFCCP's. Under ips
,0..,

propred FY 84 budget,, CP wouleappea, based-on.fhe CB0

measure, to have-about 29 percent less actual spending power

4
than ithad in FY80. 9/

Staffing'and Other Resources
0

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs staff.

J

resources also dropped significantly betweeml 80 and FY 83.

While it had 1,482 authorized positions in FY 80 and FY 81, the

agency could not fill them becapse.of hiring freezes an4 other

9/ This estimate'is derived by divrding OFCCP,!is appropriations
by 4 factor that aocolints ftmoannual inflation rates since FY

80. Deflators fbr each fiscal year through FY 84 were provided
by'Steven Zeller, economist, Fiscal Analysis Division,
Congressional Budget Office, telephone interview, June 420, .

1983. /For a fuller'discussidn of the use and limitiof these

Wmulas, see chapter 1.
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Table 7

OFCCP BudgetTotals: FY 1980=84

(in thousands of dollars)

Fj.scal Year

1980

1981.

1982

"1983

1984 ("Request)

Appropriation a/
(annualiied)

$51,846

50,086

43.,150

42,614

47,393

a/ .Figureswrepresent what OFCCP could have spent during a
,whole fiscal year-under each spending ceiling. .

SOURCES: Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary for.
Employment Standards,'Department of Labor, letter to Linda
Chavez, Staff Director,.U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Sept.
28, 1983,1p. 5 (for FY 80 and FY 81 appropriations); and Ellen
Shong, Director, OFCCP, letter to John Hope III, Acting Staff
Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mar. 25, 1983 (for
FY 82 and FY 83 appropriations and FY 84 request).
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employment restrttions imposed government-wide. 10/ As table 8

shows, in FY 83 it was authorized 1,008 positions, a sharp

reduction from the FY 80 and FY 81 level. In early 1982, OFCCP

reduced its staff,.by 19 percent: 11/ Two-thirds of the employees

reduced in grade, transferred,, or laid off at that time had

carried out enforcement activities. 12/ For FY 83 and FY 84 the

proposed staffing level is to remain at the FY 82 level. That

figure would leave OFCCP with only 68 percent.of its FY 80

authorized staffing strength.

10/ Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 4.

11/ Before that time, OFCCP had an actual employment level of
1,232. Ellen Shang, Director, OFCCP, letter to John Hope III,
Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil RightS, Mar.
25, 1983 (hereafter cited as Shong Letter and Enclosures).

12/ Of the 155 employees affected by the reduction in force,

132 were program Staff. David A. Rutherford, program analyst,
-Manning Branch, Division of Analysis, OFCCP, memorandum to
'Joyce Long, civil rights analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil
"Rights, "OFCCP Data," May 11, 1983 (hereafter cited as,OFCCP
Data).
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Table 8

OFCCP/Full-Time, Permanent Staff Positions: FY 044

Fiscal Year . Authorized at Actual b/

1980 1,482 1,304

1981 1,482 1,232

1982 1,008 988

1983 1,008 1,021 c/

1984 (Request) 1,008 - -

a/ Number of full-time, permanent staff permitted under
congressional budget measures.

b/ Number of full-time, permanent staff actually employed by

OFCCP. Except as noted, figures are for the end of the fiscal

year.

c/ As of July 31, 1983.

SOURCE: Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary for
Employment Standards, Department of. Labor, letter to Linda
Chavez, Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rightsy.Sept.
28, 1983, p. 6 (for. FY 80 - FY 82 data and FY 83 actual
staffing level); Charles E. Pugh, Deputy Director, OFCCP,
telephone interview, Oct. 11, 1983 (fOr-FY 83 and FY 84
authorize-id staffing levels).

_
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In addition to major staff Cutbacks, OFCCP has lacked other

-needed resources, especially a comprehensive and.upgraded.

management information system. 13/ Without such a system,

OFCCP is hampered in assessing data that contractors must

report and the effects of its enforcement activities on
4

employment opportunities for minorities gnd women, 14/ as well

as in complying with certain court-ordered requirements.

Indeed, OFCCP cited the lack of such a system as an obstacle to

complying with the court's order in the WEAL litigation. 15/

OFCCP,'s proposed FY 84 budget includes funds for a new c.

system to provide the agency with information to schedule and

track compliance reviews, including construction reviews, which--

the current system does not track. 16/ This new system,

J)

13/ FY 83 budget. Report, pp. 44-45. See- -also To Eliminate
Employment Discrimination,-pp. 285-88, 665-66; and Sequel,

p. 120. Most regional offices have to rely on manual input of
,compliance data, which may result in untimely reports filled
with errors. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 80 Quarterly Review ancb,----

Analysis Feedback Repot,!' p. 1. Yet, according to OFCCP staff
cited in the Commission's 1982 review of the proposed FY.83

enforcement buciget, OFCCP did not implement a comprehensive
information processing sygtem funded' by Congress in FY 81
because it anticipated a reduced need for such-a system as a
result of projected reductions in contractor repotting.' FY 83

Alls1.2LEtp2EL, pp. 44-45. The Labor Department now maintains,
hOwever, that, the previously planned system was not

"cost-effective." Collyer Letter- and Enclosure, p. 7.

14/ For inadequacies in ttfe employMent data OFCCP collects, ./

.-ppsee Oct. 1981 Comments, 38-41, 51-52'. ,
/

15/ Plaintiffs Women's EquityAction League, Et. Al.'s Mgtion
for Order to Show Cause, Women's Equity Action League v.-Zell,

No. 74-1720 (D.D.C.'June 24, 1981), Adams v. Bell, No. 3095-70

(D.D.C. June 24,:1981), at 14.

16/ Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 7. 125-
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however, would not provide OFCCP such basic data as.the number

of a contractor's job vacancies filled during the year byrace,

ethnic, and sex group in relation to that contractor's goals`,

and Without this information, OFCCP cannot

,-41

monitor contractors' performance in complying with key.,

affirmative action requirements undei the Executive order. 18P
_

Compliance Reviews

Compliance reviews have been OFCCP3s most effective

enforiement Activity. 19/ OFCCP's compliance reviews cover 400

times as many workers as the average complaint.

I

17/ ChaTies E. Pugh, Deputy Director, OFCCP, telephone
interview, Oct. 12, 1983.

18/ The Commission has cited this problem_repeatedly. 4See To

Eliminate Employment Discrimination, pp. 250 - 51,.285 -87! :
326-27, 66566; Sequel, 120; and Oct. 1981 Comments,/ pp.

38-39 (pointing but the critical impact:of this'deficiency gin

the context of OFCCP's proposal 'for 5-year, rather.than annual,

affirmative action plans). Similar concerns were expressed by

a Labor Department special task force and a Senate committee.

See U.S'., Department.of Labor, Employment' I

Administration, OFCCP'Task Force, "A Preliminary Report on .the_

Revitalization of the .Federal Contract Compliance Program"

(1977), pp. 75-76 (hereafter cited as Preliminary Repdrt);

U.S., Congress, Senate Committee on Labor ancj.Thiman Rsources,

Committee Analysis of Executive Order 11246 (The Affiirmative

Action Program), 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982), pp: 6970.

;
.

19/, Craig A. Berrington, Associate Deputy Under Sec etary for
Employment'Standards,.Department of Labor, testimony,
Dgpartments of Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and

Related Agencies Appropriations for 198Z, before the

Subcommittee on Labor, HeSlth and Human ervices,'Education,

and Related Agencies of.the HOuse Committee. on.Apprlopriations,

97th Cong., 1st Sess.,,part 1 (1981), p. 709 (heiecifter cited
+-

'

/

as Berrington Testimony). I
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investigation, which often involves onlyone person. Moreover,

compliance revies are twice as likely .to result in corrective

7

action as complaint investigation4. 20/

Nonethel , the agency has not had enough staff in recent

years.to dO as many compliance revieWs_as were done before

Executive orders enforeemat was consolidated.in OFCCP.-21/ In

FY.80 and FY 81, for example, inadequate staffing prevented

OFCCP from meeting its program plans fo compliance

.activities. 22/ The 20 percent reduc on in OF6CP's

0

20/ Ibid., p. 676.
.

--I
21/ Until 1978, 11 different agencies were responsible for
enforcement of Executive Order 11,246. In 1978 their
responsibilities, and some staff, were transferred to OFCCP.
That consolidation was 4ntended to end duplicative and

.

inconSistent,enforcement. Exec. Order No. 12,086,7_43 Fed. Reg.
46501 (1978). InY 77, prior to consolidation. the Federal
agencies responsible for reviewing contractors reportedly
conducted'a combined total of 16,000 reviews. These agencies
had 1,600 staff assigned to contract compliance duties. OFCCP,
FY 79 Budget Submission. The. 16,p00 ,figure is rough in that -

,reCordkeeping systems'at various agencies prior to
consolidation were of questionable quEtlity. Collyer Letter and
Enclosure, p. 8. In comparison with this estimate,- which,'
while inexact, provides a general point of reference, -MCP
conducted 2,632 reviews in FY 80. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 80
Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback Repoi,t," p. 35.

22/ Planned actions for FY 80 were reduced 'by nearly 25
. percent during the first half of the fiscal year as a result.of
personnel problems, such as vacancies an<mexperienced staff,
At regional offices. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 80 Quarterly
Review and Analysis Feedback Report," pp. 17, 22. In FY 81,
prtgram plans again were revised downward to reflect reduced
staffing in the regions. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 81
Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback Report," p. 1.
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staffing level in early FY 82 temporarily affected staff

productivity,. 23/ although the agency managed to catch up with

revised program plans by the end of the year. 24/ Ultimately,

total compliance actions increased by the end of FY 82 ,

C

.4

23/ The agency had planned to complete 3,727 reviews and
resolve 1,790 Complaints in. FY 82, OFCCP, "FY 1982 Program
Plan".(hereafter cited as FY 82 Program Plan). In April 1982,

the agency reduced its planned compliance reviews by 7 percent

in order to increase planned complaint processing by 52

percent. Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 9. By the end of

the second quarter of FY 82, OFCCP had completed only 32

percent of its revised planned compliance reviews and 40

percent of its revised planned complaint investigations for

that period. OFCCP, "Second Quarter FY 82 Quarterly Review and
Analysis Feedback Report," p. 4.

24/ By the end-of FY 82, OFCCP accomplished 89 percent (3,452

planned; 3,081 completed) of the revised::goal for compliance
reviews atd 95 percent (2,718 planned; 2,589 completed) of its

revised goal for complaint resolutions. OFCCP,."Fourth Quarter
FY'82 Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback Report, ",. p. 7. In

contrast, by the end of. FY 81, OFCCP e c-e-ededliti goal for

i7
compliance reviews by 1,percent (3,081 planned; 3,135

completed) and for cpmplaint investig tionsiby 55 percent
(1'4158 planned; 2,136 completed). OFCg--"Fourth Quarter FY 81
Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback Report," p. 5.
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compared to FY 81. 25/ As a e'tult of new management controls

and staffstraining aimediat improving.productivity, 26/arid

also expected regulatory changes and new operating standards

iand procedures, 27/ the agency reported increased activities in

4

25/ OFCCP, "A-11a.53 Submission (dat on Federal civil rights
activities) for FY 83 to the Office ofOianagement and Budget"
(hereafter cited as OFCCP A-11-53 Submission by fiscal year), .

p. 2. In.FY 81, 9,225 actions were comPleted,as:compared to
10,774`-"actionsin FY 82. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 81,and FY
82 Quarterly Review, and Analysis Feedback Reports," p. 5. and
p. 7,,,respectively. These figures on. compliance actions are
problematic', however, because some activities were counted
twice, inflating .the figure for total actions.:. For.example,
some activities during a compliance review are included not
only in the compliance review figure but also,in other workload
categories. OFCCP, Order No..130g1, "Applicable Program
Activity Structure (PAS) 'Codes for FY 82, .and Time Coding
Instructions," Apr. 16, 1982. After eliminating this double
counting,.. the data shoi4 that, instead of completing 10,774
actions,,OFCCP completed 9,663. OFCCP also double-counted in
FY 81. Although it reported 9,225 completed actions, it ,

completed only 8,193 actions that year. ,OFCCP, "FourthAnarter(.
FY 81 Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback'Report," p. 5.. .

The Department explained that, for planning purposes, it does
not specify time for theserfunctiona but counts them as
distinct accomplishments. Collyer Letter and'EnClosure,

26/ One of the these new controls was the establishment of
comprehensive and stringent performance standards. Shong
Letter and Enclosures.

27t. As -noted, the Commission has expressed concern'that some
of these changes will significantly limit effective enforcement
and permit contractors excessive flexibility in complying with
Executive order requirements. See p. 4.
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FY 83 and projects further increases in FY.84. 28/

In addition to increasing the planned number, of compliance

OFCCP has reduced the average hours'a 1 edfor each

review. /2/ Reduced -time frames for completing compliance

reviews may prevent staff from thoroughly investigating'

ditcrimination,problems. 30/ According to a former senior

41.

-s-

2sj For FY.83, OFCCP had planned to conduct 4,424 reviews.
OFCCP, "FY 83 Revised,Program Plan." As its regulatory
proposals had not yet been approved, however, the 4,224,figure
was reduced.to 4,026. ,Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 9. As

of the third quarter FY 83, the agencyN was ahead of that
-ievised target by 317 reviews.- ;Ibid. The Department projects

5,010 reviews rt FY EA if regulatory changes are made. Ibid.,

p. 10.

29/ In FY 81 staff
complete compliance
This was reduced to
83. OFCCP, "FY. 81,
third quarter of FY
averaged 152 hours.

were alloted an .average of 200 hours to-
,reviews of a nonconstruction contractor.
190 hours in,FY 82 and to 160 hours in FY .

82 and 83 Program Plans." Through the
83, nohconetrUction compliance reviews
Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 8.

30/ For the need for sufficient time to investigate pattern
and practice or systemic discrimination, see Jeffrey M. Miller,
Director, Office of Federal Civil Rights Evaluation, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, letter to Philip J. Davis,
Director, Office of Federal Contract Compliance, Department of
Labor, July 11, 1973, and Dec. 1976 comments.
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OFCCP staff member, the new time constraints could make OFCCP a

"paper shuffling" -program and prevent the agency,from properly

identifying and resolving discrimination. 31/ They also may

deter staff from insisting on appropriate gotiated
.

conciliation agreements because negotiations ma delay case

closures and, thus, hinder staff in meeting their program plans.

Conciliation agreements are used to correct and remedy.
O

systemic discrimination 32/ and require a contractor to

provide relief, including back pay where appropriate, for

affected class members. 33/ The number of cases closed with

31/ Japes Cisco, former Director, Program and Policy Division,"
OFCCP, Comments at Bureau of .National Affairs Conferenceon
"Equal Employment Opportunity and the Reagan Administration,"
Washington, D.C., June 2, 1983. The Labor. Department maintains
;hat it shares the Commission's concern over this possibility,
but that "case quality and consistency"- remain as important as
timeliness and the total quantity of reviews. It believes that
the quality. of reviews depends basically upon the training dna
guidance-provided OFCCP compliance staff and applies various
quality control measures, such as case quality audits, to
monitor the effectiveness of reviews. Collyer Letter and
Enclosure, p. 10.

32/ ,Conciliation
violations of the
"omitting a major
insufficient good
Enclosure, p. 11.

agreements also are used -to correct major
Executive ozdef and regtilapione, such as
ingredient from an affirm action plan or
faith efforts." Collyer Letter and

22/ 41 C.F.R. 560-2.1(b) (1982). An affected class is defined
- as "one or more employees, formef employees, or applicantb who
havebeen denied employment opportunities or bedefips because
of discriminatory practices and/nr policies by the contractor,
its employees, or agents.'! OFCCP, .1CorFederalce
Manual, p. 1-4.
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these agreements has declined since FY 80. 34/ The number, of ,

potent4/ affected class cases also has declined. 35/

Correspondingly, financial relief for victims of

-discrimination, including back pay, declined substantially

between FY 80 and FY 82. 36/ New.Labor Department data .

34/ In FY 81, 46 percent of the cases that. identified
violations were corrected/with a cbnciliation agreement. In FY
82,.33 percent of the cases were closed`with a conciliation

agreement. As of the third quarter of FY 83,. only 30 percent

of he cases were closed, with aconciliation agreement.
Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 12. The remainder of the
cases were'closed with a letter of commitment, Used to correct
minor deficiencies.

35/ Tbese,cases must be remedied for a cozitractor to be
considered in compliance. 41 C.F.R. §60-2.1(b)(1982). They

are the most time consuming, but they yield more results in
. -

terms of resources, end they establish crucial legal
precedents. Berrington Testimony, p. 707. In early 1982,

OFCCP expected to place more eniphasivon identifying and
resolving affected:class cases. Ibid. Yet, 47 percent fewer
potential affected class cases were pending in FY 82 than in FY
80 and only 67 cases were closed, compared to 85 in FY 1980 and
113 in FY 81. In FY 82, 222 suspected' affected class cases
were pending compared to 467 cases pending in FY 80 and 361

pending in 1981. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter Fiscal Years 1980,
1981, and 1982 Quarterly.Review and Analysis Feedback
Reports." This trend continued in FY 83. For the first
quarter of FY/ 83, only 165 affected class cases we're pending
and 34 were closed as compared to 352 pending.and 51 closed the
first quarter of FY 82. OFCCP, "First Quarter Fiscal Years
1982 and 1983 Quarterly Review andAnalysis Feedback Reports."

36/ In FY 80 financial settlements 'totaled $16.2 million, of
which back pay amounted to $9.2 million for 4,334 employees.
In FY 81 only $8 million in financial settlements was obtained,
$5.1 million of it in back pay for 4;766 employees. These

figures dropped still more in FY 82, to $7.3 million in
financial settlements of which $2.1 million' back pay was

obtained for 1,133 employees. OFCCP, "Fourth Qfiarter Fiscal

Years 1980; 1981, and 1982"Quartely Review and Analysis,
Feedback Reports."
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indicate that this downward bend was reversed in FY 83. 37/

A Labor Department official suggests that OFCCP is finding

I fewer cases where conciliation agreements are necessary. 38/

Although 63 percent of the reviews conducted in the first three

quarters of 'FY 83 resulted in findings of noncompliance, the

deficiencies cited were primarily paperwork violations. 39/

Meanwhile, a Department representative testified in 1982 that

job and wage disparities between minorities and nonminorities

and women and men still exist-among Federal contrS2tors and are
1

due to insufficient affirmative efforts to overcome the

inequities,- discrimination, and inadequate training to move

minorities and women into better jobs. 40/

37/ Total financial settlements through the first three
_quarters of FY 83 wer$10.5 million, of which back pay totaled
$3- million; Collyer Letter and Enclosure, p. 12;Charies'a.
Pugh, Deputy Director, OFCCP, telephone-interview, Oct. 12,
1983. Promotions and training are other elements of these
financial settlements.

38/ Commission staff notes on testimony of Robert 1. Collyer,
De- puty Under Secretary for Employment Standards, Department of

* Labor, before the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities of
the.HOuse.Committeeon,Education and Labor, June 8, 1983
(hereafter cited as Collyer 1983 Testimony) (maintained in
Commission files)..

39/ Ibid.
4

40/ Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary forEmployMent
Sta- ndards, Department of,Labor, testimony, Oversight_ Hearings
on the Activities of-the Office of Federal COntract Com liance
Programs of the De artment:of Labor, before the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 97th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
part 3 (1982), p. 9.
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Preaward Reviews

As part of their enforcement efforts, some Federal agencies

conduct campliance reviews before awarding-funds. OFCCP,is

required to do such reviews when contracts total $1 million or

more. 41/ When Federal contracts are pending, these reviews
..

can stimulate prompt compliance. 42/ OFCCP nonetheless has

moved to eliminate preaward reviews. 43/

41/ 41 C.F.R. 00-1.20(d) (1983).

42/ Oct. 1981 Comments, p. 2, and FY 83 Budget Report, pp.

48 -49. The Labor Department contends that the "previous
leverage of preaward reviews- is no longer effective as'an

induceRent" to brill? contractors into compliance because
Federal courts have held that denial of contract awards`
constitutes debarment without due piocess and Oui
'unconstitutional. Collyer Letter and EnClosure, p. 13.
Current regulations permit OFCCP to "pais over" (without a
hearing)..a contractor it has%determined is not complying with
Executive order-requirements, unless a contractor is passed

over twice. 41 M.R. §60-2.2(b).(1983). In the Commission's
view, the constitutionality of the passover procedure is not at

issue. The,Federal. courts'and the Department'itself have found.
such procedures' inconsistent with the hearing requirements of
section208(b) of Executive Order 11,246. See Illinois Tool
Works v. Marshall, 601'F. 2d 943 (7th Cii. 1979); Pan American

World Airlines 439-F.,Supp 487 (S.D. N.Y. 1977);
§unstrand v. Marshall, 17 FEP 432 (N.D.-Ill. 1978)i Preliminary

Report, -.pp. 135-149. Moreover, no legal problems render
preaward reviews ineffective. Expedited and focused preaward
hearing procedures, such as those proposed. by 04FCCP in, 1979,
adequately meet the Executive order's hearing' requirements. 44

Fed. Reg.. 77007 (,1979)

.43/ In 1981, OFCCP proposed to eliminate the requirement to
conduct preaward reviews. 46 Fed. Reg.,42973 (1981). The

agency expected to gain approximately 15-20 staff years by

eliminating preaward reviews. OFCCP FY 83 A-11-53 Submission:

OFCCP said preaward reviews deny it the discretion to use its

scarce relources most effecti.vely and subject companies that

,s repeatedly receive large contracts to excessive reviews. 46

Fed. Reg. 42973 (1981). , ,er an alternative to OFCCP's proposed

total elimination of preaward reviews, see Oct. 1981COmments,

pp. 1-5,.
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In FY 82, OFtCPonducted only 130 preaward-reviews of the

16,194 contractbrs bidding on Federal ,bontracts that year. 44/

In FY 801 by contrast, it condudted 594 such, reviews of the

. 14,177 requests for clearance. 45/ Despite the fact they are

snow required by court order 46/ as well as agency regulation,

:7 -

no preaward reviews were planned for FY 83 or FY 84.47/

1

44/, OFCCP, FY 84 A-11-53 Submission, undated.

45/ OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 80 Quarterly Review and Analysis
Feedback Report," pp. 38-39. In FY 82 preaward reviews
represented 0.05 percent of the 3,081 reviews conducted that

year. OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 82.Quarterly Review and
Analysis Feedback Report,".p. 7.

46/ The WEAL order requires OFCCP to conduct preaward reviews
of education institutions bidding on contracts of $r million ur

more. WEAL 1983 Order at 25.

47/ OFCCP, FY 83 and FY 84 A-11-53 Submissions. Thesi plans
were predicated on proposed regulations that would have
eliminated the requirement. Ibid. OFCCP staff explained that
since taosesregulations are not yet in effect, OFCCP.continues
to conduct preaward reviews but, for program plan purposes,

"counts them as routine compliance reviews. Collyer Letter and
Enclosure, p. 13. The agency, does not know how many compliance
-reviews conducted in FY 83 were preaward reviews. Sometimes
preaward clearance requests are approved without an onsite
investigation if data available to OFCCP indicate no problems.
For the first three quarterb of FY 83, ;71 suchrequests were
cleared through this method. Charles E. Pugh, Deputy Director,

OFCCP, telephone interview, Sept. 27, 1983.
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Companies receiving Federal contracts totaling billions of

dollars each year, 48/ therefore, will not be reviewed for

compliance with nondiscrimination and.affirMative oaction

requirements prior to contract.awards. There'also appears

little'likelihood, given staff cutbacks and policy changes,

that they will be reviewed very sbon after they receives their

contracts. 49/

Complaint Investigations

A complaint backlog accumulated at OFCCP in previous yeats

because the agency devoted most of its resources to compliance

reviews. 50/ early FY.83, however, that backlog was largely

eliminated, 51/ in part because resources were shifted to

reduce it, 52/ but also because, for whatever reason,

_48/ In FY 82 private companies received more than $158 billion
in Federal contracts. Contracts of $10,000 :or more amounted to
$147 billion. William Abner, Director, Federal Procurement
Data Center, General Services Administration, telephone
interview, Apr. 18, 1983.

49/ OFCCP has been able to review only5 percent-of, the
ppproxirnately 17;000 contractors and 115,000restablishments
covered by the Executive order. OFCCP, FY 83 A-11-53
Submission.

50/ Berrington Testimony, p. 68. OFCCP estimated that, by-
the beginning of FY 82, it would have 5,000 complaints \.

backlogged. Ibid., p. 710. For the connection between this
backlog and OFCCP staffing cuts, see FY 82 Budget Statement,
P.- 44;4Y 83 Budget Report, pp. 49-50. -

51/ OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 82 Quarterly Review and Analysis
Feedback Report," p. 4. Pending complaints were reduced by 0.
percent in FY 82, from 3,953 to 2,05. Ibidl Through the
fifst three quarters of FY.83, pending-complaints.declined by
45 percent, down froM 2,058'to 1,126. Collyer Letter and
Enclosure, p. 13.

52/ Pugh May Interview. 136
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substantially fewer ne0 complaints were filed. 53/.

Although more complaint cases have been closed, fewer have

,resulted in findings of discriminatic4. Sixteen percent of the

investigations conducted in FY 82 sustained allegations of

discrimination, 54/ as compared to 26 percent in FY 80. 55/ In

addition, in FY 82 a higher percentage of complaints was closed

without a full investigation. 56/ It is not clear what factors

explain these changes.

53/ OFCCP, "Foprth Quarter FY 82 Quarterly Review and Analysis
Feedback. Report;" p. 2. In FY 80, 4,902 complaints were

filea. OFCCP, "Fourth QuarteT FY 80 Quarterly Review and
Analysis Feedback Report." a FY 81, 5,036 complaints were
filed, to only 2,626 filed in FY 82. OFCCP, "Fourth

Quarte 2 Quarterly Review and Analysis Feedback Report,"

p. 4.

54/ OFCCP Data.

55/ OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 80 Quarterly Review and Analysis

Feedback Report," p. 48.

56/ OFCCP, "Fourth Quarter FY 82 Quarterly Review and
Analysis Feedback Report," p. 2. In FY 82, 35 percent of the

2,584 complaint cases closed were closed administratively.

OFCCP Data. Administrativl closures rose to 36 percent inwthe

first quarter of FY 83. OFCCP, "First Quarter FY 83 Quarterly
Review and Analysis Feedback Report," p. 4. OFCCP closes
complaints "administratiVely" (without a full investigation)
when it cannot determine if an alleged discriminatory company

is a Federal contractor; when a complaint is untimely filed;

when OFCCP lacks jurisdiction; in the case of an old complaint,

when the complainant cannot be locatedand when complainants

=fuse to permit OFCCP disclosure of their identity to

contractors. Complaints also are closed administratively when

a satisfactory settlement has been achieved and no further

action by the agency is required. OFCCP has not been able to

determine the precise,nature of administrative closures in the

past, but it reports oat a special review of third quarter FY

83 information found that of 601 total complaint investigations/

resolutions accomplished that quarter 66 (nearly 11 percent)

were closed administratively because the violations were
remedied satisfactorily after the agency's initial involvement

but without a full onsite investigation. Collyer Letter and

Enclosure, pp. 13-14. The other complaints were

administratively closed for t.ne or more of the reasons listed

above.
13?
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Technical Assistance

OFCCP does not report technical assistance as a separate

. item in its budget. Such assistance is considered a fractional

part of the work of its staff, accounting for only 1.4 percent

of'staff time in FY 82. That figure was to increase to 5.5
\

percent in FY 83, in line with the agenCy's greater emphasis on

efforts to encourage voluntary compliance with contract

compliance program requirements. 57/

One new agency initiativelto promote voluntary compliance

involves encouraging contractors and other interested parties

to form liaison groups nationwide to improve communications

between the agency and the public. 58/ OFCCP does not yet know

57/ This increased assistance generally involves increased
availability of staff to respond to contractor inquiries about
compliance requirements. Charles Pugh, Deputy Director, OFCCP,
telephone interview, Aug. 10, 1983. The agency anticipated
increased inquiries in connection with expected implementation
of new' affirmative action regulations and other policy
changes. David A. Ruth rford, program analyst, Planning
Branch, Division of P gram Analysis, OFCCP, telephone
interview, Aug. 19, 1983. Assistance is also being provided
contractors to develop new self-monitoring and reporting
systems concerning their employment profile and progress'in
hiring and upgrading of minorities and women. Shong Letter and
Enclosures.

58/ To date about 173 groups, almost all of which represent
various industries, have been formed, and OFCCP expects
formation of 200 groups by the end of FY 84. Collyer Letter
and Enclosure, p, 14, and 6611yer 1983 Testimony. The
activities of the groups vary. Twelve industry liaison groups
developed monographs'to orient OFCCP about their industries so
that agency staff would be more familiar with them before
conducting compliance reviews. Cari Dominguez, Special
Assistant to OFCCP Director, Comments at Bureau of National
Affairs Conference on "Equal Employment Opportunity and the
Reagan Administration," Washington, D.C., June 2, 1983.
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a

whether such efforts will result in expanddd job opportunities

for minorities and women; 59/ the basic objective of the

contract compliance program. Initiatives to.promote voluntary

compliance have not proven aneffective alternative in the

[

past, or even a significant supplement, to proper use of the

_agency's standard enforcement tools. 60/

59/ Shong Letter and Enclosures.

60/. U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, The Federal Civil. Rights
Enforcement Effort (1971),,pp. 52 (n. 218), 84, 234-36, 351;
and Barry L. Goldstein, Assistant Counsel, NAACP. Legal Defense
And Education Fund, Inc., "The Importance of the Contract
Compliance Program: A Historical Perspective," 1981.
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A0EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

Enforc ment Res onsibilities

Th= Equal Employment Oppo tunity Commission (EEOC) is

respon ible for enforcing itle VII of the Civil Rights Act of c

1964, / the Equal Pay Act (EPA) of 1963, 2/ 'pie Age ''

Discr urination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967, 3/ and Section
7

50,/' of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 4/' These statupes
1

Aequire most priv/ate and public emplOyers, including the

.,

1
I

.

/ Federal Governm/ent;.to provide equal employment opportunity.

I

.

In addition to investigating discriminationicomplaints (or

Pk

charges), attempting to resolve them through conciliation, and
1

undertaking aitigation if conciliation fails, EEOC coordinates.

all Federal equal employment 'policies and Procedures. 5/ As

anothei important activity, the agency fundsand provides

' 1/ 42,U.S.C. §§2000e-2000e-17 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). Title
VII prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin.

2/ 29 U.S.C. §206(d) (1976): The-Equal Pay Act prohibits
discrimination on the basis of sex in compensation.

3/ 29 U.S.C. §§621-634 (1976 & Supp. III 1979). The Age
Discrimination Act prohibits discrimination against older
persons (aged 40-70) in hiring, promotion, Idischarge,
compensation, and other terms, conditions, and pr/ivilegeS of '

employment.

'4/ 29 U. S.C., §791 (1976 & Supp. V 1981). Section 501 requires
Federal agencies to'undert.s* affirmative salon ithe hiring,
placement, and advancement of handicapped employees.

5/ Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1978, 3 C.F.A. 321 (1979),
reprinted in 42 U.S.C. app. at 672-75 (Supp. y 1981), Exec.
Order No. 12,067, 3 C.F.R. 206 (1979) reprinted in 42 U.S.C.
app. at 668-69 (Supp. V 1981) (hereafter cited as
Reorganization Plan No. 1.) 140
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technical assistance to designated State and-local agencies to

assist in processing Title VII and age discrimination in

employment comptatnis. 6/

In recent years, EEOC's budget has increased. The increase

has been small, however, and resource problems appear to have

contributed to limited progress or scaling back of functions

such as complaint backlog elimination, litigation, and systemic

investigations. Despite clear leadership commitments 7/ add

management reforms, it remains to be seen whether budget and

staffing levels will permit EEOC to fully overcome those

setbacks and achieve the new gains it projects under its

proposed FY 84 budget without jeopardizing the quality of its

work. 8/

6/ 42 U.S.C. §2000e-8(b) (1576).

7/ EEOC's Chairman has repeatedly pointed to continuing job
bias in this Nation and the vital importance of strong Federal
leadership in combatting it. See, for example, Clarence

Thomas, Chairman, Equal Employment_ Opportunity Commission ,

(hereafter EEOC) (speeches before National Urban League, New
'Orleans, La., Aug. 2, 1983, and State of Missouri Human Rights

,,,,,Conference, Columbia, Missouri, Mar. 20, 1983).

8/ In commenting on this chapter in draft, EEOC said it does
not believe that major resource constraints pose a significant

barrier to the achievement of_any "current" EEOC goal. John
Seal, Director, Office of Management, EEOC, letter to Deborah

P. Snow, Assistant Staff Director for Federal Civil Rights
Evaluation, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Sept. 13, 1983
(hereafter cited as Seal'Letter).
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Budget Totals

As table 9 shows, EEOC'a budget has increased slightly in

recent years. No formula has be n develope'd to determine how

these increases have been affec ed by inflation. Congressional

Budget Office (CBO) Gross Nati nal Product deflators, which are

used in budget analyses, do no measure rising costs in the

Federal sector precisely. The may nevertheless provide an

estimate of trends in enforce ent resoutces. Using the CBO

formula, EEOC would appear tojhave experienced a real loss of, 1

about $5 million in actual spending wei between 1980 and

0
1983. 9/ A similar adjustment for infl Lon indicates that

despite the requested FY 84 increase, th agency still, would

J.,

appear to be left with about 20 percent less aAual spending

power in FY 84 than it had in FY 80.

Staffing

Although EEOC's budget has increased, its staff has been

restuced. As table 10 indicates, authorizea positions and

actual staffing decreased between FY 80and FY 83. During this

period EEOC lost a total of 592 authorized positions, almost 16

percent of its FY 86 authorized strength. The FY 84 budget* -

request, which would provide for the same staff level as FY

83, will not make up for earlier losses of authorized posiIons!

9/ This estimate is derived by dividing EEOC's appropriation
by a factor that accounts for annual inflation rates.since FY
80. Deflators for each fiscal year through FY 84 were provided
by Steven Zeller, economist, Fiscal Analysis Division,
Congressional Budget Olfice, telephone interview, June 20,
1983. Foria fuller, discussion of the use and limits of this
CBO measure see chapter 1.
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Table 9

EEOC Budget Totals: FY.1980-84

(in thousands of dollars)
4

Fiscal Year. Appropriation a/
(annualized)

1980. $12 ,562

1981 1;200

1982 144,739

1983 147,421 b/

1984 (Request) 155,300
I

a

a/ Figures represent what EEOC could have spent during a whole
Ilscti year under each spending ceiling..

b/ This figure includes a $4.6 million pay raise supplemental
appropriation which EEOC received for FY 83.

SOURCE: John Seal, Director, Office of Management, Equal .

Employment Opportunity Commission, letter to Deborah P. Snow,
Assistant Staff Director for Federal Civil Rights Evaluation,
U.S, Commission on Civil Rights, Sept. 13, 1983 (for FY 80,

FY.81, FY 82, and FY 83 appropriations); EEOC, 1984 Budget
Submitted to the Congress of the United. States (1983), p. 3

,(for FY 84 request).
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Fiscal Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984 (Request).

140

Table' 10

Permanent Staff Positions: FY 1980-84

4

Authorized a/

3,777

3;416

3,326

3,185

3,185
ti

Actual b/

3,433

3,412

3,149'

3,167 c/

a/ Number of fuli-time, permanent staff permitted under
Congressional budget measures.

b/ Number of full-time, permanent staff actually employed by
EEOC. Except as noted, figures are for the last day of the
fiscal year.

c/ As of the end of the first quarter of FY 83.

SOURCE: John Seal, DirElLor, Office of Management, Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, lette to Deborah P. Snow,
Assistant Staff Director for Federal Civil Rights Evaluation,
U.S. Commission on. Civil 'ights, Sept. 13, 1983.

V
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Complaints Processing

In the 1970s; EEOC's inability to resolve individual

discrimination complaints in a timely manner resulted in a huge
1.4

backlog of Title VII complaints. 10/ New proceduTes

ithplemented in 1977 helped reduce that backlog by 65 Percent by

the end of FY 80 and were expected to eliminate the backlog

completely by the end of FY 82. 11/ By that point, it was

expected staff 'resources could be focused more on major

patterns and practices of discrimination. 12/ FY 82 budget

0

restrictions, however, forced EEOC to defer its target date of

N j

the end of FY 82 for elimination ofthe backlog to the end'of

FY 83. 13/

10/ In December 1977 EEOC had an inventory of 99,000

unresolved charges. EEOC, Sixteenth Annual' Report, FY 81

(1982), p. 3 (hereafter cited as EEOC FY 81 Report). EEOC

currently defines backlog charges generally as those received

by EEOC on or before Jan. 29, 1979. At the end of FY 82, 7,300

charges of the old 1979 backlog still reMained. EEOC, "Draft

Annual Report 1982" (undated, unpaginated).

11/ J. Clay Smith, Jr., Acting Chairman, EEOC, written

statement submitted in testimony before the Subcommittee on the

.Departments of Commerce, Justide, State, the Judiciary, and

Related Agencies of the House Committee on Appropriations,

Mar. 11, 1981, p. 2 (hereafter cited as Smith 1981 Statement).

12/ Eleanor Holmes Norton, Chair, EEOC, statement, Oversight

Hearings on Federal Enforcement of Equal Employment Opportunity

Laws, before the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities of

the House Committee on Education and Labor, 95th Cong., 2d

Sess. (1978), pp. 3 and 8 (hereafter cited'as Norton

Statement).

13/ Smith 1981 Statement, p. 2. EEOC also said that
processing times for charges would lengthen as a result of

budget restrictions, and the agency would put off plans to

"absorb the entire federal equal employment oppottunity

complaint process, including the initial investigation of

complaints, as originally contemplated." Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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Meanwhile new individual charges began to accumulate. 14/
_.._

\
By FY 82, 42 percent of EEOC's' active inventory-was 300-day old

charges, 15/ and the average processing time was 186 days. 16/

By EEOC standards, active charges involving no more than 180

days of agency work are Considered healthy or "current." Those

over 180 daysb old are co sidered "aging," and complaints over

. 300 days old are considers "cause for concern, and for

action." 17/

In testimony before Conk ss in early 1982, EEOC drew a

more complete picture of 'the actual and expected impact on the

agency of its FY 82 and FY 83 budgets. As noted in tables 9

1
and 10, its FY 83 budget reflected, except for a supplemental 4

appropriation to'cover a pay ra se, generally the same spending

level as in FY 82 but a further reduction in authorized staff

/.
14/ The Acting EEOC Chairman advised Congress that a
"frontlOg" of charges received since Jan. 26,,1979 was :
developing as new charges were increasing while staff was being .

reduced between .FY 80. and FY 83.. J. Clay Smith, ,Jr., Acting'
ChairMan, EEOC, written statement.submitted in testimony before
the

3

Subcommittee on the Departments of Commerce, Justice,
State; the JudiCiary, and Related Agencies of the House

o
7.Committee on Appropriations, Feb. 25, 1982, p. (hereafter

cited as Smith 1982 Statement). See also EEOC, 1983 Budget
. Submitted to the Congress of the United States (1982), p. 16
thereafter c4ed as EEOC FY 84 Budget)..

.)15/ EEOC, 1984 Budget Submitted to the Congress of the United
'States (Jan. 1983), p. 16 (hereafter cited'as EEOC FY 84
Budget).

16/ Seal Letter.

17/ EEOC, "Staff Discussion Paper, Fifth Annual EEOC/FEP
Agency Conference" (1982), p. 3 (hereafter cited as 1982
EE0C/FEP Paper).
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positions. EEOC infoiibed Congress diet, despite staff

productivity increases, additional loss of staff, coupred with

continually' increasing workloads, would result in an increase

in the agency's complaint Inventory. 18/

The agency estimated that approxiMately 5,000 more charges

would carry over at the end of FY 82 than at the end of FY 81,

and that figure would increase to 7,500 charges at the end of

FY 83.'19/ The age discriminztion inventory, specifically, was

expected to increase from 5,500 charges in FY 82 to 6,600

charges, in FY 83. 20/. In reviewing these expected problems,

congressional committee questioned as "overly optimistic"

'EEOC's projection that the old Title VII backlog would be

completely eliminated.in FY 83'.,21/
.

The FY 83 budget also would result in declining litigation,

according to EEOC. The-number of lawsuits filed would be

reduced further in FY 83, and the number of consent decreesand

18/ Smith 1982 Testimony, p. 7. The Acting EEOC Chairman
noted that the agency "simply cannot improve upon our
productivity at rates which would be required to offset our
diminishing resources...." Ibid., p. 6.

19/ Ibid., p. 7.

20/ \Ibid., p. 8.

21/ EEOC, "EEOC Responses to Additional Questions," Mar. 3,
1982 (requested by Subcommittee on the Departments tof Commerce,
Justice, State, the Judiciary, and Related Agencies of the

Rouse Committee on Appropriations) (hereafter cited as EEOC

Responses):
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settlements alio would decrease. 22/ EEOC would be unable to

fund new cases and would find it "exceedingly difficult" to

support cases already in litigation. 23/

Persisting complaint backlogs and expected increases in new

complaints thus were main elements'pf .the unpromising situation

facing the new leadership at EEOC. in 1982. 24/ The agency has

taken further steps to address these problems. To control the

compl-aint inventory, for example, EEOC staff are, being trained

as generalists, rather than remaining specialists, and

previously separate processing units (as have existed for age

and equal pay complaint processing, for example) are being

merged on a pilot basis. 25/ EEOC believes such steps will:

22/ Smith 1982 Testimony, p. 8. The agency did not specify
the decline in lawsuits to be filed but said the, number of
consent decrees and settlements would decrease from 237 in FY
82 to 200 in FY 83. Ibid.

23/ ibid., p.. 9.

24/ Clarence Thomas became EEOC Chairman in April 1982.
'13

25/ EEOC FY 84 Budget, p.15. There has been some criticism'
of the merger proposal. For example, a 1982 report of the
Senate Special Committee on Aging concludfd that EEOC had not
gained "sufficient expertise in ADEA charge processing and
investigation to warrant merger of all processing units."
U.S., Ctingress, Senate, Special Committee on Aging, ,Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission Enforcement of the ADEA:
1979 to 1982, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982), p. 7.
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permit better use-6f its resources. 26/

Nonetheless, the'pre-1979 Title VII backlog had not yet

been completely eliminated as FY 83 drew to a close, 27/ and

the likelihood that the agency will be able to reduce its

inventory o.f new complaints to a healthy" level remains

questionable. As of the end of the third quarter of FY 83,

EEOC had received 48,547 charges 28/ of the 60,610 charges

26/ One step to' specifically reduce the percentage of 300-
day old charges involved incorporation.of processing goals in
staff performance standards. EEOC hoped to reduce this
inventory of charges to no More than 5 percent of its active
inventory in FY 83 and to retain it at that level in FY 84.
EEOC FY 84 Budget, pp. 16 and 19. For FY 84, staff expect to
reduce the pending Title VII, ADEA, and EPA inventory by
roughly 4,000 charges through, in part, a 5 percent increase in

staff productivity. In addition, a reduction in the average
processing time (to less than 180 days) for charge resolution
is projected. Ibid.., p. 19. In FY 82, the average processing,
time was 186 days, and as of mid-year FY 83, it was 159 days.
Seal Letter. See also Clarence Thomas, Chairman, EEOC, written
statement submitted in testimony before the Subcommittee on the
Departments of Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary, and
Related Agencies of the House Appropriations Committee, Mar. 1,

1983.

27/ EEOC staff reported that as of the end of the third
quarter of FY 83,,1,133 such charges still remained and could
not estimate when they will be resolved. Some will require
EEOC Commissioner clearance because they involve issues, such
as comparable worth, on which EEOC policy has not yet been
determined. John Schmelzer, Legal Advisor to the Director,
Office of-PrOgram Operations, EEOC, telephone interview,
Aug. 12, 1983.

28/ Ronald Passero, Director, Budget and-Finance Division,
Office of Management, EEOC; telephone interview, Sept. 30,

1983. 149
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it had eXpected in all of FY 83. 29/ EEOC staff said that

although complaints were therefore increasing in 'FY h3 at the

expected rate, a "significant" reduction in the number of

300-day old chargs had taken'place. 30/
,

. /
,

i
,

While inroads n FY 83 in reducing the pre-1%79 backlog and

/

300-day old, complaints, thanks to improved efficiency, have

I been reported, it should-be noted that increased efficien/cy
, /,.

does not, necessarily mean more effective enforcement.
,/
A top.

:,

I

level EEOC official expressed concern that rapid,charge

processing procedures instituted in 1977'have led to a.sharp

decline in thorough investigations and a corresponding decline

in the number of reasonable cause (possible discrimination)

0

29/ EEOC FY 84 Budget, p. 21. In FY 83 EEOC also expected at
least 1,000 new charges as a result of its additional
responsibility under a new Departdent ofeJuatice-EEOC complaint
referral rule. Elizabeth Thornton, Director, Coordinatiod and
CUidance Services, EEOC, interview, Apr. 28, 1983 (hereafter
cited as Thornton Interliiew.) EEOC staff report, however, that
less than 100 new charges were received/during the first three
months afterpublication of the rule; Much fewer than.
expected. Seal September Letter. The referral rule, found at
48 Fed. Reg. 3570 (1983) (to bevcodified at 28 C.g.R. pt. 42; .

29 C.F.R. pt. 1691), governs proceaaing of employment
discrimination complaints filed with Federal bind granting
agencies under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act gf 1964, 42,
U.S.C. §2000d-2000d-6 (1976.& Supp. V 1981), Title IX of the
Education Amendments of:1972, 20 U.S.C. §1681 (1976 & Supp. V
1981), the State and Local Fiscal Assistance 'Act of 1972, 31"
U.S.C. §12211-1265 (1976.& Supp. V 1981), and other Federal laws
with provisions against discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin in programs and
activities receiving Federal financial assistance. Under this
rule, EEOCireceives employment discrimination complaints that
fall under/Title VI.as_w(ell as Title VII.'

'30/ John Seal, Directr, Office of Management, EEOC,. telephone
1

nterview, Sept. 29, 1.983 (hereafter cited as Seal. September
Interview). As of t is writing, requested data on this point
had not been providld.
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tindings, which, in turn, has had a "deleterious" impact on the

agency's litigation program. 31/

Another problem with regard to complaints, which EEOC

acknowledges cannot be resolved without additions' staff,

concern7complaintsqiled by Federal Government employees.

Since JAnuary 1979, EEOC has been responsible for holding

hearings on Federal employee jot; discrimination complaints

and processing appeals frog agency decisions on such

complaints. 32/ In FY 80 EEOC had eliminated &backlog of

Federal sector complaints appeals. 33/ In 1981 the agency's

Acting Chairman told Congress, however, that Federal sector

complaints were increasing dramatically, and processing periods.

for hearings and appeals of these complaints could be expected

to lengthen. 34/ EEOC staff recently predicted a 33 percent

4

increase,11 Federal sector complaints in FY 84 over the FY 83

total, wi,th yet another 20 percent increase in FY 85 over FY

84. 35/ Staff said the agency must hae more staff Lo handle

the appeals and hearings of Federal sector complaints

31/ David Slate, General Counsel, EEOC (speech delivered at
Bureau of National Affairs Conference on "EE) ar' the Reagan

Administration," Wash., D.C., June 3, 1983).

32/ Reorganitation Plan No. 1.

33/ Smith 1981 Testimony, p. 8.

34/ p. 14.

35/ Seal September Interview.
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to prevent a major hew backlog in that area trom developing. 36/

State and Local Program

EEOC also funds and provides technical assistance to

designated State and local fair, employment practices (FEP),

agencies to support their processing of Title' VII and age

discrimination in employment complaints: 37/ In 1981, FEP

agencies resolved 43 percent of the Title VII national

complaint workload. "!8/ Despite the administration's plans to

increase opportunities for States to participate in
q

anti-discrimination enforcement efforts, 39/ less assistance

from the FEPs in complaint processing is projected for FY 83

and FY 84. 40/ .EEOC has attributed this decrease to fewer FEP

staff available under EEOC contracts as a result_of increased

FEP operating costs. 41/

36/ Ibid. s /

37/ 42 U.S.C. §2000e-8(b) (1976). Title VII requires EEOC to
defer for 60 days action on'complaints where there is a
governing Stator local employment discrimination law.
Qualified FEP agencies may process the complaints or waive
jurisdiction. 42 U.S.C1. §2000e-5(c) (1976)'.

38/ 1982 EEOC/FEP Paper, p. 2.

397 U.S., Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget, Special Analysis J., Civil Rights
Activities, February 1982, p. 13.

7
40/ In FY 82 FEPs,increased their Title VII charge resolutions
over FY 81 by 18 percent. However, EEOC projected a 2.9
percent decrease in FEP charge resolution's in FY 83 and a 3.7
percent decrease in FY 84. EEOC FY 84 Budget, pp. 33-34.

41/ Ibid., p. 33.
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Between FY 78 and. FY 82, EEOC funding to State and local

FEP agencies tripled. 42/ Although EEOC, proposed a reduction

in funding from $18-.2 million in FY 82 to $18 million in FY

83, :(3/ the agency received $18.5 million under its FY 83

continuing resolution. 44/ Under the proposed FY 84

budget, .0)wever, EEOC again.has.requested 'the same reduced

level of $16 45/

Like EEOC, some FE!? agencies are experiencing problems

processing complaints in a timely manner die to their reduced

funding, limited staff resources, concentration on backlog

cases, and increased complaint receipts. 46/ These problems.

- 42/ State and local, funding was as fellows: FY 78 - $6
million (1983 EEOC/FEP Paper, p. 1),; FY 79 - $15 million (EEOC,
Fourteenth Annual Report (1979), p. 25; FY 80 -,$15 million
(EEOC, Fifteenth Annual Report (1980), p. 29; FY 81 $17.7
million. FY 83 Budget, p. 33); and FY 82 $18.2 million
(EEOC 84 Budget,`p. 31)..

43/ EEOC Responses.

44/ Seal Letter.

45/ EEOC FY 84 Budget, p. 31. In the continuing deliberations
the FY 84 budget, the Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice,

State and the Judiciary of the Senate Committee on
Appropriations voted to res,ure$500,000.and add another
$500,000 so that the State and local program would receive $19
Million, if that change is finally adopted. Ernest F.
Hollings, U.S. Senate, letter to Frederick B. Routh, Director,
Community Relations Division, Office of Congressional and.
Public Affairs, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 5, 1983.

46/ EEOC FY 84 Budget, p. 32; 1982 EEOC/FEP Paper, 'p. 3.
During FY 82, over one-third of the FEP agencies under contract.
with EEOC had accrued a "substantial" number of cases that were
more than 300 days old. 1982 EEOC/FEP Paper, p. 3.
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could force FEP agencies to waive jurisdiction over more EEOC

complaint deferrals, further incraasing,'rather than

idecreasing, EEOC's own caseload, and further diyerting its

attention from broader enforcement efforts. 47/

Class and Systemic,Activity

EEOC can address widespread discrimination brinvestagating

individual complaints that allege employer discrimination

against a whole.class of protected persons or by initiating

investigations of discriminatory patterns and practicem. 48/

These "systemic" activities are important because they can

eliminate broad-based employment discrimination and open up,

opportunities to excluded groups.

EEOC has described its systemic program as the most

effective means to attack patterns and practices of employment

discrimination. 49/ Yet, for a number of years, 'EEOC's

emphasi%on eliminating its Title. VII backlog has resulted in

47/ To help deal with these problems, EEOC earmarked
FY 82 and FY 83 funds for special 2-year inventory reduction
contracts to underwrite additional staff to reduce ihese excess
inventories. EEOC, "EEOC (FEP Agency Sixth Annual Conference,
Mar. 16-18, 1983, Atlanta, Ga. Discussion Paper" (1983), p. 2..

48/ 42 U.S.C. §2000e-5(a)-(b) (1976).

49/ Norton Statement, p. 17.
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the systemic program's receiving relatively less attention. 50/

According to EEOC staff, FY 83 was .;-"transition" year for

the agenCy's systemic program, 51/ and the authorized level for

systemic staff fluctuated. 52/ As the Title VII backlog is

reduced, however, EEOC expects systemic staffing to

stabilize. 53/

EEOC recently undertook a review of systemic program

activities, and began efforts to improve the program's

focus..54/ A targeting model was developed to assist'EEOC in

identifying the most significant and timely systemic cases for

50/ U.S., Commission on CiVil Rights: The Federal-Civil
Rights Enforcement Budget: Fiscal Year 1983 (1982), pp. 55'56
(hereafter cited as FY 83 Budget Report); The Federal Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort - 1971; To Eliminate Employment
Discrimination: A Sequel (1977), p. 212 (hereafter cited as
Sequel).) In FY 82, as field offices concentrated on
eliminating the pre-1979 Title VII backlog, some staff assigned
to the systemic program were used tb work on that backlog.
James Finney- Director, Systemic Programs, Office of Prograth
Operations; EEOC, interview, May 3) 1983 (hereafter cited as
Finney May Interview).

51/ Seal September Interview. ti

52/ Headquarters staffing was reduced from 82 authorized

5
positions in FY 82 to '69 positions in FY 84. Finney May
Interview. The authorized staffing ceiling in FY 83 recently
was increased to 71 positions. The actual staff level as,of
Sept. 22, 1983 was 64. James Finney, Director, Systemic
Programs, EEOC, telephone interview, Sept. 22, 1983 (hereafter
cited as Finney September Interview).

53/ Finney. May Interview.

54/ Seal September Interview.
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the agency to pursue, a program to monitor settlement and

consent decrees was instituted, and-2 new charges from

headquarters were developed. 55/ The agency meanwhile reported

success in reducing a backlog of pre-1979 systemic

charges. 56/ Similar activities are planned for FY 84, with

disposition of the remaining pre-1979 systemic complaints

remaining a priority. 57/

.00

In mid-October 1983, EEOC announced settlement of a major

systemic case brought against General Motors Corporation 10

years ago. 58/ The EEOC Chairman reportedly. noted that with

that case settled, EEOC would be "pressing ahead with more

cases in the future. We intend.tO go the systemic route and

push these cases." 59/. At ,he same time, the press reported,

that ,EEOC was .seeking A 10 to 15 Arcent.increase in funds for

55/ Finney September Interview. The 2 new charges currently
are pending Commission approval.

5t/ 41.. of Septt 22, 1983, EEOC had resolved 60 of the 77
pre-1979 systemic complaints that existed at the beginning of
FY 83. Edward Ware, Assistant to the Director, Systemic
Programs, EEOC, telephone interview, Sept. 22, 1983. .`

57/ FY,84 activities are to include, among others, refinement
of the new targeting model, several "important" settlement
negotiations, and filing of at least 10 new lawsuits. Finney
May Interview and Seal Letter.

58/ EEOC, Ne4s Release: EEOC, General Motors and Union Sign
Record-Setting Equal Opportunity Accord, Oct. 18, 1983.

59/ Joann S. Lublin, "GM to Spend $42.5 Million-to Hire, Train
Women and Minorities, Settling Bias Case, "Wall Street Journal,
Oct. 19, 1983, p. 8.
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such systemic probes. 60/ EEOC staff would neither confirm nor

deny that press claim. 61/

Litigation

Litigation sometimes is a necessary last resort for

obtaining relief for victims of discrimination and for

enforcing`Eritical Federal equal employment laws. The

anticipated increase in complaint receipts may poilit to'a need

for more litigation, 62/ As noted, EEOC had concluded that

proposed cuts in the agency's FY 82 budget would impai

litigation program. 63/

EEOC staff litigation recommendations from field atorneys

to the General Couns1.1 increased between FY 80 and 81 but

ti

60/ Ibid.

61/. John Seal, Director, Office of Management, EEOC, telephone
interview, Oct. 19, 1983.

62/ See EEQC FY 84 Budget, p. 21. The TEOCThairman recently
notedIthat an "alarming" number of, charges filed with EEOC have

merit. Thomas New'Orleans spaech.

63/ EEOC staff recommended 393 cases in FY 80,.469 in FY 81,

and 401 in FY 82. Berry letter; EEOC FY 81 Report, p. 29;.Seal

September Letter. EEOC noted that, "Cases recommended by field
staff to the General Counsel are reyiewed by headquarters and

are in turn recommended by the General Counsel to the

Commission. The Commission ultimately decides whether to

authorize or reject litigation. Virtually all cases authorized .

by the Commission are filed in court." Seal Letter.

157
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declined in FY 82. 64/ New litigation dropped sharply in.

FY 82, then increased slightly in FY 83 though falling short of

FY 81 levels. It is got clear whether the decline was the

result of staffing and budget problems or administrative and

policy considerations, or both. 65/ EEOC's Chairman has

cautioned that "...strict reliance on litigationin civil

rights enforcement is neither good policy nor permitted by

statute," 66/ but the agency nonetheless expects to..

authorizemore cases for litigation in FY 83 and FY 84 than it

authorized in FY.82. 67/ It also projects benefits, such as

back pay, from EEOC-initiated cases to increase from

64/ In FY 80, the Commission authorized 322 cases; inJFY 81,
it authorized 364, in FY 82, it authorized 112, and as of July
31, 1983, it had authorized 146. As for case filings, in FY
80, EEOC filed 358 cases; in FY 81, it filed 441 mnd, in FY

82, it,filedw241. As of the end of the third qu...ct,er of FY 83,
it had filed 116. According to EEOC, "Case filings include
both direct suits and interventions, which must be authorized
by the Commission, and subpoena enforcement and preliminary
relief proceedings, whiCh do not require Commission'
authokization." Seal Letter.

65/ 'EEOC cited an agency reorganization, a comprehensive
review of cases by the General Counsel td improve the quality
of cases recommended; and closer Commissioner scrutiny of cases
recommended by staff as reasons for the decline. Phyllis
Berry, Acting Director, Office of Congressional Affairs, EEOC,
letter to James B. Corey, Chief, Education and Employment
Division, Office of Federal Civil Rights Evaluation, U.S.
Commission on Civil-Rights, Mar. 25, 1983 (hereafter cited as
Berry Letter).

66/ Clarence Thomas, Chairman, EE0C, (speech delivered before
Third Annua.Litigation Programs Conference, San Francisco,
Calif.,'Jan. 13, 1983).

67/ EEOC projected 200 case authorizations in FY 83 and 300 ii.

FY 84. EEOC FY 84 Budget, pp. 16 and 19. As of July 31, 1983,

the Commission had authorized 146 cases. Seal Letter.
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$20 million in FY 80 to $50 million during FY 84. 68/ Benefits

as of the end of the third quarter of FY 83 to. aled $21.2

million. 69/ EEOC staff meanwhile concede that staffing may be

. inadequate to handle the current caseload or to increase

litigation. 70/

Technical Assistance

EEOC plans twc initiatives in FY 83 and 84, an "expanded

presence" effort in areas not adequately served by any of'i

EEOC's field offices, and other educational and technical

_assistance to encourage voluntary compliance with national

68/ Clarence Thomas, Chairman, EEOC, written statement
submitted in testimony before the Subcommittee on the
Departments of Commerce, Justice, State, the Judiciary, and
Related Agencies of the Senate Appropriations., Committee, Mar.
24, 1983, p. 3 (hereafter cited as Thomas 1983 Testimony).
Benefits dropped to $16.2 million in FY 81 but then, increased
to $33.5 million in FY 82. Berry Letter.

69/ Seal Letter.

70/ Michael Middleton, Director, Trial Services, Office of the
General Counsel, EEOC, interview, Apr. 26, 1983. EEOC lOst
about 50 staff attorneys in FY 82 due-to attrition. A hiring ,Y

freeze in JUne 1982 prevented filling the vacant positions,
which subsequently were,lost. Ibid. As of the eAd,of the
first quarter of FY 83, EEOC had 616 cases pending in
litigation. Berry Letter.
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employment discrimination laws., 71/ EEOC believes that these

initiatives will increase public awareness of equal employment

rights and help prevent employers from adopting potentially

discriminatory policies and procedures. 72/

Current staff will be relied on to handle these

projects. 73/ If staff are to be switched from the other

activities, such as litigation or complaints, where they

already are hard-pressed, these initiatives however worthy

they appear, could aggravate existing problems, e'specially if

they stimulate additional complaints.

Coordination

In the past, lack of coordination among Federal agencies

with equal employment opportunity responsibilities was a

serious impediment to the Federal Government's efforts to

attack employment discrimination effectively. 74/ The need for

+
71/ Thomas 1983 Testimony, p: 3. Small teams of staff will
travel to targeted areas (those not in prOximity to EEOC field
office's or State or loCal FEP offices) to explain employee

_rights under Federal employment discrimination laws. A
technical assistance program also will focus on educating,
employers, including those with reratively few employees, about
their compliance responS'ibilities. EEOC, News Release: EEOC
Approves Field Reorganization Plan, Jan. 28, 1983 (hereafter

cited as EEOC News Release).

72/ EEOC News Release.

73/ Ibid.

74/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights: The Federal Civil Rights
En4orcement Effort--1974, Vol. V, To Eliminate Employmert
DiEidrimination (1975), p. 576; Sequel, p., 332.
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Progress in resolving these problems was recognized in 1978

when Executive Order 12,067 assigned EEOC- responsibility for

providing leadership and coordination to all Federal agencies

with equal employment opportunity'responsibilities. 75/

Despite the iimportance of this new task, authorized staff

positions for the coordination function have been declining

steadily since FY 79. Between 1979 and April 1983, authorized

positions were reduced from 25 to 16.-76/

As part of its responsibilities, EEOC must respond to

agency requests for coordination.of,proposed issuances

pertaining to Federal EEO enforcement programs., 77/ Despite a

reduction in authorized positions, the number of agency reviews

increased significantly in FY 83 compared to. FY 82. 78/ On the

other hand, EEOC has been slow to develop initiatives to

improve interagency cooperation. In FY 82 it appears to have

75/ Specific responsibilities include review of agency
regulations pertaining to employment, reports and directives
that could affect. other agencies, and initiation of uidelines,
standards, and'other procedures to reduce duplication
inconsistency,. and inefficiency in Federal equal emPl went

programs. Exec. Order No. 12,067.

76/ FY 83 Budget Report,:pp. 62-3; Thornton Interview.

77/ See Exec. Order No. 12,067.

78/ EEOG FY 84 Budget, p. 17. The number of reviews doubled
from 8 in FY 82 to 16 in FY 83. Ibid.
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done little more than prepare preliminary feasibility. studies

F
on developing standardized complaint procedures for all Federal

agencies and improved information sharing. 79/

EEOC has identified several coordination activities to be

undertaken in FY 84, 80/ but followup to past actiiity and new

initiatives still appears limited. Problems, of duplication and

79/ FY 83 Budget Report,. p. 62. None of these studies has
re:zulted in published reports or followup action bySEGC. EEOC
reported that its mcst significant interagency coordination
activities in FY 83 to date include lengthy coordination of
proposed affirmative action regulations for the contract.
compliance program and the DoJ-EEOC referral rule. Thornton
interview.' The agency also had to address the question of
apparent implementation by OFCCP of.certain policy changes
through internal directives, without first consulting with EEOC
as.required by Executive Order 12,067. Both EEOCand this
Commission have raised this issue. Clarence Thomas, Chairman,
EEOC, Statement before Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
of the House Committee on Education and Labor, Apr. 15, 1983;
Clarence M. Pendleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. CoMmission on Civil
Rights;-letter-to Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary for
Employment Standards, Department of Labor, July 12, 1983. The
Labor Department said reports of such changes were "not
correct." Robert B. Collyer, Deputy Under Secretary for
Employment Standards, U.S. Department of Labor, letter to
Clarence M. Pqpdleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission. on Civil ,
Rights, Aug., 1983.

. 80/ For example, EE0C,tentatively plans to provide unspecified
guidance on Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and
"continued work" on developMent.of an instructional manual to
Federal agencies for preparing the detailed civil rights
information that must be submitted with their budget. requests
to OMB.. Seal Letter. EEOC had"convened a workshop.in 1981 to.

,instruct Federal agency stgff concerning civil rights data that
should-be' reported in that form. Initiatives in "several other
areas" also are under consideration.. Ibid.

6.
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inconsistency, other than those revealed during interagency

coordination of regulations, in Federal equal employment
A

enforcement therefore may continue to receive only limited

attention. 81/

81/ FY 83 Budget Report, O. 63. Other demanding problems,
such as delays in the-Federal sector EE0,complaintlprocessing
-system, also continue to face EEOC. As noted, the agency was
,compelled in FY 81 to defer plans to consolidate that program
within EEOC. It still is considering various options for
changing.the system. U.S., General Accounting Office, Problems
Persist in the EEO Complaint Processing System for Federal
Employees (Apr. 7, 1983), pp.15-20. GAO.noted that no date had
been projected for issuance of proposed fundamental changes.
Ibid., p. 20. EEOC staff said no major changes, such as
centralizing complaint intake and investigation in EEOC, which
would require considerably more staff for the agency, are
contemplated in FY 84. Seal September Interview.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE: .CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION

Enforcement Responsibilities

The Justice Department's Civil Rights Division has a unique

role in Federal civil rights enforcement because it has

responsibilities extending to all protections guaranteed by the

.._Gonstitution, Federal laws, and Executive orders. 1/ It has

primary responsibility for enforcing constitutional rights and

some statutes, including the recently strengthened Voting

Rights At of 1965, 2/ the Civil Rights of Institutionalized

Persons Act of 1980, 3/ and provisions in the United States

Code that establish criminal liabilities for certain civil

1/ U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
"Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities," undated
(prepared for FY 84 appropriations hearings), p..167 (hereafter.
cited as CkD FY 84 Budget).

2/ 42 U.S.C. §51971, 1973,to 1983bb-1 (1976 & West Supp.

1983). The Voting Rights Act prohibits denying full

participation in the electoral process to minorities, persons
who cannot read or speak English, and handicapped persons. It

also establishes special provisions to guarantee voting rights
in jurisdictions where denials were historically severe.

3/ 42 U.S.C. 551997-1997j (West Supp. 1983). The Civil Rights
of Institutionalized Persons Act grants the Attorney General
authority to bring suit to enforce the civil rights of.pPrsons
in prisons, jails, and mental health and mental retardation
facilities.
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rights violations. 4/ The Division has other significant

litigation responsibilities. When negotiations fail, its suits

are the only method of enforcing the fair housing requirements

of Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of .19E18 5/ and

nondiscrimination in public sector empioyment as required by

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 6/ The Division

also may handle other types of cases agencies refer when they

believe litigation would be the preferable enforcement

4/ There are more than 30 such provisions. U.S., Executive
Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget,
Special Analyses of the Budget of 'the United States Government,

'Fiscal Year 1984, undated, p. J-4 (hereafter cited as Special
Analysis J). These include protections against police
misconduct, other mistreatment by law enforcement officials,
and hate group activity. The rights of workers, including
migrant laborers, to seek/and enjoy edployment also is
protected. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. §241 (conspiracy against the
rights of citizens), §242 (deprivation of rights under color of
law), 9245 (interference with federally-protected rights),
§1581 (peonage), §1584 (invoLuntary servitude) (1976).

5/ 42 U.S.C. §§3601-3619 (1976 & Supp. V. 1981). Title VIII
prohibits discrimination based on race, color, national origin,

religion, or sex in the sale, purchase, financing', or rental of
most dwellings. The Department of Housing and Urban
Development is responsible for investigating and attempting to
negotiate agreements to correct violations but has no actual
enforcement authority. When negotiations fail in cases
involving patterns and practices of discrimination or issues of
general public importance, the Justice Department may bring

suit. See 42 U.S.C. §3611(g) (1976).

6/ 42 U.S,C. §§2000e-2000e-17 (1976 & Supp. V, 1981). Tit
VII prohibits denials of equal employment opportunity on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, or religion. The

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has primary
responsibility for enforcing the act, but only the Justice
Department can bring suits to enforce compliance by State and

local governments. See 42 U.S.C. §2000e-5&6 (1976 & Supp. V

1984).
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method. 7/ In addikion, it is responsible for coordinating

enforcement of all prohibitions against race,.sex, and handicap

discrimination in federally-assisted programse-8/

With such vast responsibilities, the Division's policies

and the resources committed to them profoundly affect the

Federal goVernmenO's role in eliminating illeg-1,

discrimination. Because the Division has such influence in

determining Federal enforcement through litigation and broad

Coordinating authority as well, its decisions shape all Federal

agencies' civil rights enforcement efforts. The actions it

takes and does not take are a primary expression of

administration civil rights commitments. For this reason,

particular regard must be.paii to the Division's use of

resources to support or modify Federal nondiscrimination

requirglints.

Noting the Division's resources had not kept pace wich

increases in its responsibilities, the Commission last year

7/ Agencies may enforce major laws prohibiting discrimination
in federally-assisted programs by terminating funds or by "any

other means authorized by law." See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. §2000d-1
(1976) (enforcement provision of Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 19647. This provision, permits Federal assistance
agencies to refer cases for litigation by the Justice
Department. See, e.g., Brown v. Califano, 627-F.2d 1221,
1231-32 (D.C. Cir. 1980). The p ohibition against employment
discrimination by Federal contractors in Executive Order No.
11,246 also may be enforced by case referral to the Juitice
Department. 41 C.F.R. §60-1.'5(a)(2)(1982).

8/ Exec. Order No. 12,250. 3 C.F.R. 298 (1981) reprinted in 42
§2000d-1 (Supp. V 1981) (hereafter cited as Exec. Order

No. .12,250).

1 66
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cited some key problems that could not be addressed adequately

without additional staff. 9/ The Division did not gain .

staff, 10/ and problems. apparently have persisted. 11/

Resou ze.constraints, however, have not been the only

factorimiting recent Division actions against

discrimination. uivision policies favor narrower Federal civil

rights protections .nd remedies than those formerly pursued;

and resources have been used in e'forts to establish these

policies through litigation and regulation. The Division bases

its policies on its reading of legislative history and case

1

9/ These included limited activities against' changes in
l.ebtoral rules that limit minority political participation,

police misconduct, civil rights violations against Hispanics in

the Southwest and Far West, v'ztimization of migrant workers

subject to involuntary servitude, equal Protection violations
against incarcerated juveniles and elderly nursing hoMe.
residents, and rac'Lal violence. The CoMmission also noted

major limits in coordination activities. U.S., Co ission on

'Civil Rights,1The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Fiscal Year 1983 (1932), pp. 35-39 (hereafter cited as FY 83
Budget Report).

10/ U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
"Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities," undated
(submitted for FY 82.appronriations hearings), p. 179 and
'Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities," undated
(submitted for FY 83 aPpropriations hearings), -p. 133;. William

Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights -

Division, Department of Jus']i.ce, letter to John Hope III,
Acting Staff Director, U.S. uommission on Civil Rights, Mar.

18, 1981.

11/ For example, although the Division reports substantial

activity against criminal civil rights violations, including a

sharp increase in cases filed against individuals holding

others in involuntary servitude or peonage, _t apparentl: has

been unable to carry out plans for special task forces to
combat violations of Hispanics' and migrant workers' civil

rights. Special Analysis J', pp. J75-J-6; CRD FY 84 Budget,

p. 172.
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law. 12/ These legal interpretations, however, often are

unnecessarily 'restrictive. 13/ The Division thus has chosen to
4

consrrue Federal civil rights authority narrowly so long as no

decisive ruling prevents it rather than seeking decisive broad

rulings. 14/ This reverses the general thru t of over 20 years

of Fedefal civil rights policymaking.

The administration's FY 84 budget propotiii an increase for

the Division but not enough to restore earlier staff losses.

It is doubtful this increase would correct all problems related

44

to staff 'shortages, especially where changing law or

.
circumstances now require a greater role for the

LI

12/ For an overview of the Division's interpretation of
legislative and judicial history, see William Bradford Reynolds
III, Assistant Attorney.Geperal, Civil Rights Division (speech
delivered at the Annual Conference of Chairpersons of State
Advisory Committees to the-U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Washington, D.C., Sept. 12, 1983) (hereafter cited. as Reynolds
SAC Speech).

13/ The Division's position on every issue'and its merits are
beyond the scope. of this review. The Commission and the
Justice Department, however, repeatedly haye exchanged views on
the precedents for brnad'and narrow interpietations. of Federal
civil rights laws. Documents cited in,the discussion below
present these in full detail and are available in Commission
files.

.14/ For examples of the -Division's practice of following
narrow interpretations unless the Supreme Court specifically
rules otherwise, see William Bradford ReYnolds III', Assistant

Attorney Civil Rightapivision, letter to Linda
Chavez, St f Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Oct.
11, 1983, pp. 8-9 (hereafter cited as Reynolds October Letter).
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Division. 15/ Even a larger increase, however, would not

support fully effective enforcement so long as the Division

channels resources into limiting Federal civil rights

guarantees.

Budget Totals

Civil Rights Division responsibilities hare increased

substantially since 1980. Its. budget., also has increased, as

table 11 shows. There is no standard formula for determining

whether the increases have compensated for inflation.
6

Congressional Budget Office Gross National Product deflators

are used to measure inflation in budget analyses but are not

gear -d specifically to rising costs in the Federal sector. 16/

15./ Factors calling for increased staff involvement -include

the Division's expanded responsibilities under the 1982 Voting.

Rights.Amendments-, 42 U.S.C.A. §S1973, b, as -la, and as -6 (West

Supp. 1983),(hereafter cited as 1982 Voting Rights Amendment's),

and, according to Division estimates, increased hate group.

activity. CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 171. The block grants

established in 1981 also have increased the Division's
responsibiLities.because it has to coordinate enforcsment of
major'civil rights laws and specific requiremdnts cnering
these as well as other Federal assistance programi. Exec.

Order, No. 12,250, §1-201. For specific civil rights.provisions
in recent block grants, see OmnibusBudget Reconciliation Act

of 1981, 42 U.S.C. M00w -7 (preventive health and health

services block grant), 300y-9.(primary health care block

grant), 708 '(maternal and child health services block grant),

8625 (low income4home'energy assistance block grant), 9906

(community services block grant) (Supp. V 1981). Demandson
staff resources would be further increased if Congress adopts

proposals to permit referral of individual .sousing

discrimination complaints for Justice Depament litigation.

'See S. 1220, H.R 3482, 98th Cong., 1st 2,ass. §810(c) (19413) sT"

(parallel bills)1612, 98th Cong., 1st Sesti. 16(g), H.R.

)747, 98th Cong.,. 1st Sess..§810(d)(1). (M.43) .(parallel bills).

16/ For a fuller discusSion of bhe use and limits of these

measures, see chapter 1. . 16J
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Table 11

CRD Budget Totals: FY 1980-84

(in thousands of dollars)

.

J.tfEallEE Appropriation a/
:.. (annual/ ed)

J

I

1980

1981

1983

. 1984 (Request)

$15,145,

. 16,515

17,,499

. 19,233 b/

21,290

.--

a/ Figures represent what the Division could have spent during
as whole fiscal year under each spending ceiling:,

a Adjusted to-reflect $180,000 transferred from the Civil
Rights Divisioti to.the Civil Division and a $650,000
supplemental appropriation granted in lime FY 834

SOURCES: U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights DiviiiOn,
"Salaries and Expenses, eneral Legal Activities," undated
(submitted for FY,82 app opriations hearings) (for FY 80 and FY
81 appropriations); Wil am Birddford Reynolds III, Assistant
AttOrney General, Zivil :Rights Division, Department of Justice,
letter to John Hope III, luring Staff Director, U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, Har. 1.89411 (foi FY 82 and FY 83

* avropriations and FY 84 request); Frank Atkinson, legiilative
counsel; Civilitights.Division, Department of Justice
telephone interview, Aug. 4,"19B3 (for. FY 83 transfer); James
Sllivan, legislative counsel, Civil Rights Division,

.Department of Justice, telephone interview, Oct. 23, 1981 .(for
FY 83 sueplemental appropriation).
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They, nevertheless, may provide an approximation of trends in

civil rights enforcement resources. With adjustments for -

inflation using the Congressional Budget Office formula, the

Division would. appear to have gained only very recently and

then but slightly in actual spending power. 17/

For FY 84, an increase of approximately.$2.06 million. over

the Division's FY 83 appropriation 1eve,}4has'been

proPosed% 18/ Due mainly to rising operating costs, however,

less than one.quArterlf the increase,($558,0130) would be

.

/available for additional staff. 19/

Staffing

Even before 1980, the Civil Rights.Division, in the

Commission's view, needed additional staff to meet increasing

17/ The Division's FY .83 appropriations, including ch.?
'ye- ar-end supplemental, represented about 3 pekoe, more

spending power than it had in FY 80. Its FY sr a. FY 32
appropriations representeejess than its FY 80 sPeadint, pc; er.
These estimates zde derived by dividing the Divic Du.3
appropriations by factors that account for annual a

rates since FY 80; Deflators for_each firical year FY

' .84 were provided by Steven Zeller, economist,. Fist alysis

Division, Congressional Budget Office, telephone
June 30, 1983.

.

18/ William Bradford Reynolds III, Assisc'.it r.:t Attorn,7 General,
Ci- vil Rights Divis4-L, letter to John Hope II71,Actiag Staff
Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Mar. 18; 1983;
James Sullivan, legiblative counsel, Civil Rights Division,
telephone interview, Oct. 2S, 1983. The funding ltvel used for
this estimate includes the $650,000 supplematal appropriation

.the Division received in late FY 83.

./

19/ CRD YY'84 p. 167. The inc,rease also would provide
an additional $30,.00.0 for information systems and processing..

Ibid., p. 189. The rest .1.4csIld go for,,bnilt-in incr4ases such

es rent, telephune charges, and salaries for current,Staff.
Ibid., T. .5.

A
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responsibilities and improve enforcement in cases

discriminatory.patterns and practices, particularly vio1,-;tions

of Title VIII fair housing requirements. 20/. The Division

estimated. it would need 18 more positiOns to meet t.. ae and its

increased coordination responsibilities. 21/. As tble1.2

shows, it received none and, in fact, since has 104_ more than

50 positions (12 percent of its 1980 authorized s.,-Zfing

strength). The effectsl,of this loss, may have been limited to

some extent by Division efforts to use its legril rcaff-more

effectively. 22

The proposed FY 84 budget would authorize 3.99 ro,iti,,m: for

20/ Arthur S. Flemming, Chairman, U.S. Commission or'
Rights, statement before the SubcomMittee-on.Civil and
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the ?udiciary,
Mar. 7; 1980; Louis_Nunez, Staff Director, U,S. r%mlmiasion on
Civil Rights, letter toBirch Bayh, Chairman- St:bcommittee on
the Constitution of the Senate, Committee 271 thr: Judiciary, June
10, 19804' Also; Division.responsibilitid"A ',I:A been increased
by broader equal credit requirements and prohibitions against
handj.cap and age discrimination, more pendiag.cases of public
employment discrimination. and budget amendments that, in
effect, made suits by the Division the only Federal tool fOr
enforcing school desegregation in cases involving pupil
transportation. -Ibid. These remain Division responsibilities.

21/. U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
=Authorization Request, Fiscal Year 1981" (January 1980),
p. 9. For Commission staff views that the nivision would need'
significantly mere staff to carry out its 1.: .w coordination
responsibilities, see Louis Nunez, staff Director, U4.
Commission on Civil Rights, letter to Williad M.'Nichols,
General Counse', Office of Management and Budget, Sept. 12,
1980 (hel.:esfter cited as Exec. Order No. 12,250 Comments).

22/ The Division reports that expanded use of an automated
data system has enabled attorneys to handle more cases ,than
formerly and that increased,reliance on paralegal, part-time,.
detailed and other temporary personnel has freed them to
concentrate more on legal issues., Reynolds October Letter,
r. 1. 172
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Table 12

CRD Full-Time Permanent Staff Positions: FY 1980-84

Fiscal Year -Authorized a/ Actual b/

1980 436 432

1981 436. 437

1982 ,385 387

1983 384 c/ 379 d/

1984 (Request) 399

a/ Number of full-time, permanent staff permitted under

Co- ngressional budget measures.

b/ Number of full-time, permanent staff actually employed by

' the Division. Except as noted, ligures are for staffing near

the beginning of the fiscal year.

c/ One additiorial position, transferred for administrative
pu- rposes to another unit, still serves the Division.

d/ As of August 10, 1983..

SOURCES: U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
"Salaries and Expenses, General Legal Activities," undated
(submitted for FY 82 apliroOriationiThearings),,, p. 179 (for FY

80 authorized and actual staff) and "Salaries and Expenses,

General Legal Activities," undated (submitted for FY 83
apPropriations hearings), p. 133 (for FY 81 authorised and

actual staff); William Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant

Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, Department of Justice,

letters to John Hope III, Acting Staff Director, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, Mar. 18,.1983, and Kathryn Baer,

civil _rights analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Sept. 8,

1983(for FY 82 and FY 83 authorized and actual staff and FY 84

request); Frank Atkinson, staff, Civil Rights Division,
Department of Justice, telephone interview, Aug. 4, 1983 (for

FY 83 staff transfer).
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the Division. This would represent an increase of 15 positions

over recent staffing levels, but still leave the Division 8.5,

percent below its insufficient FY 80 strength. Staff for

Voting Rights Act enforcement would be increased,

substantially. Many other activities limited by resource

shortages in the past, however, would remain at current

staffing levels. 23/

Voting Rights Act, Implementation

Under the Voting Rights Act, the Civil Right's Division is

responsible for preventing gomernment officials and privateN

citizens from using votinvpractices-that exclude minorities

from full participation in t poI.tical process. 24/ The.act

requirese Division to review Proposed changes in certain

jurisdictions' voting laws, practices, and procedures and

23/ The only other activities that would receive additional
staff are those carried out by the section that enforces
protections against criminal civil rights violations. This
section would receive 3 new positions. CRP FY 84 Budget,
p. 170.

24/ 42 U.S.C. f51971, 1973 to 1973bb-1 (1976 & West Supp.
1983). The 14th and 15th amendments to'the Constitution first
guaranteed minority voting rights. Stronger enforcement
mechanisms were needed, however, because, nearly 100 years
after their adoption, numerous practices, including physical
intimidation, use of rigged .literacy tests, special
registration requirements, poll taxes, and racial
gerrymandering, still almost totally excluded minorities from
the political process in many areas. U.S., Commission on Civil
Rights: Report (1959), pp. 27-142; Voting(1961), pp. 21-142;
and The Voting Rights Act...The First Months (1965), pp. 6-10.
For the continuing need for stronger voting rights measures and
more vigorous enforcement, see U.S., Commission on Civil
Rights:,The Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After (1975), pp.
69-356 (hereafter cited as Ten Years After) and The Vot_ng
Rights Act: Unfulfilled Goals (1981), pp: 22-93 (hereafter
cited as Unfulfilled Goals).
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object if the jurisdiction cannot prove an absence of

discriminatory purpose or effect. 25/ The Division also is

responsible for sending Federal officials, called examiners-and

observers, to register voters and watch for possible denials of.:

voting rights in jurisdictions designated by the Attorney

General, 26/ for ensuring the electoral process isopen.to

citizens who do not read or speak English, 27/ and for filing

suits where necessary to enforce voting guarantees. 28/ These

responsibilities have been increased by the 1982 Voting Rights
t -

Act amendments. 29/

Historically, division enforcement of the act often has

25/ Under section 5-of the act, jurisdictions meeting certain
.
criteria reflecting'pervasive, overt voting rights
discrimination in the past must have such changes cleared by
the Justice Department or the Federal District Court for the
District of Columbia before they may carry them out. 42 U.S.C.

§1973c (1976).

26/ 42 U.S.Q. §§1973d, i (1976).

27/ Under section 203 of the act, jurisdictions having a
certain percentage of language-minority Citizens legally.
classified as illiterate are required to provide election
materials in the applicable minority language as well as in
English. 42 U.S.C. §§1971aa-la(b) to (c) (1976 & West SuPP-
1983). Sections4(f)(4) of the act prohibits English-'only
elections in certain other jurisdictions. 42 U.S.C.

§1973b(f)(1) (1976).

28/ Id. at §1973aa-2.

29/' Amended section 2, which covers all jurisdictions,
establishes a prohibition against voting practices with
discriminatory results, thereby expressly authorizing more
extensive and complex' litigation. 42 U.S.C.A. §1973M (West

Supp. 1983). The amended act also requires the Division to
ensure that blind, disabled, and illiterate voters-receive
voting, assistance from persons of their choice. Id. at

§1973aa -6.
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been reactive, leaving the task of identifying and seeking

remedies for many serious problems to private citizens and

'groups. 3O/ As discussed below; the Division recently ha's

taken steps. toward more affirmative enforcement. In the

Commission's view, however, further improvements, and resources

to carry them out would be required to provide the

comprehensive guarantees of full political participation

intended by' the Voting Rights Act.

For example, the Division has proc'essed large volumes of

,preclearance requests. 31/ It also-has expanded efforts to

30/ U.S., Commission on Civil Rights: Political Participation
(1968),' pp. r64-65, 175-76; Ten Years After, pp. 338, 347; and
FY 83 Budget Report, p. 35. This longstanding Problem
apparently persisted through 1982. In that year, the Division
initiated only 2 of the 13 voting rights cases in which it
participated. The Division expected to initiate more suits in
FY 83, though it did not have additional voting rights staff.
CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 177. To this end, it established a task
force to concentrate on developing suits for enforcing amended
section 2. William Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney
General, Civil Rights Division, letter to Clarence M.
Pendleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
Sept. 21, 1983 (hereafter cited as Reynolds September Letter).
It is too soon to determine whether this step significantly
will reduce the burden of docymenting voting rights violations
and initiating suits thus far often borne largely by private
organizations.

31/ In 1982, it processed over 2,900 such requests involving
well over 13,000 proposed changes. CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 176;
Special Analysis J, p. J-), The Division reports a timely.
response to every, request but notes it was able to keep up with
the workload only by usinz. staff normally aosigned to other
enforcement functions, req,dring substantial overtime, and
other extraordinary pert, ,;--1 measures. Reynolds October
Letter, p. 4. Somewhat Jews- requests are expected in FY 84.
CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 176. Ie. is unclear whether the Division
will have the resources to_han41.e in a more routine manner what
still will be a verylarge-volvac.

17u
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identify jurisdictions that fail to submit required requests

and developed a procedure for monitoring responses, to its

objections. 32/ It, however, still lacks care resources to

ensure all voting changes are submitted for preclearance

reviews and, thus, must continue relying on private parties to

call violations to its attention. 33/ It also lacks

information to identify the extent of compliance with bilingual

t

32/ Reynolds September Letter, pp. 3-4. For the nee4 for
procedures to i4-,..ntify such violations systematically, see Ten

Years After, p. :47; Unfulfilled Goals, p. 93; FY 83 Budget

Report, p. 35.

33/ Reynolds September. Letter, p. 4. The Division emphasizes
it has made systematic efforts to require that jurisdictions

seek preclearance. Reynolds October Letter, p. 2. As
described, however, comprehensive efforts extend only to

.Mississippi and Louisiana and only to county redistricting
plans in those States. Ibid. The Division also reports it is

reviewing session laws in covered States to identify
unsubmitted changes. Reynolds September Letter, p. 3. This

program would enable it to identify only State and some county

changes. .rIt would not detect any changes at the municipal

level.. The Division acknowledges it lacks the resources to

identify all unsubmitted changes. Ibkd., p. 4,lri .
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174

Unders, this administration, examiners have been senf to

register voters in.8 counties, the first time this authority
.

has been used since 1975. 35/ The Division also has continued

sending observers to selected counties. 36/ The

2r,
,

34/ William Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant AttorryiGeneral,
Civil Rights Division, testimony, Hearings on Amend entl. to the

i

Voting Rights Act of 1965, before the Subcommittee on tie
Constitutionof,the Senate Committee on the,JUdiciary, 7th
Cong., 2d Sess..(1982) p. 1658. Division ieports on recent
voting rights.accomplishments and plans indicate, no attention
to this area. U.S., Department,>bi<Justice, "General Legl
Activities," report submitted=Under OMB Circular No. A-1153
for the FY 84 budget cycle; undated; CRD FY 84 Budget, pp.
176-78.. The.Divisiorytotes that primary responsibili4F fbr
enforcing the language .minority provisions has been delegated
to U.S. attorneys, though it remains responsible for enfo oing
these provisions in jurisdictions also cov red by other special
provisions of the Voting Rights Act. Reyn lds September ;

Letter, pp. 7-8. It believes reviews of p ans these .
jurisdictions'submit are an effective meth d of assuring
compliance. Ibid, p.. 8. Such reviews, hb ever, would notz.
identify, all instances of noncompliance or indicate possible
needs to increase oversight of and resourcea for activities
delegated to U.S. attorneyS, for evidence that more effective
monitoring is required, see T,;nfulfilled.Goals, pp. 84-86.

35/ U.S., Department of Justice, Civil.Rights Division, press -......... 1

releases, Sept. 3, 1982 and June 20, 1983; ,William Biadford.
Reynolds III, Assistant AttorneyGeneral, Ciyil RightS Dividion
(speech delivered before the Southern Christian Leaderdhip
Conference, Washington, D.C., Aug:'-26, 1983), p. 9. ..

36/ Gerald W. Jones, Chief, Voting Rights Section, Civil
Rights Division, letter to Ronald D. Henderson,' Acting
'Assistant Staff Director for Program and Policy Review, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, June 23, 1983; William Bradford:
Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights
Division, testimony before the Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciarxi
May 9, 1983, p. 7 (hereafter cited as Authorization Testimony)..

%
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pousislenke tit widespread barriers to registration, voting,

lair representation, and candidacy, however, suggests Federal

examiners and observers may be needed in more jurisdictions. 37/

As in the past, the Division appears to have responded

selectively and sometimes slowly to problems brought to its

attention. At the invitation of a major civil rights group,

for example, the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights

recently took a fact-finding tour and committed the Division to

combatting interference with minority voting in

Mississippi. 38/ Observers, examiners, and Division staff fen

37/ For numerous examples of such problems, see Unfulfilled
Goals, pp. 22-63. The Division notes that Commission reports
are not an adequate basis for sending out examiners and that it
followed up and found no need for them in several counties
where the Commission identified problems, including Claiborne
CountyN Mississippi. Reynolds October Letter, p. 3. Barriers
to registration the Commission found in that county were
localized in the city of Port Gibson. Unfulfilled Goals, pp.

23-24,. Data the Division cites indicating no problems in
Claiborne County, specifically black electoral successes, do
not describe the situation in that city. Reynolds October
Letter, p. 3; Unfulfilled Goals, pp. 45-46. The Commission
asked the Division how it decided whether examiners or
observers were needed. Clarence M. Pendleton, Chairman, U.S.

Commission on Civil Rights, letter to William Bradford Reynolds
111, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights Division, July

12, 1983. The Division's response did not clearly indicate
what criteria, beyond basic statutory requirements, it used for

targeting. Reynolds September Letter, pp. 4-7. For previous
Commission concerns about inadequate use of examiners and
observers, see Political Participation, pp. 175, 180-81; Ten
Years After, pp. 33-3/7-3-3TS48.

3b/ Washington Post, June 16, 1983, p. A-1; June 17, 1983, .

p. A-1; June lb, 1983,'p. A.
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were sent to primary electiuus on 3 occasions. 39/ This
4 A

response followed shortly on the fact-finding tour. The

(.,,mmission and other sources, however, had'documented

deteryenta to registration, harassment of candidates, and 4ther

problems calling Ior a Division presence in Mississippi as

early as 1981. 40/

'The Division has improved preclearance recordkeeping as

well as monitoring and plans further improvements. 411 Without

more resources, however, it 'probably will remain unable

systematically to identify voting changes made without required

preclearance reviews', monitor compliance with other provisions

of the act comprehenqively, or target all jurisdictions where

Federal examiners and observers should be sent. The proposed

39/ U.S., Department of Justice, press releases, Aug. 1, 1983;

Aug. 8, 1983; Aug. 22, 1983.

40/ Unfulfilled Goals, pp. 23-24, 35, 58-59. For other
sources see, for example, Lawyers' Committee for Civii.Rights
Under Law, Voting in Mississippi: A Right Still Denied
(1981). See also testimony of Dr. Aaron Henry, President,
Mississippi NAACP; Frank Parker, Esq., Lawyers' Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law; Charles V. McTeer, Esq., Henry Kirksey,
Mississippi State Senator, and Martha Bergmark, Member,
Mississippi State Advisory Committee to U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights; and Professor Howard Ball, Mississippi State
University, Hearings on the Extension of the Voting Rights Act,
before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of
'the House Committee on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1;t Sess.
(1981), pp. 470-76, 489-99, 1682-89, 2075-88.

41/ The Division reports it has transferred paper records of
preclearance requests to microfiche. It also reports the
General Accounting Office (GAO) is studying its recordkeeping
systems and that it will consider further modifications based
on GAO's recomr'endations. CRD FY 84 Budget, pp. 176-77. As of
October 11, 1983, the Division expected the study to be
released 'shortly. Reynolds October Letter, p. 2.

1 60
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FY 84 budget does not specify funds to develop the needed

information systems. 42/

The Division has announced plans to increase voting rights

enforcement activities, including litigation, and requested 12

additional staff to carry them out, a 17.6 percent increase

,over the current staffing level. 43/ It is dcubtful whether

this increase tiould be sufficient to correct longstanding

deficiencies and meet the increased demands entailed by the

1982 amendm nts. Suits to enjoin practices with-discriminatory

results, for example, take considerable taff time to develop

and litigate. 44/ Additional staff time, meanwhile, will be

required to implement other amendments to the act fully. 45/

Suits by jurisdictions seeking exemption from the act's

42/ For the voting rights enforcement program, additional
funds for management information requested for FY 84 apparently
would go toward modernizing storage and retrieval of existing
records, not toward collecting and analyzing additional types \\
of information. CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 189.

43/ CRD FY 84 Budget, p. 177.

44/ The Divisions notes it has not been unusual for an entire
attorney wor.kyear to be spent on just two such cases. Ibid.

45/ Vigorous enforcement of the new voter assistance
provision, for example, might entail notifying State and local
jurisdictions of the change in the law, identifying needed
amendments to Stat_t voter assistance statutes and encouraging
their enactment, and instituting,procedures for systematically
monitoring local compliance. The'Division plans, only to'notify

each State of the voter assistance requirements and incorporate
them into its observer program. Reynolds September Letter,
p. 9. .. It reports having acquired no information indicating
potential compliance problems in'this area. Ibid.

i
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J

special provisidlive also are likely to absorb more stff.time

than formerly. 46/ Despite increased efficiencies and

commitment, therefore,. the Division's ability to strengthen its

program for enforcing voting rights protections would remain

limited under the proposed FY 84 budget.

Other Enforcement Issues

There has considerable debate over the last several

years about the Civil Rights Division's, activities in voting

rights and other areas. 47/ Evaluating the Division's total

performance is very difficult because it involves numerous

actions at various stages of the enforcement process and often

subtle distinctions on complex pdints of law and fact.

46/ Ibid., p. 8. The 1982 amendments established new
procedures by which jurisdictions covered by the special
provisions may seek an exemption based on a number of specified
criteria for good'behavioi. 42 U.S.C.A: §1973b(a) (West Supp.
1983). These could encourage more jurisdictions to seek such
an exemption. Additional staff time would be required not only
because there would be more cases, but because each would have
to be evaluated by' more complex standards than before. The
Division has requested more positions for voting rights
enforcement in part because it expects a greater litigation
workload under the new exemption procedures. Reynolds
SepteMber Letter, p. 8.

47/ For examples of criticisms of the Division's performance
and Division responses, 'see generally Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights, "Without Justice" (February 1982); U.S.,
Department of Justice, "The Civil Rights Policy of.the
Department of Justice: A Response to the Report of the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights" (April 1982); Washington
Council of Lawyers, "Reagan Civil Rights: The First Twenty
Months," undated; U.S., Department of JusticeiCivil Rights
Division, "Correcting the Record of Civil Rights Enforcement,
January 20, 19Wto September 30, 1982: A Response to the
Report of the Washington Council of LawyelE.S" (November 1982).

184
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The Division undoubtedly has been involved in many

%
cases.,48/ For example; it has filed 104 cases prosecuting

criminal civil rights violations, reportedly a record

number. 49/ FY 82 achievement..; in this area included

indictments of 17 individuals for iolations of prohibitions

against involuntary servitude or peonage, over 3 times the

number of individuals indicted. on such ounts in FY 80. 50/

. . .

The Division also reports significant actions against Ne-4.

Orleans police who participated in a reign of terror in a black

neighborhood, border patrol officers who sexually ?used alien

women, and hate group members involved in racially motivated

murders. 51/

Since this administration took office; the Division alSb

has filed 24 new employment cases-and, at the SupremenourtH

. level, been involved in 12 others, 52f including TIAA-CREF v.

Spirt, in which the Division supported a challenge to

48/ For a recent Fummary of the Division's record, see William
Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights
Division, statement before the Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights of the Houle Committee on the Judiciary,
May 8, 1983 (hereafter cited as Authorization Statement).

49/ Ibid., p. 3.

50/ Special Analysis J, p. J-6.

51/ Reynolds. October Letter, p. 5. A-
52/ Ibid., p. 7; Authorization Statement, p. 6. The Division
also reports obtaining'consent decrees in 31 employment cases,
many involving major employers and substantial relief, c.

including the largest back pay award Justice ever obtained

against a public eMployer. Reynolds Octbber Letter,18/3
.
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pension plans paying lower monthly benefits to women than

men. 53/ In addition, it reports participation in suits

brought under Section 2 of the V ights Act and maintainer

or increased activity in other major area 54/

Sheer numbers of investigations cond cted and suits filed

or joined, howe er, do not adequate y indicate whether

resources Wave been committed to effective civil .-ig.rtts

enforce ent: The DiVision.has - special role to 1...!,:e;.1,1 in

devel p ng new areas, of case law to strengthen enforc.

Under this nistration, it has not altogether negl..,6 such
.

gro reeking cases. ;or ekample, it has pursued a

developed during the preVious adminisEration, against Yonke.rsr

.534 See Brief for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
*, as Respondent and for the United.Sthtes as Amicus Curiae in-

Support of Respondents, Teachers Ins. and Annuity Assn and
College. Retirement Equitie's Fund v. SpiL.t, U.S. 103 5.

Ct. 3565 (1983) (mem.)it vacating..._and remanding F.2d 1054
.(2d Cir.' 19e2) (action taken in light of Arizona Governing
Comm. for Tax Deferred Annuity jeferred CompensatiQh v.
Norris, 463 U.S. , 103 S. Ct- 392 (1983). For Commission
views supporting Federal polir:lAis against'pension plans using
sex -based actuariaLtables, s.%'.e. for examp:e, U.S., Commission
on Civil Rights: The Federal C sir Rights Enforcement -

Effort--1974, vol.:. V, To Eiimirylte_Employment Dischimi;!ation.
(1975), pp. 24748; The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Effort--1977, To Eliminate Employment Discrimination: A Sequel
(1977), pp. 316-20; and "Staff Comments on Proposed Rule
(Affirmative Action Requirements for Government Contractors)
Issued by the Department of Labor, Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programd," Oct. 26, 1981. See also Louis Nunez,
Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civi Rights, letter to-Drew
S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General, ivil Rights.Divi4on,
Aug. 18,.1980.

54/ Reynolds September Letter, pp. 1-2; Authorization
Statement, pp. 7-12.
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New Y , k, that links discrimination in housin1g and

education. 55/ Following the same basic approach, it ,so has

initiated the first Federal government ;uit linking fair

housing and equal employment v'olations. 56/

In otheK significant cases, however, the Division has

sought to reverse longstanding Federal policies'providing broad

civil rights prOtections and adequate remeuies. 57/ These

cases involve complex issues and at times inconclusive

precedents. The Commission, therefore, carefully has analyzed

the Division's positionaas,each developed.,'58/ it found

4

55/ See United States v. Yonkers Bd. of Education, tio. b0 -CIV.

6761 (S.D. N.Y. filed Dec. 1, 1980, amended Dec. 14, 1981).
4 /

56/, United States v. Town of Cicero, No. 83-C413'(N4. ill.

filed Jan. 27, 1983). See, also Authorization Statemant,

p. l2. In response to an earlier draft of this cnapter, the

Division said the discussLon of innovative cases is-incom2lete

.and suggested other examples to include. Reynolds October

Letter, pp. 4-6. It, however, did not provide endue)
information for Commission staff 'to review the cases and

determine in what respects they represented new approaches that
could broaden litigation by the Federal government and private

parties.

57/ The Divisioeviews controversies over its performance as

mainly differenceaxof opinion over appropriate .remedies.

Authorization Statement, p. 1. /n 'a number of cases discussed

belo4, however, remedies were not the critical issue

58/ The Division ()bye ed to a' draft of this discussion fo:
lack of objectivity and `said it should present an explanat an

Hof 'the Division' positions and where the Commission believes

they depart from "the nati4a1 consensus and agenda." Reynolds

October Latter, p. t. The Division's positions, the reasoning
behind them, and the Commissin's views, all summarized here,

are fully presentedin correspo deuce and other documents cited

below. Copies of these material are available in Commission

files. 185 49
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the Division repeatedly adopting narrow interpretations'of

Federal civil rfts laws in preference to broad
14!91

inrerpretations the Division itself had labored to establish in

previous administrations. To this extent, the Commission

believes the Division has not only made questionable use of its

own resources, but jeopardized,other agencies' capacities to

use their resources effectively.

In Bob Jones University v. United States and Goldsboro

Christian Schools v. United States, for example, it opposed the

well-established Federal policy denying tax exemptions to

racially discriminatory private schools. 59/ Consistent with

current Division policies, Justice also abandoned itselower

court position that constitutional equal protection

59/ See Memorandum for the U %ited States, Bob Jones Univ. v,
United States, U.S. 103 S. Ct. 2017(1983). The
Division decided to withdraw support for this policy because
Congress had not expressly granted the Internal Revenue Service
authority to enforce doidiscrimination by withholding tax
exemptions. Reynolds October Letter, p. 9. For the

Commission'sview that the Division disregarded constitutional
and statutory responsibilities in this action, see U.S.,
Commission on Civil Rights: "Statement on the Administration's
DecisiOn to Revoke Its Revenue Rules.andto Grant Tax-Exempt
Status to Schools that DiTaiminate on the Basis of Race," Jan.'

19.,. 1982 and Discriminator Reli ious Schools and. Tax Exem t

Status 01982). See also ArthurS. Flemming, Chairman, U.S.
Commicysion on Civil Rights, testimony before the Subcommittee
on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on
the Judiciary, Jan. 28, 1982.
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guarantees prohibit the denial of education to alien children

not lawfully admitted into the country. 60/

Although the Supreme Court rebuffed these efforts co reUrr?.

the scope'of Federal civil rights proteCtions, the DiVIWiOn has

continued pressing for restrictive decisions in other areas.

60/ In'its Supreme Cou'it brief,,Justice asserted that.alien__.
children not lawfully admitted into the United States are
"persons" under the Equal Protection Clause but,'claiming it
was ,

It an issue affecting the.United States, refrained from

taking a position,on whether the clause requires States to
provide free'education to such children. See Brief for 'the

United States in No..80-1934, Plyler. v. Doe, In Re: Alien
Children Education Litigation; Texas v. Certain Named,and
Unnamed Undocumented Alien Children, 457 U.S. 202 (1982):-

According to the Division, it.merely de5j.ded not to address the
application of the 14th amendment to tfle particular facts of
the case at the Supreme Court level. Reynolds October Letter.

p. 10..

In the lower courts in the' cases, the Diuition argc.A.

that the State statute permitting local, school digpricts to
charge tuition to alien children not lawfully admitted into the

country was'inyalid under the Equal ProtecEion.Clause. See

Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae, Plyler.v..Doe,
628 F.2d 448 (5th Cir. 1980); Brief for the United States, In

Re: Alien Children Litigation, 501 F. Supp. 544 (S.D. Tex.

1980) (the Government filed a friend-of-the-court brief in

14(

Plyler and intervened as a plaintiff Lo. Alien Chi ren). For

cgncerns that this and related actions signaled n abandonment

of Federal civil rights leadership, nee)A.c.ftur S. Flemming,
Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil'Ri las, letter to the
President, Feb. 12, 1982 (hereaftered as Equal Educational
Opportunity. Letter). o,
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As,a result, the Government now is urging the Supreme Court, in

Grove City College v. Bell, to limit Federal protections

against sex discrimination in education under Title

IX of the Education Amendments of 1972.\61/ Again reversing

well-established policies, it seeks a ruling that would permit

widespread denials of equal educational opportunity for women'

and jeopardize protections against race, handicap, and, age

S

61/ See Brief of Respondents, Grove City College v. Bell, 687
F.2d 68/' (3d Cir. 1982), cert. granted, 103 S. Ct. 1181 (1983)
(No. 82-792). Title IX, 20 U.S.C. 11681 (1976), prohibits sex
discrimination in federally-assisted education programs. The
Division notes it argued that Grove City was required to file
an'assurance of compliance with Title IX because the college
received assistance through Federal student aid but felt .

obliged to advise the Supreme Court against upholding the broad
reading of Title IX/coverage in the lower court opinion.
Reynolds October Letter, p. 10.' The Division explains that it
believes court decisions holding that a single dollar of
Federal aidubjedts every, school activity to Federal
regulation are inconsistent with Congressional intent and
.Supreme Court precedents. Ibid. The appellate decision it
opposes in Grove City was not so expansive, however. See Grove
City College v. Bell, 687 F.2d 684, 688, 689 n. 9 (3d Cir.
1982).
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discrimination in all programs supported by Federal tax

dollars. 62/

The Commission believes the Division also jeopardized these

protections by abandoning support for the established

interpretation that Title VI can be violated by policies that

have discriminatory effects, regardless of intent, when this

policy faced a major Supreme Court challenge in Guardians

62/ Title IX is linked by language, legislative history, and
case law to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.
02000d-2000d-6 (1976 & Supp. V 1981), section 504 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §794 (Supp. V. 1981), and
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, 42 U.S.C. 06101-6107 (1976
& Supp. V 1981). These laws bar discrimination based on race,
color, national origin, handicap, and age in all types of
programs aided by Federal funds. Because all the laws are
related,_a changed interpretation of one is likely to affect.

the others.
For Commission concerns about Division actions leading up

e0 the policy reversal in Grove City and justifications for the
established policies see, for example, U.S., Commission on
Civil Rights: "Statement on Administration Decision Not to
Appeal University.of Richmond v. Bell," Sept. 15, 1982 and
Statement on Civil Rights Enforcement in Education, June 14,
1983; Equal. Educational Opportunity Letter; Clarence M..
Pendleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
letters to the President, Jan. 6, 1983 and June 14, 1983,,
letters to William Bradford Reynolds III,., Assistant Attorney
General, Civil Rights Division, Sept. 30; 11982 and Dec. 3,

1982, and letter to William French Smith, Attorney General, May
4,.'1983. For implications of the government's position in
Grove City, see also U.S., Commission on Civil Rights,
"Statement on the Government's Brief in Grove City College v.
Bell," Aug. 9, 1983 and Mary Frances Berry, Memlxr, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights,'statement before the Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education'of the House Committee on Education
and Labor and the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional
Rights of the House Committee pn the Judiciary, May 18, 1983.

1
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Association v. Civil Service Commission. 63/ The Di ision,

moreover, has chosen to restrict fair housing enforcement to

cases of intentional discrimination although Title VIII

63/ _U.S._, 103 S. Ct. 3221 (1983). Justice supported the
established policies at the appellate level. See Brief for the
United States as Amicus Curiae, Guardians Ass'n v. Civil
Service Comm'n, 633 F.2d 2321 (2d Cir. 1980) (joining
plaintiffs in urging a rehearing of the.ruling of the Court of
Appeals on the Title VI issue). According to the Division, it
decided not to take a similar position at the Supreme Court
level because of conflictit* Federal agency views. Reynolds
October Letter, p. 10. For'Commission recommendations that
Justice maintain its former position, see Clarence M.
Peadleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
letter to Rex E. Lee, Solicitor General, May 10, 1982. The
Supreme Court's ruling permits.the.estabLished policies. See
Guardians Ass'n v. Civil Service Cowen, U.S. 103
Ct. 3221, 3227 (3. White), 3240-43 (J.-.Marshall, dissenting),
3253 (J. Stevens, dissenting, joined by JJ. Brennan and
Blackmun) (1983).

For examples of various types of'discrimination that can
occur in the absence of intent, see U.S., Commission on Civil
Rights: The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Effort--1974L
vol. IV, To Provide' Fiscal Assistance 1975 , p. 34 hereafter.
cited as To Provide Fiscal Assistance) and Affirmative Action
in the 1980s: Dismantling the.Process of Discrimination
(1981), pp. 6714.(hereafter cited as Affirmative Action in the
1980s). See also J. Stanley Pottinger, Assistant Attorney
General,. Civil Rights Division,.U.S. trepariment of Justice,
"Managing Title VI Programs" .(speech before Department of
Transportation Regional Civil Rights Officials), Nov. 8, 1974,
cited in To Provide Fiscal Assistance, p. 35.
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requires no such limit. 64/

The DiviSion also has reversed longstanding Federal support

for remedies the Commission considers necessary to eliminate

the effects of illegal discrimination. It'has opposed pupil

transportation remedies 65/ even though they are used only when

64/ William Bradford Reynolds, Assistant Attorney General,
Civil Rights Division, letter to John Knapp, General Counsel,
Department of Housing and UrbantDevelopment, Mar. 4, 198 The
Division formerly argued that Title VIII, 42 U.S.C. §§360 631
(1976 & Supp. V 1981), prohibits. actions' with discriminatory
effects. See, e.g., United:States v. City of Birmingham, 538
F. Supp. 819, 827 n. 9 (E.D. Mich. 1982). It has abandoned
this position and now intends to act only in cases of
purposeful discrimination unless the Supreme Court rules for an
effects test. Id.; Reynolds October Letter, p. 9. The'
Division believes this more restrictive policy is supportedby
the language and legislative history of Title VTII and by a
lack cf consensus among lower court opinions. ..t--..ynolds October

Letter, pp. 9 -10.
An overwhelming number of appellate courts that have

considered the in recent years, however, have held that
violations of Title VIII'may be established through
demonstration of racially discriminatory 'effects. See, e.g.,

Smith v. Town of Clarkton, 682 1055, 1065 (4th Cir. 1982);,.

United Statesv. City of Parma, 661 F.2d 56 ?, 575-76 (6th Cir.,
1981), cert. denied,. U.S. 102 S. Ct. 1972, rehearing
denied, U.S. , 102 S, Ct, 2308 (1982); Robinson 12'

Lofts Realty, Inc. 610 F.2d 1032, 1038 (2d Cir. 1979); United
States v. Mitchell, 580 F.2d 789, 791 (5th Cir. 1978); Resident
Advisory Bd. v. Rizzo, 564 F.2d 126, 146 (3d Cir. 1977), cert.'
denied, 435 U.S.. 908 (i.978); Metropolitan Housing Redevelopment
Corp. v. Village of Arlington Heights, 538 F.2d 1283, 1290 (7th
Cir. 1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1025 (1978). But see
Skillken & Co. v. City of Toledo, 558 F.2d 350, 873 -82 (6th
Cir. '1977); Boyd v. Lefrak, 509 F.2d 1110, 1113-14 (2d r.),

cert. denied, 423 U.S. 896(1975).,

65/ Authorization Statement, p. 10. 191



other techniques alone would not eliminate 'school

segregation. 66/ In Washington v. Seattle School District

No. 1, for example, the Division under this administration

switched sides-and urged the Supreme Court to let States

prohibit local voluntary plans of this type. 67/ It also has

attempted to overturn court orders requiring pupil

66/ The, Division opposes pupil 'transportation remedies because
it believes they result in enrollment losses that tend to
resegregate school systems andHundermine community support for
public education. It believes plans that instead emphasize
incentives, such as magnet schools, will promote lasting_
desegregation more effectively. Authorization Testimony,
p./15. For prevailing caselaw on the need frNI pupil
triansportation remediesto eliminate unconstitutional
segregation,, the limited effectiveness of remedies relying on
voluntary pupil transfers, other problems with magnet schools,
and ,concerns about the Division's policies in this area, see
U.S., Commission on Civil Rights, Statement on Scbool
Desegregation, Dec. 7, 1982.

67/ See Memorandum for the United Stated, Washington v.
Seattle School Dist. No. 1, U.S. 102 S. Ct. 3187

(1982). The Supreme Court upheld Seattle's voluntary pupil
transportation plan. On the same day, however; it sustained
another State statute limiting pupil transportation remedies in
Crawford v. Bd. of Educ. of Los Angeles, U.S. , 102 S: Ct.
3211 (1982). The Justice Department had filed a
friend-of-the-courtbrief and presented oral argument in
support of the school board aeekiag the limitation.

192_
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transportation and plans negotiated under them. 68/

Similarly, the Division has'pursued a policy against plans

involving affirmative .remedies that, in the Commission's view-,

are needed to,eliminate the effects 'of employment

discrimination. It has sought to limit remedjes to

,

identifiable victims of discrimination, 69/even though

68/ The Division, for example, unsuccessfullysupported the
request of Nashville, Tennessee for

-

Supreme Court review of a
court order requiring pupil transportation. See,Brief for the
United States as AmicusCuriae in Support of Petitidners,
Metropolitan County Bd. of Educ. v. Kelley, 687 F.2d 814 (6th
Cir. 1982), cert. denied, U.S. 103 S. Ct. 834 (1983).
It also argued against an existing plan requiring pupil
transportation in East Baton Rouge, Louisiana. See Submission
of the Onited States, Davis v. East.Baton Rouge Parish School,
No. 1662-B (M.D. La. filed Dec. 10, 1982). 'For Commission
concerns about these actions, see Statement on School
Desegregation. For Tencerns about earlier actiong indicating
changes-in Division Oplicies on pupil transportation, see U.S.,
Commission on Civil Rights, With All Delibprate.Speed:
1954-19?? (181) and Equal Educational Opportunity Letter.

69/ See, e.g.'; Brief of the UniE'ed States as _

Intervenor-Appellee, on Rehearing En Banc, Williams v. City of
New Orleans,' 694F2d -987 .(5th Cir. 1982) (en,banc decision
pedding (hereafter cited as Brief of U.S., Williams v. New-
Orleans);, Motion of the United States to Intervene as'aciarty
Appellant and Suggestion of Reheari9g En Banc for the United
States ae Intervenor-Appellant, Bratton v. City of Detroit, 704

L-F.2d 87.81, vacated in part and remandedDaily Lab- Rept (BNA)
No. 117 at A-5 (6th Cir. 1983) (intervention of U.S. and
hearing en banc denied) (hereafter cited as Motion of U.S.,
Bratton v. Detroit). The Division equates broaderprospective
remedies with preferential treatmelt and stereotyping and
believes they give individuals.beloAging to groups that have
been discriminated ilagainst "a gratuitous advantage" atthe
expense of other individuals' rights. William Bradford
Reynolds, ','Fourth Annual Houston Lecture" (speech delivered at
Amherst College,.tAmherst, Mass. Apr. 29, 1983), pp. 15-17
(hereaftef cited as ReynoldsAMherst Speech); Reynolds'SAC

*Speech, pp, 9-10. For a contrary; view, see Affirmative' Action

in the 1980s. 193

I
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this approach, would not achieve integration as the Commission

believes envisioned by Federal civil rights laws. Pursuing

Division policy, Justice, argued in theSupreme Court against

-

(courf-ordered modificatiens of sglgor,ity plans designed to

preserve minority gains in formerly discriminatory

organizations. 70/ In some cases, Justice has broadened its

opposition tO.inclUde almost all affirmative steps, except

aggrdssive recruitment efforts.,t (resigned to eliminate the

70/ See Brief for the United States As Amiclis 9uriae in
SupporrOf Petitioners, Stotts v. Memphis. Fire Department, 679
F.2d 541 (6th Cir. 1982) cert. granted sub. nom. Firefighters
Local Union No. 1784v. Stotts, U.S. , 103 S. Ctt 2451
(1983); Brief "for the United States As Amicus Curiae in Support
of. Petitioner's, Boston Firefighters Union Local 718 v. Boston

Chapter NAACP; , U.S.. , 103 S. t..-2076 01983). For the
need4for such plans, see'U.F., Commission on Civil Rights:,
Last Hired,' first Fired,: Layoffs and Civil Rights (19/7) -, pp.

60-71 and Affirmative Action in the 1980s, p. 36. For

arguments in favor of such plans and Commission, concerns about
Juscce Department opposition to them see U.S., Commission on
Civil Rights, "Statement on the Memphis 'Last Hired, First
Fired Case," Sept. 12., 1983; Clarence M. Pendleton,.Jr.,
Chairman, U.S. ComMission on Civil. Rights, letterro Rex E.
'Lee, Solicitor General, Dec. 7', 1982.
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results. of pastsdiscrimination. 71/ In the.process, it has

jeopardized countless court-ordered plans already in effect and

undermined the Equal Employment Opportunity CommisApn's

71/ See, e,g., Brief of Ig-5:,,Williams v. New Orleans; Motion
of Bretton v. petroit. For the'bioa& implications of:the
Division'S arguments in see U.S., Cow,. ission on Civil
Rights, "Statement on Department of Justice's P sition in New
Orleans Police Case," Jan. 11, 1983. The Division belieVes
affirmative recruitment' efforts, combined with
nondiscriminatory selection procedures, are the only.'
appropriate remedies for underrepresentatiion or maldistribution
due to discrimination in ei4loyment. It opposes numerical
goals and timetables to measure the success of these efforts
and other remedies that establish proportional representation
when members )f protected groups have been illegally excluded.
Reynolds Amherst Speech, p. 18; Reynolds,SAC Speech, pp. 7-9.
The Division requestedithat the effectiveness of its approach
be noted. The information it provided, however, was not
complete enough to evaluate the remedies it prefers. Reynolds
October ietter, p. 8; James'Sullivan, Legislative Counsel,
Civil Rights Division, telephone interview, Oct. 26, 1983
(hereafter cited as Sullivan Oct. 26 Interview). .

.1go



authority. 72,/

Coordination 4

In 1980,. the PresidenCassigned the JU.Stice DepartMent

-

substantially increased responsibilities for coordinating civil

a ,

Fights enforcement im-federally=assisted, programs. 73/
. e

,

72/ The Equai,EmployMent dpportuni* CommiSsion (EEOC) is
.

responsible for providing leadership hndcoOrdination in the
development and enforcement of Federal equal employment..).
'requirements. Ekec. Order -No. 12;00, 3`C)F.R. 206 (1979)
reprinted 'in 42 U.S'.. C §2000e app. at 668-69-''(SuPp,. V 19812.
'Pursuant to Oisresponsibility, EEOC prepared 'd :

friend-of-the-court brief supporting, the affirmati/e'Rromotion
plan challenged in Williams v. New Orleans. The Justice'
Department not only filed an opposingrbtief; butprfevented EBOC

' from filing its brief. For the Commission's view that EEOC '
should have been permitted to file, see Mary Louise Smith, Vice
Chairman, U.S. Commissioon Civil Rights, letter to 'the
President,, Apr. 13,1983.

Justice also has refused, as a matter of principle, to
comply withEEOC requirements for goals and timetables in
Federal agency affirmative action plans. Kevin D.Ropney,
Assistant Attorney General for Administration, Department of
Justice, letter to John Hope III, Acting Staff Diiector,
Commission on Civil Rights, Aug. 10, 1983 (hereafter cited as
Rooney. Letter). For concern that Justice is setting an example
of noncompliance, see%John Hope III; Acting Staff Director,
letter to William FrenCh Smith:Attorney General, July 1,
1983. The Department believes EEOC's reqdirements are
unauthorized,and that its-Airing record, except with regard to
.handicapped persons, sets a laudable example for Other
employers. Rooney Letter. For EEOC's view that its'
'requirements are approkiate.an4 necessary, see Bureau of-
National Affairs, Daily-Labor Report; Sept. 8, 1983, pp. A75,..
A-6.

73/ E;cec. Order No. 12,250. The'Department has had
respbnsibiliries for coordinating Title VI enforcement.almost
since the law was passed. See Exec. Order No. 11,t97,:3 C.F.R.
278'(.1964 -1965 Compilation); Exec.'.Order No. 11,247, 3 C.F.R.'
348 (1964-1965 Compilation), reprinted in 42 U.S.C..
§2000d(1970); 42 U.S.C. §2000d (1970); Exec. Order No. 11,764,
3 C.F.R. 849, (1971-1975.ComPilation), reprinted in 42'U.S.C.
.§2000d-1 app.'at 1228 (1976). Executive Order No. 12,2540,
issued in late 1980, strengthened the Zepattment's Title VI
.litherity and gave iCcoMpaiable authority'for-coordinating
enforcement of TitleIX, section 504, and nondiscrimination'
provisions in statutes governing particular Federal assistance
programs. For improvements-in this order "over :the previous
orders, see Ekec. Order No,12,250 Colleltp.

1
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Thisexpanded authority, delegated

Division, held out the promise of

delays, deficient:requireents, and, In

inertia that long had denied many victims
0

g inconsistencies,

'arras, :sheer.

disdrimination

their righta.to relief. 74/ The Dlvisioh however, did not

gain enough staff to address all these prellems

adequately. 75/ Division policies now have compounded
. .

resourcerelated profIems in the coordinationeffort.

. i # ,4
. . o ..
74/ -F9r examples of such problems, see. U.S., Commission on'
.g.Vil 'Rights: 'The-Federal .Civil RightAgnforcement 1,

Effort"1974-r;i0i.. III,,To Ensure'Equal*Educational Opportunity
(1975) and vol. VI; To Extend Federal Fine i'al Assistance ..' .,,

(1975) .(hereafter cited as To'Extend Fedg al F'inanci'al .

Assistance)..; Exec. Order No.' 12,250-Comments;land FY 83 Budget.'
. Report) p. 38. See also U.S., General Accounting Office,
Agencies When Providing Federal Financial Assistance Should
Ensure Compliance .with Title VI 0(1980);; National Advisory
Council on Women's Educational Programs: The Unenfoeed Law:
Title IX Activity By Federal Agencies Other Than HEW (1978).

75/ Comprehensive plans the Division developed for carrying
out its enlarged coordination'responsibilities were based on 5/..
staff positions. prep S. Dayt. III, Assistant Attorney General,
Civil Rights Division, memorandum to heads of Federal
departments and -agencies, Dec. 2.0, 1980 :(hereafter cited as
Proposed Implementation Plan), attached of Coorylination
and ReView Proposed Organizatid6a1 Structure."' For doutbts this
staffing level would-be adequate., see Louis 'Nunez, Staff, ''
DireCtOr, U.S. Commission od.Civil Rights, letter tp.Stewart B.
Oneglia, Director, Office of Coordination and ReVie, CiIil
Rights Divls'on, Dec. 12', (1980' (hereafter cited at .

. 'Implementati n Plan Comments). The Division's. coordination.
section neve has had more than the equivalent of 42 staff and
would remain at this level under the proposed FY 84 budget.

," William Bradford Reynollit III, Assistant Aftorney.General, -

Civil Rights Division, letterto JohnHope III, 'Acting Staff
Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, liar. 22; 1983. The
Division belipves the original estimate of,coordination staff'`
needed was too -high and that the current level is Adequate...
ReynO1ds October Letter, p. lf:

:, 4- . 197
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The Divisign7's,first priority under the new ordei was td
P ). I .C

issue Government -wide regulations establishing adequate and

,

\cdnsistent Standards for all'Federal assistance agency Civil

.
,

rights regulations and programs. '16/' These would have i;rovided

! the basis for requiring agencies to" issue, realations,'where

lacking, and improve existing regulations. 77/' The Diviiion.

planned five sets in all: regulations specifying general

enforcement procedures, section 504 regulationi for
. .

federally-assisted programs; sectid 504 regulations for
.

-federally-conducted-programs.. updated and clarified Title VI

c

regulations; and regulations on civil rights,ehfOrcement in
.

,

programs assisted under block grants. 78/ Lacking resources to

76/ 'Proposgd Implementation Plan, pp. 1-3.

77/ Whed the new Bider wasissued, Only 3 of the, more than 20
.agencies with Title IX responsibilities had published Anal °

regulations. Fewer than one-quarter of the'respodsible
agencies had,Iinal section 504 regulations for ' ,

federally-assisted'programi; and no agency had section 504
regulations for,federally-col.ducted programs. Exec. Order m.o.

12,250 Comments. The Division had-been working fox:several
.years on needed improvements in'its government -widg Title,VI
regulations. Ibid. These would have. provided a model for

revised agency regulations. . 1.4

-78/ Prpposed ImplementatiOnPlan. It was not clear from the
ilan whether government-wide Title IX legulations also would be
deVeloped. Implementation Plan Comments, p. 2. 'The.
coordination section, in"fact, had no immediate plans for
them. Stewart B. Oneglia, Chief, Coordination and. Revie4
'Section, Civil'.Rights Division, interview, Mar. 4; 1983
(hereafter cited as Oneglid Interview). .The Division reports
that experience has led it.to modify its estimate of the ,number
of sets of regulations rgakiired. Reynolds October Letter,

. (
e .

1
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. ., l . /

',develop them all simultaneously, the coordination section

concentratedoon the first two sets Of regulations. 79/

Diviston:efforts.to'narrow rather than improve the'section

504 regulations raised such concerns'among protected groups

that work on both sets of regulations ultimately was

" halted. 80/ :Plans, to develop the. remaining sets 'of regulations

also have been deferred indefinitely, as have plans for the.

dompliadce manual. 81/ Even wilhout new coordination
. .

. .

79/ !*Oneglia interview. Once approved, these were to provid
.the basis for.the remaining regulatory proposals\and for
supplementary guidance; such as agovernment-widecompliance
manual to,establish further\gonsistenCY inaiencies'
.enforcement,pxocedures. Ibid. Assuming 57 staff,the
coordination section orgihtlly:planned to. complete all 'sets of
regulationd needed by FY 83. Proposed Implementationlan.

80/ William Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General,
Civil Right's pivision (speech delivered at the 1983 Convention
of the Disabled Aderican Veterans, Los'Angeles, Adge.:1;.

1983), pp. 4-5 (hereafter cited as Reynolds DAV Speech); U.S.,
Departmenr..of Justice, "Federally Assisted Regulation," Civil
Rights Forum, SuMmer 198'3',..p. 3 (hereafter cited as "Federally
Assisted Regulation "). The Division, hoWever, hag suggested
that ceanges in existing section 504 regulations may be sought
through litigatiOn. Reynords' DAV Speech,. p. 5;.,Reynolds
October Letter,*p. T3..

4 1

1/1
:

81/ "FederallnAssisted Regalation;4"bnegliEeInterviewz. For'.
the need for prompt issuance of government-wide section 504 and
Title IX-regulations, see gxec. Order No. 12,250 Comments. For
potentia1"evil rights enforcement problema in block grants:,
that could recidire particular regulatory 'guidance, see U.S., ,

Commission on Civil°Rights) Civil Rights: A National, Not a
Special Interest (1981), pp. 105-16. For civil rights
deficiencies in-agenciest current block grant regulations, see
John Hope III', Actilig Staff Director, U.S. Commission on CiAt
Rights, letter's to Richard S. Scpweiker, Secretary Of Health':,
and Human Services, Dec.. 4; 1981and Terrgl H. Bell, Secretary
of Education, Apr. 13, 1982. -

-19;



regdfations, the Divi-sioncan review and recommend changes in

agency rules, as it has in the past. 82/ It,"howeVer, will not

have-formal standards requiring agencies to correct some major

persistint deficienFis. 83/

The:Division did complete one'rk,,ulation that mayAedut'e
.

duplication and t4rget enforcement resources more,

-effectively. .841 Other needed standards, however, have not.

been and apparently will not soon be issued; The coordination.

82/ Though defective. there are Title VI coordination
regulations in force. ;efar..28 C.F.R. 5§42.401-.415 (1982).., The

Division also has. section 504 000rdinition regulations for
(federally-assisted programs'because, pending Completion of new'
regulations, the Attorney General adopted guidelines formerly'

.0 issued by the'bepartment of Health,' Education, and Welfare..,
Reynolds October' Letter, p....13., The Division also can
establish Consistency through comments on particular'
proposals. 'It ;reports considerable activity in-this area,

Ibid., pp. 11-1,2. .
7.

83/ For example, excessive delays in taking enforcementvaction
when negotiations produce no.resolution have been a ',

longstanding problem. To Extend Federal Financial Assistance,
p. 758.77-As required by the oxder, the Division's draft
regulations on enforcem t pioceduret would have estabfished 16.

time limitefor negot,i ions. Exec. Order No.^.12,250,11-204;
Department of Jd tice, "Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ".'

(draft), Jan. 27, 1982 541..155. For the importance of
estaidishing and enf4cing Agency adherence to such time
fitaits,-see ItiplemeiltAtikon Plan Comments, p. 3.

. r . /
,

84/- See'48'Fed. Reg. 3570 cmal (to be cOdified at 28;C.F.R.
Pert .42 and 29 C.F.R. Part .1691). Devekoped in cooperation
with EEOC, this regulation establishei procedures whereby
Federal assistance agencies may referertdin employment
discrimination complaints for.EEOC p ocessing. Forits.
potential contribution to reducing d plication, inconsistency,'

undUe-burdens on,recipientS of Federal assistance, see
,.. Louis Nunez,. Staff Di:rector, U.S.: Commission on.Givil,Rights.,

letter to J. Clay SMith, Jr., Acting Chairmani.EE0C, June 1,1,
... 1981. ' -

. ,
. I.

.

,,
1.,
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order, for example,' requires the Division fo establish .

Standards 'for -,case referrals% 85/ Properly,designed, these
1

would deter agencies from Unduly prolonging negotiations and

ensure the cases tliey referred were Appropriate fOr

litigation. 86/
1

6

The order also requires.tHe Division to establish

procedures for Cooperativerrangements with State and -local

enforcement agencies./.87/ As experience in fair housing /

indicates, these are needed to ensure such arrangements do, not

imPair enfo ement of Federal civil rights laws. 88 The

h.

'.851 Exec.' Order No. 12,250, §l -Z04.

t
. .

. .

86/ For the importance of referral standards, see Exec. Oilier
No. 12,250 Comments; Implementation Plan Comments, p. 3.

1

c 4

877 Exec. 0 ei :No. 12,250 §1-206.

8§/ See U.S., Commission on-Civil Rights: The Fedeial Civil
Rights Enforcement Effort--1974,-vol. II, To Provide for Fair
Housing (1970, pp. 43-45 and The Federal Fait Housing
Enforcement Effort (1979), p. .33. See also chapter 4 of this

report. Some major .Federal assists 'e agencies; have plans to

initiate cooperative agreements wit Seate agencies: U.S.,

Dellrtment of Education, Office for iVil-Rig4p8; "Annual

OperatingPlan for Fiscal Year 1984," 48Fed. Reg. 34094,.34096
(1983)Apropoed July27, 1983); Harry M. Singleton, Assistant .

Secreta'ry for Civil Rights, Department of'Education, letpers to.
Kathryn Baer, civil rights analyst, U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights, Mar. 31, 1984 and Linda Chavez, Staff Director, U.S.
.commission ofi Civil itightsi'fSept. 23,. 1983, enclosure, p. 4.,

Marcella Haynes, Chief, Special' Projects Branch, Office for
Civil Rights, Department of Health and Human Services,
(Itelephoneinterview; Sept. 2, 1983. Their interest in this
area underscores the need for adequate standards and oversigq.

O 20.t
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Divisiori has lackedo-staff to develop these -as well'as required

'refe\ rral standards and has no ,plans to Work on them in. FY

84. 89/
%

---
4

The Division also must ev. luaTe the actual civil rights
.- .

. 4..
enforcement performance of Federal assistance agencies and'

,

- recommend needed improvements. 90/ .This tas k would be.
dosteffectively accomplished by cOmbining'revieL. of the plans

agencies must submit withspore intensive onsite audits. 91/

The coordination and rev iew sectior, however, has had to rely
1

on "desk- audits" of *agency plans, 92/ which may not reflect_ all

4

deficiencies or needs for training and technical'

.assistance. 93/ The section has el.rluated\agency resources

89/ FY 83 Budget,Report, gp. 38-39; Oneglia Interview.,
.

Changing policies, as well as lack of staff could be a factor
delaying development of referral4talOards. For-changed
Division policies on referred cases, see disCussion of
standards for litigation under Title,VIII AO*.

. ..

.90/- Exec. Order No. 12,250, 11-302:
---

91/ Implementation Plan Comments, p. 6.

92/ Oneglia Interview. The Division reports that, under a .

policy adopted in 1982,-program monitors spend more time in.the
agencies than formerly. Reynolds October-Letter;'I. 13; ,..

Sullivan Oct. 26 Interview. Requested clarification of their
activitie and the relation of this initiative to onsiteaudits
conducted under former Title VI Coordination procedures was not
received in time for inclusion-in this repo t.

A

.'9 t- Budget Report, p: 39. The Division believes that
c

negotations:wliile plans were under development and an
esta ished "network" enabje the section to. identify technical

3 , assistance needs, Reynolds October Letter, pp. 13 -14. Itglso
-notes the sectionhas reviewed 3 major agencies civil rights
training prugrams and plans, to review others shortly. Ibid.,
p.. 14.

, .
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through such audits. 94/ It, however, has no systematic

procedure for monitoring ageneY information needs so that it

could raise concerns'with the Office pf Minagement and Budget

if such, needs were being denied by inadequate funding or

pressures to reduce paperwork. 95/ The'section instead

94/ eglia Interview. .Agencies are'required to Provide. the
1

.

On

I

section', copies of their annual' reports submitted under OMB ,

i Circular No., A-111-53. (last year submitted under OMB Circular.

No. A-1113..2)4 U.S.,. Department of Ju4ticeijCivil Right's
Division, CoordinItion and keviewSectionuideline.fOr-i.

'Agency Implementation.Plans Requir'ed'by ExedUtive-Order'12250,
v 'Leadership and Coordinatioreof Nondiscrimination Laws,'"
1 undalidi(aent to agencies ,Dec. 4,, 1981), p. 12. .'These reports

\. inditatdkhat activities agencies' civilrights enforcement
° budgets have:supported and what activities would be supported

by the budgetsthey haVe.proposed.under Office of Mail,soemerit
and. Budget (OMB)spending guidelines. For an example, see /.

7\ Harry M. Singleton, Assistant Secretary for Civilltights,
\Department of EducatiOn,..letter to' Marialice Williams Daniels,
Acting AssistantDillectOr for CivilRights- OMB, Nov:. 12, 1982,,.1.

eneioeure. The coordination section ii, the past was
\ . -- %
responsible forreviewing'Federaliassistance agencies' 'A-11-53
reports and making budget recommendations to'OMB.
US. Commission on Civil Rights' staff notes on OMB workshop,
Aug. 24, 1981 tmaintained in Commission file&). 'OMB this year
indicated no interest in the section's assq,ssments. Oneglia.

, \ ,: . .

dinterview. .It is unclear, therefore, whether this:activity
.

*i.4 cohtinue.' For the importance of 'coordinationagency
- ,

involvement. in the budget deveAopment-process.; seen; Extend
Federal Financial Asaistanee, pp. 713-24.

4 .

95/ dneglia/Interview. For concerns that recent budget cuts
and 01!" revieys.under the- Paperwork Reduction Act could deny.-
agencies. information needed to enforce civil rights . ,..

..effectiely,'see Arthun S. Flemming, Chairman, v.p, Commission

\.

on'Civil Rights,statementhefore theSubcommittee on Census
and Population of the House CoMmittee on the Post .Office.and
Civil Service, Mar.'16,- 1982; John dope III, ACting Staff
Director, U.S.' Commission on Civil Rights, litters to Nathaniel
Scurry, C ief, R'eports Management 'Branch,. Office,of Information
and Regult4Ory Affairs, OMBIOet. 22% 1982 and Jim J. Tozzi,
Deputy Adronistratoi-/Offite of ,Information and Regulatory
.Affairs, OMB, Dec.W2, 1982.

go3 ,-
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will rely on agencies to call such data collection pr4lems to

its Attention. 96/

. -
Wittiout more staff, othe2 coordination functions also will

remain limited and somewhat reAtive: The .Executive order, for

example, requir&s Just ice to in...tiate cooperative prog tams

,
among agencies, in part .by developing model agreements they

could adopt : 97/ The coordination section has developed 1 such

model that could minimize duplicatiye inve)skkations and allow

- agencies. to target,Eheir enforcement resources more

effectively. 98/ The section, however, does not plan

,

systematically to ,identify areaswh6re it would be appropriate

and.act if:agreements are not under discussion. 99/
.

,

In FY 84, as in late FY 83, the coordination section will

focus on regulations all Federal agencies must'Issue to.carry

out their responsibility for ensuring against handicap.

96/f Oneglia Interview.. r

91/',Exec. Order No. 12125Q, §1-207. v
i' . ..-

0 II

98/ :.The mode agreement provides for 1 agen6f-orimore to
i

delegate certd n enforcement responsibilitIes to a "lead" ,
I.... ,..,

agency. There are such. agreements already in effect. The ' I,

model, however,:might stimulate mere. and would*provide, a bas ism I
'

for. updating existing agreements. Ted Nickens, Deputy Chief
for.Compliance, Coordination and Review Section, interview

_ 31/4

Mar. 4, 1983'. ,. -.

99/ Ibid. 4. As in the past, however, the 'section will at-times
suggest activities appropriate for,delegation. Ibid.; Reynolds
October Letter, p. 14.
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discrimination in the programs they cdnduct. 100/ While such

+4.

regulations.are long overdue, 101/ this effort is unlikely to .

result in highly effective enforcement because the, DiVision is

tacitly encouraging agencies to narrow the scope of Federal

civil rights protections and limit affirmative obligations to

provide equal opportunity. 102/ Although the Division believes"

Congress intended to establish the same nondiscrimination

obligations for the Federal government as for recipient of

1UU/ Oneglia Interview.

101/ Section 504 was amended in 1978 to cover
federally-conducted as well as federally-assisted prograrifs.

29 U.S.C. 6794. (gupp. V 1981). Aceordidg to the Division,

"only a handful" ot/ the approximately 90 agencies responsible

4or issuing regulations underrthe 1978 amendments have done.

so. fteynolds DAV Speech. The Division has sent agencies a

prototype regulation they may adopt with only minor additions

and adjustments. Lbid, It expects them to issue regulations

similar to the prototype. Reynolds October Letter, p. 12.

tU2/ For major deficiencies in the prototype and in the

procedure of issuing it without notice or opportunity for

public comment see, John Hope III, Acting Staff Director, U.S,

Commission on Civil Rights, letter -to William Bradford

kertolds III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights

Divieion, Aug. 15, 1983 (hereafter cited as Section 504

Prototype Comments). The Division earlier circulated to

affected agencies and other interested parties draft section

504 coordination regulations for federally-conductediprograms.
William Bradtord Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney General,

Civil flights Division, letter to Lawrence B. Glick, Solicitor,

U.S. Commisstnn on Civil Rights, Mar. 26, 1982 (hereafter cited

as Reynolds/Ray Letter), enclosed "Notice of Proposed

Rulemsking: Coordination of Enforcement of Nondiscrimination on

the ',Said of Handicap in Federally Conducted Programs;"

Reynolds October Letter, p". 12. Wiese, however, paralleled the.

draft section 504 regulations for federally-assisted programs

that aubsequently were withdrawn. Reynolds 'May Letter.

CUOChtS on them, therefore, should not be regarded as a

substitute for comments on the prototype, especially because

the general public had no opportunity for_involvement.
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Federal funds0103/ use of its prdtotype would result in lower

standards for Federal agencies than tor'the programs they.

assist. 104/ In coordination, therefore, as'in other areas,

both additional resources and changed policies would be

necessary for the Division fully to carry out its crucial civil

rights responsibilities.

ti

103/ William Bradford Reynolds III, Assistant Attorney
General, Civil Rights4Division, letter to Clarence M. Pendleton
Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Apr. 1, 1983.

104/ /Section 504 Prototype Comments. The Division objects to .
this/assessment of the prototype because it believes deviations
from section 504 guidelines for federally-assisted programs are
justified by court rulings since those guidelines were
published. It also suggests there is no inconsistency between
standards because section 504 regulations for
federally-assisted programs also will be enforced according to
those rulings. Reynolds October Letter, pp. 12-13. The
Commission believes the Division has adopted unnecessarily
restrictive interpretations of the rulings and that other
discrepancies cannot be accounted for by developtents in case
law. Section 504 Prototype ComMents.

200
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CONCLUSION

For over 2 years, the Commission 111.r reported that actual

.

and proposed buaget4s for FederL civil rights enforcement were

inadequate to-alleviate. longstanding probl4as. 1/ This latest

review of select4d agencies' performance and plans indicates

4
real, progress in some areas reflecting Changed leadership

commitments, management operations, and caseload demands.
. .

,

Progress based on such factols, however, obviously has limits.

In view of these andzIgrowing problem in other areas,..the

I ,

Commission believes its earlier conclusions also appiy to the

proposed FY 84 budget. 2/

1/ See generally 6.S.,_Commission oh Civil Rights: Civil

Rights: IA National,Not A Special Interest (1981) (hereafter

_ cited-as-FY 82 Budget Statement)_ and The Federal tivil Rights
Enforcement Budget: Fiscal Year 1983 (1982) (hereafter cited as
FY 83 Budget Report).

2/ In responding to earlier drafts pf chapters in this report,
several agencies objected to thf conclus on they needed more

. resources for specific activities, suggesting that increased'

effiCiencies or revised assessments of these. activities
invalidated their previous higher 'estimates of resource

requirements. Harry M. Singleton, Assistant Eecretary for-
Rights,-Department of Education, letter to Linda Chavez,'

Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Sept. 23,

1983, p. 4; Betty.Lou Dotson, Director, Office for Civil
Rights, Department of Health and Human-Services, letter to
Linda Chavez, Oct. 7, 1983, p. 1; William Bradford Reynolds
III, Assistant Attorney General, Civil Rights'Division,
Department of Justice, lette'r to Linda Chavez, Oct. 11, 1983,

p. 11 (hereafter cited as Reynolds October Letter). Other
they,agencies raised more general objections to the implication h

should receive more resources. Antonio Monroig, Assistant
Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity, Department, of

Housing and Urban Development, letter to Linda Chavez, Sept.

19, 1983, p. 2 (hereafter cited as Monroig Letter); John Seal

Management Director, Equal Employment Opportunity commission,
lettetto LindaChavez, Sept. 13, 1983, p. 1. The Commissidn

believes that limits in major enfoFcement activities under

current and proposed resource levels support its conclusion

that budgets for the selected agencies are inadequate.

20 7
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'Question's 'about the reliability %f available data pgeclude

detailed assessment of total Federal civil.rights enfordement
1

,

spending. 3/ 'Proposed and FY 83 appropriations for the
A

6 agencies reviewed, however, offer some perspettive on the

_iotals. According to OMB, the-administration expected $607.3

million to be.spent for Federal civil rights 'enforcement. in

FY 83, $43.1 million more than ft FY 82. 4/ Thiesfigure,
>

however, does not necessarily indicate a similncrease in

budget proposals submitted-to Congress. 5/ Under the.proposed

FY 83.budget., the 6 agencies reviewed for this report would

have received appropriations totaling only $3.1 million

more..6/ It thus seems clear the reported increase did not

'

3/ See discussion of publisheNd data on civil rights .

en- forcement spending,, l', and correspondelice with the
andOffice lif Management. Old Budget (hereafter OMB) appended.to
:-..

this report.

4/ Exectitive Office of,the President, OMB, Major Themes and
Ad- ditional Budget Details Fiscal Year 1984, undated,p. 127 I

(hereafter cited as Major Themes,). This figure includes
spending by the U.S.'Postal:Service,:and.the legislative brancllil,
as well as;Executive branch agencies. .

I

,...

5/ The OB.figure represdnts projected outlays, not
1

appropriations'requested in the alministrationi& budget. .

'Outlays are what agencies actuall. spend, They can be higher
than 4opriatione'because agepcies may have funds left over
from previous appropriation, receive payments due, or :I.

otherwise obtain.more funds than-lConOess allocates to them lin
any given year.. Thus, for example,.the.FY 83 increase in total
outlay's projected. for; the agencies reviewed in this report was
well over 5 limes greater than the total fncgease in.

i

appropriation& requested foi' them. OMB did not publish the',
administratiop's total FY 83 appropriations requests for..ciii. ,

rights enforcement activities./ - :-. 1

,. ...66/ Only 5 of the agencies' would havc shared in this increase..
The administration proposed a reduction in,the'budpet for Ithe
Education.Department'S Office for Civil Rig (hereafter !OCR).

4:Liii . I
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trlov .

,
4 ..

'

'' T)

. .

'P. represent plans for substantially enhanced Aupport for agencies

not

with major responsibilities for proteoting the public'irom

illegal discrimination. d
;

As table 13 shows, Congress'adopted moat7&f.the .

administration's proposals, proVided 1,1arger increase than

' ..requested. The sum of its decisions increased total
.

,11

appropriations for the 6 agencies reviewed .by $8.4 million over

. A

FY 82.. 2f. With. this increase, the agencies reviewed .had.a

total of approximately $17.1 million. (5.6 Rercent) more in
+ 00..

FY 83 than in FY 80; 8/ -

Inflation must be accounted for in assessing this increase;

however. While no formula has been developed to measure.the.

particular effects of inflation on Federal civil rights

enforcement budgets, Congressional Budget Office Gross National
fi

Product deflators can give a general sense of trends in

agencies' actual speneng power. 9/ Using the appropriate'.'

deflator to adjust for 'inflation; 4 of the 6.agencies reviewed

7/ This figure is so much higher than the administration's
proposed budget for the agencies principally because the
administration bubseluently requested and. Congress granted
supplemental 'appropriatiods for builtin increas9s such as

, salaries.

a/ Not all 6 agencies shared in this increase, however. In

0 FY 83, the Education Department's =Chad $9.1 million less
than the estimated resources used for civil rights enforcdment

in education during most of FY 80.. 'U.S.,.Department of
Education, op", "Salaries and Expenses, 11 Year History of OCR

Appropriatiolls," undated.

9/ For discussion of the use and limits of these formulas, see

chapter` 1.

20j
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Table 13

Changes in Federal' Civil Rights. Enforcement Spending
In Selected Agencies

1982 1983

in.thousands.of dollars)

.Health and Human Services/OCR# 19,716 21;513

Q

/
44 .

Department/Agency (Actual) (Proposed) sr.

Ed cation/OCR $145,038 $ 44,868
. /

Housing and Urban 'J
Deimlopment/FHEO 27,304 .27,832
,

'
.

Labor /OFCCP. 43,150 42,614

. .

`Equal Employment Opportunity- 144,739 144,937
= Commission , 4' -

.,, ,
_

Justice/CRD 47,499 16822
.. 7 -1. & __, .

TQTAL. .7 297i4A . -J0,586'

1

(Actual

$ 44,

5'

.10

21;513

28,962 '

N

43,815 b/

147,421 11,/

19,233 b/
-.,_

305,812

-a/ Figures represent appropriations originally proposed to Congress.

b/ Figure includes requested.iupplemental appropriations granted by'
'Congress.

SOURCES: For FY 82 and FY 83 actual appropriations see tables 1, 3,
5, 7, 9, and 11. IFoi FY 83 proposed and supplemental appropriations
see U.$,t, Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights, "Salaries
and Expenses," undated p. 299; U.S., Department ,of Health -and Human
Services, "Justifications of Appropriation Estimates for Committee on
Appropriations, Fiscal Year 1983, Departmental Management, Office for
Civil Rights,",undated, p. 108; U.S., D artment of Housing and Urban
DeirelopMent, Co ressional Justificatio for 1983 Estimates (March
1982), pp. P-1, Q-1; Ellen Shong, Direc , Office of'Federal
Contract Compliance Programs, Department nf Labor, letter to John
Hope III,,, Acting Staff Director, U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,`.
,--Mar.-25, 1983; David A. Rutherford, program analyst, Division of
Program Analysis, Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs,
telephone interview, Oct. 26,.:1983; Equal Employment Oportuhity
Commission, 1983 Budget Submitted to the Congress of the United
States (1982), p. 3; U.S., Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division, "Salaries' and Expenses, General Legal ACtivities," undated,
p. 164; and'James Sullivan, legislative counsel, Civil Rights
Division, telephone interview, Oct. 23, 1983.
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r would appear`' to have'incurred ldsses totalling over $42 million
. .

.
*

(more than16 petcent) of their actualepending"pbwer for

.

enforcement +08 FY 80. 10/
---. .

Staffingalevels may be a clearer measure than k

i
.

1

I
, appropriations of budgetary support for Federal civil right

), '

enforcement because staff .art su h i vital resource. In FY,83,
. .

.

5.
-

,6.of the agencies reviewed lost authori/ied positions,,11/ and
*

A
all had fewer authorized positionsthan 24n,focmer years. Since

ky 80, in fact,.tAeir total authoriZed strengtIthad declined

more than ,21. percent. The OCRs in the\Departments of e )

400"

Education and Health and;Human Services, moreover, had lost
*

funds formerly used o supplement staff with contract

personnel. According to OMB, the, administration expects .A32.2

a

I

10/ These agencies were the OCRs in the Departments of
Education and Health and Human Services, the Labor Department's.
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (hereafter
OFCCP),"and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

(hereafter.EEOC). Compared to.FY 80, the Justice Departmentl&
Civil Rights Division had approximately 3 percent more spending
-power and the Department Of Housing and Urban Development's
Office of_ FEir Rousing and Equal Opportunity (hereafter.FHEO)
approximately 6 percent more. Tie latter, however, had lost
spending power since.. FY 81. Commission staff derived these-
estimates by dividing the agencies' appropriations by a factor
that accountscfor.annual inflation rates since FY 80. .

Deflators for each fiscal year through FY 84 were provided by
Steven Zeller, economist,..Fisc A alysis DiviOon,
Congressional Budget Office, toneone interviilw, June 30, 1983.
11/ Only the Department of Hea/th and Human Services' OCR had
as many authorized positions as in FY 82. The others had'a
total of 263 fewer positiOns in FY 83 than in FY 82..

-211:
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million to.be spent for Federal civil rights enforcement in FY
o .

84. 12/' The proposed budget included A $2.8 million decrease

for the Education Department's OCR, a smaller decrease f

FHEO, 13/ and increases totalling $13.7 million-for the other 4

agencies reviewed. With rough'adjustments for, inflation,

however, only thest,ice Department's Civil Rights Division

would receive an increase large enough.to
.

offset recent losses

ctual spending power dqe to inilation. 14/ Even this .

`increase, ioreover, would falrfar.short4of restoring positions

lost since FY 80. 15/ Including the Division's slight gain,.

the proposed FY 84 budget for the 6 agerkies reviewed,would

represent a loss possibly approaching $43 million in actual

spending power since FY 80. 16/ Though most of the agencies

would, ha4e more 'funds than in FY 83, their total authorized

MR. t

r

12/ Major Themes, p. 127. This is an outlay figure based on
the adoption of the administration's proposed budget, notthe .-

total' of requested appioprAtions in the budget. As in
previous years, OMB did not- publish total requested

. appropriations.

13/ FLIEO, which received a hi
Administration recommended, would lose $287,000 under the
proposed FY 84 'budget.,

fs,1
TY 83 approprimtion than the

14/ When the Division's proposed
using' the congressional Budget Off

.

Approximate/y $1-.4 million more in
the proposed budget than.it had in

appropriation is adjusted
ice formula, it would have:,
actual ;1:ending Dower under
FY 80,

15/. Of the 52 positions the Division has lost since FY 80, 15-
mould,bg restored.

.k
16/, This estimate, like others in this report, is based on e!.'
Congressional Bddget Office formula de.1.!eloped for the national
economy and,, therefore, should not be take as an exact figure.

21 i
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,

-c

staffing strength would, remain unchange'd. 17/
.. ,

Civil-rights enforcement
pri
oblems cannot be rebolved simply

.00

by increasing funding. 18/ Without,comMitments to strong,

Federalinea4ershirand efficient management, additional fund's.

may leave such problems untouched. Similarly, diEElining .

resources do dot necessarily measuch problems will grow-.
,seik .

worse. Th t is why, it is, necessary to look beyond' budget

figures eb the activities they support, review them agaist

tstandici needs, and, on this basis, assess the

pro osed resources. -Such assessments must* be tentative.

Available performance _indicators often Ao.potcyieldsufficient

informafion weffectiveness, and data on the, extent of

'discrimination problems are very incomplete. 19/ Current

demands, moreover, do not always predicteutUre workloads

accu rately. 20/ Factors, less directly related to resource

17/ TheHealth and Mumtn Service
15 positions, the same number the
gain.

Department's OCR would lose
Civil Rights Division would

18/ FY 82 Budget Statement, p.. 47; Clarence Pendleton, Jr.,
"S- tatement Releas4ng The Federal Civil Rights Enforcement
Tudget:, Fiscal Year 1983," May 27; 1982;13.4.

19/ Inadequacies in these data. Limit civil rights enforcement,\
as well as budget and peeformance assessments, because agencies
cannot effectively target compliance reviews, technical
assistance, and other types of interventions they initiate
without.a clear overall picture of compliance problems. .For
concerns about resource and 'policy limits on civil 'data

collections, see chapteri 2, 3, 5 and.7. For the need to
monitor this area systematically; see chapter 7..

20/ In several of Ehe
com- plaints droppedOff
years. Their workload
inaccurate.

reviewed agencies, for example,
sharply after rising, for a number of
projections, therefore; 'roved

213
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ti'% demands also may affect performance significantly. Policies

pursue\d by-the'justice'Department,,fOr example, establish key
,

. , ,I
.

. .

.civi rights enforcement trends.that shape othir agencies!.

activities and, their results.

General conclusions about Federal 'civil rights performance

an& plans also are difficult to make because;agencies'

resRonses to budgetary constraints differ according totheir,'
A

establiShed obligations, procedures, actual and expected
/1

Workloads, and other important-factors, including leadership.

4,Such.ZOnclusibris therefore, cannot apply equally and in the
r

same manner to every agency reviewed.. They, nev1 ertheaess,,may
.,,

IL
-

provide a useful overview of the adequacy and uses .of Federal
. / , .

civil rights enforcement resources. '' ,

, /

. , % ...,:l

/
:

All agencies report efforts to increase efficiency, such as

/

streamlineddprocedures, enhanced staff respon/sibilities,-
1 .. /

. . ,

stricter performance standards, and reorganizations to
.//,

eliminate.oiierlapping .functions. Since ttlese generally still.

,

1 are in` he' planning stages or barely under/way, their results
IL 4

1
cannotet be assessed. 21/ Some, howevet, hold out the

prospect of concentrating resources more/' effectively: 2/

.

/

21/ Preliminatrevaluations also were hampered by inadequate
See, 4' for:example, discussions of Ixpedited

complaint resolution procedures adopted byithe 9CRs in the
Departments of Education and,Health and Human rvices,
chapters 2 actd 3. Information ne0ed to assess the qualitative
results of pew approachesalsokwaS lacking.

:

22/ For an example of a promising
government-wide complaint referral
Justice 'Department and EEOC, ciped
report..

%,
/

initiative, see the
rule developed by the
in chapters 6 and 7 of this
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Others, seem unrealistic or suggest that levels of activity may

be increased at the expense of thoroughnest.23/ ,

However warranted, increased .efficiency seems unlikely to
t

compensate adequately for declining resources. Recent

performance and plans.of the agencies reviewed indicate

persistent and, in some areas, growing problems. Improvements

set, in motion have been limited and could be reversed under the
- 2 /

,

proposed FY 84 budget,and the priorities it reflects.,
. ,

.
.

. .

i
PreoccupationWith individual discrimination complaints

for example, has been a longstanding problem. Faced'with'Iarge

N backlogs of accumulated old complaints. and mounting volumesof
0

new compiaints,.agencies, often have been Unable to meet

complainants' needs for prompt relief or commit epugh

re sources to more effective activities, such as efforts'to

eliminate widespread patterns and Practices of discrimination.

Declining plaint receipts have helped alleviate this problem

in some agencies, including the OCRs in,the Departments of

EduCation and Health and Human ServicesAd OECCP. 24/

Increasing caseloads and diminished resources ininthers,

237 For questions about the fea4bility of projected increases
in activity, see discussion of FHEO plans for complaint
investigations and compliance reviews,,. chapter 4. For
compromises in thoroughness to increase activity, see
discussions of scaled back reviews by the Health and Human
Services Department's 'OCR,, diminished results of OFCCP'
compliance reviews, and adverse effects of expedited complaints
procegsing on EEQC litigation, chatters 3, 5, and 6.

24/ Agency staff and membersof Civil rights organizatiOns
have various theories about this decline. Further research
'would be reqVired to develop a reliable explanation however.

215
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hoviever,...have hindered recent effortsjo resolve it. 25/

Such problems would be aggravated undef the proposed gY 84

c"-, budget not only by inadequate istaffing, .but alai) by reduced

y.
.funding for State and local-enforcement agencies 'to participate

p
in gederal complaints processing as Congress intended., 26/

Plans toAencourage greater State agency involvement in other

areas akready have been scaled back or Aelayed,by lack of .

funds. Despite the consistency of such plans with current .

administration policies and the importance of'State agency

-compliande activities, the proposed FY 84 budget wouldaprovide

no additional funds to support them.

Compliance' reviews to correct widespread 4erious

4

discrimination problems have increased inscime areas as staff .

losses.have.been,offset by-declining complaint receipts and,

perhaps, 'management improvements. The Education Department's

25/ See, for example, fl cussions of pereistent problems in
FHEO complaints processing and EEOC efforts,to eliminate its
,backldg of complaints received before 1979, chapters 4 and 6.

26/ Title VII-11 the Civil Rights Act of 1964, provides for
def rali of Federal actionon employment complaints to afford
St a e and Local agencies the tim`to remedy'the discrimination
un er State and local laws. 42 U.S.C...1§2000e-5(c), (d) (1976
El/Hupp. _V 1981). The statute also, proVides for Federal funding
.6f:State and local agencies to enable them to assist with
enforcement of Federal law. 42 T.S.C. §2000e-8(b) (1976). .

/Title VfII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 contains similar
provisions for hoUsing discrimination complaints. 42 U.S.C.
S§3610(c), 3616 (1976). 'For problems resulting froieduced
funding for such agencies and laci6of Federal staff to oversee
them; see chapters 4 and 6. Congressalso has assigned States
a role in.resolving complaints of discrimination inmost health
and human services block grants. Omnibus Audget Reconciliation'
Act of 1984 42 U.S.C.- §§300w77, 300579, 708; '8625, 9906 (Supp.
V 1981). or delays in implementing the block grant
requirements, see' :3._2 f
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OCR, for example,.began 50 perednt more reviews in FY 82 than

in FY 81, arid probably maintained if not exceeded this enhanced

level in FY 83. In other'critical.ireasm,however,.

.investigationS of discriminatory patterns and 'practites have

declined. In some, they have become virtually negligible., For-
e

example, in FY 82, despite evidelpe Ol"Widei4read housing

FHEO reviewed just 2 percent of the projects

, j
whose civil Tights coTpliapceit must Oversee._ In the first

half of FY 83, it began reviews of'fewer than 0.1 -percent.

Some agencies that have increased reviews, moreover, are

achiejing less corrective action than in the past. 28/ Other

types of reviews, such as preaward reviews to prevent Federal

funds from flowing to discriminatory activities, also have been

reduced.

Such effective activities would remain limited and perhaps

c,declineunder the proposed FY 84 budget, leaving large-scale
° - J . .

discrimination problems unresolved aashiffing, the enforcement J.

. . .
. .

burden to victims of di)3,strimination who can ill-afford private

,

. ..,

27/ This increased effort, 'however, sfill covered only 8
. percent ofthe institttions the agency had good reason to

- ° believe should be investigated for serious violations of major

civil rights-requirements.
+

. . C°
. . . -

28/ See discussion of reducedOFCCP conciliation agreements
and financial settlements, chapter 5. 'See. also'discuss4on of

limited remedies achievable through narrowed reviews. initiated '
by the Health and Human -Services Department's OCR, chapter.3.

1
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suits to secure their rights. 2'9/ To this extent, the proposed

budget'wonld fail to. support basic objectives of Federal civil .

rights laws.
.a

Technical assistance to encourage voluntary civil rights

compliance has been limited.as-well. Some substantial efforts

to'clarify compliance,obligations and inform protected

indi4iduals ofetheir rights, in fact, have been' virtually..

'decimatd by budget cuts during the last several years. 30/

1\1: 7Natiodgh 3 agencies discussed here report plans to increase

-

teehnical assistance in FY 84 and a fourth promises a "sizable"

program, they would receive no additional resources for this

purp6sd. They, -thus, could not launch vigordus programs to
f

improve, awareness of civil rights requirements-withOU furtherr

limiting othtr activities the must conduct to fulfill their

statutory enforcement oblig tions.
.

Finally, activities to el

duplication in Federal civil
----.:_

severely restricted.. FHEO ha

coordination responsibilities

have had_to scale back or pos

iminate inconsistency, and

rights enforcement have been

s taken no action to carry-out

. Other coordination agencies

tpone initiatives at least in

a

ti

its

o

part

.29/ For particular concerns aboUt the burden borne by priirate-
parties due to inadequate Pederal'government.efforts, sqe
.discussions of changed enforcement policies.bythe Health and
Litman Service Department's OCR and voting rights.enforcetlient by
the-Civil Rights Division, chapters 3 and 7. See alto.

discussion of limited litigation by EEOC, chapter 6.-

30/ See discussion of technical assistance 'provided by OCR in
the Department of Health, Educations and 1461kare and
subsequently in the Department of Education, chapter 2.
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bo,A43v state wvre available foc only a few pressing tasks. As
4'

4 triltsli, standardized investigation tools; recordkeeping

--juitesisents. intormation sharing systems, and other procedures

to ,.--nsule eki,forcement re soiirces are used efficiently and

withoot ifcposiny, undue burdens have not'been developed`. -3,1/

1lo4ei FY MA coordination plans, many such procedures still

voill.1 lociung.

nuuot restrictions are not the only factor limiting

rfirk'itve civil rights enforcement. Coordination, for example,

also has been undermined by Civil Rights Division efforts to

redu:r compliance requirements in establishing consistent

eutot,;ement of section.504 prohibitions against handicap

410c.timinatiott. Indeed, the Commission believes a wide range

of Pedetal civil rights enforcement efforts have been

ircrpattlixetl at least as much by Division policies as by recent

rpoutce constraints. Although the Division has shown strong

k:ommitmvnts in some areas, such as criminal civil rights

proitroAions, in others it has sought to restrict both

scope of FAeral civil rights protections and required remedies

for discrimination. In choosing to adopt narrow

interpretations of Federal civil rights authority rather than

seeking to confirm broad authority, it has reversed enforcement

31/ For delays in plans to develop such procedures and other
limited leadership activities, see discussions of coordination
by the Health and Human Services Department's OCR, EEOC, and
the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division, chapters 3,-46,
and 7.
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policies pursued for nearly a quarter of a century by

andand Democratic administrations alike.
N,\

Because enforcement efforts have narrowed through such

complex Interactions of resource shortages aFd policy

preferences, increased budgets alone will not achieve the

objectives of Federal civil rights laws. Major agencies'

recent performance and plans, ho0e*er, indicate the

administration aid Congress carefully should consider the need

for increases on a case-by-case'basis. Through analysis of

particular agency obligations and indicators of agency

capabilities to fulfill them, resources can be appropriately

adjusted and targeted to improve civil rights enforcement. An

.outcome of such analysis is exemplified by the larger FY 84

budget Congress has adopted for the Education Department's

OCR. 32/

Several agencies reviewed for this report suggested their

resource levels-were.justified because other priorities compete

with civil rights enforcement and yst-cutting has been greater

in some other areas, a view also advanced by OMB. 33/ The

32/ Rather than cutting this agency's budget, as propose , the
House and Senate have agreed on an FY 84 appropriations b.11
that would provide a $4.5 million increase. H.R. Rep. No 422,
98th.Cong., 1st Sess., 129 Cong. Rec. H8466 and S14310 (drlily
ed. Oct. 20, 1983). For evidence of'the detailed consideration
of obligations and activities leading to this increased
support, see S. Rep. No. 247, 98th'Cong., 1st Sess. (1983).

33/ Monroig Letter, p. 2; Reynolds October Letter, p. 1;
Michael J. Ho owitz, Counsel to the Director, OMB, letters to
Clarence M. P dleton, Jr., Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil

/Rights, June 2 1982, p. 2, and Aug 27, 1982, pp._1-2.
k l'-,-) , 220
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Commission, however., berieves civil.rights enforcement is a

uniqueFederal obligation grounded in a history of

discrimination and established constitutional andtatutory

commitments Co ovelcome it. TherefoFe, while the Commission

recognizes the need to controliFederal spending, it does not
4
believe budgets to carry out these Commitments should be

controlled by economies imposed in other areas. 34/ The better
.. - . ...

, .
,

I

measure is whether such budgets adequately support sting
, ...

efforts against persistent discriminatA.

Deficient Federal civil rights enforcement is not a new

problem. /It grows more urgent, however, as vital promises of

equal opportunity remain unfulfilled, shaking faith in this

Nation's guarantees of liberty and justice for all.

34/ FY 82 Budget Statement, pp. iii-iv, 123.
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.4.
STATEMENT-OF CLARENCE M. PENpLETON, JR. ON FEDERAL-CIVIL RIGHTS
COMN1TMENTS: AN ASSESSMENTOF ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES AND 1

PgRFORMANCE.

It is important .to state for the record that this report
. has o been prepared and published in this format since .

President took office. All comparisons in this report
are* based on a benchmark of 080.- 1980 was a Very unusual

- year. It was an electi n4Year, and we all know thatdelection
=years produce higher tha .usual budgets. It was alscea year
that America sufferedkan extremely high inflation rate, more

Nt than 12%. To compare1983 budget allocations-with Ithose of
1980 is faulty no matter what are used.tO offset the
differences.

,:.

My basic criticism of this report is that it will be
interpreted by some a an audit of federal\expenditures for
civil rights enfrxtement4 It is not an audit and /even the.

. staff at the Commission is honest- enough to\admit,that-theY are
unable to perform an audit. The limitations preventing such an
audit-are a lack of staff capability, resources and time.

Considerable time has been spent by staff analyzing what
they believe will happen and measuring disparities in'staffing
patterns and line item budget dollar amounts; but, --and I
stress.this.point--no 'ustained research, has been undertaken,
certainly no rigorous empirical testing, to justify the
original assumption.

The introduction states that cut backs cannot, be offset by
improved management techniques, cost effective 'investigations*
and better coordination. How can this judgement be made
'without performing a cost benefit 'analysis? It is my firm
belief that enforcement effectiVeness can onlybe measured by
an analysis of.results.

No mention is made of the fact thee 'of the six agencies
studied, all except one are headed by Reagan appointee's who are
members of protected classes. If the situation were truly,
untenable would they lie? The report leads .the reader to

" r' believs they might. I.,find this truly objectionable.
believe the men andwomen who head these agercy civil rights
divisions would scream loud and often if they were forced by
this President or any member of his administratito ignore ,/
civil rights abuses and curtail enforcement./

In fact, the only hard data in the report, the number/of
complaints, investigatiOns, compliance 'reviews, litigation,
etc. prepared by each of,the six agendies studied, is relega,d
to footnotes and.letters in the, appendix. The body of the

\\,I
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report contains little or no empiricalNdata. It is filled with
'the notion ofjgome vague standard about what could be achieved
with'unlimited resources. 4

Finally.. I would like to propose that this agency find the
resources for designating a model that would fairly audit civil
rights enforcement effectiveness, policies and programs. Are.

this President's policies and programs tantamount to a rollback
in civil rightS,enforcement? tf an audit determines that there
is a roflbackinclil rights enforcement, I would not hesitate

'to challenge this administration t'o change. its programs and
policies. However, I am unwilling to do this-without hard data

. to support this charge..

a

41
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STATEMENT OF MARY FRANCES BERRY, BLANDINA CARDENAS RAMIREZ,
JILL'S. RUCKELSHAUS, AND MARY LOUISE SMITH ON FEDERAL CIVIL '

RIGHT COMMITMENTS: AN ASSESSMENT OF ENFORCEMENT RESOURCES AND
PERFORMANCE

. As this report indicates, the Commission has evaluated and

puIlicly commented on Federal civil rights enforcement budgets

for many years. The Commission's interest in determining

whether Federal civil rights enforcement resources are adequate

and properly used is longstanding. The form ()fits assessments

has varied but not their purpose. We believe the Commission's

independent analyses are important because they can address

enforcement needs without compromises for competing priorities.

Similarly, the report Iollows past CommiSsion practice in

evaluating enforcement performance and budgets without regard

to personal characteristics of-agency heads. As in the past,

our evaluation is in no way dependent on such factors.

We believe the report is a balanced, thoroughly

.professional study conducted according to established-research

procedures and careful reviews for accuracy. Its conclusions

amply are supported by, the data presented., The staff have

shown their usual conscientiousness in analyzing, and including

wheke appropriate, the views of the affected agencies.

424



`APPENDIX A

In June 1982; the Commission issued The Federal Civil

Rights Enforcement Budget: Fiscal'Year 1983, an evaluation of

proposed FY 83 appropriations for Fe.deraltivil rights

enforcement. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB)

objected'to the' Commission's conclusions, particularly those

regarding; total enforcement' spending. This renewed an earlier

exchange'regarding the reliability and appropriate

interpretation of OMBci'vil rights budget data. The continuing

correspondence initiated by the commi'ssion's 1982 report is

reproduced here.

5.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C.

June 25, .1982-

Honorable Clarence Pendleton, Jr.
Chairman, U.S. Commission on Civil Rig is
1121 Vermont venue, N.W.
07ashington . 20405

4

Dear Mr. Pendleton:

The media, in reporting on.the Commission's Report entitled
"Federal Civil Rights EnforCement Budget: Fiscal Year 1983"
rtne.Report") have noted your doubts aoout the conclusioD that
the Report.demonstrates a lack of Administration commitmenttro
civil. rights enforCement. Your doubts were fully warranted.VI
am troubled that 0.48, as the President's budget agent, was not
afforded the opportunity. to review and respond to the Report
prior to its issuance.' Had OMB been.given such an,Opportunity,
which I understand has been extended in the case of prior
Commission reports, I belfeve that many of your dOubts would
haVe been confirmed.

First, the Report's central assertion that total Federal
expenditures'on civil rights activities have fallen since
FY 1980 is flatly incorrect. The SpeCial.Analysis' "J" -figure
for FY 1'§80, on which the Report was apparently based, includes
spending for non-civil rights activities that, in-the. interest
of accurate repbrting, the Administration excluded from the
FY 1981- 1983 totals. For example, the Administration
eliminated the past practice of,repOrting: all agency "upWard'
mobility" expenditures (most of which were employee development
expenses) as-civil rights expenditures. Deleting those
expenditures from the total for -'FY 1980; as 'they were..excluded°
from the totals for FY 1981-1983, shows that civil rights
expenditures as reported by agencies have actually increased:.

FY 1980 $511 million,
FY 1981 $520.7 million
FY 1982 - $522.5 million
FY 1983 $531.4 million.
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'Moreover, decreases in reported civil rights expenditures were
largelylimited_to agencies with only "internal EEO"
responsibilities. Resource IigureS for internal EEO are
inherently'"spft", because most ihte*na EEO programs, unlike
most external enforcement. programs, are not line items in agency
budgets,.and because many personnel perform EEO functions in
addition to otner dutieste.g., oersonnel). Internal EEO data,
theteforee are enormously susceptibile to inflation in given
years by agency managers, thereby making the overall'resource
'cigures`uSsid'in the Report Inherently unreliable. For example,.
internal LEO estimates.were larpely responsible for the
suspiciously large increase in civil rignts expenditures
reported between'FY 1979,and 1980, from $464 million,0 $553
million, an increase of 19% that was reported during an election
.year.

r .

.Second, the Report's analysis is frequently selecti4e,
incomplete6hd misleading. The statement that civil rights
expenditures declined from .09%io .07% from FY 1978 through the
.President's proposed budget is .a prime example. Federal outlays
are driven by factors such as entitlements, interest on debt,

..and national security needs that make it impossible to'guaran,tee
quota ,aliocatiOns for civilrights or any other spending.
Programs whose. levels are not. fixed by law. Simply while
:total outlays over that period were increased by $309:3 billion,
that figure was exceeded by increases in' payments to individuals
(social Secority'and otne entitlement - programs) ($159.3
b.illiOn), interest payment increases ($61 billion), and national
defense increases ($115..9 billion. All other spending declined
from $101..3 billiOn in 1978, Or 22.5% of total outlays; to $74.3
billion, or 9:8% of projected 1083 outlays. Indeed, due to the
rapid increase in spending on entitlements 'and interest, such.- .

expenditures declines equally sharply as p percentage-of,
domestic spending along (excluding defense): from 29% of total.
FY 1978 domestic outlays to 13% of such outlays in FY 1983.

Thus,, i.comparison with discretionary programs as a whole,
',civil rights programs have clearly-been favored. In fact, it is

apparent that this Administration has accorded a higher priority
to civil rightS activities: .

,

). . ..

Civil Rights Expenditures As 'a Percentages of Domestic
Spending for Purposes Other Than Entitlements and Interest

..

FY 1978 .4%
FY 1980 ,3%
FY 1983

z



I an enclosing a copy of Table 2, Composition of Budget Outlays
'in Current and Constant (Fiscal Year 1972) Prices: 1962-B5 from
the F1F 83 Budget in Brief, which details tnese trends.- As the
following chart indicates, the programsdiscussed in the Report
fared exceedinglywell in contrast to all other non-entitlement
oomestic outlays. This is true even for OFCCP, the only program
that was substantially reduced over the FY 80-83 period.

Difference Setween 19B0 (Actual) Expenditures and
Proposed ,1983 Expenditures'

program I % total Dollars
3CR.JED) --4%
-OCR VHS) . +2%
CR1) (D0J) .+24$
OFCCP (DOL) ' -16%
:CPC

.,.
+15%

Finally the'Reports basic premise, that Federal expenditures
for given. social objectives are an. ,index of either progress or
commitment,. has been discredited for Some time and is no more
valid for civil rights than amy other area of national. concern.
As the Commissidn'itself has documented (in.reports ranging from
the multi-volume Federal Civil Rights 'Enforcement Effort of.1973
througn the.Report itself), Federal civil rights 'pro'grams have
'too often .been characterized by absence of goals and_planning,
poor Management, and general inefficiency. Moreover, the
problems that the Administration inherited in the agency
prugralis discussed in theReport furnish particularly persuasive
evidence that-commitdent can be more accurately gauged oy
efforts to improve program effectiveness.

For example, as documented in the General Accounting Office's
recent report, "Continuing Financial ManageMent!Proolems at the
Equal. -7.m.ployMent .Opportunity Commission", tne EEOC has no
'effective-system for knowing how much it spends on a day to day
basis. GAO noted that the EE3C's financial management problems
alone- could result in underestimating the availability of fUnds
and "...unnecessary cancellation of programmed activities,
slippage, of re:4uire programsi and evens job losses for agency
employeee'.,

Indeed, the severity of.the problems at the EEOC prompted
Senator Hatch to observe that "This Administration- and this
committee have been criticized for lack of commitment toNcivil
rights, yet the record speaks otherwise... Because we ask
critical questions ... and take the stfdies of GAO Seriously, we
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are accused of being anti-civil rights. I must question Whether
those who criticize are also the same as those who( would allow
the conditions whiCh the GAO revealed at EE0C-p....continue,and
thereby.deny the services to the-people who heedthe assistance
!for whiCh..the agency was. created."

The relevance. Of.4enator Hatch's question clearly is not limited
'to-the,ECO.C. fhe Report's equation of increased expenditures
with increased effectiveness could have the effect,. if adopted
oy this Administration, Of exempting the programs discdssed by
the Report ,.rcrif the management evaluation and improvement now
being effected by this Administration throughdut the Government.
As Senator Hatch forcefully observed, such. an approach would be
deceptive, to the very Persons whose rights.the programs are

smeant to. secure. . . ,

I r-eemphafrize my disappointment that the work of the Commission
staff we not made subject to OMB view prior to its public
release.

.The-CommiAsion has the potential to aid in identifying and .

correeting shortcomings in the Federal government's 'civil rights
efforts. That potential is not .likely to be'reelized,.however,

Lby-tbe, unreviewei-release of data that may neither be correct
nor relevant.

,

I,believe that furtherfdiscussion is'in order and look forward
to speaKing with you on these. important 'matters.

7

Very truly yours,

Michael J. Horowitz
Counsel to the Director

4
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UNITED STATES eOMMISSioN ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Wasshiagton, D. C. 20425

AUG 1 0.1982

-Mr. Michael J. Horowitz
Counsel to the,Directot
Office of Managemebt and Budget
Washington, D.C. .20503

4,9

Dear Mr. Horowitz:

As you asked in our meestint and your June 25, 1982 letter, I have reviewed
your comments on our May report on. the Federal civil rights enforcement
budget for fiscal year1983. I am enclosing for your information a
detailed memorandum fram)the Acting Staff Director that I believe
addresses those concerns ap'propriately'

I w&s'delighted to meet with you last mon h and will be glad to hear from
- you further-on tflis or lany other issue of mutual interest.

Sincerely,

FENN%

CLARENCE M. PENDLETON,.JR.
Chairman

1

Enclosure

0+--



UNITED'STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

VASHING1 Oii. D. C. 20425

AUG 1 0 1982

MEMORANDUM, TO CHAIRMAN PE

FROM: JOHN HOPE III
Acting.Staff Dire ctor

STAFF DIRECTOR

SUBJECT :'. Response to 1Mi.chael Horowitz on Budget,- Report

Staff has studied the-points raised in the letter of June 25, 1982 from
Michael7Horowitz, Counsel to the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, to you about' the Commission's recent report, The Federal Civil

Rights Enforcement Budget: r.:Iscal Year 1983.. I hope this clarification

of the p4rpote4.4ind scope of ,tie report will be helpful and that wetan
follow it up.wi6h more effective liaiSon between staff of the Commission
and of the Offide of Management and of Budget on civil rights budget
matters and-other issues of mutual concern. e..

Mr. Horowitz's letter states that the report's brief introductory
tfeatmeat of overall trends in Federal. civil rights enforcement Spending
is inaccurate because it is based. on inflated fiscal.year 1980 data
'published in OMB's Special Analysis J (Civil Rights Activities). More
specifically, it notes that.the decrease in total civilrights spending
Shown in the Special. Analysis tables reflects OMB's exclusion of
expenditures for "upward mobility" programs, not anactual*decrease in
spending.for civil rights activitieS:.

'Footnote 10 of our budget report notes that Special Analysis J:data have
not always been reliable but that we'used them because.they were the-only

comprehensive data readily available. We were'somewhat surprised to learn
that OMB used a new method in the fiscal year 1981 Special Analyis for
calculating prospective expenditures without recalculating actual- fiscal
year 1980 expenditures accordingly. Adjusting our figures-to take account
of this difference, however, does not alter our conclusiOn'that spending
for civil rights enforcementhas not kept, pace with inflation. Using the

totals provided Co his letter, we estimate that the'proposed fitcal year,
1983 budget would represent a loss of -about 18'percent in actual apending
power for civil rights enforcement since fiscal year 1980, dompareceto
the nearly 25- percent decline we ettimated based on. OMB's published
totals.

The OMB letter argues also that th$ decreases in civil rights enfort,e-
ment spending reported in Special Analysis J reflect mainly reductions in
reported spending for "internal EEO" programs; rather than external diva 0

rights enforcement. The letter suggests that internal EEO data are :
-especially lible to exaggeration and, thus, to result in exaggerated
totals for previous-years: It is not clear.to us-that internal EEO .data
would skew multi-year trends,such as we reported; since any'liOilitfto
inflat4on would appear to,be a constant:arr.' .

232 /
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We agree, by the way, that internal EEO activities should. not be lumped
together with activities to enforce civil rights compliance outside the
Federal sector. We have recommended repeatedly that agencies be required
ti rt,ort them separately. Since revised Cirlar No. A-11-53 reflects
thi: tecomze:tdation, we were disappointed that Analysis J for
fiscal year 1963 did not yield more refined data

!iot knowing what comparisons Mr. Horowitz madam, we cannot respond in
detail to his statement that decreases were concentrated in agencies with
nly Internal EEO responsibilities. Taken alone, such deprease,
however, may be cause for concern because agencies need adequate
resources to improve opportunities for minorities and women in.rthe
rederal work force. Our 1981 study of equal opportunity in .the Foreign
!,;trvice, for example, suggested that additional resources might be
necessary to carry out State Department plans and our recommendations co
correct underrepresentationof minority and women Foreign Service
officers in middle and top-level positions.

Virtually all the agerw.ies Identified in Special Analysis J tables,
!,-/wever, have ci' rigits esponsibilities beyond %internal EEO. We are
(-.041cerned ifith not reporting expenditures to carry them out.-
i,Jrther, Al Mr. ltz acknowledges, budget cuts have extended to some
,zescles with v.ajor external enforcement responsibilities. Indeed, when

taken into account, all the agencies we studied in detail'
I1)4t tc5ources since fiscal year 1980.

H14 bV(A'ri4 ;?otst About bur report is that it presents civil rights
rnh.rcemr-cit cxpenditurys as a share of the total Federal budget, rather'

4 lbare of thil budget for discretionary domestic spending. Our
are his on analysis shows, is that civil rights enforcement

aekovnta for a tiny fraction of Federal spending. This point properly is
t/o?_/.:4 by comparing civil rights outlays tc all other outlays. Further,
ellircretIunary domestic programs are not the only budget items fat
-fleet priorities. We believe it would be misleading to place outlays

civil tifIhts enforcement in a context that excluded other major

fitowitt's ttlird point is that theCommission equates Federal
egpendItureu, iwitead of efforts to in4rease effectiveness, with civil
riots progre4a or commitment. On the contrary, as you made clear in
telcaoging the reportcivil rights enforcement problems cannot be
t,orietted simOy by -throwing money at them," and we fully appreciate the
rAlr4 ter routl Ve-'oral spending. Further, the agency-by-agency analyses
tlAtt cunatItuto the bulk of the report focus on the adverse impact of
ertliming resources ow"effectiJe enforcement activities, including
recently authorlie4 coordination activities that can prevent wasteful
eoplIcatIon and Inconsistency. They also show that agencies plan further
tt,thack In such activities in fiscal year 1983. We, therefore, clearly
Latadd our concerna un agencies' performance indicators and program plans,
,! gr*,3 4pcnd!ng levels.
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Commission staff remains concerned about management problems-in civil-
rights enforcement and believe that improvements are necessary and
possible. We also will continue to explore more cost-effective
alternatives for promoting civil rights compliance and hope our
conclusions will assist the Administration in improving enforcement _

prOgrams. As you stated in releasing our report; however, alternative
methods "take time, to develop . . . and must be catefully evaluated ',,.,

before they are put in place."

In'response to Mr. Horowitz's disappointment that this report was: not
subjected to 0MB review before its release, let me note again that the
data it presents were drawn from OMB's\published budget documents and
official agency documents: Where questions arose about the latter
sources, we sought confirmation, but w saw no need to.question OMB.,___..'1
data. Information in the rep6rt was closely checked against' sources to
ensure accurate citatio . In many instances, we ask agencies to review
the accuracy of facts though not interpretations) contained in our
reports prior to pub cation; we have not considered that necessary in
our reviews of ei r the fiscal year 1982 'or the fiscal year 1983 budget.

1

In the past, we have attempted to help 0MB improve its civil rights
budget documents. I am attaching for your information copies of three
letters that demonstrate this effort. 0MB did not respond to any of
these letters, including our request for comments on our fiscal year 1981
budget analysis. Consequently, we hope that your meeting with Mr.
Horowitz will lead to a closer and more effective working relationship
with OMB on this and other civil rights issues. For'example, we remain
ready and willing to work with 0MB staff in making the S.pecialCivil.
Rights Analysis a more useful report. A more systematic liaison effort,
including access to agencies' A-11-53 submissions, also would permit us
Lo improve our periodic evaluations of the Federal civil rights budget.
:There are other areas as well, such as civil rights regulatory activity
and review of the Federal sector discrimination complaint process, where
a closer working relationship would benefit both.agencies and better
serve our mutual civil rights goals.

I would like to suggest, therefore, that you ask that Mr. Horowitz
designate OMB staff to work with_Commission staff for this purpose. His

designee, should contact Deborah Snow of our staff at 254-6701 to begin
this effort.

Attbchments4
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE°10F4ESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

(August 27, 1982

Honorable Clarence Pendleto , Jr..

Chairman, -

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20405

Dear Clarence:

I appreciate piur sending along the Commission staff's response to.
my letter of June 25. It is highly disappointing, as I hope you
will agree.

o My letter emphasized that thisAdministration has repeatedly
increased total outlays fo civil rights enforcement: both total
civil rights enforcement outlays' (from $511 million in FY 1980 to
$531 million in FY 1983), and outlays for 3 of the 5 programs
discussed in the'Federal Civil Rights Enforcement Budget (including
proposed increases of 24% 'for the Department of Justice's Civil
Rights Division and 15% for the EEOC over 1980 expenditurea)...,111e
staff, nevertheless, describes this commitment as "inadequate "''
because it does not track the rate of inflation (as measured by the
GNP deflator). The point borders on the absurd. Approximately 70%
of the civil rights outlays addressed by the staff report are for
salaries. Thus, the basis of 'the staff's concern appears to- be the
rate at which the salaries of Federal civil rights personnel have
risen, not the overall adequacy of resources for enforcement. Does
the staff, really believe that a special COLA should be established
for Federal civil rights personnel? Just for these personnel? For
all Federal employees? And, how would such a COLA help victims of
discrimination?

o My letter emphasized that measurements of "priority" must
consider the full context of Federal budgeting, which includes some
hard realities: the overriding need to restrain the growth of
Federal spending in order to control inflation, while at the same
time accommodating enormous increases in legally mandated costs
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/

(interest on the national debt the paymants ito individuals under
Social Security and other entf

i

ement programs) and providing for

an c. equate national defense, The figures We provided eirlphasized

the difficulty of the situa/ion: through FY 1983, increases in.

thos_ categories alone ex tided .the $309 billion increase in the

total Federal budget since FY 1978.(with the largest increase,

.
$15Y.3 billion, for ent/itlements). We providedsfigures showing .

that as a result, spending for domestic dcretionary.purp6ses his

stea ily declined inithe last two Administrations, With a major

,,ex ption: whilethe previous Administration allocated a steadily
- . _.

d reasingkshare of such expenditures to civil rights enforcement,
this Administration has proposed to double it (to .6% in FY 1983,

/from .3% in 1980). This record, :I repeat; demonstrates that the
/ Administration/has accorded civil rights a highpriority indeed --at

/ the necessary expense'of..other Federal functions that are logical

competitors
/for resources. To this evide!noe, the Commissiim staff

'(aside_from its misapplication of the inflation rate discussed
above),/respones only with a continued insistence that spending for
such patently unrelated (and largely uncontrollable) purposes as
debtservice, entitlements, and nationalidefens4 are somehow
releVant to discerning the degree of priOrity placed on civil

rights enforcement.
. .

o Our point that expenditures are not,lin any event, a necessarily

.al" index of commitment to civil rights concerns has yet to be

mean
\
gfully addressed by the Commission's staff. The staff report

focuses almost exclusively oVctivity levels, not the extent to
which those-activities have been demonstrated to be cost effective
in identifying and remedying actual diserimination. The discussion

neglects evidence that, in most civil Iiights programs, improved

targeting alone would measurably increase protection against
discrimination--;frequently at substantially reduced "activity
levels.A (r.lb cite only the worst examples: the prevalent practice

of routihely performing pre andpost award compliance reviewSi,'

regardless of need; and'OFCCP's past praCtice of blanketing entire

industries-with reviews).
0 ...

I am particularly concerned by the staff's failure to meaningfully

address the irrplicatiOns of the Comptroller General's recent report

- on the EquallEmployment Opportlinity Commission.. Thereport
)

1



concluded that inept, past management has substantially reduced the
EEOC's "spending'powbe. Tb cite only the most serious examples:

;The Ens books could not be audited. As a result, the EEOC had
no means for determining how much it had spent and how much of its
appropriation continued to be available for spending for
enforcement.

--Due to inadequate auditing, the EEOC has failed to recover as
much as $15 million in improper expenditdres by contractors and
grantees.

--The EEOC has forfeited elicibilitv'for hundreds of thaVsandis of
dollars in disCounts for timely payment of Vendors as a result of
personnel incompetence.

--The EEOC had failed to recover over $1 million in outstanding
travel advances.

These findings, which address only a facet of the serious
management problems known to exist at the EEOC, are of particular
relevance because they are almost identical to those in a GAO
report on the EEOC issued eight years ago, and because the EEOC is
widely consideredto be one of the better managed Federal civil
rights programs.

o The character,,of both the Commission staff's report and its
August 10 response emphasize the need to reiterate my concern that
we and other affected agencies were denied the opportunity to
comment on the report prior,to its release. 'find the staff's
defense of its procedure ( "i4e ask agencies to review the accuracy

. of facts but not interpretations") particularly objectionable in-
the light of commonly accepted principles of auditing and
scholarship: Comments are sought precisely to assure (as in the
GAO's report on the EEOC) that no relevant data have beenianored,
and that all plausible interpretations of those data have, been

,

considered.

Clearly, the concerns I outlined in my letter of June 25 continue
to warrant the Commission's reconsideration of the report and

.procedures followed in producing it. Such a reconsideration would .



constitute an appropriate beginning toward the substantial
improvements in quality and objectivity which, as you.emphaslzed

in your testimony before Senator Hatch, are clearly necessary in.
the work of the Commission. The stakes are too high to permit
the Commissibn to remain atpredictable purveyor of badly
researched and often indefensible conventional wisdom.

Very truly yours,

Michael4T._Horpwitz
Counsel to the Director

.10

Ian
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UNITED-STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20125

r

December 22, 1982

Mr. Michael J. Horowitz
Counsel to the Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington°, D.C. :20503

Dear Mr. Horowitz:

STAFF DIRECTOR

-

We are beginning the Commission's annual review of the budgets proposed
for Federal agencies with major civil rights enforcement responsibili-
ties. We tentatively plan to.evalute the same agencies we have focused
on in our last two enforcement budget reports: civil rights enforcement
components in the Departments of Education, Health and Human Services,
Justice, and Labor and the Equal Employment Oppottunity COMmission. We

\Lalso hope o include those units in the Departments of Defense and Hous-
ing.and.Urb n Development. As in the past, we will assess the resources
proposed for the agencies in light of their obligation to carry out
effective civil rights enforcement programs.

It remains essential, Of course, that we have the most complete and'accu-
rate information possible for this evaluation. We also would like to-be
able.to consider relevant views on Federal agencies' enforcement budgets
and.performance. .We, therefore, would.appreciate your providing copies -

.of the.latest 'reports the seven agencies named above filed under OHB
Circular No. .A-11-53.and the opportunity to review other A-11-53 reports
as necessary. .We also would like to know for FY 1983 the sums appropri-
ated and staffing ceilings for the seven agencies under the first continu-
ing resolution and second continuing resolution or relevant appropriations
bill.

In addition, given the concerns you expressed about last year's report,
would you please designate a member of your staff-as. liaison for this pro-
ject so that we can benefit from OMB views as we begin our review.-Please
have your staff contact Deborah P. Snow,' Assistant Staff Director for
Federal Civil Rights gvaluation, at 254-6701.

.Sfncerely,

OHN HOPE III
Acting.Staff Director

23J



EXECUTIVE OFFICE 'OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

Mr. John Hope, III
Acting Staff Director
United States Commission on Civil Rights
Washington D.C. 20,425

December 29, 1982

Dear Mr. Hope:
1

Thank you for your letter of December 22 regarding your
forthcoming study. el have designated,Jim Brown of my staff to.
coordinate OMB's input into the study, with, the understanding
that OMB will review the study'in draft form and be able to
provide comments prior to its final publication. He can be
reached on 395-3556.

Regarding your request for budget data, OMB has traditionally
treated information submitted by agencies in support of their
budget requests (including reports pursuant to Circular. A-11) as
confidential and has inform.aa agencies In advance if any

. exceptions to this rule are to be made. In additione while we
stand ready to assist you in your analysis of the President's
1984' budget, no data bearinc on it can, of course, be made
available before the President has submitted it to Congress.

3.ncerely,

Michael J. Horowitz
.Counsel to, the Director

2.4



UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20425

JUL 2 '8 1983

Mr. Michael J. Horowitz
Counsel to the Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D.C. . 20503

Dear Mr. Horowitz: 3

STAFF OIRECTO,R

As I wrote'ybu'on December 22, 1982; we are preparing the Commission's
annual analysis of the Federal civil rights enforcemdnt budget. We again
would like to include some infoimation on overall trends in this area.
You wrote the Chairman on June 25, 1982 objecting to ourlast year's
discussion because it was. based on Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
figures. you said were inflated. Your letter included revised\figures.
These, however, do not correspond.to figures 0MB since has issued. There
are additional discrepancies between figures in this year's "Special
Analysis as Civil Rights Activities" and Nor Themes and Additional
Budget Details, another 0MB budget overview. The enclosed staff analysis
specifies these and similar problems.

We hesitate to form conclusions about trends in total Federal civil
.

rights enforcement spending without more confidence in the figures we
would have to use. We, therefore, would appreciate your explaining the
apparent disCrepencies among 0MB totals and related agency- specific

.

discrepancies we have identified. Specifically, we ask that you'address
the items listed in section. IV of the enclosed analysis. Your 'prompt
response may enable us to include an overview of the Federal civil rights
enforcement budget in our forthcoming emalysis. We, therefore, would
appreciate a reply by AugUst 15.'

if you have any questions about this request, please call Deborah P.
Snow, Assistant Staff Director for Federal Civil Rights Evaluation, at
254-6701.

Sincerely,

4<,
et--;

/
. 6

JOHN HOPE III

/

Acting Staff Directo;



U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

STAFF ANALYSIS

OF

OMB SPECIAL ANALYSIS J (CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITIES) FOR FY 1984

ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED OUTLAYS

The Office of Manage ent and Budget (OMB) each year publishes, as

Special Analysis J, an ove view of the administrationlia proposed budget

for oivil'rights enforcement. In keeping with the Commission's

responsibilities for assessing Federal civil rights policies ad

improving civil rights-related information, staff reviewed this year's,

Special Analysis. We did not have access to all the agency reports on

which it.was based and, therefore, could not fully assess all the figures

includes. Through careful study of the doCument and reference to other

sources, however, we haveidentified.warioue problems. 1/ These

1/. In addition to the .17,Y 1984 Special Adalysis, we reviewed, Executive
Office of the President, OMB, "Special Analysis J: Civil Rights
Activities," Special Analyses, Budget of the United States Government,
Fiscal Year 1982 (hereafter cited as, FY 1982 Special Analysis); The

Budget of the United States. Government, 1985 Special Analysis J: Civil
Rights Activities (hereafter cited. as FY. 1983 Special Analysis); Budget
Of the. United States Government, Fiscal Year 1984 A endix (hereafter
cited as FY 19 4 Budget ; and "Special Assistance: Federal Civil Rights
Activities," Major Themes and Additional Budget Details, Fiscal Year'1984
(hereafter cited as Major Themes). We also reviewed budget information
provided in Michael J...Horowitz, Counsel to. the Director,:OMB, letter to.
Clarence Pendleton, Jr:, Chairman,, U.S. Commiseion.on Civil Rights, June
25,' 1982. (hereafter cited as Horowitz Letter), reports submitted under

OMB Circular No. A-11-53..by several agencies with major civil_righis
enforcement, responsibilities, and other agency' budget-related documents,
such as justifications of appropriations submitted to Congreils. In
addition to, the problems summarized in this paper, we noted factual
errors and misinterpretations or misleading - presentations of reported

data.
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include many discrepancies in reported outlays for Federal civil rights

enforcement. 2/

I. Discrepancies in Reported Total Outlays for 1980 and 1981...

r
According to Table J-1 in this year's Special Analysis, Federal

spending for civil rights enfdrcement was $512.6 million in 1980 and

$543.4 Million in 1981. The FY 1)82 and 1983 Special Analyses reported .

spending for these years at $552.8 million and $524 ;6 million.'

respectively 3/ Footnote 1 in this year's Special Analysis explains

that outlays have been revised to eliminate. "extraneous expenditures"

.formerly.included. The IY 1981 figure, however, is higher than the

figure reported last year before such an adjustment.was made. 4/ OMB,

moreover, said it had made the same adjustment in figures it sent the.

Commission to correct last*yealos.Special Analysis. 5/ Its figure for
.

0

1981 then was $3.9 million less than the outlay reported last year and

$22.7 million less than the outlay now reported.,in Special

2/ Of the 18 comparable total outlay fitures in the sources we reviewed,
only two agree. These are the substantially reduced outlays reported for
the last year of theprei.rious admihistration in.Special Analysis J, Table
J-1, and Major Themes, p. 127. Adjustments for inflation would widen the
disparities noted. For the significance of such adjustments to show
actual civil rights enforcement spending power, see U.S.; Commission on
Ci141 Rights, TheFederal Civil Rights Enforcement Budget: Fiscal Year
198B (1982); pp: 6, 11, 24, 32; 42, 52 (hereafter cited as FY 1983 Budget
reiet).:

3/ FY 1982 Special Analysis, p. 304; FY 1983 Special Analysis, p. 26.

4/ The footnote to Table J-1 explains that.it reflects total bUtlays by
al-agencies in the current reporting bape, including some that did not
reportn7earlier years. This could ex1514in somewhat higher figures.
The alternative figures provided for only agencies that reported. in each
year the table covers, however, would account for leas than $2 million of
the $18.8 million' increase over the 1981 figure reported last year.

5/ Horowitz Letter. 243
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Analysis J. 6/: The 1981 figure reported in Major Themes and Additional

Budget Details another budget overview published by OMB, is about $1

million higher than the'Special Analysisj. figure. 7/ In short, OMB

figures on spending for civil rights enforcement during the first year of

this administration vary by more `than $23 million dolla14.

II. Discrepancies in Estimated Outlays for 1983 and 194,

,41"

Table J-1 reports 1982 actual outlays.at $567.6 million and 1983 On

estimated outlays at $607.2 million. The FY 1983 Special Analysis

estimated outlays for these years at $526.8 million and $535.8 million

respectively. 8/ The difference between 1982 estimated and actual

spending is explained. 9/ No explanation is offered for the much larger.

$71.4 million discrepancy between 'the 1983 estimates. The new Special

Analysis 1983 estimate, moreover, is inconsistent with both the estimate

OMB sent the Commission and the estimate published in Major Themes. 10/

Proposed outlays for 1984 also are inconsistent, the.Special Analysis

reporting nearly $2 million more than Major Themes. 11/

6/ Ibid. OMB's 1980 figure also was lower, but by only $1.6 million,

Than the figure now reported.

7/ Major Themes notes that its figures update and correct Special J

"Analysis figures.

8/ FY 1983 Special Analysis, p. 26.

9/ According to footnote 3, corrections in 1982 estimates by the

Departments of Defense and Housing andUrban Developmentaccount.for most
of the difference. The footnote also states that the agencies

represented in the FY .1983 Speeial.Analysis actually spent over.$11
million more than they projected.

10/ Horowitz Letter; Major Themes, p. 127. The 1983 estimate OMB sent
the Commission was $531.4 million. .The estimate in Major Themes is

$607.3 million.

11/. .Major Themes,p. 127., The Special Analysis total is reported in the

text and in Table J-24, as well as Table J-1.
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Tina!lly, the total 1984 outlay projected in theSpecial Analysis is

higher than the sum of 1984 outlays projected for categories of the.

Federal enforcement effort in Table"J-25. 12/ Estimated 1984

expenditures by category total $630.7. million, $3.4 million less than the

total 1984 estimate reported in the text and other tables. The breakout

by category may not-include outlays by the Postal Service and legislative

branch, which are- included in the overall total. 13/ This would not

explain the discrepancy, however. Adding Postal Service and legislative

branch outlays to the sum of outlays by category would yield $19.6

million more than the total the Special Analysis reports.

III. iReortedOLaDiscrenciesirlcilCivilRihts
Enforcement Agencies

There are additional discrepancies in reported figures on actual and

expected spending by principal civil rights enforcement agencies.

Specifically, Table J-2 reports 1982 outlays by the Department of'Health

and Human Services' Office for Civil Rights at $19.1 million. This is

over $2 million higher than the figure reported in the budget

itself. 14/ -Table J-2, moreover, apparently sometimes uses

appropriations instead of outlay figures. Specifically, Table J-2

figures!Or the Labor Department's Office of Federal Contract Compliance

Programs (OFCCP) since 1981 correspond to actual and estimated

12/ Categories are major types of Federal civil rights protections, such
as fair housing, nondiscrimination in federally- assisted programs, and
voting rights.

13/ Table-J-24 notes that Postal Service. and legislative branch outlays..
are included "for memorandum purposes only," suggesting they are not
otherwise used in the Special Analysis.

liS/ FY 1984 Budget, p. 1452,
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apprcpriations n the budget. 15/ These in all cases are higher than the

outlays OFCCP rportedzto.014B. 16/ Since we have not been able to verify

all outlays reported for principal civil rights enforcement agencies;-

there may be other problems in this area. 17% They would be important

because the problems we have identified may have inflated total outlay

figures.

Further Information Needed'

Special'Anaiysis J figures in the.pasthave not been reliable. 18/

The inconsistencies we have identified Cast doubt on this year's figures

and others OMB has issued. To determine which if any, total .outlay

figures are reliable enough to use in evaluating recent trends in Federal

.civil rights enforcement spending, at least the following information

would be necessary:

.a. What specific adjustments, agency by agency, OMB made in reported
1980 outlays that reduced the total so much and how OMB identified
"extraneous expenditures;" .

b. -Why,,if OMB made similar adjustments for later years, the 1981 total
now reported inApecial Analysis J is higher than the total reported .:_

in last year's. Special Analysis;

'0. Why the new Special Analysis J...1981 total-is higher than the total
OMB reported to the Commission 'last June;,

15/- Ibid., p. 1-013.

16/. Department of Labor, OFCCP, report submitted under OMB Circular No.
A-11-53 for FY 3,984.budget cycle. OFCCP estimated 1982 outlays at $40.5
million, 1983 outlays at $42.3 million, and 1984 outlays at
million.

17/ The trend in education Department civil rights spending indicated in
Table J-24,for example, 4parently is skewed by the use of inconsistent
reporting bases. The 1982 figure,corresponds to the figure reported for
the Department's Office for Civil Rights (OCR) in Table J -2. The 1983
and 1984 estimates are higher, however, suggesting that outlays.other
than OCR's were included for these years.

18/ FY 1983 Budget'Report, p. 3; Horowitz Letter. cla



1. ulk, 114, 1.441 t6tAl roportod iv Major Themes and Additional Budget
neloilea le hteher than pruvtoun OMB totalu;

F. yhAi ppeoicio correetione were made in Department of Defunee and
;IpiArtmeett or Houoing and Urban Development 1982 estAmatee;

1. What apoolfie adjlietmente account for the faot.that the 1983 total
witImate reported in Special knalioio J is so much higher than the
wltimatine in leapt year'n Spectra Analyeis and OMB's letter to the
c,meitaitiem;

f. Whet (.anther adjuntmente account for the still ,higher 1983 estimate
in toNor 'Wham s;

ebm...BMam

What oorrectione were made to the Special Analysis J 1984 estimate
that ;roduced the lower ()estimate in Major Themes;

1. uty the Special Analysis J total 1984 estimate is higher than the sum
cr eetimatea by category in Table J-25;

Why the Special Analysts J figure on 1982 outlays by the Department
cl Health and Human Servicea' Office for Civil Rights differs from
the figura in the budget appendix and why the Special Analysis
figuree on 1982 and subsequent outlys by OFCCP correspond to
e uropriatiune rather than the outlays reported to OMB;

Whether thopo apparently inaccurate outlay figures for principal
rights enforcement agencies affected Special Analysis J total

Q ut ley agures;

Whether itt13 has identified other such problems in nost-pv. ligation
retiow of Zpocial Analysie J and, if rio, whether aid what they
rei.itro try way of adjustmente in reported total outlays;

ft. hcw such of the apparent increase in total 1984, outlays represents
Meier estimates for internal equal employment opportunity costs and
whether CM believes, as it wrote the Commission last June,
that figuren in this area art "enormously susceptible to inflation;"
are:

n. at fi4t4res On vow believes most accurately represent actual and
ovioclod spendin4 for Pederel civil rights enforceme..t for the years
(!.JtO through 1934.



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
, OFFICE`OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINS ON, D.C. 20503

July 1983

ONO

Honorable Clarence Pendleton
Chairman,
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washidgton D.C. 20425

Dear Clarence:

This will respond to the. Acting Staff Director's letter of
July 28, 1983 regarding the Special Analysis on Civil Rights
which OMB published in January.

1. As stated in footnote 1 of the Special Analysis, OMB
under this Administration eliminated the previous practice of
reporting, as "civil rights expenditures, outlays for
general administration, employee training and upward mobility
not directly related to implementing civil rights
requirements. Also excluded were 'agency outlays for minority
business enterprise programs (first sought in connection with
the 1983 Special Analysis).

2. It was brought to our attention that previously published
figures on Fair Housing had inadvertently excluded grants and
other Hup expenditures for state-and local efforts to
implement Fpir Housing. Outlay figures for the years
1980-1984 were each adjusted accordingly.

3. Corrections in the 1980 data were made to eliminate
errors involving duplicate reporting of agency outlays (the
most significant of which resulted from the formation of the
Department of Edvation). Substantial differences between
1981 and 1982 actual outlays reported"by DOD were attributed
by DOD officials to more complete reporting, notan kicrease
in the actual level of effort. This required recalculating
the DOD 1981 outlay figure, and conforming adjustments to the
total civil rights outlay figure for 1981, to avoid giving a
misleading impression of the magnitude of the increase in
total outlays between 1981 and 1982.

4. As the Major Themes volume explicitly"notes, the figures
included in that volume include updates and corrections to
figures appearing in the Special Analysis. While the month
between the publicatiori a-fEi--8pecialKFalysis and the Major
Themes piece permitted many small refinements, the relatively
iniificant differences (amounting to a.change, e.g., of
less than three thousandths of the total proposed civil
rights outlays for 1984) are primarily attributable to
corrections in actual.and estimatedsoutlays for the
Department of Education.'s Office for Civil Mights.
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OMB promised, and in my judgment deilivered, a considerably
improved Special Analysis -- and did so within the confines
and deadlines of the budgetary process. by comparison, the
the Acting Staff Ditector's letter is his first inquiry
regarding documents published five and six months ago, and
arrives when Congress has substantially completed work on the
matters his future report would address. I would hope that
neither of these delays have been timed to influence the
outcome of political controversies in which the Acting Staff
Director has an open and personal interest.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Horowi,tz
Counsel.to the Director.



UNITED STATES
COMMISSION ON
CIVIL. RIGHTS

OCT 2 4 1983

Mr: Michael J. HoroVitz
Counsel to-the Director
Office of Management and Budget .

Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Horowitz:

1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20425

On reviewing your July 29, 1983, response tO'a COmmission staff inquiry
about inconsistencies and other problems in published Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) information on civil rights enforcement
spending, the Commissioners wish to protest your reference to the former
Acting Staff Director's motives for the inquiry. We consider taese
remarks entirely unwarranted and inappropriate.

On December 22, 1982, the Acting Staff Director informed you the
Commission would be.fcillowing up earlier analyses with a review of
proposed FY 1984 spending for selected'civil.rightsenforcement agencies
and invited your assistance in expediting our work. Your December 29,
1982, response declined to provide information that was then available to
you (e.g., specific data on funds appropriated:for the agenciei in the
two
t
FY 1983 continuing resolutions, copies of agency reports to OMB), and

we interpreted any liaison with your staff to be conditioned on a
commitment to clear our report with you.

Consequently, with the express concurrence of the Commissioners, the
staff pursued this: inquiry with the individual agencies. This 'report was
not intended to be an "instant analysii" of the President's budget
message but instead a revievrof certain aspects of agency performance in
the context of the resources allocated to'them. The level of detail to
be explored meant some information would not be available until agencies
had completed their Congressional budget hearings and second quarter
performance reviews. The issue of whether or which OMB data might be
used was held in abeyance pending drafting of the report. At that point,
staff addressed to you the series of questions about. OMB data contained
in the Acting Staff Director's July 28,'1983, letter.
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We see no justification for your innuendo that the timing of that inquiry
or the report relates to some personal motive or gain,of the Acting Staff
Director. The Commission's concern that more adequate resources be
providect for civil rights_ enforcement is longstanding and wellknown to
you. Timing of work on this-project has been governed by Commission-
procedures, staff availability, andlother program priorities. The
Commission resents and rejects the unsubstantiated implication that its
staff has acted improperly in this matter.

The Commission report (containing copies of this correspondence).will be
published on November 14, 1983. Inasmuch as OMB currently is considering
agency reque.sts for FY 1985, we believe this detailed review could be
helpful in determining hovresources might Se increased and reallocated
to improve civil rights enforcement. t

Sincerely,

FOR THE COMMISISONERS

CLARENCE M. PENDLETON, R.

Chairman



APPENDIX B °

In accordance with Commission policy, each'agencyreviewed

in this report was afforded an opportunity to comment on the

factual accuracy of an earlier draft of the chapter pertaining

to it. Comments forarf the agencies are reproduced here,

',along with Commission staff memoranda describing how they were

accommodated. As the memoranda indicate, revisions were made

based on the comments and additional information provided. In

addition, conflicting views often were noted. The comments,

0.
therefore, at many points no longer correspond to the

discussion in the report. Presenting them here dAs not

signify concurrence with them.

1/4
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DATE: October 21, 1983

14MiNTO.' OCFREATTNOF:

Sula/ECT: Revised ED/OCR, r.E0C, HDD/FHEO and OFCCP Chapters of Enforcement Report

UNITED STATES
COMMISSION ON
CIVIL RIGHTS

1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington. D.C. 2042t

TO:

Linda Chavez
Staff Director

I am attaching for your review, as, we discussed, copies of draft budget
report sections on tne above four agencies, revised in- accordance with
their comments, your and the Coromissioners' review, and our fprther,
polishing. Also attached are copies of each agency's comments.

Wherever possible-we incorporated factual brrections and new data.
Staff made numerous followup telephone cal s to staff at these agencies
as part.of this process. Some differences in interpretation or
conclusions are noted in the text and notes of each chapter. In some
instances, inforMation provided by the agencies was inconsistent and
could not be clarified by this time. Also, in some cases; the agencies
made broad comments that were not relevant or appropriate to addreis in
the.rdloort. The discussion below provides more specific guidance about
how we treated comments on an agency-by-agency basis.

ED/OCR

The Assistant Secretary's comments on the ED/OCR chapter generally dealt
with technical corrections and provided some.information we had

.requested. In some instances the comments addressed-material already
deleted for various reason.

Four general objections were raised,. One was that we used 1980 data for
OCR in HEW. Another questioned our:reference to the small number of
compliance reviews carried out in such a.huge universe of recipients. A
third objection'was -that staff who were cited in'the_chapter.as sources
for various points did not, according_to theAaaistant Secretary, make
such points. The fourth waa that too much of Our material was.
"speculative,."

7

The 'chapter now explains our use of the 1980 data, with footnotes citing
the Assistant Secretary's concern and-clarifying the reasonvforour use
of those data. We also added at explanation concerning the data used in
the discussion of the relatively small number of compliance reviews. We

were surprised by the Assistant Secretary's.asaertiona that'OCR staff
Could. not be cited for some of the.material'in the chapter. 'review of

staff interview notes corroborated the accuracy of our documentation.
Nonetheless,. in each disputed instance we modifiedlOr dropped' material

to accommodate the Assistant Secretary.,.
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Filially, we hoped to minimize speculaColeness not only in this chapter
butin all sections of the report by obtaining additional hard data from
the agencies. As of today, we haVe not yet t:-eiv:d requested updated
*information, such,as .the number of compliance reviews OCR conducted in
FY 83, that would permit.usoto harden or alter some points. Our review
of the chapter left.us with the conclusion that, absent further data,
its projections of expected enforcement outcomes at OCR - what OCR feels
is unjustified speculation - are adequately grounded incfact and logic.

Revisions in this chapter baied on the Assistant Secretary'sletter are
identified by the citation, "Singleton September Letter."

EEOC

Most of EEOC's comments were straightforward, offering new or corrected
data and other specific information and were incorporated. -/

After reviewing the comments and discussing some of them with EEOC
staff; we asked for certain additional data concerning, for example, the
number of 300-day old complaints in its inventory in FY 83. We have not
yet been provided that data. (We were informed that a manual count is
necessary and has not been completed.) We also asked foe buX have not
yet been given information concerning how EEOC's prolonged dis fissions
with OFCCP this year over the latter's proposed new affirmative action
regulations have affected EEOC's coordination plans for FY 83, and 84.

We have, however, been able to obtain som new informati , such as
EEOC's confirmation that ie'cannot handle t be increasing numbers of
Federal sector complaint appeals.and hearings without additional 'staff
in FY 84. We also have just learned, through a.Wall St. Journal
article, that EEOC.reportedly has requested a significant increase in
funds for its systemic prograr. EEOC did, not deny. the report,, but would
not confirm it either. Such lditional information, and Lae changes
made in accordance with EEOC's formal September 13 comments, are now
identified in this chapter th. )ugh the citations "Seal Letter" and "Seal
Septembet Interview.".

HUD

The comments-by.the Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing provided a
number of useful corrections and observations and also some new
information which we incorporated in the HUD-.chapter of the budget
report. A few comments were very general and only marginally relevant:',.
and others were not well-supported, but alMost all were accommodated in
some form. Examples of protlems we faced in incorportating same HUD
comments are As- follows:

HUD made the general point that its enforcement of Title VIII cases is
"sUbstantally more effective." .11 claimed, for example, that the
number of successful conciliations has increased; but it provided. ho
data to support that conclusion. Nonetheless; by reviewing data
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received earlier from HUD, we were able to verify this point. The
Department also claimed increases in monetary awards resulting from
conciliations but provided no supporting data. This-claim appears, from
our review of HUD data, to be untrue. We nonetheless cite that claim as
well, but note that we cannot subststantiate it with data provided us
previodsjy.

HUD also made a new point concerning the importance of its State and
local program. The rather broad discussion of that point in the

providedSecretary's letter provided nothing specific that we could add
to-the chapter, but we nonetheless briefly cited it in the revised
draft. In addition, HUD asked for greater emphasis in the report on the
administration's fair, housing bill as evidence of the Department's'
strong civil rights commitment. The draft now includeo a brief
reference to that legislation. The report focuses, of course, on
performance in the context of resources, not on lack of will or
enforcement authority, so additional discussion of fair housing
legislation did not seem germane.

Finally, the Assistant Secretary suggested that the chapter did not
consider adequately Federal Gooeftment budget problems. This point is
dealt with in the introduction and conclusion to the entire report as it
relates to all agencies, not just HUD.

Changes in the HUD chapter are identified by the citation "Monroig
Letter and Enclosures."

o

'OFCCP

The Department of Labor's comments also were geneyapy helpful in
refining and updating some.material in the OFCCPrsection of the
enforcement budget report. In most cases, we were able to incorporate
the information provided.

We were not able to accommodate the Department as it requested in
several instances, however, where legal issues were involved. For

example, the Department said that four cases could be cited. in which it
'prevailed against allegations charging inadequate enforcement of
Executive Order'11,246... It:also said the repoft should be clarified to
note that a new WEAL order had determined that the Department had
"substantially complied" with the requirements of.a praviousei4EAL
order. Further, the Department said that "repeated" court rulings have
made preaward reviews an ineffectiVe inducement to compliance with
ExeCutive order requirements.

As noted in the attached copy of-its legal sufficiency review of. those
points, OGC advised that the Department's recommendations could.not be
accepted. It found, for example, that only one of the four cases the
Department cited supported its position. ..0GC also said that; contrary
to the Departmentli comments, the new WEAL Order made clear that the
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

SEP 2 3 1983

Ms. Linda Chavez
Staff Director
United States tomminion

on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR CIVIL RIGHTS -

Dear Ms. Chavez:

This is in response to your request for comments on the .Commission's draft
chapter on the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) its report on enforcement
agencies.' We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the chapter
before it is finalized.

There are a number of findings in the report which we question. They are
outlined in the enclosure. Our major concern is.that there are a number of
instances where the document draws conclusions which are unsupported by the
data presented. These are also outlined in the enclosure.

In several places, the report uses 1980 data but doet not distinguish between
data related to OCR in the former Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW) and that related to OCR in the Department of Education (ED). This
distinction is particularly important when workload and resources are discussed
For example, the report notes that OCR's estimate of resources used for educa-
tion enforcement activities in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
was 80 percent. However, th'e report fails to note that this figure was used
solely for discussion ,purposes when the Determination Order covering the
distribution of resources between ED and the Department 'of Health and Human-
Services was being drafted. It would be more appropriate touse the actual,
_resource figure which the Office of Management and Budget assigned to OCR'in
ED, that is, 67 percent. Using the actual figure would have .a significant
impact on the discussion of budget and staffing resources.

Another area of concern is. with the Complaint Processing section which notes:
the limited number of recipients which OCR can cover in its compliance review'
program. We do not dispute the fact that the program is limited in terms of
the number of recipients that can be reviewed. However, we see no value in
the point as presented since, if OCR were tocover all recipients on an annual

:basis we would need over 10,000.employees. Moreover, we do not operate on the
assumption that all recipients,are in noncompliance with the civi'd rights 4_
statutes and, therefore, require compliance revievh. Most enforcement agencies
are able to review only a small proportion of the institutions or businesses
covered by the statutes they enforce.
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Page 2 - Ms. Linda Chavez

The document questions the effectiveness of cur compliance review program on the
basis of slightly lower findings of discrimination. Not only do we find this
approach superficial, but the difference in the numbers cited are not statisti-
cally significant. We acknowledge we do not know the cause for the decline in
complaint receipts. However, we submit that the enforcement program has been
enhanced by a large increase in the number of compliance reviews, which we agree
are a more effective compliance mechanism. Compliance review starts nearly
doubled in Fiscal Year 1982 over Fiscal Year 1981 and closures were up by
approximately 35 percent. Through Third Quarter, Fiscal Year 1983, 204 compli-
ance reviews.were begun and 193 reviews were closed. We think these facts
warrant greater attention.

You. asked about the cost of ayoca6onal Education Survey to be conducted by
OCR pursuant to the March 11, 1983 Adams order. If this survey- were conducted
ih.Fiscal Year 1984, we estimate it7Vaird cost about $800,000. You also asked
about the impact of Adams complaint processing requirementt on OCR's planning
process. The new cOriiiiiiint processing requirements will have L. limited impact
on our .planning process, to the. extent that they provide for longer time frames
for processing 20percent of our cases and for tolling.time frames for particular
cases. These prbvisions.of the order may have some effect on the allocation
of OCR resources to carry out our statutory responsibilities...and meet the
requirements of 'the Adams order.

Please note that the requirements of the Adams order substantially limit OCR
resources available for technical assistaTICTictivities. Given this limita-

tion, we have attempted to enhance our technical assistance program through
flexible staffing in our Regional Technical Assistance Staffs and through
the design of in-house training programs.

Finally, I would like to_note.that I agreed to individual interviews of OCR
staff by Commission representatives to facilitate the data gathering for the

subject report. However, I am concerned about referencing OCR staff in the

document as sources for information. In several cases, the. references were

incorrect. In other cases, the inOviduals interviewed failed to provide

complete information. In the future, I would prefer that the Commission
seek information directly from myself or the Deputy AsSistant Secretary,

Lauralee Over: This will-allow appropriate coordination and reviewand
.,\eliminate potential miscommunication of information.

Specific comments on the document are encT6ied.. If you have any questions

about our comments, feel free to contact Patricia Healy, my Executive Assistant,

on 245-8431.

Enclosure



SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS COMMISSION'S CHAPTER ON OCR

1. Page 2, Footnote 6: The March 11, 1983 Adams order requires OCR to conduct
a Vocational Education Survey; it does not require that the survey be linducted
in Fiscal'Year (FY) 84. The last Vocational Education Survey OCR conduci:c..d hls
in 1979.

2. Page 3, Line 4: There is no basis to state that OCR's ability to carry out
judicial, as well as statutory, requirements would be jeopardized. CCR lo
judicial requirements per se, rather we have judicially impdted requirements.
It would be more accurate to state that. OCR'S .ability to carry out its
statutory responsibilities and the requirements of the court order could be
jeopardized.

3. Page 3, Line 10: If the FY 1980 actual and appropriation figure for OCR
in ED were used ($45,847,000) the loss would be approximately 20 percent
($9 million) rather than the 33 percent ($17.5 million) cited.

4. Page 3, Footnote 8: See comment 1 above with respect to conducting the
Vocational Education Survey in FY 84. If OCR were to conduct the Survey in
FY 84, we estimate it would cost about $800,000. There is currently a task
forte considering, the possible scope and design of such a survey.

5. Page 3, Footnote 9: The figure of $6 million .is incorrect. Even using the
Commission's figures and data, the figure should read approximately $3 million
instead of $6 million.

6. Page 4, 1980 (HEW) Appropriation: See Comment 3 above. $45,847,000 was
the official figure determined by OMB. The $53,953,000 figure was used for
discussion purposes only and did not appear .in any official budget documents
nor represent an official estimation ofthe funds needed to support civil
rights activities in education.

7. Page 5, Lie 2: The statement that the agency [OCR] would be left with
only 57 perced of the spending power it had to comply with the Adams order and
increase efftEtive enforcement activities in 1979 is not well supported. The
FY 79 funding figure apparently used by the Commission is that used for discus..
sion purposes during the drafting of the Determination Order. As noted above,
no official budget document identifies the fdnding figure apparently used by
the Commission.

8. Page 5, Line 5: The statement that OCR actually could wind, up with even
less than-the budget proposed for FY 84 is speculative.

9. Page 6, Line 6: It is unclear whether the 1600 figure represents staff
necessary for OCR in HEW to meet the court-ordered daidlines,-or whether
allowance has been made for the health related workload.

10. Page 7, c/: -See note 3 above. We recommend using actual resources
allocated ratter than estimates used for discussion pu*oses.

11. Page 7, d/: The 1181 figure included 67 over employment positions which'
'OCR in HEW was not permitted to fill.

25 6-.
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12. Page 7,.e/: OCR's ceiling was changed in. FY 83 to a Full Time Equivalent
figure (FTE). The FTE figure presents a more complete picture of staffing
resources. The annualized current on board FTE staff as of July 30, 1983 was 943.

13. Page 8, Line 2! The basis for the 64 percent figure is unclear.

14. Page 8, Line 8: As noted in comment 12, it is more appropriate to use OCR's
FY 83 FTE.

15. Page.10, Footnote 22: The reference to suspended processing of all cases in
a number of categories because they involved issues about which some questions
had been raised is vague. 'In fact, the cases involved complex and precedent
setting policy issues which were under review by headquarters, as well as

_employment cases where several judicial .circuits had ruled OCR did not have
jurisdiction,

16. Page 10, Footnote 23: Mr. Esterly is not involved in Adams related
activities and did not discuss this subject with Commissioniliff.

17. Page 10, Footnote 24: It is unclear what the referenced analyses of
compliance information would involve. It should be noted that the Adams order
requires increased analyses and reporting. The reference to "other important
activities" is vague.

18. Page 11, Footnote 26: OCR's response to this. inquiry is included in the
cover letter to Ms. Chavez.4

19. Page 12, Footnote29: OCR has FY 82 data on successful versus unsuccessful
mediation efforts from the implementation of ECR in all regional offices in
November 1981 through September 1982. ,OCR will be analyzing FY 82 and FY 83,
data to determine the effectiveness of ECR.,

20. Page 13, Footnote 30: Should this be. Browne interview rather than Brown
interview?

21. Page 13{ Footnote 32:
A

,The former Work Measurement System used by OCR was
discontinued because of questions of the reliability of the data gathered and
the excessive burden it placed on investigative staff; A new system is being
implemented which will measure the amount of investigator time the expected
complaint caseload will require. The statement that decisions about how to
allocate resources not required for complaints have been delegated to regional
office directors is not accurate. The regional directors must submit their
nominations, along with justifications, for compliance review sites to the
Assistant Secretary for approval.

22. Page. 14, Line 3: While OCR planned fewer compliance reviews for FY 81
and FY 82 due to expected complaint receipts, it exceeded the planned dumber
of reviews started for bath years. The number of reviews planned for FY 83
and FY 84 is higher than the number planned for FY 80. Moreover, as soon as
a reduction in complaints became apparent in FY 82, additional reviews were
scheduled. The result is that compliance review activity has increased
significantly.

2.5Q
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23. Page 15, Line 2: The reference to institutions'OCR believed were in
serious violation of major civil rights requirements is misleading. OCR
often uses survey data for the'purpose of targeting compliance reviews.
While OCR is more likely to schedule a compliance review when survey data
show a statistically significant disparity at a particular institution, OCR
does not consider that' institution to have a "severe problem" on the basis,
of the disparity alone. The same problem occuts.with the document's refer-
ence in line 7 to recipients apparently in severe noncompliance. The point
that OCR's review program is limited isirrelevant since OCR would need over
10,000 employees to,cover all of itsrecipients on a yearly basis.

24.' Page 15, Footnote 41: There is no-basis for raising the issue of the .

effectiveness of1OCR's compliance reviews. The difference cited for FY 82
reviews is not statistically significant; moreover, the data does not conform
with data-used by OCR (74.4 percent for. FY 81 and 74.7 percent for Ft 82). OCR
will send the Commission data for FY 83 reviews as soon as they are available.

25. Page 15; Footnote 42: The statement attributed to Ms. Anne Dooley is.
inaccurate. Ms.. Dooley haS no information on the cited subject and has not
discussed it with Commission staff.

26._ . Page 16, Line 4: It is specUlative to attribute "no great:change" in the,
level of compliance review effortin FY 84 to a "steady decline" in staff
resources.. .As the Commission noted earlier in the dpcument, OCR-has other'
subjects for its limited discretionary resources. More importantly, compliance
review activity continues to increase, a fact not acknowledged in the report.

27. Page 16,.Fontnote 45: Under the Adams order, OCR must close 86 percent
of all complaints and compliance reviews that had not been processed within the
1977 time ftames by September 7, 1983. The remaining cases must be processed by
.March 10, 1984. The correct number of cases is 763 not 766.

28. Page 17, Line 7: The statement that "[R]esources for fcllowup reviews to
ensure Compliance.plans actually 'are carried out apparently will remain in-
adequate" is speculative.

29. Page 18,_Footnote 53: OCR does not have regulatory authority under Title IX
and Section 504 to require 'States to adopt Methods of Mministration. -A regula-
tion has been proposed to extend the Methods of Administration requirement under
Title VI to Title IX and Section 504. In the meantime, OCR will continue. review
of State Methods of Administration under Title NI and voluntary plans implemented
by State agencies- under Title IX and Section 504. Compliance reviews will be
scheduled under Title VI when significant, deficiencies are found in the annual
audits.

30. Page 20, Footnote 60: Mr. Esterly's statement should read "In additiOn to
previous training and on-the-job experience, staff have received a total.of
three or four days of training in Title VI and Title IX." He further noted. that
OCR regional offices involve their staff in regional Title VI and Title IX
training, including trainingprovided by contractors for recipients. Contractor
training available to regional staff in FY 83 has included Title VI training on.
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the owerre;'resentation of black students in classes for the educable mentally
retarded and training on the admission and recruitment of minority students to
graduate and professional schools. A number of Regional Technical Assistance
Staff members are former OCR investigators with background knowledge and
etperletne with both Title VI and Title IX.

31. Page 20, Footnote 61: Although OCR had originally planned $8.1 million
for technical assistance contracts in FY 81, this projection was revised to $4.1
eillior as a result of OCR's not receiving the planned pay supplemental for a
governelke,,twide cost of living increase and other personnel related expenses.

Ps1e 21. line 1: The reduction in funds available for new technical
assistance contracts resulted from the fact that total funds available to OCR
under the continuing resolution were less than OCR had originally planned.

3). Pale 21, Line 8: In FY 82 OCR developed a contract proposal for building
State agency capacity in civil rights. This was to take the form of a survey
to determine the comparability between State and Federal civil rights statutes.
After further consideration, OCR determined it would be a better use of
reso4rces to develop Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with willing State
agencies for Cooperative activities. At this time OCR has entered into MOUs
with he* Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia. Several other
'mous are in the discussion stage.

341. Page 21. lontnote 63: Past technical assistance contract efforts centered
almost esche,ively on Section 504. Due to OCR's more substantial experience
with Title VI and Title IX, the Agency is better able to provide technical
itti'.tancr in the ta. area; without outside contracts.

Pi. Pace ?1, Footnote 67: The reference to FY 83 technical assistance funds
it inaccurate. Mr. Clifford is not responsible for OCR budget operations.
ms. billingOey stated that it is unlikely that any additional FY 83 funds
(beyond the $1.4 million planned) would be available for technical assistance
contracts.

PA'-,e 22. roOthOte. 69: OCP staffing reports show that the Regional
Technical A..it,thce *.itaft-. had ?7 professional staff as of July 23, 1983.

37. Pero ?3, tier 4: The :tdte,notht that ". . . funds . . might not actually

Wcuelle available unle%*, policies regarding OCR supplemental appropriations
thange,° is speculative.

Pl. Page 23, Line h: Mr concluding statement in the document appears over-
bro4a in the refl.!renre to ". . . progress in its [OCR's] enforcement program."
The conclulion it4 not adequately supported.

39. Page 13. rootnote 73: kcording to the current schedule, the technical
1'41trice packages will be ready for use in the fourth auarter of FY 84.
TA Pro Acts Schedule, Auguit 19. 1983.



U.S. Department of Labor

SEP 28 1983
4,

Deputy Udder Secretary for
Employment Standards
Washington, D.C. 20210

Ms. Linda Chavez
Staff Director
United States Commission
on Civil Rights

Washington, D.C. 20 25

Dear Ms. Chavez: LAL.

I would like to thank the Commission for inviting us to
comment on its draft report evaluating the enforcement
.performance of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance.
Programs (OFCCP). Indeed, we welcome the opportunity to
review the draft, and hope that our 'omments will enhance
the quality of the final report. For your convenience, I
have enclosed a point by point analysis of the dralk: in an
effort to correct a number of factual inaccuracies, .

misinterpretations, and omissions.

We were disappointed that this early draft failed to mention
the notable accomplishments and program advances achieved by
the agency. We believe that reporting efforts which
contribute to noteworthy accomplishments in the area of
civil rights enforcement, and sharing this information with
the reading public and with sister enforcement agencies, can
significantly enhance the enforcement effectivanes6 of all
the civil rights programs. Similarly, we suggest that in
areas where the Commission found "room for improvement"
in program performance, ideas, advice, alternative
approaches, and recommendations for improvements be included
in the report. By so doing, we believe that the Commission's
findings and recommendations will.transcend the narrow
confines of a given agency and haVe a'salutary effect on the
entire network of civil rights enforcement agencies.

Once again, I thank you for this opportunity and look
forward to our continued collaboration toward an effective
civil rights enforcement program.

Sincerely,

Robert B. Collyer
Deputy Under Secretary

Enclosures
262



Our corlents on the ComMission's draft ,report evaluating the
enforcement performanca of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs (OFCCT are as folldws:

* Page 1 (En-orcement Responsibilities)

line 4-- To cover all contractual obligations required by
the Executive CA.der and by the statutes governing the
Handicapped and Vef-erans Programs, we suggest that these
two sentences be rLvised to read (hdditions/revisions
underlined): "...employment by. Federal contractors because
of race, sex, religirm. color, or national origin and
requires them to take affirmative action in hiring,
promotion, pay and training to assure nondiscrimination for'
minorities and women. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and 38 U.S.C. 2012 impose similar prohibitions
and obligationson Federal contractors in theii employment,
practices relatingtogualified handicapped individuals and
Vietnam Era and certain disabled veterans.

line 9-- The most accurate data we can obtain indicate that.
these authorities apply to 115,900 contractor establish-
ments which employ more than a quarterof the Nation's
workers.

Footnote 4

The Job Training Partnership Act of 1982, Public Law No.
97-300, Section 481, 96 Stat. 1390, requires OFCCP to issue
regulations for determining the degree.to which a training
ro ram satisfies the contractor's aff

obligations. We suggest that this mo
be used, as the Act only relates to c
ender the training/recru.Ltment provisi
compliance program.

Page 4

Text and Footnote 5

'rmative action
precise definition-

ntractor activities
ns of 'the c tract--

We believe that this section of the report sbuld present a
more accurate and balanced representation of court,
decisions by including, those rulings upholding OFCCP's
effective and responsive enforcement of the laws. For
example, it should be noted that all five orders mentioned-
in this footnote predate this Administration, or the Carter
Administration. Rather than pointing only to past

26



litigation, the Commission might consider noting that since

1981 OFCCP has prevailed in four mandamus actions.

In Washington Area Construction. Industry v. Donovan, the
federal district court in Washington, D.C.,IdiSmissed a
motion seeking to extend and amplify an existing Consent
DeCree signed by the previous Administration as to
coristruction.activities in the Washington, D.C. area. The
court was satisfied that the OFCCP was discharging its
responsibilities and enforcing the contract compli'ance
program in the construction ind 'ry in a responsible and
diligent fashion. Similarly, in T. for v. Donovan, a
federal district judge in Philad- ,ia dismissed a
complaint filed during the.Cart r .uministration seeking to
direct OFCCP's construction act 'ties in the Philadelphia
region. Also, in Welch v. Donovan, a federal district
judge in Washington, D.C. dismissed a complaint seeking to
compel OFCCP to undertake certain specific compliance."
reviews and preaward reviews. Finally, in Moon v. Donovan,
a federal. district court in the Western District of Georgia
dismissed a complaint against OFCCP seeking to compel it to
undertake enforcement proceedings against a government.
contractor.. Also, the CommissIon 'may wish to note that the
1976 decree of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in
Alameda Legal Society v. Brennan, (LASAC Decree) has
expired following OFCCP's compliance with it.

At a minimum, we hope you'-will clarify the impression
created in line 5 of the footnote. The Federal District
Court did not reaffirm the 1977 WEAL Decree, but rather
issued anew Order after determining that the agency had
substantially complied with the requirements of the 1977

Order.

Page 3

line 3 -V The resource reductions absorbed by OFCCP.are not
reflective of any policy change "...to scale back-0..
enforcement efforts and rely.more on voluntary

compliance." This conclusion is'not supported by the facts
and is contrary to this agency's expressed policy. OFCCP
has repeatedly stated that compliance with the Executive
Order and statutes is mandatory. Further, in testimony
before the House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
and the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, we
testified that the OFCCP enforcement strategy has been
expanded to include new program initiatives designed to
encourage voluntary affirmative action by government

contractors. These new program .initiatives augment and
complement the agency's usual enforcement activities.

Despit the budgetary eductions experienced by the agency

as par f the broadly-based, government-wide effort to
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reduce Federal spending the OFCCP has conducted more
compliance reviews than at any time since the consolidatiOn

.

of the program in 1978. First, looking at the number of
compliance reviews conducted over the past five fiscal
years, significant gains are clear:

FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 FY. 1983*
2,410. 2,632 3,135 3,081 ---3,127

While records were not kept prior to FY 1981, we estimate
that OFCCP reviews covered about 1.6 million jobs in FY
1980. In FY 1981, reviews encompassed 2,006,000 jobs; in
FY 1982, 2,381,000 and for the first three quarters of FY
1983, over 2,235,000 jobs.

Turning to complaint activity, OFCCP has sharply increased
efforts in this area to.provide timely response to charges
of discrimination. We have investigated more complaints
than ever before as reflected in the following chart:

FY 1980 FY 1981 FY 1982 '",,,FY 1983*

Complaints
Completed 1,726 2,136 2,589 1,875

Complaint
'Inventory** 3.813 3,953 2,058 1,126

* As of end of third quarter FY 1983
** As of end of period.

The' comprehensive screening procedures we have 'instituted
have contributed to the: almost total_elimination of
complaint backlogs and to effective case management by
quickly referring or returning those complaints determined
to be outside of OFCCP jurisdiction or which tack even
prima facie merit.

Footnote 6 4

The agency has gre'at difficulty understanding how former
Under Secretary Lovell's testimony can be cited as a
footnote'in this context. The citation here would imply
that Mr. Lovell's testimony supports the propositionsthat
certain Court Orders reflect "OFCCP's longstanding
inadequate monitoring of Federal Complian Programs." It
does not.



Footnote 7

line 3-7 "The proposals would....require fewer contractors
to report to OFCCPtheir employment activities, and offer a
selection of affirmative action plins which, once approved
would require minimal OFCCP scrutiny." This statement is "
misleading and should be clarified. If the required
"report" refers to the written affirmatiFe action plan
(AAP), we would like to point out that OFCCP does not

'requitp contractors to file AAPs with the agency. These
documents are maintained by contractors and are submitted
to the government only when the agency splects the
establishment for, a compliance review. If this .statement
refers to the filing of EEO -1.and EEO -6 reports, then it
should so state, making mentibn also of the fact that the
OFCCP p4oposal would amend as reporting requirements to
make'them consistent with, EEOC's requirementst

* Page'. (Budget Totals)

First paragraph-- The correlation asserted in this section
is not applicable to the operations of the OFCCP. In
essence, "spending power" as defined is-not an appropriate

'''indicator of enfoL2ement activity. Further, the use of
broadly Uhsed GN deflators, however valid, inaccurately
depicts the implied effects on an agency such as the
OFCCP. The OFCCP budget is almost entirely devoted to
employee salary and expenses, travel, and office
locationg. Specifically, employee 'salary and. benefits
comprise approximately 70 to 80 percent of'the budget.

'Federal salaries have not increased as rapidly as the GNP
or economic indicators such as the Consumer Price Index,
(which are 'based on a.variety of economic factors. Thus, to
use;such broad based deflators on a narrowly based budget
yields a meaningless or at best distorted result.

4-

line 12-- (Staffing and Other Resources) .

The OFCCP was disappointed that this portion of the report
did not consider extenuating circumstances which affected
the agency's ability to make full use of authorized
fesources. We shoulid emphasize that OFCCP never had the
authority to fill theb1,482 po-Sitions theoretically

\authorized for FY-'1980, due to the several and varied,
hiring freezes. and other employment restrictions imposed
government7wide since" consolidation of the°program in 1978
and through FY 1981.
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Footnote 8

The assertion that the OFCCP. volunteered to "...assume
(\,major funding and staffing reductions..." creates'the

inaccurate and misleading representation of the facts. The.
footnote implies that OFCCP in isolation sought these"
resource reductions. As is well known, these reductions
represented just one of the many hard decisions made by
virtua±ly every Federal agency as the Administration and
the Congress sought to reduce overall federal expendi-
tures. During FY 1982,Ahe Department of Labor operated
under a Continuing Resolution. Consistent with standard
budget practice, the $39.8 million requested for FY 1982
did not include an amount for cpmparability pay increases
of $1.6 million for a total of $41.4 million. The $43.2
amount, quoted in the chart on page 5.as "appropriated" in
FY 1982 includesivn additional $1.6 million re-programmed
at the request of the agency to meet OFCCP obligations.

* tPage 5 Table

Two of the displayed-budget amounts are incorrect: for FY.
1980,. the correct amount should be $51,846, instead of
$50,962; for FY 1981, the correct amount should be $50,086,
instead of $49,318. The amounts shown on the draft reflect
actual. obrigations. As.- displayed, the chart mixes anples
and oranges. .

Page 6 Staffing Table

line.1-- The agency did not request A reduction
from-1,'0°8 to. 979 positions for FY 1983,, as Suggurted
this statement. As a federal agency, the Commission sb: ild
be aware 'of the policy change by the Office of M nageme
and Budget in its Calculations of authorized sta:TAL9,
Rather than authorizing a certain,number of full -'_ me
permanent positions (FTP) , OMB poliCy was amended one of
authorizing funding for a certain number of:full-t_me
equivalent (FTE) staff years. Previously, under the FTP
concept, OMBi/ould assume, that "lapse rate " _ow percentage
of positions which would be vacant at any given tiiTJ and
would, therefore, requc.t. funding for fewer positions than
were authorized. The FTE concept eliminates this guesswork

_and per tits greater flexibility in positi...).0 management. We
also .Jund some inconsistencies in. the Staffing Table
relating to the number of actual employees 'on board. We

5



are. including a suggested, revised chart which displays the on
board count at the end of year; An updated on board coulov as of
July 31, 1983, is. also included.

Fiscal Year

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984 (Request)

OFCCP STAFFING: 1980 - 1984

Authorized -

a/
1;482

a

a/
1,482

b/
1,008 -; 979

b/
979

b/

(Prdposed)

Act,,,a1 Onboard
c/

1,304
c/

1,32
c/.

988
d/

.

7,021
A

a/ Number of full-time, permanent staff permitted uncle,
Congressional budget measures,,

b/ Nurber of full-time, equivalent staff-years permitted.

c/ Numbez of staff actually employed by OFCCP, at nd of fiscal
year.

d/ As of puly 31, 1983e'

4.

6
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* Page 7

line 3-- The report states that "Without ...a (management
information) system, OFCCP is hampered in assessing data
contractors must: report..." OFCCP is'addressing its
management information needs and developing a system that
is most suitable and responsive to its program activities.
As .noted under footnote 11, the management information
system envisioned in FY 1981 was not.developed. However,
the decision not to develop the system was reached after
it was consciously determined that the planned system would
not be cost-effective, andnot, as the draft report
purports, "..'.because (OFCCP) anticipated a scaled-back
enforcement program."

The draft report fails to note that we are developing an
enhanced OFCCP controlled and operated Compliance Review
Information System (CRIS) to improve the quality,
integrity, and timeliness of data used in evaluating
contractor performance, as well as our own program.
performance. The CRIS system will enhance the capabilities
of the system currently in place; will permit integration
into other Department of Labor systems, and wjll
incorporate additional data featureson compliance reviews
relating to the construction, handicapped worker, and
veterans' program,.; In addition, OFCCP is using a
computerized screening of contractor employment data as one
basis for. scheduling contractor establishments for
reviews. This approach permits a broader coverage of
contractors and enables the agency to focus its attention.
on those employers with the most potential for increasing
employment opportunities and/or with the greatest apparent
need for scrutiny by the Federal government. We believe
.hat these systems, ih concert with other information
components already in place, will satisfy the agency's,
information needs and do so at 'a much more economical cost.

1!'ie 9 and footnote 14-- The proposed FY 1984 budget does
include a request for funding for' the development and'
implementation of the CRIS system. Also, there is no
connection, as inferred in this portion of the report,-
betc4een the agency's desire to have the WEAL Order vacated
and the development of a management information system.



* Page

line 5-- The draft text makes an allegation that the FY
1982 reductions in personnel reduced productivity,.citing
as support an interview statement made by Deputy Director
Pugh regarding staff morale during the first quarter of FY
1982. OFCCP believes that a more appropriate indication
of productivity is actual performance data for all of FY
1982. A review of that data shows that this allegation is
contradicted by the agency's accomplishments in FY 1982
-which .demonstrate that productivity went up. In FY 1982,
OFCCP conducted 3,081 compliance reviews and 2,589
complaint investigations, or 453 (21%) mole complaint
investigations than the previous, year with 23% fewer
resources. We also reduced the average number of staff
hours required to conduct a nonconstruction compliance
review from 200 hours in FY 1981, to 190 hours in FY 1982.
For FY 1983 through the third quarter, nonconstruction on
compliance reviews' averaged 152 hours. The average time
necessary for investigating,complaints was sfibstantially
reduced from 66 hours in FY 1981 to 47hours through the
third-quarter of FY 1983. We continue to achieve increases
in productivity through internal management initiatives,
procedural improvements, and greater performance
accountability. Descriptive information on these
management activities has already repeatedly been made
available to the Commission.

\footnote 16-- The second sentence of page 8 and the text
under footnote 16 assert that more compliance reviews were
conducted prior to consolidation of the program in the
Department of Labor n 1978. OFCCP has always been careful
not to cite Pe-consolidation workload data for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is the ill-defined and
inconsistent recordkeeping systems maintained by the
various agencies which didnot provide a uniform base for
comparison purposes. Specifically, one of the first
discoveries made at the time of consolidation was that the
previous accomplishment data were virtually meaningless.
There existed no uniformity among agencies as to what
constituted a compliance review; so that, oftentimes what
was claimed by an agency to be a compliance review may have
generated nothing more than a file' check prior to contract
award. In addition, anecdotal information related by
'employees transferred from certain compliance agencies
indicate that double and treble counting of compliance
actions may have been common in certain agencies.
,..:onsequently, pre-consolidation data is at best a
questionable statistical resource, and the Commission's
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reliance on such data is similarly questionable. Further,
the number of compliance reviews conducted in FY 1980
should be corrected to raad 21632 (see page 35 of the
source document cited.)

1

* Page 9

footnote 18-- As drafted. line five of the footnote is
misleading. OFCCP believes that it would be more accurate
to describe the revisions to the program plan by stating,
"In April, 1982, the agency reduced its planned compliance
reviews by seven percent in order to increase planned
complaint processing by 52 percent." Also the word
"initially" should be removed from the thirteenth line of
the footnote, as the cited planned accomplishments were
revised and not the original plan figures.

footnote 19--The Commissionrappears to have concluded that
complaints resolved during compliance reviews as well as
any recruitment/referral/trainihg agreements reached
should be counted integrally as,part of a compliance review
action, rather than separately. Except for the physical
on-site travel involved, the functions performed tn,these
activities are very distinct from those performed during a
compliance review. From a planning point of view, OFCCP
does not specify time for these functions; it does,
however, use it as a management device to encourage the
efficient use of time by compliance officers,. The
functions are properly counted as distinct accomplish-
ments. Indeed, linkage and referral agreements can be and
are made with contractors who have been subject to neither
a compliance review nor a complaint investigation.

* Page 10

footnote 20-- FY 1983 program plans were revised in May,
1983 because of delays in the final publication of the
regulatory revisions. The first sentence of the footnote
should thus read, " For. FY 1983, OFCCP plans to conduct
4,068 reviews." Subsequent information permits the
updating of the second sentence, "It exceeded its'third
quarter FY '83 goals by 317 reviews." (There were 2,810
reviews planned through the first three quarters, and 3,127
were completed.) Finally, the last sentence of the .



footnote should include the following condition: "It
projects completion of 5,010 reviews in FY 1984, 34 percent
more than in FY '83, 11,Ilory_silam!aAmiutil2," The
projection of 5,010 reviews includes those reviews which'
would be concluded at the completion of a desk audit in
instances where no problem areas are identified, and
compliance is apparent.

footnote 23-- As drafted, this footnote demonstrates a
basic misur(derstanding which leads the Commission to
erroneous conclusions. The Commission appears to confuse"
the elapsed, calendar time for completing a review (60 days
for finding and 30 days for conciliation) with the hour
time standard (200 hours in FY 1981, 180 hours in FY 1982,
and 160 hours in FY 1983 and 1984) for completing a non-
construction compliance review. The two time measures are
not..,,Inteechangeable; the hours expended directly on a
review actually relate to work performed sporadically
rather than continuously, whereas elapsed calendar time
refers to the calendar duration of the action. The hour
time standard is both a planning and evaluation device and
is based principally on observed increases in productivity
as well as management's desire to Stimulate greater
productivity, through challenging performance standards.
Similarly .the footnoted text should clearly reflect the
fact that OFCCP has reduced the average hours allowed for
compliance reviews.

* Page 11

line 1-- The words "time frames" should be replaced with
average hours to comport with our earlier explanation of
the difference between the two time concepts. (In light of
this clarification, footnote 24 may require correction.)
In addition, the implication that reduction in average
hours "...may prevent staff from thoroughly investi-
gating..." fails to be substantiated by the findings of
case quality audits, accountability reviews, and other
quality control measures being constantly applied by the
agency. The agency believes case quality and consistency
are as important as timeliness and the total number of
actions. Indeed, the agency has found that.the quality of
reviews depends upon the quality of training and program
guidance given to compliancF officers, which combined with
experience and objective enforcement of the laws contribute
to the prOfessionalism of thy, agency.

footnote 25-- Mr. Cisco rec-.T.'ects having said that time
constraints " could make'OFCCP a paper shuffling
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program..." This is a conditional statement and expresses a
concern'that has always been shared by this agency. To
assure no compromise on quality and to allow the
proficiency of compliance officers to reach the expected
level, we have permitted the hours time W'rndard for
naAconstruction compliance reviews to rew/n at 160 hours
for FY 1984.

* Page 12
A

line 1-- The statement contained in this sentence is
inaccurate. The use of conciliation agreements is not
limited-zib correcting and remedying systemic discrimination
and executing a conciliation agreement is not tantamount to
a finding of discrimination. Other violations of the
Executive Order and regulations, such as omitting a major
ingredient from an AAP or insufficient good faith efforts,
could result in the use of a conciliation agreement to
correct the violation.

footnote 26-- Several erroneous conclusions are drawn in
this footnote. First, the OFCCP does not know and has
never known the precise number of completed cases in which
systemic discrimination was found. The outcome of cases is
reported in terms of hires, promotions, restored benefits,
handicapped accommodations, training, and other remedial
relief. The agency reports suspected cases of systemic
discrimination, not the specific outcome of these cases.
The datapcited4in the Quarterly Review and Analysis
Feedback reports show the number of suspected cases of
systemic discrimination that are pending, closed or dropped
from that category. (Please refer to page 5 under "Other
Results" of the Fourth Quarter FY 1982 Feedback Report,)
In many instances, suspected cases of discrimination

. *e

dropped when compliance officers examine the-facts further
and find no evidence. Thus, the inference may not he drzwn
that systemic discrimination was found in those cases
reported as closed dropped from the affected class
category.

We must also point out that it is not possible to determine
with precision the number of potential systemic
discrimination cases identified in a given quarter. The
data reported in the quarterly review and analysis proces
show only those suspected cases pending at the end of the
quarter. Thus, if a suspected case of systemic
discrimination was both identified and disposed of during
the quarter, it would not be reported. The only indication
that can be cited with certainty in the footnote is that
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the number'of suspected affected classes pending has been
declining. OFCCP attributes this particular phenomenon to

-----greateg proficiency by the staff in identifying systemic
discrimination,, resulting from extensive training and
guidance in this area. Another factor in the decline may
have been that there are fewer applicants -- i.e.,
traditionally, hiring of applicants is a major affected
class issue -- during a period of economic downturn,
thereby reducing the nurdber of possibilities for affected
classes of applicants.

footnote 27-- To correct factual data cited, for FY 1980,
743 Conciliation Agreements (CA's) executed included
agreements for both compliance reviews'and/cOmplaint

. cases. The'data were not maintained Separatgly that year,
so that the exact percentage of conciliitioniagreements
obtained insituations of non-compliance for pach category
cannot be determined. For FY J981, the percehtage of CA's
for compliance reviews was4.6--percent--that is, of 2,170
compliance.revie4s conducted,'1,006 resulted in the -

execution of conCiliatiOn agreements. For FY 19.82, the
correct percentage--is thirty-three (33)e not thirty-two as
reported (636_CAls reached in-1,976'reviews). Through the
third quarter of FY 1983, 3,117 compliance reviews have
been completed, 1,973 contractors were found in violation,
and 588 conciliation agreements (10 percent) were obtained.

* Page 13

line 1 and footnote 28-- The data shown are correct. ,

However, total financial settlego-alS reached through the
first three quarters Of FY 198.1 indicate that _financial,
settlements are no longer in decline. Total financial
settlements during this period amounted to $10.5 million..

line 4---As an update to this_dati, through the first three
quarters of FY 1983, 63 percent of the reviews conducted
resulted in findings of non-compliance- .

lines 7,& 8-- The report draws an unsupported conclusion by
stating that the execution of fewer conciliation agreements
infers that the " quality of review is inadequate." An
attempt to support'this conclusion is made by quoting Mr.
Robert B. Cpllyer, Deputy Under Secretary for Employment
Standards, as testifying that "...employment disparities
still exist among Federal contractors.. ." In its prOper
context, this statementdoes not denote that either more
contractors are discriminating or that the same number
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t,ntirmen to dia,Jiminate. The otatement merely reflecrn
the asjency'A cAverient.cA in continuinq to identify
Oict4iMihattoh, To friTly that Mt. C011yersa statement
itvfitP;t4PA the concloAion Otawn by the Commimnion in, tit,

14C4i. A 0i4l*,11011 Or the (i"PtiMOtly.

l'a4e :4

linc 4-- 7!'f, artirttion that 'whrn rederal contractn ate
thr;..c IptcawatJ) trvit'oim can stimulate prompt

(,'74pliane* and its footnoted tourcea dating back to 1974
aril 2.0c fail to acknowleOge the aubacquent and repeated
tu)inv. tsf fekletal court* which have held that "parinoverm

tntiati awards is unconatitutional, In other words,
Oenlal of cont tact award conatitutea debarment without due

Thq4, the trVi4;1V0 .1eVeraqe. of pr eaward reviewn
ig 1"11'jC1 cripAlve am an inducement to the contractor.
1.4tthet. Ori.P will continue to chduCt preaward reviews as
1.ng 44 teq,41ted try t e9o1atton. ror program plan put pose

ate not i;oatra an a arparate element in the
u;w1flihq An,! tepottinq ptoceaa.

t'1%4

fw.tn,tc, 4;--7 vi-latc, thin information, through the fir:It
q..artelA of ET :903, pendinq complaint declined by

per,,er.r. 40w to 1,1:6. orccp bolievea that elimination
vf lim c.omilain la,:klog la an important acomplishment

,r ltcatcr tecolnition, a improved delivery of
1(, vrovam rIeneficiarrea and contractor alike

A,f; .41r4t;y ef.0-:antc0 once the workload becomes currvnt.

* t c ; t

4( .ititt te4PW14 that complAint* are C103ed
410it;4t;a!ve:y. It hold M. noted that cases are closed

r t .44,1rr. (!the: than those mentioned. A number of canes
41-c 4.-,:coM 4AMittir.troltiVOly by OrCCP because satisfactory
tc.t.0,1j(ur,r. %aye, teen achieved and no further action 1.8
pc4Aite4 aoncy. Occatroe the complaint data
1r,-0.4,441%,41 ;yztem acc..14 not now capture specific complaint
ri-c.ozg4n1 Information in its entirety (it will in FY 1984)
to, atziat provama4nq the data, orccP requested
',414ativa f*A(4:°40_Aittc01 in the third quarter of FY 1983. The
,-J-taatirdn f4tnis0,c4 by field offices shows that of the

t-14; c<4111k;airit invaxtilati6nsicesolutions accomplished
44.% the 1.,arter of FY 1963, 66 complaint cases weret, yn3 ale:rjltra!iv.-1 ?' because the violations were

:..),114:4=AA;:i 4:tor the agency's Initial

4 .1
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involvement but prior to the cJmrletion of a full on-si,J-
Investigation. These sixty-sic actions (66) were resolved
413 follows:

Agreement reached between contractor and comnlainant 46
cvx:lainant hired/rehired 7,

Accommo.lations made for a handicapped individual
Complaints rel,olved by contractors' internal reviews 9

Complainant placed on temporary disability 3

In summary, an administrative closure does not signify an
absence of investigation; rather, it indicates that the
agency is satisfied that the complaint; has been resolved in
accordance with the law and'that all proper protections and
remedies havg been afforded.

*Page 17

line 8-- In referring to OFCCP's liaison group initiative
to encourage voluntary affirmative action efforts and
broaden communications with members of the public, the
report. states that, "Similar initiatives in the past have
not proven an effective alternative... ." The OFCCP is not
aware of any similar initiatives in this program area. If,
however, such initiatives exist, we are disappointed that
the Commission did not include in its report examples of
such efforts. Ws, believe that the utility of the
Commission's study would be greatly enhanced if it shared
those efforts for encouraging voluntary affirmative action
which have proven unsuccessful, as well as those
initiatives with promise that can serve as a model worthy
of replication by civil rights enforcement agencies at the
federal, state, and local levels everywhere. This sharing
of experierces through such a widely distributed
publication, as is the Commission's Report, would simulate
and cross-fertilize ideas and possibly enhance the
performance of civil rights programs. As an update to
footnote 48, there are presently 173 liaison groups in
existence nationwide, all engaged in a variety of voluntary
affirmative action activities.
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

SEP I 3 1963'

Deborah P. Snow
Assistant Staff Director

for Federal Civil Rights Evaluation
United States Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Dear Ms. Sn81,4:

As requested, we have reviewed the draft report on EEOC's enforcement
performanceandresourcea!location.Numerousspecificicorilments and
suggestions for change are enclosed.

From ag-elliral perspective, it is the unanimous conclusion of all of they
staff members who have reviewed the draft report that it does not fairly
or accurately describe the extensiveness of current program goals or
achievements. The report appears to be obsessed with the concept that
there is a direct and total relationship between the level of resources
assigned to a partibular function and the corresponding level of
accomplishmehts produced. Based almost exclusively on this assumption,
the report presehts numerous negative conclusions about EEOC's current
program. Those few positive statements which are included are tempered
by an unflattering comparison to some vague standard of what could be
achieved if there were no resource constraints.

While every Governme program could justify and utilize additional
resources, it is inac rate to conclude that major resource constraints
constitute a significant hinderance to the achievement of any curret
goal of the Commission. The Commission's current performance closely
matches the levels previously attained when performance is measured by
looking at actual benefits being produced. In addition, the Commission's
current program is in many ways broader in scope than was the case in
previous years. New initiatives, such as providing assistance to small
and medium size businesses on how to comply with EEO laws and sending
investigators into communities outside the immediate reach of EEOC's
Field Offices to perform charge intake functions, will dramatically
increase the impact of the Ccmmission.



Page 2 - Deborah P. Snow

I would sugge4t that the tone and content of the report be substantially
recast. EEOC staff realizes that employment discrimination Nmains a
serious and pervasive problem in the United States, However, no particular
purpose appears to be served by presenting such an unflattering portrait

of this agency!s current performance. Your report needs to equitably and
more fully describe the correct achievements of EEOC in.tackling the-
enormous problems which fall under its statutory mandate.

Enclosure

cerely,

A1Q
John Seal
Management Director



Page 2, paragraph 1

While increases have been small, there has been no noticeable impact' on

complaint backlog elimination, class and systemic discrimination inJesti-,

gation and litigation and coordination. in fact 90% of the backlovA

pre -1979 complaints were eliminated in FY 1983, 92% increase In the

number of cases filed over FY 1982 and no negative impact on our

coordination responsibilities under Executive Order 12067.

or

c.,

(
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Pages 2 and 3 .

Page'2 Budget Totals

The entire analysis on pages 2 3 are isleading. The analysis should

be based on-outlays an of b et authori y since this most accurately

reflects actual Commission expenditures. Moreover, comparing increases

in the Commission' 11- o G on rates is totally inappropriate.

Nearly 70% of OC's expenditures are for personnel salarier: and benefits.

The increa s*needed in this object class should correspond annual_

cost of iving adjuStment for Federal employees not the GNP inf'!aon

rate. imilarly, expenditures in Such categories as commercial .

posta e, travel, FTS and supplies are adjusted according to the rs.

of w rkdays a. year, not according to fhe:'inflation rate. The aht

of f nd rovtded to State and.Loca: Agencies is also not influen461w

inflation, but rather by a funding formila established by EEOC. The orly.

portion of EEOC's entire budget which lendsitself to the type otanalysis

you have presented relatJs to such'-smalfl-line items as transportation,

word processtng, ,A13!P use and equipment purchase. We strongly ,suggest you

delete the entire content of pages 2 and 3.

CA



Reccamend this tdble -2place thedone on page 3

0

Appropriations and Outlays

FY 1980.through FY 1'983
(in thousands of dollars)

Fiscal Year 1980
Salaries and benefits
State-and local grants
'Other

Appropriation

124,562
(85,862)
(15,000)
(23,700)

Outlays
Compeo-sable

Workdays

Federal
Employees

COL
Adjustment

130,841

(85,862),
(15,694)
(29,285)

262

Fiscal Year 1981 141,200 134,56
Salaries and benefits (93,860) (93,860) 261 9.1

State and local grants (18,000) (15,233)

Other (29,340) (25,163)

'Fiscal Year 1982 144,739 137,671

Salaries and benefits (96,873) (96,873) 261 4.8

State and local grants (18,500) (16,376)
Other (29,366) + 124,022)

FiscarYbar 1983 147,421 1/ 145,694
Salaries and benefits (101,281) (101,281) 261 4.0

State and local grants (18,500) (17,297)

Other (27,640) (27,116)

Fiscal Year 1984 (EstiMate) 151,928 2/ 150,136
Salaries and benefits (105,442) (105,442) 260 3.i

State and local grants (18,000) (18,660) (Proposed)

Other .\ (28,486) (26,034)

1/ Includes a 4.6million pay raise supplemental
/ 1984 Hsuse.Allowance\

* \



Page 5

Insert table for EEOC Full-time Permanent Staff Positions:

1980-1984 (Proposed)

Fiscal Year Authorized a/ Actual b/

1980 3,777 3,433

19b1 3,416 3,412

1982 . 3,326 3,149

1983 3,185 3,167 c/

1984 (Request) 3,185
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Page 6, 'Recommended change - Paragraph 2 - line 3

Averaging processing time should be 186 days and not 242.

0



Page 7 suggested change footnote 12

12/ Since public8tion of the new referral rule (Title VI Title VII Rule),

the expected number of new charge receipts has been much less than

originally estimated. This has been due in part to the exemption (1,f the

Department of Education from the rule because of the Adams case and the

elimination of mixed cases from the rule. Receipts during the first three

months of operation under the rule totalled less than 100 charges.

284



Page 8 Footnote 13 - line 5

Shows 242 (average processing time) for FY 1982 and 1.80 for FY 1983.

Response: Average processing time for FY 1982 should be.186 days and

159 for FY 1983 (6 month report.)



Page 11, Recommended change footnote 25 and the deletion of

footnote 26, 27 and 28

Mr. Finney has stated that the paraphrases of his comments are a disturbing

distortioll of the interview which he had. Earlier on, the interviewer

indicated that she wanted to take a comparative look at systemic operations.

In that context, she asked for staff sizes in 1982 and 1983. The numbers

which were given were approximates, and without editorial comment as to

. the workload.

In the investigations it was indicated that a prudent disposition of the

pre-1979 charges was a 1983 priority, but we indicated a number of other

priorities; including regeneration of targeting and screening operations,

the development of target-models, and the development of new charges.

Additionally, John Schmelzer said that some of the comments attributed

to him in footnote 27. concerning Systemic Programs are incorrect.

Mr. Schmelzer said the interviewer asked him about the 55 remaining charges.

He did not suggest this number, but in fact, he explained he did not know

whether this number was_correct. Mr. Schmelzer also said he commented

only on the elimination of Headquarters' Commissioner charges.



Page 12 suggested change following footnote 29

The characterization of our plans and expectations for 1984 operations

(p.12) has no basis in any of our comments, and, indeed, ignor6s several

key highlights of our 1984 plans which we shared with the interviewer.,

including:

1. 4-5 new systemic charges;

2. Several important settlemeht.negotiations;

3. RefineMents of the new targeting model for export

to the field units;

4. A vigorous program- to. monitor settlement and consent

decrees; and

5.1 A combination of at least ten hew direct or intervention

lawsuits.



Page 12 suggested chaRge - footnote 31

o Page 12, footnote 31 and accompanying text: The text following footnote

30 and footnote 31 should be changed to read: "Although EEOC staff

litigation recommendations from field attorneys to the General Counsel

increased between FY 1980 and FY 1981, the number of recommendations

declined in FY 1982. 31/

31 / EE0E, staff recommended 393 cases in FY 1980, 469 in FY1981, and

401 in FY 1982. EEOC FY 1981 Annual Report, p. 29; EEOC FY 1982 Annual

Report (Draft), . . Cases reccmmended by field staff to the General

Counsel are reviewed in headquarters for legal and factual sufficiency

and are in ,t4Jrn recommended by the General Counsel tc the Commission.

The Com/ ''Ssison ultimately decides whether to authorize or reject

litigation. ,Virtually all cases authorized by the Commission are

filed in. court."
/

/

2 8 Li



Page 1'3 footnote 32 suggested change

o Page 13, footnote 32: Suggest-change footnote as follows (underlining

indicating changes): FY 1980, the Commission authorized 322 cases;

in FY 1981, it authorized 364 cases; and in FY 1982, it authorized-112.

With respect to case filings, in FY 1980, EEOC filed,358 cages; in
-7--

FY 1981, it filed 4441fases; and, in FY 1982, it filed 241.. .As of

the end oflthe third quarter, FY 1983, it, had filed 116. AS-of

July 31, 1983, EEOC either had 'authorized for litigation, or had filed,

a total of 205 cases In FY 1983. (Case filings include both direct

suits and interventions, which must be authorized by the Commission it-

-self, and subpoena enforcement and preliminary relief proceedings,-which

do not require Commission authorization:)..."

to

(Note: The draft report's figure fOr case fi ngs in FY 1980 is erroneous

because it does not include subpoena enforcement suits. Subpoena

enforcements have properly been Ocluded in. the remaining case filing

statistics.) A

r .



Page 13' - Footnote 34 suggested change

Footnote 37

o Page 13; it preceding footnote 37:.

Change as follows; "As of July 31, 1983', case authoriiation,i for

FY 1983 totalled 146: As of the end of.the third quarter of.FY 1983,

beefits.totalled $21.2 miPlion." - .t

:

V
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'age 16 paragraph 2. suggested change

IV.1 Page 16,.Second paragraph

Theconclusion of the report that "loss of staff Will result in

little foilow-up of past activ,ity,- few initiatives, and

concentration of staff resources on coordination of regulations

with/other agencies" is incorrect.

We have developedtwo office objectives 'for FY 1$4, which have

received tentative approval. One concernsproviding guidance

on Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the other

involves continued work. with the Civil Riuhts.portiOn of the

A-11 budget-submisSion including the development of an

.instructional manual. In addition, we are considering '

initiatives in several other areas.

Finally,, necessity) wa must react to other agency regulations

as received. Our reviews of these regulations, are for the purpose

of elimin-ating problems of duplication and-incotisistency in .-

1..

Federal equal employment ahforcement.

As such, this activity in conjunction withoU1 tentative goals

and initiatives, means that` problems of duplication and 46.-
,

cOnsistency in Federal equal employment-enforceM4nt Will not

"continue to receive limited attention."

*



Page' 16, footnote, 46. (Recommended change)
-.4

Coordination Divisidh ost no function as a result, Of the 1982 reorganization.

However, the Guidance Division, which is the other division in Coordinatiop,

and Guidance Services, received part of the functions and part of the.

'staff of the former Office of Polity Impleme\ntation.

r
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MDear Ms. Chavez: . .
. .f

, .. -
,,. . - - ------- ,

Thank you for the oppOrtunitrtorbview.the CoMmiion"s;draft.repor.t,
on civil rights performance in HUD's, Fair Housing and Equal OpPoptunity
program. As you requested, I have enclosed -a detailed ,descripti- of, the
corrections that are necessary for factual accUracy.andan attathment
with technical 'corrections to the body and footnotes.

The following is a summary of the results of our 'Program:, They are
discuSsed'in detail later 'in my response: 9

HUD Enforcement of Title VIII Cases is Substantially/More
E ective. e num er o success. u conc cations o ousing
discrimination n cases 'has increased .-. The monetary -compehsati on
award in administratively processed 'cases is-higher than ever
beford. .

The Program to Strengthen State and Local ,EnforcementCapability,
i-s` a ,Success. Over.80 states and loc\al governments. are now
sharing enforcement; responsibilit,Vvrith-HU.D. his program has"
increased dramatically the resources which are available to f4ht,c;
housing discrimination.- ,Many, states and, localitiies have laws
stronger. than Title VIII, thus 'increasing die remedies available
to 'victims/ o'f,- discrimination. The draft report is silent about
this leveraging' impact, both in terms of resources and remedy.

The Administration has Pro osed S ecific Amendments.to Strengthen
it e.VIII 'and wi Request t e Resources 'equired arry out

; that New Authority. In his State of the Union Message, Prbsident
,Reagan made clear his intention to provide the miSsing idgredients
to eff;ettiVq enforcement. The Administration hai delivered on
that promise by sending such a measure, to-Congress. There is no
single more importint in=itiative this Department ,could take, and .

'-We are committed, to making it a: reality.. .0
a
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0 1

Title VItSection 109 ,Findings of Apparent Nondorirpl-Fance Have '

745FiTririfi Doubled Since 1981.* .Whi)6 the draft report focuses on

interim steps in'ighe growessing of Title VI/109 tomplaints, if

fails to note that the results of the process have irirprioied

markedly.. In 1981 only 10% of,the complaints resulted 'in a'

finding of apparent tioncoMpliance: In 1982 the, figure-had. riero,

*sic. 14% 'and to 24:C 1)y the first half of 1983. Simflarly,. the

percentage of Jitte ,VI/109 compliance reviews that have resulted

-in lindingikof 'apparent oncompliance has grown from-5% in FY

4980 to 29% in the first half of FY 1983.

while I appreciate- your desire to assure the fundamental accuracy of-
,

t, he report by including a great deal of factual infOrmation and analysis, I

am concerned that,a focus, on such. indicators alondflmay-create afalsg im-,

presajoh nonetheless. For.e5(ample, it is accurate but not useful to cite :the

.

decrea'se that occurred in -FHEO's' on-boaFd staff,.unless you also

,
Compare the ,treatment of civil :righttzstaffing to al 1 other .sltaffirig, in. the.

Department. As 1 later' point out, FHEO staffing: was treated more. faVorabb;

than the Staffing of the-Department overall. -Similarly, the report does

not reveal .
that-the Department has held FHEO relatfvely "harmless" )when its

program funding level is compared tb the reducOons in most other'HUD

programs: IA fact, while there were adjustments in Individual Department.

programs, the FHEO progi'dm as a'whole increased from 1981 to 1983 While the

total- Housing. Snd, CPD programs ,decreased.

I am also concerne4 that the negort fails -to consider .the. National

context which surrounds the entire Federal .enfokeiiient effort. Nowhere 'is,

there discussion of .the seriousbudget crisis' this eauntry bas faced,over

the past two years and of the. significant- shortf011. of available resources_'

)to carry out many of -this Nation's most critical _need's and priorities. ,

1

We all agree that sufficient resources haile not been pcovided to end

discrimination in this country, but that judgment must be balanced "by the

overwhelming needs we have to provide for the poor, to help the unemployed

and to provide for our National defense. In the face of such overwhelming

deficits and critical needs, itis essential that this report take cognizance

.

of the difficult choices we must make in using the scarce resources which

'are available. -Put simply, it i less than accurate to call out the declin-

-
-_ingsize of the-total resources made available for civil rights without

arkmention of the severe reductions in many prograMs that have taken plaCe

in the National budget. In the total cOntext, .civil rights at HUD has been.

.

more itnan proportionately, 'funded.

)1 The material which followt is,organized in the. same order as`the draft

'report.... It discusses in more detail -.the specifics of the HUD program:arid

_phe reasio that I believe we have maae major progress, in program effective:

ness despite the increasing shortage 'of available resources.
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BUdget 'Total s et.

c.

,
. While there have been decreases'in :funding ,fOr prograMs and staffing

throughout the Departmelt, FHEO /has been held "harmless" to a. great extent:
The following is a compMlson of program obudget authority and abthinistrativ.e-
funds provided in the three major program elements withinthe D6partment:.

-..

.

19.804: 1981 . .1982
.17E711

1

1983 1984 .

TO 1 ars

FHEO:
,

,
.

Program $3.7 $5.7. $5.0 $5.7 $4.7
Salaries &Expenses 18.4 21.1 22.3 23.3 NA

SubtOtal.. 22.1 26.8 7.3 29.0 '
4

Housing:

Program 28,837.6 27,184:7 i4,660.9 '6;309.6 9,126.9
Salaries & Expenses.: 242.74 259.9 252-.4 .261.5 NA

Subtotal 29,080.3 27,444.6" 14043.3, 6,571.5
I

CPD:

program 4,574:5 4,391A 3,928.7- 3,908.0. 3,9.20,0

Salaries' & Expenses 64.1 ' 63,9' 62.2 51.4
Subtotal

, .
4,638.6 4,455.8

.,,

3,990.9 3,969,4

Furthermore, if one compare's the change in Ihe total FHEO budget from
FY'l 980 to' FY 1984 to the change inthe. Department's total budget (both .in.
constant dollars), it is apparent that FHEO has been iipll.supported. The
FHEO budget 'remained unchanged these four years ($22,050,000 to $22,280,000=-

- a. Wincrease), whilepe Department's appropriation declined substantially
ln the same period ($35,'687,194K fn FY.1989-to $10,410,650K Vn FY 1984) . 0

Similarly, while FHEO staff decreased, the reduction was substantially
less than the Department as a whole. FHEO's on =board strength decreased
from 610 in FY 1981 to 545 on June 30, 1983, a reduction of A 0.7%; but the
lepartment's on-board strength decreased by 17% as .of June 30, 19837from .

.15,122 to I2,498). .

Title 'VIII Program.

. The draft report would criticize' the Department's record- in the
administrative enforcement of the Federal Fair Housing LawITitle VIII of

the Rights Act of1968, as amended). The report would also indicate
that serious questions -exist regarding the vse of State and local agencies
administering fair- housing taws recognized by the Secretary:as providing
.rights and remedies which are substantiallyOuivalent-to the Federal Fair
Housing Law.

o
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,We"belidve that the draft report. does not reflect this Department's

achievements under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, nor sioe.s ,

it adequately address this Department's-commitment to the Federal air

HOusing Law. Further, we do not believe that the conclusions made

regarding State and fiocl agencies are suppo`ted in the report.
. /

The Department's records indicate that the mober of fair housing'

complaints received increased from 3,039 in FY,1980tO 5,112 in FY 1982,.

a 68.percent i'ncrease. The number of beterminations ta'Resolve (DTR) made

after HUD investigation of complaints increased by 23 percent overthis'.

same period. Cases with a MR were successfully concilfated approximately

60 to,65 percent of the time and in 50 percent of these cases, complainantsk.

were provided with a dwelling.' ,
.

A .

.

DUrIng the same period, the number of States and localities-with

.
substantially equivalent fair housing. laws increased from 38 to,69... HUD .

referral of Title VIII complaints to these agencies increased from 410' in

FY 1980 to'2,679 in FY 1982 or a 553 percent.increase. Based upon data

maintained by HUD in its Complaint and Compliana &eporting 'system.; the

number of cases successfully conciliated by these agencies is comparable

to HOD's.sucCess rate. (

On July 12, 1983...the Pretident subinitted to'Congress proposed

,
amendments 'to the Federal Fair Housing Law. The-Adnti ni s7trati on's proposal

_reflects the President's commitment, as stated in *his State of-the Union

Message, to effective ,enforcement of the-Federal.Fair
Housing Law as an

,

essential element for ensuring equal opportunity for'ail.'

*- For sometime many Of us have recognized the enforc ement shortcomings

of the 1968 law. The Department hasbeen working on strengthened enforce-

merit since this Administration took office. Under:the Administration.Bill,

the'Secretary ofHUD will still ihvestigate and attempt to conciliate a

complaint filed by1an indiVidual. If the'conCiliatiOn effarf_fails,how-.

ever, the Secretary would be authdrized to refer die complaint to the

Attorney General witifa recommendation that he Or she commence a District

Court action for equitable relief or civil penalty. The proposal authorizes

.

a.Civii penalty of up to $50,000,Jor a. first offense and up to $100,000 for

a second offense.
. . ,.

.

The Administration Bill mould make bigotry in housing avery wensive

-proposition for.tli.Ose who distriminate. .-The new law would not. 15tlyAeter

discrimination but would ptovide offenders powerful to

enter into conciliation, which.we havefound to be the astest and-most

effectiye.brocedure. On the average, "conciliation prOduces.4 settlement

within one hundred days, which is much ;aster than any, oour.teor administra-

tive hearing process,. likely to be!
:, .

.

The fait housing amendments".proposed.by.the President offer promptand

effect.ke theans: to enfbue fair housing. for all people. /140y aredilect and
/

.clear. They broaden the enforcement process at'the.same time they streng-

then the ,conciliation. protest, . : ,../ :. /., ,

:,...

,
., .

...
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We recommend that the'draft report be revised to reflect the commit-
ment of the Departmenttostronger enforcement authority as evidenced in
the Administration's proposed Fair Housing Admendments; Act apd to. more' -

'accurately destribe the enforcement efforts. of HUD and State and, local

agenCies. 1 - °

-. 'The drAft report, on page 6; in discussing saffing,.indicates that
Fair'Housin-gHeadquarters staff .assigned to Systemfic Title VIII investiga-
tions was tut. frtm five to tWo. The reference is footnote 22. This

statement is incorrect. Headquarters staff-assigned to systemic investi-
gations, was reduced Yrcarour,(4) OcOfei'sionalS to two (2). Three

professionals were affected by the"RIF:u -However,. e,pdrson who was

reassigned to another office was simultaneous replaced by another staff
person.. t..

The report, on page 9, states that at the end of the first six months
of FY 1983 the Tjtle VIII,backlog stood ,at 865. In the next sentence the
draft report further states that only 1 6 of, all' closed FHEq.cases met *4

the requirement that investigations he c nducted within.30 days. We.believe

this paragraph could be misconstrued to hdicate Viet. HUD:is/not pr'ocesSing

complaints'properly under Title The thirty'day requirement relates.

.

only to theiconduct of investigations.- HUD's eacklOg,(i:e!,.cases open

more than 90 dayS),Ancludes a substantial,number.of 'cases/ in:which investiga-

tion i complete. and in which conciliation is underway.

Historically, HUD has experienced difficulty. in conducting investiga-
tions within 30 days, Particulary incases where substantial discovery
is required orwhere a.respondent-fails to voluntarily.cooperate.mith the

HUD investigation. Recognizing this, HUD firotects the'rights of coMplainanti

by notifying them of their rightto file suit within the allowed time rt-
.gardl'ess of whether HUD has been able to 'complete its ipvettigation of the

matter. This procedure, however, does not diminish cohtinuing. efforts by

HOD to attempt tocomplete its investigations within the time required

`under Title VIII.

q

:!In addition, the inference that,HUD has not investigated e
I
fises promptly

by reference to' cases which are over .90 days old, is,misleading.

the language of Section 810 provides that only when a Federal court trial in

'a civil suit is brought-by'an individual is the-Secretary required to cease

efforts ta;reSolve. the case inforMally.
. ... 0

,
_

In discussing the backlog of cases at state and local agencies,. the

draft report concludes that.the'processing capability of these agencies
. g,

is questionable. FHEO is committed to ensuring timely processing of referred

cases. Clear guidance on this issue has been incorporated in all Memoranda

of Understanding executed by HUD and the equivalent agenctes since 980. Oh

August 4'of this year, this commitment was reaffirmed in a policy directive

from the Office of the Assistant Secretary (see attached). We would also
.

.

point out, however,,that state and local' agencies have had only a limited .

time' to develop their working relationships with THEO and to begin to priori-

tize housing cases' under the FHAP. We expect*these agencies to improve the

timeliness of their protesting of housing cases as the program continues.
°

1
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Comparisons of monetary relief between HUD and state and local agencies 2

(such As thdse on page 1 6) must be viewed withadlution. Many state. and

local agencies emphasize/ear4y resolution ofcOmplaints wherever poSsile in

order to obtain a,, unit .Or otherwise.minimt7e damages. Moreover, it.m5st be

noted that tWdata cn CoMpehsation used in..the Commission's Comparison

rexCludds all state and local agency activity in the post-conciliation phase

of case processing. It; therefore; fails to refleet, monetary relief which

these agencies are obtaining after publi hearings, or as a resu3t. of ',settle-

ments'entered into once a publfc hearing .ias been .scheduled. ATthough Such

relief is not presently, contained.in our: CCRS (4 will be once our ADP modia

fications are in place), there is reason-to believe that.if these results

were included, overall state and local performance in;o6taining monetary

relief would bA greater. : .

The draft report. states on,OSge 21 that while. HUD estimated At would,

close Mt systemic cases during FY' 1983, during the first six months orthe

fiSca1 year only 134 systemic caseS were closed. The report then, asserting

a calculation from HUD FY .4`982 performance figures,'determines that a total

.of 131 staff years woulg2be required to achieve-the HtIthgoal for systemic

closureS in FY 1983arid FY 1984, and concludes that HUD staff allocations

fail to Orovide.the staff

As indicated earlier

.Fair Housing- and Equal Opp

of the Title VIII enforcem
'?1.referral of systemic cases
Since HUD systemic; cases generally involve issues most likely to include

pattern and practice issues) investigation of these cases remains a

priority.
-

Y*
.While the data on systeMic closures in the first six 'months of. FY 1 983

is accurate,the number
on

eases -involving' systemic issues As increasiing:

Further, 'the relialce,On clbsuFg data as the measure of HUD systemic process- 0.

ng is Misleading, since it does-not...reflect compldintslundersinvestigation,

or in .canciliation.. In fact,' at the close of the first half of. FY 1983 HUD

had 46. other systemic cases on hand and had made DTs in 6,6 of those. cases.

-.,

In vjew of'the above, ,we question the validity of the conclusion, based

on udget "data of systemic case oad and staff projections of 'p evious fiscal

yea s, that HUD will not concentrate efforts on, systemic fair.h using cases. .

Ip-this regard,,the Office of Fair' Housing and Equal Opportuni will -advise

Re ional Offices of the need to' provide for prompt processin of o iases'whch'

eve systemic issues, and take the, necessary steps to expedite..referral of

nsuccessfully conciliated fair housing cases td -DOJ for-the, initiation of

civil 'actions.
A

/

eeded to accomplish this objective. ,

.

2 the draft report, the Assistaqi Secretary,for
rtunity has determined that a PrTMary objeCtive

nt effort is to expedite 'HUD'procedures for the

to DOJ, for the -initiation of civil action's..

,71

.

Title VI Complaint Processing and Compliance Reviews
0

'The discussion on Title VI/Section 109 complaint processing
and

con- pliance reviews focusei heavily on quantity rather than quality. This

emphasis is misplaced and gives a misleading view of %the progi!am. For

example, the lumber of open Title VI /Section 109 complaints 'has had a

'modest' increase from_F.Y.1981 to FY 1983, as' the Commission draft points
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, ,
.out. But w one examines, findings, of apparent rioncoilpliance during that
period, o'n finds 'that they have increalied from 10% of complaints. investi-

vi gated. in FY 1981, to 14% in FY 1982, to 24% in the first, half 'of FY 1983.
Thus, the program ha's' become considerably more effective in identifying
and correcting discrimjnatorx practices. , _

. .
A i ,

The Department's strategy in the last few years proceeds on the
assurhption ttiat we willnever have the resources to conduct compliance
reviews for more than a small percentage' of the' 13,,500- reci pients mt.' HUD
funds in any fiscal year. 'Thus, the.important element becomes the selection
of those recipients for review which are most likely to have compliance'
problems. To. actompli sh this goal, we poi nt4out that Field 'Office personnel
(FHB and program staff) generally make annual 'visits to all° HUD entitlement

_ cities and to most housing authorities. The observations of HUD ii el d . Office
staff on these visits- and their review of data submitted by HUD.recipients
can help' Regional Offi es to concentrate their reviews' on those -recipients
most likely to have pr blems'. `The following table demonstrates that this
strategy is working' :, , , ..:

-Year

FY 1.980
I FY,1 981

FY 1982
FY 1 983 (1st hall)

The Commi ssi.on is in `error in citi ng a stria rp decline in program Complianc
reviews-between FY 1981nd 1982 (p. 26). As notedt on page Q-10 of the Justi-
fication far 1983 Estimate *he number of oomplianae, reviews, was counted FT-7
authority through 1981, ar,?&\ this procedure resulted; in some cotes, .-in the
double counting of recipients. -Beginning in 1982 the number of.reviews
the 'number of recipients' were equal, thus resulting in an apparent red4ction i
the.humber of,'reciPients reviewed.

eNi;

i.t
Percentage of COmplIande Reviews
With Non-projance Findings

5
12
23
29

A C

The Commi ssi on b,eli eves o,ur compl i ance review goal s for FY ks 1983 and .19E
are ambitious. While there -maY be some shortfall in FY1-983, we believe'the
FY 1984 goal will be reached because of .the issciarice..of the deskgfideS referre
to in note 109 of' the draft report. These /uides, together with. training of
Regional compliance staff and increased'. use -of desk audits, i.e.-, examining ke
'compliance data.. from a city before going on -site amd thus ob.viating the need
fob travel to communities not likelyg.to have problems,--shckuld enable us to
achieve our numerical objectives,.\while continping to improve the quality of
our reviews. .

The draft report. (p.p. 28-30), cites HUD's inattention'td reviews of Lbw-
Income Public Housing. The number Of reviews i,n the HUD Atlanta, ChicSgo,'
and Fort WOrth.Jlegions has markedly \increa'sed, in FY's 1982 and 1983. These

Regions contain- the largest numbers of PHA Is with segregated 0'. racially
identifiable housing patterns. Increased numbers or findings of apparent
noncompliance and compliance agreemen s h.avei.been the 'result. It has not

c

.



been necssary to resort to.the administrative hearing procedurecto secure
compliance,, although that tool 'remains at- hand if a PHA proves truly recalci-
trant.

The Headquarteifs, investigative Unit`(- cited at p..25) had .planned.to use
innovative-'techniques, to conduct large-city reviews, especially in: the CDBG
program. It proved infeasible not only because Of travel cost's,- but because
it would have required a,far greater .expendi ure of .staff thab had been'to

contemplated, at -a time of increasingly scar resources. The Regional 71.9-1E0

Offices have continued to conduct large-city -DBG-reviewS, the qualiity of -

the reviews has continued.to improve,'aneit should irni3roVe'still further
after .iissuances of the CDOGI Deskguide and 'training.. Headquarters Program
Compliance Division staff have -continuerVto participate in Regional
compli ante- revi ews , both to -att st Regional staff :--and to 1 earn from them.

/

i -, ,.:.
*V.

Voluntary Compl lance Program, \ , . ,
. - , .

\ The draft presented leavei the impression t'h'at the Community Houting
Boardactivity i\sthe only ifoluntary,,compliance program underway because
the/ repo-?t does not include other, voluntary program elements. - We believe
our voluntary efforts .go tar .beyond what .ttje draft deseribes. .. 1

This Administration has recognized that there are measures in.addition
to compliance and enforcement actions to achiesve the equal opportunity Ob-

jectives emboOled in civil. rights :laws. We have launched 'a program of

tions where i,nstitutionaliz d practices, or their results, have discriminated"Voluntary _Cothpl lance" whic will alloy,/ us' to better address those situa-

against protected classes. An,many,of these case 's, the voluntary efforts _

'of the ptiblic and private sectors can work more quickly and effettiveiy to
achieve change, thus allowing us to target Our_enforcement,resources.. The
nKterial which follows -describes that program., . .

%-

In 1972, the Department *established the Office' of. V urita& Compliance
to administer programs destgned, to carry out Sections 80 (e)(3), (5), and (8)
and Section 809 of Titl -VIII". Within'this Office, the' ivision of Housing

and Community Deyelopm r is responsible\sfor working with national organiza-
tions, firms, Federal agencies. and state and local \governments to assist
themAn,developing ,voluntary' fair housing .programs- and )61 thi? es.

Listed belOw are programs that have ben 'developed, and implemented anel., ..- ,

. ..,

which meet the objectives of proinOting equal housing. Opportunity, through
cOoperation of the public and private sectors: .

Voluntary Affirmative Marketing Agreements (VAMA), .

the Office of Voluntary Compliance successfully negotiated and
maintains affirmative marketing agreements with the top housing industry
groups, and over 1,200 local real estate groups.
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'Successes have been achieved in the pursuit of the following

goals: .

'Promotion of a broad equal opportunity program designed
to-assure that housing willA9e marketed on a non-
discriminatory basis; impleffientation of programs and
.actiVities to acquaint communities with the avail- .

ability of equal housing opportunities; establishment
of office procedures to ensure that there is no denial
of equal professionalservfce; promotidn of the
involvement of more minorities in the real estate
industry; making educational materials and fair
housing training available to real estate associates

and.brokers; and making materials available which
explain the commitment:of'signatories to fair housing..

National agreements to promote fair housing Have been signed with the

National Associations of Realtors, Home Builders, Real Estate Brokers, and

Real Estate License Law Officials. Presently, there are over 1,000 individual.

.industry.group member voluntary plans .and agreements in execution across the

country. The Agreements have led to continuous dialogue, discussi=on, and

'increased .focus on fair housing within the-real estate profession. Increased

use of the Equal Opportunity Logo, fair housing training of real estate

profetsionals, distribution of, material on fain'housing obligations of the

real estate ind4Stry, are some of the. accomplishments of the effort.

.

600 Community Housing., ResoorceBoards_Organized and .'

5.5 Million Dollars in fundini7Support Given to CHRBs-

All voluntary affirmativeilarketing--agreements require HUD to organize

community Housing Resoorte Boards to ..assist Signatory industry groups in

monitokfng and implementation. Thete ReSource Boards consist of a cross

.section representatives ofrinflUential community organizations throughout

the metropolitan areas.that have an interest in fair housing and equal oppor-

tunity. At the present time-,:600 Resource Boards are functioning.

The intent of the progaM is to tupport activities that build the

effectiveness of Resource BoardS-and increase their.capacity to effectively

plan and carry out activities that assist signatory realtor boards in fully

implementing the conditions of the VAMA. Resource Boards monitor the local

real estate boards as well as augment their education/outreach efforts.

Funding forthe CHRB prograM began in FY 1981 wiiiianappropriation

of $2 million followed by a 1982 appropriation of $1.5 million, $

in 1983 and 1 million in 1984. Decreases in appropriationt were due to

obligating delays early on in the program. These delays have now been"

rectified and the obligations are matching the appropriatiOns. We expect

t4t the program will return to its full funding level in the future.

In FY 1982, HUD funded 90 Community Housing Resource Boards. Eighty-

-- fo, mnro MIGIRc rarpivpd funds in September 1983.



New Horizons Fair Housing Assistance Project

The Office of Voluntary Compliance conceived and implemented the _clew

Horizon concept andhas established 50 New Horizons Programs
nationwide.

The New Horizons Program was designed to enable the Secretary to carry out

the legislative/mihdate, of Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, as

amended. The/Secretary iscrequirecrunder Section 808(e)(3) "to:cooperate-

with and render technical assistance to Federal, State, and local and.other

public or/private agencies, organization,' and institutions which are formula-

ting or carrying on the program to prevent or eliminate discriminatory'

practices," and Section 808(e)(5)/"to administer the programs.and activities

relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further'

the policies of this title."

The continuing intent of the New Horizons Program is, to expand housing

,options by encouraging states, counties, cities and towns to utilize their

loc-al strategy as a way/to develop and structure a broad range of activities

in the governmental, private and public sectors which seek to affirmatively

promote fair housing.

The New Horizons Program-is an action oriented effort, that is based

upon a fair housing strategy developed after a communities' assessment of

its fair housing problem and concerns. The comprehensive strategy is built

upon four components: education, assistance to minority families, local

compliance and special projects. The program requires short and long range

goals that can be measured, time frames for the impleMentation and completion

of.activities and- the identification of 'resources to be used.

COmprehensive strategies have been implemented in both large and

small cities with activities develdped to. meet local needs. They include:

developing fair housing ordinances; city-wide educational efforts; housing

counseling; and establishing affirmative efforts with financial institutions.

Two (2) majorinitiativesere
accomplished this year that fostered

,public/priyate sector cooperation. A sharing of success stories and increased

dialogue offered a promise of cooperation between the public and private

'sectors that will impact on discriminatory practices in the housing field.

Public/Private Partnershi? Symposiums Held Througout the

Nation - Almost 2000 Participate at Six Regional Sites

The Office of Voluntary Compliance organized and directed six regional

Symposiums on Ppblic/Private Partnerships for Housing Opportunity. The

broad range of discussion and dialogue focused on the success stortet---

related td public/private sector cooperation. This effort was in response

to President Reagan's call for private sector leadership,and cooperation

with the public sector in solving complexsocial problems.

Major real estate organizations, financial institutions, corporations

city, state and Federal officials, participated in and attended the six

regional symposiums. ,
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The symposium series provided a forum for Ilialogue; anti presented the
opportunity to explol-e the concepts of public /private partnerships and
voluntary action. Ideas, experiences, case histories and in -depth discussions
were held with leaders who represented a broad rangd_of interests. Eiisting

public/private partnerships were discussed.

. National Community Housing Resource BoardConfereace -
September 1982- - Event Attracts 400

-,1

The Office of Voluntary Compliance planned and accomplished this:major
Departmental initiative. More than 400 people from.the public and' private
.sectors,Tepresenting all regions of the country, attended this conference
aimed at enhancing understanding of the CHRB process and goals. Major real
estate .organizations,city and state officials, HUD staff participated and

._-_-were-in attendance..

The voluntary compliance effort is primarfly_implemented in area

offices nationwide. This enhanced responsibillty at the local level
enableslocal-governinept,_corporationS; anrtitiiens to participate
in responding to long-standing social problems through increased.
cooperation that can institutionalize equal housing opportunity.

. Coordination of Federal Fair Housing Activities
..-

The draft report cites HUD's.failure to develop regulations to imple-
ment its responObilities for coordination and leadership of federal lair
-Mousing activities. However, the draft does not continue to point out
that the Department believes that the better time to develop such
implementing regulations is after the amendments to Title VIII have been
adopt4d. To develop regulations to implement'a law which will change in
coverage, definitions, and sanctions would be a terrible wasteoot already

scarce resources. The Department will move swiftly to develop such regula-
tions and to carry out its leadership authority when the.amendments have

become law.

Once again, thank you 'for the oppoetunity to review yoUr draft report.
I hope the materials I have provided will help correct the 'inaccuracies
and provide a perspective which is presently lacking in the draft. While

all of us understand how large the task is and how limited are the resouces

to-carry it out, sincerely believe that this Administrdtion has taken
/major steps to improve civil rights performance and to strengthen the law
to better serve us all.

Sincerely yovrs,

ntonio Monroig
Assistant'Secretary

Enclosures: Technical Corrections --

-Memorandum on Title VII-I Recall Policy.
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TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS

. .

Staffing

,

. / In FY 1980 the FHEO staff was increased by more than 13 percent

/ rather than 12 percent.

In FY 1981. HUD. initially sought. to increase the. FHEO staffing

authorization by 23.6.percent rather'fhan 19 percent. .

.

Title VIII Program

Page 15, Re: MonitoHng of State and Local Performance (end of
.

Notnote 60).' In FY 1983 considerable activityoccurred in the

redesign of FHEO'S ADP monitoring capability for State and local ".

complaint`processing. HUD's Office of Administration has committed

resources in FY 1984 to implement these'ADP improVements.

Page 17, Re: Training of Regional Staff on Flip Implementation.

The language appearing after footnote 65 through footnote 66 should

be'deleted and replaced with the following:

HMI's Office of Administration has indicated to FHEO that

sufficient funds will be available to permit a FRAPArain-

ing session for Regional staff in FY 1984..

It should also be noted that Regional TitleVII staff will receive.

'training in SepteMber 1983. Thq training will stress the need for

monitoring complaints proceSsed by state/local agencies: The train-.

ing will cover monitoring actiVites that are n?w conducted by Regional

Offices, as well as activities/ihat should be conducted in the interim

until the uniform complaint montoring system is in p1aCe and the

'Handbook is issued. ',Consequently, we anticipate that'iwe,cwill not lack

the means to conduct our monitoring reiponSibilities.;...
',

'.134ge 19, Re: SystemiC Complaint Referral Activyty. .In.FY 1981 four

systemic cases'representing 17 individual complaints/were refired to

DOJ. During FY' 1982,-three systemic Cases representing ten individual

complaints'were forwarded to DOJ. Since the beginning of FY 11983 four

systemic cases representing 30 individUal complain s were referred to

DOJ.

Program Compfiaikes

1
page 1, Note.4 - Change final period to comma. and add "and in .

Federally-conducted programs."

Rage 1, Note 5 - Line 3 - Sfrike the word "unreasonably:"

Pa e 2, Note 6.- Line 3 - Change.to read: "discrimination based

on race, color, national origin, sex, age, and

handicap."



Attachment:
(Page 2 of 2) °

.Page 4, Note d/ - Line 2 -'Change "1984" to '1983."
6

Page* 10, Note_38-- Line 6 - Change Mr.,Madison!s;.itle f.rom "Special
-Assistant" to "Supervisory E0 Specialist."

Page 12, Note 49, Line-1 - Ch-ange spelling of Mr. Pearl's first 'name
to "Laurence.".

Page 13, Note 50 - Line 2 -.Change the words "of this'year" to'"id
4'FY 1984" . .

- Line 6 - Change "Complaint" to "Compliance."

Page 24, Line 7 - The third and fourth words are transposed.

Page 25, Note 99

Page 28, Line 7 -

- Line 1 -.Change spelling of Mr. Pearl's first name
to "Laurence."

Change "HUD",to "FHEO" - The assessment referred to
was an FHEO assessment, not a Departmental assessment.,

Page 28, Note 110 - Line 1 - Typo,- "pPograM."

1

.Page'29, Line 5 Change "HUD" to. "FHEO."

.page 30, .Support for Voluntary.Compliance

4

Line 7 - local groups of; real estate 'professionalsshOuld
read: local Boards of Realtors

Footnote,131 - James C: Cunningham, Jr., should read:
James C. Cummings, Jr:
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-DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING A URBAN DEVELOPMENT
W*IINGT 2o4fce "

OFFICE OF THE
DISTANT SECFIETANY FOR FAIR HOUSING

AND EOUAL OPPORTUNITY PM al 1933 .

MEMORANDUM FOR - Regional AdminIstrators, S
-

All "Regional Dicectors'bf Regional Fair Housing and Equal'
Opportunity, E

67
ntonid Monroig, Assistant Secretary for Fair Housing and Equal

.Opportunity, E

SUBJ v., Policy te: Recail/Reactivotibn of Complaints; Time FramesECT
:

The Office of Fair Housing enforcetnent and Section13 Complianceikhai recommended
and I have approVed the following policy regarding the above iT'44-encedsubject:

I. .that the language currently set but in 24 CFR 1.15, Recognition of Substantially
EquivalentLaws, at 'paragraph 115.8(b)(5), be modified to establiih a 45 day
average processing time as the standbrd for completing.an investigation, and where
applicable, setting : a Complaint for concilicition. As it ,currently reads, theN
regulation sets Out a 30-45 day "avgrage'r processing. time. The amendment to 24
CFR 115 not., pending -in OGC will be mbdified to reflect this change bef re
publication;in the FEDERAL REGISTER..

.

ATTENTION

FfOM

4

IN REFER

2. That the4specifit 30/60/90 day time frames currently in use
Memorandum of Understanding be retained as the appropriate' "pert
reference" after which\ HUD will redall/reactivcite complaints absent an e
agency's clear demohstration that, in fact, timely processing has occurred,
reasonably be`expected to occur.

e I

1 havp concluded' that' these time frames are consistent. The former represe
average processing time for all complaints and is a general guideline for measuring a
performance. The latter are the points in time at which each_individual complaint will be
considered for recall.

These policy determinations regarding timeliness of. State and local agency processing
in no way otridge HUD's right to recall a 'case at any other point in time where the rights of
the' parties or the interest of justice 'require such action. All Regional Offices should
Carefully monitor> equivalent agency compliance with the 30/60/90 .'day "periods of
reference."

a
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DATE:

Y TO
ATM OF:

SUBJECT:

.UNITED STATES
COMMISSION ON
CIVIL RIGHTS

( '

.- *.

October 24, 1983 ° ,

OFCRE \
)

Renriaed Civil Rights Division Chaps r of Enforcement Report
.... \

1 ;
A

1121 Vermont Avenue. N.W.
Washington; D.C. 20425 to.

Linda ChaVez
Staff Director

*

attaching,for ybur review and approval a copy of 1e draft *

en orcement report chapter on the Civil Rights Divisions\revised in

response to, the agency's .comments' and furtger research and .polishing.

Also attaohed are copies of the Diasion's comments and the draft it

reviewed.
'

for. the cast,, rt, the Division did not provide technical corrections or

new'informatio a could use. Rather, it objected in general terms to

Our overall ass =meet and provided its own. We had anticipated and, to

some.ex ent,-a ready responded to such objections in the draft sent to

:
you, and the Commissioners. We have made further changes along the same

lines i this latest, draft.

t

Our general approach has been to add information on the,Division's

achievements so far as.we were reasonably confident of accuracy and'to

.summarize major Division views differing from the Commission's,= with -

references to documents proviiing both viewpoints in detail.. We helieve

<--this approach indicates, the coplexity of the issues,without'unduly

extending the ch.vter or. ove) /helming it in technicalities. We also

believeit offers a bettei .ante and more effectively showa the.

Commission hhs considered op rasing arguments than merely presenting our

views and appending the Assi .ant Attorn4 General's speech to the SAC

Chairs, as he suggested.

The folloWing 'sequentially summarizes our responses to the comments.
, 1

Resources

The Division said we should recognize that most agencies have hnen

squeezed by the administrat'on'a efforts to7economize.and that 4 has

endeavored to get as much o: more done with less. We have notedlthe

efficiencies described and suggested they may have mitigated the impact

of staff losses.

The Division also cited the adminstration's succesi in obtaining .

increased funds and staff ior its activities in FY 84. We have dot made

this change because Congress has notyet adopted eta FY 84 appropriation

for the Justice Department. We have asked the Division several times fc

an update on its funding for both FY 83 and FY 84 and still are awaitini

a response. 30 7
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Voting Rights Act Implementation .

, .
.

.

We had not received a reply to the Commission'sinquiry-on voting rights

enforcement at the time we-transmitted the chapter foI affected agency
.

.

review. Thdtdraft sent to you and the Commissioners inclUdecFsome 4,

revisions based-on preliminary stbdy ofthat reply. In consultation. with

OPPR's voting-tights staff' We have incorporated additiOnal information

from .the comments. 'Specificallyt me,have mentioned efforts toward-more,

systematic monitoring, enforcementST amended Oection 2,, and

-implementation of the new%Voter assistance provisions, also noting'some

limits in. these initiatives :or.questinhs that cannot yet be resolved. We

also have.pentionedzthe,forthcoiing General Accountidg Office study,
which we understandgenerally confirms our assessment of voting_rights

. monitoring. , . s

Based on'the Di'visicin:s comments, we have modified our discussion of_the

use of examiners and observers, eliminating the suggestion that it-has

not followed up,where the Commission identified proOlems. The question

-1f how the Division targets jurisdictions for examiners and observers

Mill hhs nor been answered satisfactorily, and we so note.

Other Enforcement Issues

The Division had two major criticiy4 of this section. F irst, it said

understated its achieveMents Some problems in this area, such asthe

scant treatment of, criminal prosecutions, we already had takeh steps

toward:correcting in the draft sent to you and the Commissioners. We

further have amplified our discussion of these activities. We also have

.,updated and expanded the:Division's .ecordin employment cases, using

inforthation from the comments'and ou own. monitoring.

We have not expanded our discussion. of innovative Division litgat,inh'as

recommended. The listof examples in the comments.did_ not provide enough

information about the cases and, further,Ancluded some that may

reptesent at most pew areas of Division involvement rather than truly.

round-breaking.approaches. We asked for further information and were

'told.it could take some time to assemble.,': LaCking the basis to forAt an

independent judgment; .we 'simply have noted the comment and our ,.

outstanding request.

The Division's,second criticism is that our discussion lacks objectivity

and should include, both"an explanation of its positions and where the

Commission befieves they depart from "the national consensus and

agenda." This and the case -by -case comments following epitomize the

fundamental plicy. debate wehave been engaged in for the last several

years. We, therefore, have sought to clarify both viewpoints and

indicate, without, rehashing, the complex arguments,involved.

Specifically, we have noted the Division's general objection and-prefaced

our discussion by stating the issues are complicated and the policy

3Oci
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differences fully spelled ou.t.in supportinidOcuments cited. Where we
had not Aloady done so,*Wealsohave Summarized,the'Divisioes-viewsiloa---7-
Major issues, tiding the speech to theaSAC Chairs and,similarstatements.e.
In additioniwe'have noted the Division's comments on its actions in
specific Cases.

The.comments on this part verifiedour inference that the Divisidnhas
adapted an intent standard for fair housing cases had provided.a
rationale for this.policy shift...Since we had not seen the Division's
reasoning on this point-before, we asked OGC for a.further review of the
cases. According.to/OGC, the Division's.statement.that "lower courts .

/have reached a-confasing variety'of.conflicting reaultsu is inaccurate,'
and its reliance on the,Supreme Cou t's ruling in Arlington Heights
misplaced. We therefore,-havenot the Division's position butlialso

,A

indicated,-more clearlythe prepond ranee of case law supporting an-,
effects test.undfr Title VIII. _ --

Coordination

The Division commented that experience with the Executive order hap led
it' to reduce its estimate of staffing requiiements. In view of limits
and delays in coordination adtivities, we continue to belie#e more staff
are needed. We, however, have noted the comment.

Tfie Division faulted our discUssion of regulations for misrepresenting:
the coordination ;section's plans. Since this criticism reflects a
misreading of a note that-clearly appXies only to Title IX, we have made
no change. The Diliision also criticized the,discussion for failing 'to
indicate it had revised its estimate of the number Of coordination
regulations required and issued a prototYpe section 504 regulation
instead ofla coordination regulation. We have noted'the comment abdut
therevised estimate., Since the chapter. already ..discussed' the prototype,

we have made no change-on this specific pint. We, however, have noted
the, objectiodito our evaluation of the prototype and,clarified
the basis for our view.

The DiVision also said we minimized its role in feviewing agency
issuances,. .We have revised 't,0 note considerable activity in this area.
We have made other revisions to indicate more clearly that the Division
can .continue efforts to ensure consistency even without new coordination
regulations. Finally; we have noted the Division's views that it can
identify technical assistance needs adequately apd added information
about its review of training programs. We have not further modified our
discussion of program monitoring because we did not know:how to interpret'
the statement that "expanded on-site preie4e in the.agencies.was
stressed" and, despite A request, received no clarification.

OGC is reviewing this draft for legal' sufficiency. Since we have
conferred on the revisions, / expect only minor-technical changes will be
required unless. you wish further changes. 3 0j ,
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'cattier order had tot been followed. Further, ''in response to .0FCRE

staff*followUp on. this point, OFCCP &tiff replied that they knOw of no
basis for justifying the Deputy Under Secretary's assertion'tbftthe
WEALrdrter,found:in OFCCP comOiance., facts OFCCP staff most
familiar with WEAL matters specifically contradicted. it.) Finally, OGC
said that courts,have,split on'the prepward review matter, rather than
ruling unifomally.in'a manner that undercut the leverage-poied by
preaward reviews..:Further:the comments-failed to notethat OFCCP
skirted this.legal cohfW.ct in 1171 by establishing expedited hearing
procedUres_for contractors determined ineligible to receive Federal
contracts,'

The changes that we could make art iCited throughout the section is
"Collyer Letter and Enclosure. "; A few new telephone interviews to OFCCP
staff also are cited in the chapter.to_reflect further"discussion with/
them over some of the Department's comments.

Conclusion .

.COnsideration:of.the agency comments -has led us,in some specific areaa .

ta Moderate our conclusiOns, but we.have not found it nebeskarY to alter
the overall thrust of the draft report.

0
/-

1

As necessary, OGC hae.reviewed new material., Unless you Have further
changes, these chapters are ready for resubmission to the Commissioners.
If you wish, we can discuss with you more fully our. handling of agency

,Comments.on these. sections.

. DESO SNOW 4

Assis an Staff ,Director
For Federal Civil Rights EviluatioA

Attachdents
ar.

4

es °

Oa

4,
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U.S. Department orJustIce

Civil Rights Division

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington. D.C.'20.530

October 11,'1983

d Mee Linda Chavez
'Staff' Director
U.S. Commissidh on Civil Rights
,1121 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
Washington, Di C. 20425

. )
1

Dear Ms. Chavez: - .,

.

. 0
. Thank you' for sharing the staff draft of the proposed report

on the Civil Rights Division. We have carefully reviewed the dra t

eand, I must say, I am,shocked,and surprised by the factual inaccu
racies and faulty analysis throughout. I hope that.by setting
forth the facts and a more accurate description-of the pu ;pose and ' .

effeCts of our policies in some detail,' 4 will assist you in
revising the draft to present a.fair appraisal bf the important-
work we are doing., .

.

Resources. ate assessment thatthe appropriations available
for the Diyision have not kept pace,with inflatidh and,, therefore,
less resources are being devoted to civil rights enforceMeht than

..in.1940 fails to tell the whole story. Firs,. virtually every
government agencythas had to face-a serious financial squeeze in

the Administrationts,effort to cut costs and increase efficiencyi

- Our activities; as importaht.as they are, have not been exempted.
What we have tried to do -- and I think we have succeeded .is to
gbtas much or more done with less. This has taken a number of

forms. Firstc,We have-expanded-the_use of our ADP litigation
support syStem to allow lawyers to handle,Ore-Jand-41)re_cOmplicated)
cases. 'Second, we here increased reliance o para/egal, part-timei
Student'and'temporary personnel. These efforts have released
lawyers to address more legal issues by freeing them fiom neces-.

nary but intrusive non -legal work. Ae'pett of this effort,

for example, we have recently hired a full-tiMe statistician tp
consult with'ind advise our Title VII trial teams. Finally, we

have takensOmesteps .to reorganize and redirect our activities-

in ways that emphasize new priorities.establshed by. Congress;

For example, we have established a special unit to enforce the
recently amendedSection 2 of-the Voting Rights' Act. (The $

sub.3equent discussion under Voting details the-success of that

unit.) Additional reorganizational efforts are presently under

consideration. . 31i



While no' head of an-agency would ever concede ;that resources
are Abundantly sufficient, Age must live and operate in the .real

world of budgets and scarce dollars. In that real world the DivisiOn' .

`because
adcompliShed a gieat,deal with .limited resources. Moreover,

because Of increasing respOnsibNties the Administration obtained;

froM-Congxess a signifiCant incre se for the Division in the 1984J'

budget'(45 positions and $885,000) to enforce new provisions and
increase ADP li igation suppqrt. This waslone otthe few increases

granted to arty component of thd JUstice Department, signaling 'the

serious view.taken. of,our enforcement responsibilities.

In the sections which follow, I spell out in some detail not

only the inacduracies in the report, but the enforcement strides we
have beeniableto achieve, -even with our 2imr1 resources. .

t t'o'ting ,Rights Nct Implementation. The draft. report (pp." 10-

.16) concludes that because' of resource limitations.thiS effort has

been "reactive,' that there is no procedure for "systematically

identifying jurisdictions. that'fail to"file" submiSsions under 1

Section 5, that federal examiners were not sent to jurisdictions

where "the Commission identified problems," and that the Division

had not responded ,to earlieeCommisSion inquiries:.
. . _

Let me first note that on September 21, .1983, a detailed. .

response was made to'many of.the Commission'equestions-on the

vbtingprogram. I refer kou to that responselcopy attached) which

I believe will',correct many of the misapprehensions set forth in

the draft report. */
.

As my. letter of September 21,,1983 docuMents, it is inaccurate

and unfair to'discess this litigationdeffort as "reactive" or to

conclude we have-n.ot taken systematic steps to require jurisdictions

to seek preclear,ance. Indeed, in Mississippievery countIO:s

redistricting has been submitted under Section 5 precisely because

of such systematic efforts./ A similar effortis now underway' TTH--

Louisiana,

*/The draft report (p. l5//, n.'35-36) notes that the, GAO is conducting

a study of the Division's voting rights'en.forcement'effort. We are

advised that this studyijis nearing completion and may be.released

in the near future. We/ suggest the Commission:may wish to obtain

and consider this report when it is available.

(.)

314,
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The complaint that we failed to send exam -inert to Conduct
registration in jurisdictions ".identified" 'by the Commission 1n
Mississippi and Georgia is hardly cause for concern-in light of
the actual facts and the Steps we haye taken in those counties
(Clairborne and Hinds Counties in Mississippi and Johnsod County
In Georgia). , ,

First, let the point outthat 5]nde the Act the Attorney
General has-the responsibility to send examiners when te-determines
and Certifies that certain statuto.w,co'nditions exist.mrthin'a,
juriidiction. See 42 0:S.C. 1973(di. That deterMInationnow,and
-historically pas been-made on the basis of a full* investigation Of-
the'facts. Exaii,ineiVare not dispatched uhlesisu9h a. state of .

facts can be certified and-the simple "identification" bf a
jurisdiction by the'Commission ig legally insufficient to do more
than cause suchoan inquiry Co be made. In fact, we have spoken
with persons im Clairborne County in each of ourstandarb pre-
'eledtion surveys and have uncovered ho evidence\of racially-baSed-
impedimeRts.to votes- registration. Moreover, black.electo-ral
successesin this 7513151ack county also should be noted. Our
information indicates-thatrblacks occupy the position ofesheriff,
tax collector/assessor, circuit clerk and registrar, superintendent
of education, as well as all five seats on the,county school board,
and a Majority of the board of supervisors and of the election
copmission. VieNalso routinely contact minorities in Hinds County. .

According to our\latest information, the major concern with regard
to voter registration in Hinds County was, as of June 1983, that
there was such a large,number of recent new registrants there, might
be problems in processing the registration papets; this.influx of

- new voters was the result of additional voter:registration oppor-
tunities provided by county on Saturdays and.at decentralized
locations. 1

.

With. regard to intimidation and harassment by the sheriff of
Johnson County, Georgia,. we obtained information in this regard
d4rino our coverage of the. 1980 primary election there (we had 33
observers). This information was turned over-to our Criminal Section
which was ipvestigating.the sheriff's activities. After a thorough
prosecutive evaluation of the FBI reports that investigation has
beencclose40 We are-now in the process ofanalyzing the information
produced by that investigation to determine whether it is appropriate
to pursue the matter further civilly.

31j
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Finally, on,the question of resources, itig true that
personel.in the -VOting3Section are-3ressed to keep_upiwith
their worklOad.' *The.leVelof overtime Jr) this seCtroeduring.the
avalanChe of submissiond folloWing the 1980 census was the highest

in theDiVision.' It is also true', however, thiay. the Department has

co- operated fully in.making scarce resources available for this

important work. Not Only.doesthe 1984 budget` call for substantial
increases, even prior.i6 that personnel were detailed from ether

.parts of the ,Division and the Department, extree'part-time-help was

authorized and efficiency was increased through augmented ADP and

-microfidhe equipment. 1am extremely proud.of the record we have
compiled: .A. timely. respOnse to every single one'of thousands of
Section :5 submatibionsi an effective outreach to make sure changes

were not. implemented without preclearance; successfully defending
the public interest in:bpailou suits; and, mounting an affirmative
program of bringing sUit.agan jurisdictions in violation of
newly amendedSe4ion 2. Suc, n effort should be publicly

commended.

Other 'Enforcement Issues (pp. 17-25)

This section of the draft report:follOws a brief aCknowledge-
-ment'of.tWo examples of innovative litigation, with a strident
criticism of positions taken by the Divisiork in and out of court 'on.-

mlr

. a broad range.of issues... The-list of innovative cases is woefully
incomplete and the criticism of policy eversale provides more

-heat than Fight by categorically conde .ing Division positions
without any' diScussion -- Or.even legitimate description -- of

their merits; A more complete and balanced description of both

subjects follows.
-.

.

Beiole tAking up these matters, howecier, I must register my
total consternStlon at the relegation-of one of our most vital and
significant programs to a footnote on page 17 of the draft. The
successful criminal prosedution effort of cases of racial violence,
involuntary`servitude and police misconduct rank.among'the
Division'S proudest. achievements. We receive and process abgut

1,000 complaints monthlY;: receive and review 3,500 FBI investiga-
tions annually, and present approximately-75 matters to federal

grand juries and bring over 100 criminal charges to trial each

year. This is a program that has" nationwide impact and one,. in my

--opinion', that ought-to draw considerable. praise from the Commission.

Instead, it'is given only casual mention and our -undeniable record

off' achievement -- both ..in,quantity and quality, -- is' dismissed with
the incredible comment that "Sheer numbers of investigations . ,

conducted and suits._ filed or joined, h6wever, do not adequately
indicate'whether resources have.been committed to effective civil

rights,enforcement."- -
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Convictions of migrant crew leaders for holding persons in
involuntary servitude, successfully prosecuting New Orleans police
for participating in a reign of terror in a black neighborhood,
convicting U.S. Border Patrol'officers who sexually abused alien
women, prosecuting Klan and Nazi members for the Greensboro killings,
obtaining a confession in a Klan lynching iMobile, and dozens of
other similar examples are just not "sheer numbers.' This is an
important And vital program that is currently more active than it
has ever been. I:urge the Commission to report honestly and factu-
ally on these activities so that the public can know the truth and
I pledge full co-operation in making the complete facts available.

Turning to the draft's abbreviated list of ground breaking
cases -- Yonkers and Cicero -- I suggest the following examples
should also be included:

- the first case in which the government has successfully
compelled a metropolitan park district to upgrade disparate
services, persobnel and equipment afforded minority
neighborhoods;

- the formation of a special unit of lawyers to enforce
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act and the prosecution

r of a series of cases under that section;

- the innovative use of the Hobbs Act to convict persons
. who tortured illegal aliens;

- a lawsuit successfully challenging the redistricting of
the New Mexico legislature for discrimination against
Indians and Hispanics;

- obtaining a remedial order, requiring that female prisoners
in Kentucky be offered the se vocational training as
mate prisoners:

- a challenge to the pregnancy limitations of sick leave and
disability insurance' programs operated by Buffalo, New York
and. the State of Rhode Island 'as violative of Title VII as
amended, by-the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978;

- a successful challenge to Georgia's congressional plans
proving it was unconstitutionally designed tWlimit black
electotal power in. one district even though it actually
increased .they black pqcentage;

- a lair housing action against a West Coast developer for
using a racial quota systemto limit the number of houSing
uhlts available to minority applicants;



A

7,anrinjunction against the City of Prior Lake, Minnesota
for excluding Indians from voting by declaring reservation
land was no longer in the city;

- a-decree enjoining Indiana's exclusionof women from jobs

at male prisons And requiring that most jobs be opened to

women; and 0

- the first challenge to an institution of higher education

for discrimination in hiring and nromotion on the basis of

sex.

While even t s list is not exhaustive, it would afford a reader of

the Commissio s report a considerably better idea of the expanding

frontiers of the Division's litigation program.

From pages 18 to 25 the draft report makes a wide-ranging

criticism of several Division policies (failure to argue for an

'effects test for fair housing violations, failure to seek as
remedies forced busing and race or sex preferential hiring and

promotion) and also Criticizes positions taken in individual cases.

(Bob Jones, Alien Children, Grove City and Guardians). My basic

concern here is not so much with the authors' conclusions as with

the almost total lack of objectivity. TheSe cases and policies

represent complex national legal, social and policy issues. 'There

is ample room for discussion, debate and'exchange of ideas. The

Commission could perform a far greater public service, by presenting

a rational explanation of what our positions and policies are and

whereit believes -- if it does -- that we have strayed from the
national consensus and agenda. Insisting, instead, on one-

dimensional criticism of such policies, does little toward either
illuminating the issues or identifying-solutions.

For example, on September 12, 1983, the date you forwarded

the draft to me, I addressed the Commission's Annual Conference ---

of State Advisory Committee Chairpersons and tried to explain as

claar3,y as I could what our remedial policy in education and
employment discrimination cases is and the national philosophy on

which-it is based. .The draft does not describe these policies and

their underlying. theories at all but simply characterizes them as

(p. 22) "revers(ing] longstanding federal support for remedies

needed to eliminate the effects of illegal discrimination.* I

believe it would aid the national dialogue on such Significarit

matters if the Administration's positions were accurately portrayed,

and to that end, authorize and request you to append the enclosee

copy of my remarks to whatever report the Commission decides to.-

publish.
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The.draft's approach also falls short of fair reporting by
failing to document the results of our policies. For example, in
the area of employment disCrithination, save on,,15, for.the passing.
mention of the Cicero case, the draft ignores the record of
accomplishment "gTEZW-January, 1981 in bringing and securing relief

in suits alleging discriminatory emplbyment practices against blacks,
Hispanics'and women. . Twenty-four (24) such suits have been filed

under Title VII and Executive Order-11266 ang.other prdvisions of
federal law alleging employment discrimination -- a number that
compares favorably to the twenty-one (21) suits filed by this
Division in the period from January, 1977 through September, 1979.

d
During the same -period of time, the Division obtained thigwne
.(31) decrees'in employment discriminationcases -- as com with

thirty (30) obtained in employment'discrimination cases from January,

1977 through SepteMber, 1979,
11

.9

Many of these suits. were against major employers, Ad affect
the rights of thousands of people -- such-as those'against the
Fairfax County, Virginia, Jefferson County, Alabama, City of Little
Rock, Arkansas, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, New York, and New York

City Police Departments; Clayton, Gwinnett4ind PisadenA_School.
Districts; and the Virginia Highway Departments

The back pay and. other specific relief for victims.g
discrimiNatory practices. obtained during this period also iftOppres

- favorably with relief obtained* in earlier periods. The dearee,in
United States v. Fairfax County obtained in April, 1982 afttrial
and a favorable ruling'on liability provided back pay of/$2,750,000.
to 685 ..claimants who had 9)1eged harm asa result of the emplOyer's"
'conduct, with priority fob, offers to many.ofthem. That back pay
award was the largest ever obtained by this Department against a

public employer. Similar (relief was obtained in a number ofiother
cases -- for.ex'ample, the Division obtained $1,300,000 in baCk pay
for over 130 persons in United States' v: Nassau Count (poliCe
department)', and S808,000 in back pay in decrees covering Jefferson
County, Birmingham and eleven (11) other municipalities in United
States v. Jefferson County; and $900,000 in back pay in United i

States v. Duquesne Light'Co. -- a suit filed to enforce E.O. 11246.
Indeed, $7,704,500 in back pay awards were secured in the decrees
obtained from January, 1981 through September, 1983 -- an amount
which far exceeds the $1,951,050 bbtained-in decrees from January,
197 through September,. 1979.

Lastly, the report camas into question the 'Division's rejec-
tion of race or sex preferences in employment discrimination cases
with respect to the hiripg,:promotion or layoff of non-victims.
The legal, constitutional and historical bases for,that poli6i have
been explaihed repeatedly in testimony before congressional commit -

`.tees and speeches as webel as in briefs filed in the Supreme Court
and other courts. V

*/Interestingly, public opinion strongly endorses our concerns with
race /sex preferential relief. According to a New York Times report

(Footnoted continued on next page)



It is important,to secognize that the policy of enhanced
ecruitment, with nondiscrimination in se%Itipn for hiring, promo .

:ion and assignment,, and specific relief f victiMs of Aiscrimina'

:ion, has,proved effective. Because thR decrees obtained are..two;

rears old or 1esS, our experience under the decrees is limited.

kvailable information, however; indicates thae.the decrees can and

lo work to rectify established patterns of discriMination. In the

:ase against the"Ndw Hampshire state police, for example,..where no'

(0) woman had ever been hired as a trooper prior to the decree, our

Bost recent information indicates 18 percent of the hires since

the decree have been women. In one cif,our schoordistrict\casesi

(Clayton County ,Georgia)°, where the employer had been hirihg blacks,.

for`only 4% f t teacher-vacancies, after the decree, approximately"

16% of the 38 teat rs hired were black. Similarly, in one of/our

countywide suits(FairfaX dbunty), the actual leVels oe'recruitMent

for blacks and worlien, and.the revel of hiring,. exceeded preconceived

availability peicentages. . '1

For yout information and possible use, I enclose-a.listiof .

employment discrimination cases filed and consent decrees obtained

during this'Administration. I earnestly request that if the

Commission intends to discuss our efforts in this area that it iell

the whole" story, especially including, the,effectiveness of mix

apptoach to relief without quotas. , /

L

With respect to--.the. draft report's comments -tin the Diviision's

failure to advance ank"effects" test in litigaton under the7Fair.
Housing Act, the authors again present only one side of the story,

asserting that ,the Division (p. 22') "apparently has chosen to

restrict fair housing enforcement 'to cases of intenliopal diScrimi-1

nation although Title VIII requires no.such limit." _The supporting'

citations (p. 22, n.-54) db not fairly present the 'state Tfithe

law.' The fact is that the Supreme Court has not yet resakved the

proper standard of ;liability under and the various `lower

courts have reached'a.confUsing variety-of conflicting results.

Compare Joseph Skillken & Co. v..City of Toledo, 528 F.2d 80
(6th Cir. 1975), vacated.and remanded, 429 U.S. 1068.(1977),

558 F.2d 350 (6th Cir. 1977), cert. dentedi.435 U.S. 908 (1978) and

Boyd v. Lefrak, 509 F.2d 1110 (2nd Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 423

V.S.-696TI975) with Resident Advisory Board v. Rizzo, 5641F.2d 126

(3rd Cir. 1977) and United States v. M tchell, 580 F.2d 7819 (5th

Cir. 1978).

.,:(Footnafe continued fropreceding page

published September 25, 1983 (p: 29), a poll sponsored by the

Anti-Defamation League found that fully 73 percent of a cross

section of the-public "disapproved of giving members of minorities

special advantages to rectify past discrimination." Even a 52

percent majority of tionfVEite respOndents expressed their opinion
that hiring should be done on qualifications regardless of race or

ethnic background. 318
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Moreover, the language and legislative history, in my opinion,
seem to support the view that the Act was aimed at purposeful
discriMination, The Act proscribes discrimination "in the terms,
'conditions, or privileges off sale 'Or rental of a dwelling . .

because of rac . . '4," 42 U.S.C.tS3604(b) (emphasis added). During
legislative deliberations Senator Brooke, one of the sponsors, main -
tained that the Act would permit a person to "sell his property tiff"-,_
anyone he chooses, s long V it is by personal choice and not
because of motivations of discrimination.," 114-COng. Rec.. 2283
(1968) (emphasis added). Similar references to purposeful discrimi-'
nation appear throughout the floor debates.

.

Finally, it is decidedly the case that use of the intent
standard does not. -- and'indeed in our experden6e has not -- preclude
effective 1:1tigation under the Act; In Village of Aiiington Heights
v. metrknHousirnentcor.; 429 U.S. 252 (1977),,

Supreme Court recognized that such casescan be
inferred' from all of the attendant c4rcumstances. Our position in
court has relied on thi's circumstanttal approach and concluded that
the discrimination was in fact purposeful. See, Brief of fhe
United States, United States v. Ci4y of Birmingham, E.D. Mih.,
No. 82-1599: In short, unlessand'Ontil the Supreme Court holds
otherwise, I believe that the correct posture for-ffie Division in
fair housing litigation is to colIinue to prove the existence of
purposeful discrimination by use of the factors identified by the
Court in Arlin ton Hei hts.. ,

The draft reportys critical treatment of the positions
taken in individual cases is similarly supetficialPIn Bob Jones
University v. United States and Goldsboro Christian Schools v.
/United States, U.S. , 103 Sup. Ct. 2017 (1983i, a
/.review .of the precedents and legislative history persuaded me
that there had never been an express congressiodal grant of
authority to the Internal Revenue Serv4E.e to withhold tax exempt
status from schools based on an administrative determination of
admissions policy. While the Administration supports such a
legislative grant, it felt that without it'-the Service was exceed-
ing its authority and it was incumbent on the Department to raise
the issue with the Court. The fact that the Court has now found
that Congress, by failing to revoke it, had implied such authority
after itihad been exercised, in no Way suggests that our position
was maliciously conceived to somehow aid discriminating schools.
The craft's cavalier, one-sentence description of our'pdsition as

. 18) opposing "the well - established. Federal policy denying tax

ex tion to racially discriminatory private sphools," is simply
incorrect and disingenuous.
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Similarly, with reference to our position in the Alien

Children case, */ it is a clear misstatement to characterize that

position as (p.-19) a reversal of "former position that constitu-

tional equal protection guarantees prohibit discrimination in

education against alien children not lawfully admitted to the

country. The government's brief plainly argued that such children

were "persons" entitled to the protection of the Fourteenth Amendment.

We did determThe not to address the application of the Amendment to

these facts; The real parties in interest, the State of Texas and

the.children's attorneys had fully briefed the issue and there was

irreconcilable dikferences of opinion among government attorneys as .

tp the proper position. Under those circumstances the decision to

stand mute on an issue cannot fairly be called a policy reversal.

The abbreviated,discussion (pp. 19-20) of our position in

Grove City. -- that we are ""Uxging the Supreme Court . . . to

limit Federal protections against sex discrimination in education

under Title IX . . ." -- is :equally distressing. In Grove City

we.argued that the college was required to comply with Title IX's

assurance requirements -- the only issue tin,_ the case -- because

it received federal funding in its tuden nancial assistance

program. This is simply omitted from th Asaft's discussion of

the case-. Because of the expansive opin On the lower 'court,

we adyised the Supreme Cburt that our re'ding of its recent'

.
opinions required a program specific ape roach to Title IX (see

-e.g., North Haven Board of Education,v. Bell, 456 U.S. 512 (1982)).

I believe that to be the correct analysis of the state of the

law. Court decisions holding that/a s"ngle dollar of federal aid

flowing to a school makes every -- athletic, financial or

,

academic -- subject to federa /tegula ion, -are, in my opinion,

inconsistent with congressional inten and controlling Supreme

Court precedents. A full discussion f these issues by the

Commission might help the;-public to .etter understand this complex

area of the law.

The draft goes on tb read vol mes into the fact,that the

Departmendecided not to take a position in the Guardians case,

'involving the issue of whether Title/VI requires proof of inten-

tional discrimination. This determination was reached because of

conflicting views among the affedte federal' agencies. In such

circumstances, and bthers, the gove nment frequently decides not to

file a brief.' The complexities Of he issue -- the Supreme Court

itself seemed deeply divided and tr ubled over the,case indicate

that the reflexive condemnation of the draftis overly simplistic

* /Plyler v. Doe, In Re; Alien Children Education. Litigation,-

Texas v. Certain Named and Unnamed, Undocumented. Alien Children,

U.S c , 102 Sup. Ct. 2382 (1982).
.1



Coordination. . The issues raised by.,the Commission about
the Division's coordination program can e grouped into three areas:
(1) staffing, (2) regulatidns, and (3) pr gram monitoring.

. -Staffing. The draft refers to a 'De ember 198.0 "Proposed 0
Implementation Plan" fog Executive. Order 12250 that had a possible-
staffing level of-57 fog the. Coordination and Review Section.
Since the Executive Order was signed in November 1980, that
estimate was made with almogt no experience in carrying out the
Order and should not be considered as an ideal level for the
Section. Our,aCtual work over the last three years with the
issues and responsibilities of Executive Order 12250 supports the
current (and requested FY '84-85) strength of 42 work years for
the program.

Regulations. The program has made significant progress to
ensure consistent, coordinated, and effective civil rights
regulations from covered Federal agencies. Once-again, the dtaft
report refers to a 1980 plan that estimated the issues" of five
sets of coordination regulations. Our actual experience wittithe
Executive Order has_required modifications to this original
estimate. The reference'to the Oneglia Interview that we have
no immediate plans" to coordinate' agency issuance of civil rights

regulations reflects a misunderstanding of the comments offered
in that interview. * /

Moreover, the Commission fails'to note the significant
role the Divisionplays in reviewing and approving;agency
regulation implementing. civil rights provisions under-the
Executive Order. We have reviewedrecommended changes in, and
recently approved 10 Section 504 federally assisted proposed or
final rules, including those of the Civil Aeronautics Board. and

,

the Departments of. Transportation, Defense, Interior, and Treasury,

The Section has, also provided ,leadership on,several related
regulatory issuese Comments have been provided to agencies to

,assist.in. the development of a number of regulations still in
the pre-publication stage. The Section worked closely with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) on the joint Title
VI -VII regulation and conducted a training session for'representa-
tives from all- covered Federal agencies. The Section reviewed _

and approved tee Department of Education's Privacy Act regulation

-neefaionmssion criticized the Division's proto-
type regulation for federally conducted programs under Section
504, it failed to acknowledge that the prototype is in lieu of a
depagtmental coordination regulation.
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as it applied to its civil rights programs. The Section forwarded

comments to EEOC concerning the applicability of the joint Title

VI-VI/ regulation to eice Job Partnership Training Act. The Section

reviewed and commented on the Department of Transportation's

proposed regulation relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of:

handicap in its mass transit programs. The Department of Health

and Human Services' "Baby Dbe",regulation was reviewed and commented

upon by the Section.

It is untrue that the Division has "narrowed" or weakened

the' civil rights protections afforded under Section 504 with respect

to federally conducted programs. The prototype is pitterned after

the existing 504 guidelines for federally assisted programs, as

interpreted by the courts. It largely tracks the lahguage of the

existing guidelines for the coordination of federally assisted

_programs. However, certain deviations are justified by court.

interpretations of Section.fti since publication of these guide-

lines ih 1978. We have taken this approach because we believe

Congress intended the government!to fulfill the same Section 504

obligations as those imposed programmatically on.recipients of

Federal financial assistance.

After extensive analysis of comments from over 40 agencies

and input from interested public interest groups and citizens, a

model Section 504 regulation for federally conducted programs was

sent'to over 90 Federal agencies on April 15, 1983. The proto-

type will serve as a model for each agency to use, pto the extent

it chooses, in developing a proposed rule with respect to its own

programs and activities. Among other things, the prototype .

requires that any agency's program, when viewed in its entirety,

be readily accessible to and usable by handicapped pgrsons. More-

over, the regulation, provides that agencies must take,appropriate

steps to ensure effective communications-with.personnel of other

-Federal entities, applicants, participants, and, members of the

public, including the provision of, auxiliary aids for hearing-

impaired persons and sight-impaired persons. Agencies which

administer a licensing or certification program may not do so in

a manner that discriminates against
handicapped-persons on- thee.

basis of handicap. The prototype regulation also forbids agencies

from using .discriminatory criteria in the selection' of procure-

ment contractors. Further, the prototype regulation requires

agenciesr,to ensure effective communication with'hearing-impaired

and sight-impaired persons involved in hearings conducted by the

agency: We believe that, in the next several months, the govern-

ment's regulatory activity generated by-the distribution of our

prototype regulation will greatly advance the cause of equality

of opportunity for handicapped citizens. Rather then leave this

important 'area of civil rights enforcement unattended, the Depart-

'ment has provided needed guidance to the Federal agencies to insure

an expedited promulgation by each of them of 504 regulations similar

to the prototype.

322



Likewise, comments from 33 agencies and input from over
3,000 citizens andietngressional letters.were analyzed to deter-:
mine whether to issue revised coordination guidelines for'Section
504 federally assisted programs. The Attorney General had already
adopted the 1978 Section. 504 guidelines issued. by the DepArtipent
of Health, Education and Welfare. Our evaluation of the 1978
guidelines was prompted largely by a desire to clarify'them in
light of interpretations by both agencieS and courts and in light
of problems not anticipated when the guidelines were first
developed. Many persons in the handicapped community, however,
expressed serious reservations about proceeding with the revision
process. These reservations led us to reconsider publication of
a notice of proposed.rulemaking. In March of this year, it was
decided not to issue, a remised regulation: Instead, where clarifi-
cation or correction of'the existing guidelines is needed or is
recommended, the courts 'will continue to be the major avenue for
change and further refinement. ,

The existing 504 guideline continues to be used by Federal
agencies As they draft or ibterpret their qwn regulations applying
to programs, or activities that they fund. Those regulations, of
course, must be interpreted in accordance with the guidance
provided by court opinions. */ -Thus, there is. no difference in
the standards an agenCyis expected to apply with.respect to its
federally conducted and fede"rally assisted activities.

We have also reviewed, recommended changes in, and recently
approved26 final or proposed regulations implementing Section :

504 with respect to.federally assisted programs'and other civily
rights statutes.

Program Monitoring. The Section has established an ongoing
network to communicate policies, provide technical assistance, and
monitor the activities of covered Federal agencies. This_network
makes possible the continuing review of agency civil rights pro-
gram operations to identify technical assistance needs and assess
compliance with existing Department of Justice standard$ and
policies. Beginning in 1982, expanded on-site presence in the
agencies was stressed.

("r/The failure to do so will likely result in the judicial
-Invalidation of a specific agency enforcement action or of the
regulation itself. See American Public Transit Association v.
Lewis, 655 F.2d 1272 (1981) (D.C. Cir.). Such a result, and the
uncertainty-which would follow, ill serve the cause of effective
civil rights enforcement.° m

323
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The report fails to mention the guidance provided. by the
Sectionpin.developing civil rights implementation piani with 23

agencies that are responsible for civil rights enforcement

activities. For the first time agencies have provided the Depart -;

ment with long-range goals and priorities for civil rights enforce-

ment and specified the concrete steps necegsary for their achieVe-

ment: The intensive negotiation process gave.the Section the
opportunity.to identify problem areas and inconsistencies in agency

enforcement.programs and to pinpoint areas-where technical assigt-

ance. may be desirable to improve the/quality of enforcement activi-

ties. The.Section'Is now monitoring/implementation of the negdti-

ated implementaeio6 plans. These plans will promote more .efficient

use oil civil rights resources and more effective civil rights .

programs. ..

4

In.addition, the Section has already reviewed three major

agencies' civil rights training program's in an effort to identify

systemic problems in the areaof training. As a'follaw-up, the
Section plans to contact the remaining agencies within the next

several montps to continue our review of agencies' civil. rights

training programs.

While OMB CirCular.A-11-53 agency budget plans are .useful

to"the Section in monitoring agency activities, we cannot comment

on the internal policies of OMB concerning its need for informa-

tion from our Section. The Commission notes that the Section has

developed a model agency delegation agreement to improve 'both civil

rights enforcement and the targeting of resources. The Section

will continue its efforts to suggest activities appropriate for

delegation.

Conclusion

I have taken,the time tb explain the policies of the
Division and the manner In which we are carrying them out in some

detail, because I believe the Commission's.judgment ought to be

well inforMed as to what. we are doing and why we are doing it.

'The Commission on Civil.Rights has been called the keeper of the

nation's conscience that provides independent'a6blitical advice

'on civil rights issues to Congress and. the President. In my view

publication of'a report such as .the draft reviewed here would

detract from this laudable goal and could seriouslyimpair any

claim of'objectivity and independence.

The civil rights laws enforced'by this Division are extremely
important measures and it is vital that enforcement policies and,

=practices advaffae the congressional purpose. Unfortunately, the '

application 'of such laws'create complex social, political and

practical problems. In speeches and other communications I have

132 4
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attempteg.to be as straightforward and candid as I can in explain-,
ing what policies and. priorities we choose and the -underlyinv
reasons. I welcome advice, counsel and.even criticism from any
quarter, particularly from the Commission. However, I do 'not
believe that the approach, of this draft is helpful to the-effort.
Repetitious-condemnation of our policies and actions with no .

attempt to explain or understand either the positions taken or
the problems addressed, and failing to even mention our successful
programs seems more calculated to distort than to honegtly evaluate
the Division's effectiveness.

As always, we stand ready to provide any additional infor-
mation the Commission may request.- '

I.
Sincerely,

I

Wm.
Assistant Attorney General

Civil Rights Division
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DATE. N G V, 2 -. 1983

'UNITED STATES
COMMISSION ON
C0/11. RIGHTS

REPLY TO OFCRE
ATTN OF:

SUBJECT: Revised HHS/OCR Chapter of Enforcement Report

TO:

Linda Chavez
Staff Director

1121 Vermont Avenue. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20425

I am attaching a copy of the draft enforcement' chapter on the Office for

Civil Rights at the Department of Health and Human Services, revised to

take account of the 'agency's comments. ,Also attached is'a copy of those

comments:

The OCR Director provided some factual corrections, more recent data, and

new information that we incorporated in the draft. There were numerous

instances-, however in which che.comments were confusineor

self-contradictory and new information was inconsistent with that

previously provided. Staff made folloWup telephone calls to OCR staff to

verify or clarify these points.- To the extent OCR staff provided clea&

. explanations, modifications'were made both in fhe text and footnucl,a. In

,cases where OCR did not respond to'our requests for data that would allow

us to correct inconsistencies, we so noted. /-
v

In general, OCR's major objection was that it believed the draft failed

. to present a more positive view of "new initiatives" it hAi undertaken.

Among these initiatives, OCR focused its-comments primarily on project.

reviews (described'as having a mare limited scope than compliance reviews

'but covering more recipients and emphasizing voluntary compliance).

Wherever possible, information supporting its claims regarding these

initiatives was included'. Nevertheless, based on -our previous experience

'in evaluating civil rights enforcement mechanisms, we continue to note

their limitations and express reservations about making firm

determinations at this time regarding their effectiveness.
9

OCR .also noted that Commission staff had failed to4include in the draft

information previously, provided .by OCR staff, for example, on its

activities coordinating enforcement of the Age Discrimination Act. While

it is true some information had been acquired preVionsly, OCR staff

initially requested that it not be attributed to them. Thus, having no

source, for the information, it was omitted. Some of the information

contained in the comment letter or clarified through followUp phone calli

now has been included.
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Finally, OCR made a number of comments that were minimally relevant to
the ppints discussed in the .draft, but all were addressed in some way.

DEBO y OW.

Assist caff Director
for Federal Evaluation

Attachments

4.
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5 1)tYAK I MtN I Of eaptIUMAN SLKVICES (.1 Office of the Secretary

Washington. D.C. 2020'

Ca 7 1983
cP

Ms. Linda. Chavez
Staff Director
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
Washington, D.C. 20425

Dear Ms. Chavez:

This will respond to your letter. dated` September 23, 1983 which

transmitted a draft chapter-of the report of your review of

OCR's civil rights enforcement performance. We have carefully

reviewed your draft - report and .have some very serious concerns'

with the'interpretations you haVe applied to our new and ongoing

civil rights compli4 initiatives. These concerns ire

substantive in-nature and should be appropriately considerecr\,

prior to preparation of your final version to ensure the

integrity of your ra'port.

In order to ensure clarity, I will present my comments

sequentially by page and foothote,

Page 2

We disagre with your interpretive statement concerning

insufficiency of staff. OCR has developed new, more efficient

and effective, ;methods for achieving its goals of eliminating

discrimination and ensuring equal opportunity while increasing

the productivity of.staff.' Additionally, OCR has continued-to

be able to set priorities on activities that focus on identifi

discriminatory practices. The remarks in this section,and

throughout the-report fail to look at the extent to which the

present OCR initiatives result iWochanges in recipient's

practices and how the rate of change based on new initiatives,

(such as project reviews) exceeds previous year performance

under traditional enforcement mechanisms.

Footnote 3 on.page.2 shobld cite Titles VI and XVI of the Pub]

Health Service Act as amended, 42 U.S.C. 3000-1(6), 42 U.S:C.

291 et SIR , as the authority which requires Hill-Burton

assisted7Tacilitieijo provide services to all members of the

community.
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Page 21 Fs. Chavez

7

Page- 3

Technically, your statement regarding the budget request is
correct. Although the initial Carter-Administration request
for FY 1981 was $21,931,000, you have overlooked the March
1980 revision (41,850,000) to that request. This revision was
the subject of a spedific question raised by Commission staff
and.answered by OCR budget staff on September 15 (with a follpw-
up memo on September.20Y. -In comparing budget requests and
appropriate funds it would be more accurate if the Commission
began with the FY 1951 requwt actuqlly considered by the
Congress. The consiaredt request of $20,081,000 was only 2.2
percent higher -n-the FY 1980 funding level.

Further, the "bia.,get Totals" paragraph would be more clear and
more correct if it were noted that the funding levels cited
include appropriated funds only and.do not include Social
Security Trust Funds"transfered to OCR to support civil rights
activities. We have specified additional corrections on this
matter in our comments regarding page 5 of your report.

It should be noted also, that the FY 1981 revised request of
$20,081,000 included a request for 100 additional positions
which was rejected by the Con mess.

appears, thatthe sentence "Curing the last year, these
effortsfurth-er have kieen limited by agency enforcement
policies" refers to the reduction in attorney slots. "(See pages
8 and 9 which reads: "This altered staffing pattern indicates
OCR intends to take fewer enforcement actions,../.,"). This is
an erroneous conclusion. Our objective in realigning staff
was to emphasize the preventive civil rights ,aspect's of our
compliance responsibilities. The objective then is "compliance"
first which is in consonance with the legislative history
surrounding Title VI. If our compliance objective fails, we
will not hesitate to proceed with enforcemtnt action (legal or
administrative) as is required by laws We have 'adequate legal
staff, to accomplish .this as may be required.

Pave' l

Footnote 11 is based,on suppositions that fail to consider
that requests Subsequent to FY 1981 have accounted for
inflation, salary increases, and changes in workload that have
all changed the funding required. to support needed positions.

./4
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The second paragraph on- page 4 statesithat the $200,000 increase

from FY 1983 to FY 1984 would not keep OCR's spending power" at

the current level. This reflects, an overemphais on dollars

when it is most important that the current level of services

be maintained. Because services can be maintained or increased

through productivity growth and management efficiencies,

OCR believes that a limited increase in runding will support

more civil rights activities than we carried out in-the prior

year,

Page q
,

The table on budget totals and constant dollar comparisons

contain seriou'errors. The FY 1980 and FY 1981 appropriation

figures do hot include trust fund transfers as indicated in the

r., it should consistently use total budget authority figures.first footnote. The table should use appropriated funds only,

\Q
If the first fOotnote is maintained as at present, the table

should read as follz,ws:

\., 1980 22,004 22,004

1981 19,770 18,005

1982 19,716 16,765 1

1983 .
21,513 17,490

1984 (Request) 21,713 16,871

Page F.

The clair that OCR "needed" 100 additional positions was not

accepted by the Congress. This is a case of picking a number

that puts present staffing levels in their worst light. The

report fails to address the fact that all agenciei must operate

under FTE ceilings imposed by OMB. These ceilings for all

personnel (full-time and others) have always required full-time

permanent on-board strength well below authorized position

levelsr. Government and Department-wide hiring freezes have also

played a part in keeping the staffing levels below

authorizations.

Page 7

The'table on this page misinterprets data provided to the

Commission. The figures for. FY 1981 and FY 1982 were end-oh-

year counts not starting counts as indicated in footnote b/.

That footnote shod read: "Number of full-time petimanent staff

actually on-board. Except as noted, figures are as of the end

of the fiscal year." The-"Actual" column should read:
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r's

1980 527
1981 496'

1982 477
1983 469 c/(As of 12/30/82)
1984 (Request) .

do.

The FY '1480 figure of 502 cited by the Commission was the number
on board at the end of calendar 1979.

Page 8, Footnotes 17 and 18

The budgets submitted to"Congress clearly-indicate bOth an
authorized position level and a compensable workyear level. The
FY 1984 request was for 15 feWer positions and six fewer FTE
than inFY 1983. It is mis1.0ding to say that "OCR agreed to
lose an additional six full-time- equivalent positions." This
implies that OCR would be reduced 15 positions plus another 6
positions. This is not'the case. The numbers for OCR personnel
in the FY 1983 and FY 1983 and FY 1984 budgets are as follows:

Year Positions FTE
FyT§8.3 524 W73
FY 1984 50.9 469
Difference -15

Footriote 18 has misused a staffing figure provided to the .

Commission. We do not expect to have 469 staff in FY 1984. We
do expect to use 469 compensable workyears. In the course of
using 469 workyears it is possible that the number of full-time
permanent staff on-board at any particular point in the year
Could exceed 469.

Pages 8 and 9

OCR believes that the proposed level of legal staffing will
adequately serve OCR's legal assistance needs. It is incorrect
to assume that the reduction mean's that OCR will necessarily

.
take fewer enforcement actions. Staff available far litigation
will not be diminished. However, as indicated in the Director's

1711

testimony before the House Appropriations Subco ittee, we
expect that preventive civil rights initiatives coupled with
managemept efficiencies in case processing wit decrease the
level of 'attorney involv.pment in individual cases (Hearing pp.
1229-1230). That testimony clearly stated that the position
reduction does-not mean that the Department will refrain from
taking enforcement action whenever such action is necessary (p.

1232).
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Page 9, Footnote 21 /

This footnote le ves the impre ssion that the Adams ttjleframes

applied to hea h and bUman ,services complaints.' The timeframes

applied:and apply only to education complaints.;
/
,

!

Page 10, Foeitonie 23

OCR
cannot/explain the/discrepancy between GAO ',figures and OCR

figures as me do not know the source, of the GAO data. OCR

records show 1776 complaints received 10/1/79 to 9/30/80. OCR

closed 1581 complaint cases during the same period.

Page 11,..Footnote 26

Thefootnote does not indicate that the Commisjsion asked for..

"actual" end-of-year data one month before the end of the year -

an,impossiblility. TheVlast sentenciIF5Tiesthat actual

receipt and closure data through the end of August were not

available. Such figures were available and would haie been

provided if the Commilleion had asked for them: What we -couldn't

provide on August 430 was an:actual counilwas of September 30;

,thus, the projectefrd figures were the best we could do. As of a

report run on September 9, the actuaL figureS were 1,033

complaints received and 1,057 complaints closed.

Footnote 27

The footnote should be revised to clearly state that the PEER

report claimed that unsuccessful mediation adds to staff time

involved in complaint resolution. As written,, the statement

unibbstantiatedly makes it appear"as if this 'is unequivocal fact-

in all cases.

Page 13
/

CCE Kas been starting fewer new reviews because of our efforts

to close long-standing reviews before
beginning a new one. -*The

--Oommissionls emphasis on new starts does not take into considera-

tion ov_rall workload. If one looks at closure projections as

a perc tage of total compliance reviews on hand, one can see

an t rease in the percentage of total.workload closed each

year. Initiating reviews is easy if one is seeking only to\

display a numbers effect: Completingreviews is what is

important. For example, in FY 1982 we closed .116 reviews. Our

,latest available. data indicates that 191 reviews had been closed

iri'Y 83 as of September 9. That figure is higher than our
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projection of 180 closures and represents
inoirease over FY 1982 levels.

Footnote 34

OCR did not provide data on the actual number of reviews started
because, as in the case of footnote 26, we were asked for end-
of-year actuals one month before the end of the'fiscal year. If)

fact CR had begun 126 'reviews as of September 9, 1983;. This

1
is 16 n re reviews than had been projected and consequently
requir rs recalculation of the percentages in this footnote.
Work continued on 222 reviews opened in prior years. Your
report implies that OCR was uncooperative and had willfully
withheld data. If the actual year-to-date data was desired
that request was not communicated to OCR staff.

Paragraph 2 states, "Although complaints declined again in FY
e3,.an expedited resolution.procedures were adopted, OCR
expected tootegin fewer compliance reviews than in any year
since health and human services became its primary focus.."

In response to this statement,.our FY g budget. presentation
showedpthat.00R targeted 146 new compliance reviews for FY
In 'addition OCR targeted 300 Project Reviews which are a type of
compliance review.

Pages 14 .7. 16

The focus of project revi s is too narrowly detcribed. For
example, Hill-BOrton report will beanother source for
targeting project reviews. Hill-Burton reviews will address
spbstantive access issues (see footnote 37), thereby addressing '
potentially serious discrimination problems.

It is incorrect to state that project reviews do not result in
formal findings of noncompliance. Footnote 40 cites page 1232
in the hearings as the source of.this statement. There is no
projeCt'review information on that page. Furthermore, on page
1233-the Director responded to Mr.4loybals questions concerning
"less than full review" by stating that: "In the event that a
project review fails to obtain voluntary compliance, formal

. findings and negotiations will be required....enforcement action
may result'if cc...pliance actions :are not met."
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Footnote 41 is supposition and was written without the benefit

of evidence. Given that changes have been made in over 90

-percent-of the project reviews closed to date, it is hardly
possible that project reviews will have limited effectiveness.
Any type of review may have deterren effective,as-well as a

"ripple effect". 'Project reviews ha e resulted in requests from'

other institutions/facilities for assistance in achieving

compliance.
.

Project IreViews are compliance reviews with a limited 'scope that

may or may not require an on-site investigation. Project

reviews are designed to pro voluntary compliance by
reqipients through a ,non-advers ial OCR approach. When
deficienCies are found the recipient is informed of the

deficiencies and the action necessary to correct the problem.

As of 9/15/83, 214.of 234 project reviews closed resulted in
corrective action by the recipient.

If attempts to secure voluritary corrective action in a project

review case fail,, the recipient is scheduled for a full

compliance review. Therefore, while it is true that the

project review process itself.does not provi s a "basis for
enforcement", the process does not preclude enforcement if
enfo'rcement action .is warranted.

.00R's, assessment is that hospitals have received the concept
.

-of project reviews very favorably. Their experience in
dealing with 'OCR under- the reviews hat been very positive.

This has been Communiested throughout the hospital community.

While .this may not be-deterrence; it provides an atmosphere for

the achievement of change with a minimum investment of resources

in a non-adversarial context. OCR believes that this does

promote' voluntary compliance.

At -worst, any conolusion,regarding the effectiveness of project

reviews should to pending. However, thejreport seems anxious to

dismiss this promising method as,merely tincreased" activity
that 'takes the place of truly "effective",' activity (e.g., full-

scale compliance .reviews). - The report fails to explain that the

breadth of coverage afforded by project reviews has significant

.implicationseffor beneficiaries and. for identification of those
Problems that can only be addressed through a full-scale

compliance review.
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The report. states that projecereviews.vs. compliance reviews is
a "doubtful trade off between increased and effective activity."
However,. OCR strongly believes that a success rate for change in
214 out of 234 cases is very effective activity.

Page 18 '.

We question the rather "sweeping" conclusion that ,OCR has not.

""deveioped a coherentprogram" to address our civil rights
responsibilities under block grants. In fact, we have
communicated with Governor's offices to establish liaison
- contacts, and regional staff have held follow-up meetings with

Euhernatorial staff to establish procedures by which we (OCR)
will impl4Iignt.the 60-day referral, proviSion under the block
grant leglelatiOn.

Further, Regional staff have been formally trained'on
unique aspeots of block grant civil rights compliance.; written
procedures have been incorporated into the Investigative
Procedures Manual; and Voluntary Compliance and Outreach
staff have been instructed on'various methodologies for
providing technical-assistance to States and informing
beneficiarr of their rights under block grants.

In addition to our voluntary ,compliance and outreach initiative
related.to block-grantayOu are aware that we have actively
participated in block grants hearings (throughout several .

regions). of Committees to the Commission in order to
accurately co ey to the pubiicat large, the framework under
which OCR.. is operating to ensure civil rights compliance is
obtained in the block grant programs.

Regarding footnote 50, it should be noted that the corr ct title
forMarcella Haynes is Chief, Special Projects Branch ithin

the Division of Policy and Special Projects. Addit - nally,

OCR developed block grant nondiscrimination draft egulations
and in February 1983 submitted them for clearanc to the
Department of Justice and the EEOt as is requir d by Executive

Order. Absent approved regulations, OCR has ut lized statutory

language to begin impleMentation.of block grant' ompliance

activities. The statutory language adopts by reference the

iexsting civil rights laws - ('Title VI, Section 504 the Age
Discrimination Act, and Title IX) which, therefore provides us
standards on which to proceed with inveatigations and reviews.

that fall within these categories.
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With respect to footnote 53, OCR's posture relative to conduct-
ing block grant reviews waS modified in-instructions on the
Annual Operating Plan to allow each region to under take a'
review of Oneblock grant program at the State'Agency level.
Details concerning the reviews are being.finalize4. OCR staf

could have provided this updated information to the Commission
however, an appropriate inquiry was not made.

Pace 19

The statement that "ciVil rights enforcement in .block grants has

been hindered byTinadequate"resources"'presupposes a.greater.
involvement by States than OCR has proposed or determined is
legally permissible under civil rights law. Compliance related
activities may be delegated to States as is found to be both

feasible and viable but delegation of enforcement has never been

a:basis of discussi'on. OCR will continue to actively.enforde

cases of noncompliance recipients whether under block grant or

non-block grant funds. The lack of formally completing the

planned pilot project has in no way diminished OCRs capacity to

-,,,ensure civil rights compliance under the block grant program.'

Pages 19 2:23

The report seems to convey an inaccurate assumption that the

only index of effective t,.:c.thnical..assistance is the amount,of..

money supporting contract activity. T! ! Commission has failed

to ask for data on the.nurber of contacts (increasing),

.seminars/meetings, in-hous: development of materials and .

dissemination of thousands of doCuments to beneficiaries. The

COmmission also did not ask for data pe the-mpact of outreach

1

.
activ ties and the Substa'' lie changes resulting from these c.

,activ ties. We hive datr sufficient to dispel this assumption

and w 11 be happy to Ire de it to.ou in the interest of

accuracy.

Footnote 60 states... "resour.ces for.technical assistance have

been severely limited."
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To the contrary, the transfer of 414 poiitions to the Voluntary
Compliance and Outreach (V CO) activity is a substantial increase
in resources for technical assistance. Cutreach is another term
for. technial assistance and technical assistance is an integral
pari..of voluntary compliance. 'In addition, it is the policy of
OCR that evey investigator in the field has a responsibility to
provide technical assistance at every opportunity.

Page 20, Footnote 61

As you were advis-: (R did not fund new technical assistance' .

contracts: after FY 19:1. The first full paragraph onthe page
is incorrect. It whou d read: "Beginning in FY 1982, OW has
not funded new technical assista ce contracts."

Page 20, Footnote 62

It is unclear how the 88 percent figure wa s derived. Qur budget
staff was asked for a listing of FY 1981 contracts. From our
review of available information on FY 1981 technical assistance
contracts; it appears as if no more than 22 percent of the funds
supported contracts related to Section 504 assistance.

Page 21, Footnote 65

The citation concerning publication of bloCk grant regulations
should be corrected to read: "pp. 1232, 1236." Additionally,
there is an inference in the footnote that; because the Director,
;mentioned plahs to provide training on block grants (p. 1236)
but did no. mention training on age discrimination regulations,
QR will not provide such training or inform the public of age-
related,,requirements: The statement on page 1236 in the
hearings'Tecord was in response to a question that concerned
block grants only. On page '1233, the Director clearly stated
that OCR's goals for outreach include involving beneficiaries in
efforts to promote voluntary compliance and, making assistance
avOlable 'o all types of recipients on all of the Department's
civil r!.ghts jurisdictions. These goals would include
zssis,:.ance related to the. Age. Discrimination' Act regulations.
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Page 22, text to Footnote 6

The staffing increase to whiCh the Commission refers is for the

purpose of conducting project eviews. What the report doe not

acknowledge is that these reviews have a,distinct technical

assistance component. This tar ted assistance will have

immediate positive impact for pr ram beneficiaries or potential

beneficiaries.

Footnote 61' states that "each regio al unit was directed to

complete at least 24 project reviews in FY 83 ". This is

incorrect. "OCR projected the initia ion of 350 project

reviews in T1 83 and completion of 300 by the end of FY 83:

For FY 84, each region was instructed to do" at least 24

project reviews in the following areas:

10 Section 504
10 Hill-Burton.
4 Title VI

Y.

e text regarding footnote 70 states that the VCO increased.

staff is "responiible for conducting project reviews". In

fact, the investigative staff is responsible for conducting

project reviews. When the investigator receives an indication

that the'recipient may be willing to voluntarily take corrective'

acton,.the case is then turned over to the VCO staff for

ntgotiation of a corrective action. It is incorrect to state'

that VCO is responsible for-conducting project reviews.

Page 23, Footnote 71

Should read: "they involve offers of technical assistanZe."

Page 23, Footnote 72

Current plans, are for, each region to carry out a minimum of four

Title VI-focused project reviews. It is incorrea-51-iy that

there would be a maximum of 40 occasions for Title VI technical

assistance in the project review context.

Pag9 23, Footnote 75

The cite..Ion from the -A -11 -53 -Report is correct. The reference

to "scarce resources" is unsupported. The Commission was told

that four professionals devote some portion of their time

td the Age Discrimination Act (ADA) coordination.fuRction.
Additionally, this does not include time -spent by outreach, staff.
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'.0CR has provided staff as needed through task force efforts to
meet the publication and review' requirements under. ADA, as well
as on7going support frOm the Officeof the Associate General
,Counsel for Enforcement, .the' Office of. the Geneal Counsel and
the Office of.Management and ,Policy. In addition regional and
headquarter's staff investigate cases as'they arise and
.technical assistance is proVided,as requested from recipients an
beneficiarie6 and thrOugh special projects such, as through
development of outreach models with State'Units on Aging. ,(See

.Annual Report for FY 1982, p..4.)

Page n Footnote

This sentence should read "delayed final approval of other'
agencies'...", not "suspended re .views ".. All regulations were
reviewed.'

Footnote E2 .

The statements here appear to evaluate HPS activities in the
area of Age discrimination using as a basis correspondence
between.the Commission and the Departmeht of Justice. This
is most inappropriate as OCR has notobeen.privy to the
correspondence. If this sentence is to remain a relevant
portion of the report, OCR should. have the opportunity to
review and comment on the documents.

footnote .23
q.

.
.

. .

We are unsure of your specific reference here. However, if .

the report is relying on information from the FY'82 Annual Age
Discrimination Act Report, then you should be aware that a later
status resolves any such instances is referenced,

Footnote P4

OCR's first prior'ty has been to work with agencies.to ensure
publication cf pr posed Of final regulations.. Further the

;r1report does not me tion-HHS/OCR .activities in evaluating the
mediation process and in developing model plans for outreach
with State Units on Aging as activities which the .Department
under-took pending, resolution of the OMB "policy differences."

r-
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Page 13 Ms.. Chavez

Footnote 85 and 86

The coordination effort referred to, by A-11-53 report. seems
tO include only the staff (1 ,Per.son)required.for reviewing
and commenting on the reg4lations submitted by other agencies.
The personnel necessary to staff an "enforcement coordination"
effort has not been addressed as such% Technical assistance
is not. included in the one professidnal staff-position alloted,
nor is investigative staff. However, such a activities are
provided by. OCR on a'continuous basis. 'This footnote should
indicate final-approval of agency regulations will,be delayed
until resolution: of the suit against HHS by the 'Action
Alliance of Senior Citizens et._al. The suit was filed

in March 1983.

Page 26, Footnote '87

The report cites- the Director's response to Mr. Stokes' question
an selection of subjects for compliance reviews. Although the

response indicated chat existing survey data would be used, the

Director also indicated that OCR uses other means for selecting

review sites. The contention appears to be that without a
survey OCR will be unable to identify issues inAthe age
discrimination area. Other methods, including contacts with
community leaders and organizations and review of cases can
,serve to highlight potential compliance problems.

If you would like to meet ,to discuss' these items further, please

contact me.

ely
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